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Sustainability is the main challenge faced by humanity today on global and 
local scales. This dissertation investigates how the latest developments 
within computer science and ICT can be applied to establish participatory, 
low-cost tools and practices that enable citizens to monitor, raise 
awareness about, and contribute to the sustainable management of the 
commons they rely on, and thereby protect or improve their quality of life.
The general approach proposed in this work is to use community memories 
– as central data repositories and points of interaction for community 
members and other stakeholders – and the novel combination of participatory 
mobile sensing and social tagging – as a low-cost means to collect 
quantitative and qualitative data about the state of the commons and 
the health, well-being, behaviour and opinion of those that depend on it.
This work also demonstrates in detail how this approach can be turned into a 
concrete solution for the problem of environmental noise – commonly referred to 
as noise pollution. The NoiseTube system presented here enables a participatory, 
low-cost approach to the assessment and mapping of environmental noise and 
its impact on citizens’ quality of life. The system has been operational since May 
2009 and has since been iteratively improved and validated through lab and field 
experiments. Via coordinated campaigns with volunteering citizens it is established 
that participatory noise mapping is a suitable alternative for, or a valuable 
complement to, conventional methods applied by authorities.  NoiseTube is the 
completest and most widely used participatory noise mapping solution to date.
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Abstract
Sustainability is the main challenge faced by humanity today on global and local scales.
Most environmental problems can be seen as the tragic overexploitation of a commons.
In this dissertation we investigate how the latest developments within computer science
and ICT can be applied to establish participatory, low-cost tools and practices that enable
citizens to monitor, raise awareness about, and contribute to the sustainable management
of the commons they rely on, and thereby protect or improve their quality of life.
As a general approach we propose the use of community memories – as central data
repositories and points of interaction for community members and other stakeholders –
and the novel combination of participatory mobile sensing and social tagging – as a low-
cost means to collect quantitative and qualitative data about the state of the commons
and the health, well-being, behaviour and opinion of those that depend on it.
Through applied, interdisciplinary research we develop a concrete solution for a speciﬁc,
socially relevant problem, namely that of environmental noise – commonly referred to as
noise pollution. Under the name NoiseTube we present an operational system that en-
ables a participatory, low-cost approach to the assessment of environmental noise and its
impact on citizens’ quality of life. This approach can be applied in the scope of citizen- or
authority-led initiatives. The NoiseTube system consists of a sensing application – which
turns mobile phones into a sound level meters and allows users to comment on their ex-
perience via social tagging – and a community memory – which aggregates and processes
data collected by participants anywhere. The system supports and has been tested and
deployed at diﬀerent levels of scale – personal, group and mass sensing. Since May 2009
NoiseTube has been used by hundreds, if not thousands, of people all around the world,
allowing us to draw lessons regarding the feasibility of diﬀerent deployment, collaboration
and coordination scenarios for participatory sensing in general. While similar systems have
been proposed ours is the completest and most widely used participatory noise mapping
solution to date. Our validation experiments demonstrate that the accuracy of mobile
phones as sound level meters can be brought to an acceptable level through calibration
and statistical reasoning. Through coordinated NoiseTube campaigns with volunteering
citizens we establish that participatory noise mapping is a suitable alternative for, or a
valuable complement to, conventional methods applied by authorities.
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Samenvatting
Duurzame ontwikkeling is de belangrijkste uitdaging waarmee de mensheid momenteel
geconfronteerd wordt op globaal en lokaal vlak. De meeste milieuproblemen kunnen
gezien worden als de tragische overexploitatie van een commons. In deze dissertatie
onderzoeken we hoe de nieuwste ontwikkelingen binnen de computerwetenschappen en
ICT toegepast kunnen worden om participatieve, goedkope systemen en methoden te
ontwikkelen welke burgers in staat stellen om toezicht te houden op, aandacht te eisen
voor, en bij te dragen aan het duurzaam beheer van de commons waar ze afhankelijk van
zijn, en zodoende hun levenskwaliteit te beschermen of te verbeteren.
Als een algemene aanpak stellen het gebruik voor van community memories – als centrale
vergaarplaatsen voor gegevens en interactiepunten voor burgers en andere belanghebben-
den – en de innovatieve combinatie van participatory mobile sensing en social tagging –
als een goedkope manier om kwantitatieve en kwalitatieve gegevens te verzamelen over
de toestand van de commons en de gezondheid, het welzijn, het gedrag en de opinie van
zij die ervan afhangen.
Doormiddel van toegepast, interdisciplinair onderzoek ontwikkelen we een concrete oplos-
sing voor een speciﬁek, maatschappelijk relevant probleem, namelijk dat van omgevings-
lawaai – beter bekend als geluidshinder. We presenteren NoiseTube, een operationeel
systeem dat een participatieve, goedkope aanpak voor het in kaart brengen van omge-
vingslawaai en de impact op de levenskwaliteit van burgers mogelijk maakt. Deze aanpak
kan toegepast worden in het kader van initiatieven geleid door burgers of overheden. Het
NoiseTube systeem bestaat uit een meetapplicatie – welke mobiele telefoons verandert
in geluidsmeters en gebruikers toelaat om commentaar te geven over hun ervaring via
social tagging – en een community memory – welke instaat voor het aggregeren en ver-
werken van gegevens verzameld door deelnemers overal. Het systeem ondersteunt en is
getest en ingezet op verschillend schaalniveaus – personal, group en mass sensing. Sinds
mei 2009 is NoiseTube gebruikt door honderden, zo niet duizenden, mensen over heel de
wereld, wat ons in staat stelt om lessen te trekken met betrekking tot de haalbaarheid
van verschillende uitrol-, collaboratie- en coördinatiescenario’s voor participatory sensing
in het algemeen. Hoewel er vergelijkbare systemen voorgesteld zijn is onze oplossing voor
participatieve geluidskartering de compleetste en wijdst gebruikte tot op heden. Onze
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validatie-experimenten tonen aan dat de nauwkeurigheid van mobiele telefoons als geluids-
meters tot op een aanvaardbaar niveau gebracht kan worden door middel van kalibratie
en statistische redenering. Doormiddel van gecoördineerde geluidsmeetcampagnes met
vrijwilligers staven we dat participatieve geluidskartering een geschikt alternatief of een
waardevolle aanvulling is voor conventionele methoden gebruikt door overheden.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Research context
The need to avert climate change and its perilous eﬀects, the need to stop biodiversity
loss caused by human activities, the dilemma of having to feed an ever larger population
while trying to preserve the planet’s rainforests, getting by with increasingly scarce supply
of fossil fuels and other resources, and coping with mounting environmental stressors and
social pressures threatening health and quality of life in rapidly expanding agglomerations
– these are just a few of the daunting sustainability problems humanity faces today.
To safeguard our well-being and that of future generations we must urgently move to-
wards sustainable development. This means we must ﬁnd ways to reconcile demographic
and economic growth with the protection and restoration of the environment and the
preservation and improvement of the quality of human lives everywhere.
This challenge should be a concern to literally everyone, from policymakers to citizens.
But when it comes to ﬁnding answers most eyes turn to science and technology. Hence,
scientists of all disciplines have a responsibility to ask themselves what their ﬁeld can do
to contribute to the search for solutions and their implementation in society.
Driven by the ambition to make a meaningful contribution to this challenge, the research
covered in this dissertation investigates how the latest developments within computer
science and ICT can be applied to establish tools and practices that allow us to better un-
derstand, manage and ultimately protect our environment, and thereby our quality of life.
Our research is part of the citizen science movement. From a computer science perspec-
tive it can be situated in the ﬁeld of mobile sensing, which is itself rooted in the wider
movement of ubiquitous /pervasive computing and that of the Internet of Things.
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1.2 Problem statement
Most of the sustainability problems humanity faces on global and local scales can be
seen as examples of the overexploitation of a commons. As we will explain in chapter 2,
there is a growing consensus among social scientists and policymakers about the fact
that sustainable exploitation of commons, and the tackling of environmental issues in
general, requires broad participation and awareness of the general public. Citizen com-
munities should be allowed to participate in the process of environmental monitoring
and the establishment of new institutions, whether these are ad-hoc rules created within
communities or laws passed by authorities, that aim to protect the commons they rely on.
Therefore the problem statement of this thesis is:
.
How can contemporary ICT be applied to establish participatory, low-cost
tools and practices that enable communities to monitor, raise awareness
about, and sustainably manage the commons they rely on?
Box 1.1: Problem statement of this thesis
1.3 Research goals
The work presented in this dissertation serves three principal goals:
Goal 1: Formulate a general approach
It is our ambition to formulate a general approach that constitutes an answer to
the problem statement. This approach should be abstract enough to transcend the
context of speciﬁc communities facing speciﬁc commons issues, but at the same
time concrete enough to serve as a blueprint for solutions that can be implemented
and deployed in practice to help speciﬁc communities deal with speciﬁc problems.
Goal 2: Apply it to a speciﬁc, socially relevant case
We intend to conduct applied, interdisciplinary research aimed at turning our gen-
eral approach into a concrete, ICT-based solution for a speciﬁc, socially relevant
problem. To design and implement this solution we must apply state of the art tech-
nology and make advances where necessary. This eﬀort is interdisciplinary because
it requires us to gather domain knowledge relevant to the chosen case, in order to
understand the needs of potential users and the expectations of domain experts.
We intend to deploy and validate this solution in real-world conditions to prepare
for operational – as in, non-experimental – usage in the relatively short term.
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Goal 3: Aim for broad societal impact
Driven by a sense of urgency, regarding the sustainability challenges humanity
faces, it is our ambition to conduct research that has real societal impact early on.
This way we intend to contribute to the raising of public, academic and govern-
mental awareness about the speciﬁc problem we focus on, as well as sustainability
challenges in general. This inﬂuences the way we conduct research, as well as how,
where and to whom we communicate about it.
1.4 Research plan
Before we can formulate a general approach (goal 1) we must ﬁrst develop a vision re-
garding the way contemporary ICT can support communities in commons management,
and how it can help them to interact with other stakeholders. This vision should cover
both technical matters and organisational aspects. The core elements of the vision we
introduce are community memories, mobile sensing and social tagging. A community
memory is an ICT resource that empowers citizens by enabling them to archive, discuss,
visualise and share information that is relevant to the management of a commons they are
concerned with. A community can also use this platform to interact with other stakehold-
ers such as authorities, ﬁrms and scientists. Through mobile sensing and social tagging
citizens can play an active role in environmental monitoring by collecting quantitative and
qualitative data using oﬀ-the-shelf mobile phones.
Because mobile sensing is the subject of active research, it is necessary to have insight
in the current state of the art and open challenges. This allows us to distil a set of spec-
iﬁcations for mobile sensing systems aimed at environmental monitoring in a community
memory context. Moreover, it allows us to pin down and prioritise the open challenges
which we need to tackle in order to realise our vision.
The concrete problem we address (goal 2) is that of environmental noise, commonly
referred to as noise pollution. Environmental noise is the noise people are exposed to in
their daily lives as a result of various human activities, such as those related to transport,
industry and leisure. Long-term exposure to excessive environmental noise aﬀects human
behaviour, productivity, health and general quality of life. Due to economic and industrial
development environmental noise is becoming an ever greater concern in agglomerations
around the world. We have three main motivations for choosing this topic. First and
foremost, it is a real, pressing issue which aﬀects millions of people every day. Second,
due to recent European legislation there is a major incentive to develop new methods to
assess environmental noise. Third, unlike some other environmental problems such as air
pollution, noise pollution can be measured using mobile phones without any additional,
potentially expensive, measuring equipment, as we demonstrate in this work.
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In order to be able to propose a solution that is applicable in practice, it is essential
that we understand the needs of potential users – i.e. noise-concerned citizens – and the
expectations of domain experts – i.e. acousticians, policymakers, oﬃcials of environmental
agencies, etc. Therefore we need to assemble the necessary expertise regarding acoustics,
human hearing, subjective aspects of sound perception as well as current governmental
policies and conventional methods for the assessment of environmental noise. This is
one of the aspects which make this an interdisciplinary eﬀort.
We apply this expertise to propose a novel, participatory solution to the assessment of
environmental noise and the perception of (urban) soundscapes in general. This so-
lution is enabled by NoiseTube, a mobile sensing and community memory system that
allows citizens to contribute to the assessment of environmental noise and its impact
on the quality of life of local communities. Rather than only develop the technology we
also experiment with diﬀerent deployment and coordination strategies, and reach out to
potential adopters (e.g. individual citizens, NGOs and local authorities).
We allow anyone to use the NoiseTube system for free and we make publicity for it by
presenting our work at various events and by reaching out to mainstream media. This
way we intend to convince as many people as possible to try out NoiseTube in order to
help us improve it, while contributing to the creation of noise maps for their local area.
Moreover, we seek to get the attention of NGOs or local authorities with whom we can
forge partnerships to set up coordinated noise mapping eﬀorts using NoiseTube. With
these eﬀorts we also directly contribute to the raising of awareness about the problem of
environmental noise (goal 3).
The quality of data collected by citizens using devices that are not purpose-made is
bound to be disputed. Hence it is crucial that we validate our solution, especially with
regards to the credibility of the sound level measurements made on mobile phones and
the general results of participatory noise mapping eﬀorts. Therefore we make signiﬁcant
eﬀorts to conduct validation experiments in the lab and the ﬁeld. Laboratory experiments
allow us to evaluate and improve the accuracy of the sound level measurements the
NoiseTube system allows to collect. For the ﬁeld experiments we collaborate with a
group of citizens and coach them to use the NoiseTube system to assess noise levels in
their neighbourhood. With these real-world experiments we evaluate the usability of the
system, the eﬀectiveness of collaboration strategies, the quality of the aggregated data
and the suitability of the noise maps that we generate from it.
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1.5 Structure of the dissertation
Here we summarize each subsequent chapter of the dissertation:
Chapter 2: Context & vision
In this chapter we develop the rationale behind our research. We sketch the chal-
lenge of sustainable development and distil guidelines from theory and practice
regarding commons management and environmental policy in general. We outline
the opportunities which today enable us to tackle these problems in a new, partici-
patory way. Building on these guidelines and opportunities, we present our vision of
community memories as platforms for participatory environmental monitoring and
governance of commons.
Chapter 3: Mobile sensing
On the one hand, this chapter serves to situate our work within the ﬁeld of mobile
sensing and the wider movement of ubiquitous computing research. To this end, we
clarify the origins, current state and open challenges of the ﬁeld of mobile sensing.
On the other, it concretises our approach by contrasting it with the work of others
and by identifying the speciﬁc challenges we have to tackle to develop mobile sensing
systems for environmental monitoring in a community memory context.
Chapter 4: All about noise
In this chapter our goal is to shed light on two sides of the concept of noise.
First, we study deﬁnitions of noise at the level of individual sounds and individual
hearers. Then we focus on environmental noise as a societal problem and discuss its
eﬀects on human health and well-being, the response of policymakers, and current
assessment methods.
Chapter 5: The NoiseTube system
This chapter introduces our participatory approach to environmental noise assess-
ment and the NoiseTube system which underpins that approach. The NoiseTube
system consists of two principal components: the NoiseTube Community Memory
and the NoiseTube Mobile application for smartphones. We treat the functionalities
and implementation aspects of the NoiseTube Community Memory – leaving the
mobile application for the next chapter. In this chapter we also provide statistics
about when, where, how and by whom the system has been used so far. We also
discuss our experience with the early deployment of the system.
Chapter 6: The NoiseTube Mobile app
In this chapter we take a detailed look at the functionality, design and implementa-
tion of NoiseTube Mobile. This freely downloadable participatory sensing app turns
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a mobile phone into a personal, portable, low-cost sound level meter. Additionally
this chapter also discusses the main examples of related work – with respect to
NoiseTube Mobile and the NoiseTube system as a whole.
Chapter 7: Validation
In this chapter we discuss our eﬀorts to validate the NoiseTube approach and system
– in terms of suitability and usability – by means of experiments in lab and the ﬁeld.
The main challenge we tackle here is that of evaluating and improving data quality,
both at the level of measurements made by individual mobile phones and at the
level of coordinated noise mapping campaigns involving groups of citizens. This
validation work is essential given our ambition to make participatory noise mapping
an acceptable alternative or complement to conventional assessment methods.
Chapter 8: Conclusion
To wrap up the dissertation this chapter lists the main contributions of our work
and provides an overview of on-going and future work.
Finally this dissertation contains seven appendices:
Appendix A: All about sound
This appendix provides further background information to support the comprehen-
sion of chapters 4 to 7. It introduces the basics of acoustics, human hearing,
analogue and digital audio signals, and of sound level meters – the devices whose
functionality the NoiseTube Mobile app brings to the platform of mobile phones.
Appendix B: Precision, accuracy & calibration
This appendix provides a short recap of high school physics on the distinction
between precision and accuracy, diﬀerent types of measurement errors and how
they can be remedied by averaging or calibration.
Appendix C: The NoiseTube Prototype
Here we brieﬂy discuss and early prototype for the NoiseTube system, developed in
the summer of 2008.
Appendix D: NoiseTube data interchange speciﬁcations
This appendix documents the data interchange APIs and ﬁle formats that han-
dle the communication and exchange of data between NoiseTube Mobile and the
NoiseTube Community Memory.
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Appendix E: All about platforms
This appendix provides background information on the hardware (i.e. smartphones)
and software (e.g. Java ME and Android) platforms we have targeted with Noise-
Tube Mobile. Apart from describing technical aspects, we also spend attention on
the evolutions in the market for smartphones and the software platforms that run
on them. Moreover, based on our experiences we also present generalised guidelines
regarding cross-platform application development for Java ME and Android.
Appendix F: Questionnaire
In order to evaluate the NoiseTube system from the perspective of end-users we
have created a questionnaire which is included in this appendix.
Appendix G: Dissemination & impact
Here we give an overview of the dissemination of our work and the impact it has
and continues to have. This includes scientiﬁc and other publications, contributions
at events, and media mentions.
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Chapter 2
Context & vision
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we develop the rationale behind the research presented in this disserta-
tion. At its core, our research is focused on the creation of low-cost ICT systems, and
associated practices, to enable ordinary citizens to participate actively in the process of
environmental monitoring and governance. By leveraging mobile and Web technology,
we aim to raise public awareness of, and facilitate innovative, participatory solutions for,
local environmental and quality of life issues, and sustainability challenges in general.
In order to contextualise, motivate and underpin our vision and approach, this chapter
frames our research in a broader societal context and draws links with diverse sources
of inspiration and related work within and beyond computer science. First, section 2.2
sketches the challenge of achieving sustainable development on global and local scales.
Next, in section 2.3 we distil guidelines from research and practice regarding the manage-
ment of commons and environmental issues in general. Then, in section 2.4 we outline
three principal opportunities – in terms of people, technology and practices – which today
enable us to tackle these problems in a new, participatory way. Building on these guide-
lines and opportunities, we present our vision on participatory environmental monitoring
and governance of commons in section 2.5. Section 2.6 concludes this chapter.
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2.2 The sustainability challenge
Sustainability, in its many facets, is arguably the main challenge faced by humanity today,
both on global and local scales. We believe scientists and technologists of all disciplines
bear a responsibility to do what they can in this matter.
2.2.1 Global issues
On 31 October 2011 the world population hit the 7 billion milestone. By the same UN
projections, it is expected to exceed 10 billion well before the end of this century [538].
An increasing amount of evidence indicates that this demographic growth, in combination
with increasing economic development and rising socio-economical aspirations worldwide,
imposes unsustainable demands on our planet’s resources.
It is estimated that humanity’s combined ecological footprint has exceeded the Earth’s
carrying capacity since the late 1970s or early ‘80s, and has continued to grow ever
since [343, 560]. In 2007, we collectively lived as if we had 1.5 Earth-like planets at
our disposal, and, if the trend continues, it is expected that by 2030 we would need 2
such planets to sustain our demands [426]. The consequences of this overexploitation
are ecological as well as humanitarian, moreover, often the former leads to the latter.
For instance, human-caused decline in biodiversity1 not only represents a loss of wildlife2,
which is tragic in itself, but also risks to impede, among other things, food provision
(e.g. due to depletion of ﬁsheries3 and crop pollination problems), freshwater supply4,
wastewater treatment, medicine provision and the absorbance of greenhouse gases by
threatened ecosystems such as rainforests [426].
That brings us to the topic of climate change, arguably the most prominent sustainability
challenge today. In its latest assessment report, the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change stated that the warming of the climate is considered to be an unequivocal
fact, and that most of the increase in global average temperature is  very likely  caused
by increased greenhouse gas concentrations due to human activity [276]. Here too, the
warming of the climate in itself is not the main problem, but the secondary consequences
are truly worrying. Examples are the increase of drought in dry regions (which are also ex-
pected to become larger due to desertiﬁcation), the increase of precipitation and thereby
ﬂood risk in wet regions, further losses of biodiversity due to overtaxed resilience of
1 The Living Planet Index, the main biodiversity indicator, has dropped by ±30% since 1970 [426].
2 A single yet striking example is that there are now more tigers living in captivity than in the wild [426].
3 In 2008, an est. 83% of the world’s oceanic ﬁsheries were ﬁshed at or beyond capacity [188: p. 38].
4 In 2010, 1.8 billion people used the Internet, yet 1 billion lacked adequate freshwater supply [426].
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ecosystems, increases of coastal erosion and ﬂooding due to sea-level rise and extreme
weather events [73, 276].
Another sustainability challenge is energy provision. Fossil fuels are the main source of
consumed energy worldwide [545] and in the developed world they account for about
80% [330]. The dependency on fossil fuels is unsustainable for at least three reasons.
First, fossil fuel reserves that can be exploited in an economically viable way will run out at
some point – although estimates of when this will happen vary considerably. Long before
that, decreasing supply and increasing demand due to global economic development,
may well cause energy prices to skyrocket. Second, fossil fuel-based energy provision
causes 74% of worldwide greenhouse gas emissions and is thus (very likely [276]) a
primary contributor to climate change. Third, fossil fuel-related interests – concerning
both exploitation of reserves and transportation of extracted fuel – have already caused
or contributed to numerous episodes of (geo)political instability, including outright war,
in various places around the world. As reserves run lower and prices go up, the risk of
conﬂicts will probably only increase. Unless fossil fuel dependency is reduced, energy
security is therefore likely to become an increasingly challenging concern, especially for
countries that have no reserves of their own or have already (largely) depleted them [330].
Finding solutions to global sustainability issues requires profound thinking about all forms
of human development and the limits that govern it. A pioneering work on the topic is
The Limits to Growth from 1972 [342]. This report, commissioned by the Club of Rome
think tank, investigated the consequences of the rapidly growing world population (then
approaching 4 billion) in relation to the Earth’s ﬁnite resources. It put forward a model
which showed that world population, industrialisation, pollution and resource depletion
were all on a path of exponential growth, while technological advances could bring about
only linear increases in availability of resources. The report stirred considerable debate,
yet many critics dismissed it as a doomsday prophecy [388]. However, the actual global
development trends observed since 1972 have been largely in agreement with the predicted
growth scenario [343, 532]. This, combined with the mounting scientiﬁc evidence on the
above-mentioned and other problems related to humanity’s growing ecological footprint,
makes it all the more likely that we, as a species, are about to reach, or have already
surpassed, the limits to growth.
Yet global economic growth and development are also seen as principal drivers for the
amelioration of human lives everywhere. The true challenge humanity faces is therefore
a balancing act between sustainability and development. In 1987, Our Common Future5,
a report by the UN’s World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED),
deﬁned sustainable development as  development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs  [602].
5 Also known as the Brundtland Report, after former Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland,
who chaired the WCED – also known as the Brundtland Commission.
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2.2.2 Local issues
Also at local scales we see growth processes that may be unsustainable in the long run.
An example is the process of urbanisation. In 2005, the UN estimated that cities were
home to 49% of the world population, and predicted a rise to 60% by 2030 [537]. In 2008
the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre and the World Bank estimated that
95% of the world population was concentrated on just 10% of the planet’s land area [368].
Urbanisation is especially rampant in the developing world: according to the UN, 74% of
the world’s city dwellers lived in developing countries in 2005, and by 2030 this is expected
to be 81% [537]. While urbanisation has positive eﬀects as well, the rapid growth of many
cities and agglomerations around the world represents an alarming threat to the quality
of life of their citizens. This is due to poor sanitation and health services, shortage
of adequate housing, unemployment, poverty and other forms of social injustice, crime,
transportation problems, lack of (green) space and environmental degradation caused by
air, soil, water and noise pollution [539: pp. 240–269].
Global and local sustainability issues are often interrelated. On the one hand, global or
transnational issues put mounting pressure on local communities in many parts of the
world, for instance due to collapsing ﬁsheries, drought, natural disasters and pollution of
“mobile” resources such as air and water. On the other, communities in urbanised areas
often have a disproportionately large environmental footprint6.
2.2.3 A call to arms
Today, given pressing issues such as climate change, achieving sustainable development
is more important than ever. This concerns, and requires eﬀorts of, literally everyone,
from policymakers to citizens. Yet when it comes to ﬁnding answers, most eyes turn to
science and technology. Therefore, scientists and technologists of all disciplines should
take up the challenge and ask themselves what their ﬁeld can do to contribute to the
search for solutions, both theoretical and practical, and their implementation in society.
From a computer science perspective, there are, broadly speaking, two avenues to follow.
On the one hand, there is the green computing or green IT [358] movement, that aims to
lower the environmental impact of computing infrastructure itself, typically by increasing
energy eﬃciency through optimisations in hard- and software. On the other, computer
science can contribute to the creation of systems and practices that allow us to better un-
derstand, manage and ultimately protect our environment, and thereby our quality of life.
The work covered in this dissertation is situated in the second category.
6 It has been reported that cities are responsible for approximately 75 to 80% of worldwide greenhouse gas
emissions, although there is considerable debate on the role of other factors besides urban density [134].
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2.3 Guidelines
In this section, we present a number of guidelines that have been put forward to cope
with sustainability challenges, and which have served as a source of inspiration for our
approach to environmental monitoring and governance. We take two perspectives to
distil these guidelines. On the one hand, we survey ﬁndings of economists and other
social scientists in the ﬁeld of commons management. On the other, we look at common
practices applied by policymakers in their eﬀorts to tackle environmental problems.
2.3.1 Commons management
Many of the sustainability problems humanity is facing today, on global and local scales,
can be seen as examples of the overexploitation of a commons – i.e. a resource which is
accessible to all and owned by no-one7. This is a theme that has occupied thinkers for at
least two millennia [456]. In 1968, biologist Garrett Hardin provided it with the catchy title
The Tragedy of the Commons, in an eponymous article published in Science [245]. This
article became very inﬂuential, but was also criticised for the remorseless and pessimistic
vision it proclaimed. One of the most prominent critics is economist Elinor Ostrom,
whose research has shown that self-managed commons need not always end in tragedy.
In 2009 Ostrom was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics [456]. Her ﬁndings are an
important inspiration for our approach to environmental monitoring and governance.
2.3.1.1 The tragedy
In his famous article, Hardin argued that users of a commons are trapped in an inevitable
process that leads to the destruction of the very resource upon which they depend [408].
He argued that the “rational” maximisation of individual beneﬁts by each user of a com-
mons, ignorant of costs imposed on others, cumulates to an overexploitation and a likely
eventual collapse of the resource. Hardin illustrated this tragedy using the metaphor
of a pasture  open to all , used by multiple independent herders to graze their herds.
He reasoned that each individual herder, motivated by self-interest – or blind greed, if
you will – is compelled to increase the size of his herd without limit. Hardin therefore
concluded that, in a stable society, where the numbers of both man and beast are not
curtailed by warfare, poaching or disease, the pasture would become overgrazed, causing
it to degrade and eventually be rendered useless, resulting in ruin for all [245].
7 Or everyone.
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2.3.1.2 Common-pool resources
Hardin’s metaphorical pasture is an example of what economists call a common-pool re-
source (CPR). CPRs are deﬁned as resources to which more than one party has access,
because exclusion through physical or institutional8 means is impossible or too costly,
and for which exploitation by one beneﬁciary reduces availability9 to others. This diﬃ-
culty of exclusion and subtractability can lead to dilemmas in which CPR users, called
appropriators, by acting upon their own short-term interests10, produce outcomes that
are not in anyone’s long-term interest. Note that appropriators are not necessarily each
other’s peers, like Hardin’s herders are. For instance, the CPR could be a patch of
rainforest appropriated by both indigenous tribes and logging companies. Besides pas-
tures and forests, CPRs include ﬁshing grounds, groundwater basins, or on a larger scale,
the Earth’s atmosphere and oceans11. Apart from natural resources, CPRs can also be
products of civilisation, like irrigation systems, the Internet or the Web [315, 408].
2.3.1.3 Conventional solutions
Conventional economic theory has proposed two primary solutions to the CPR problem.
Both rely on the introduction of property rights. On the one hand, scholars and policy-
makers have used Hardin’s original statement as an argument for the centralisation of
all CPRs under government control [408]. In such cases a state takes ownership of the
CPR, sets rules concerning access rights and limitations, and typically taxes appropria-
tors to generate funds that can be applied to pay for monitoring12 and rule enforcement.
On the other hand, liberals have argued that all CPRs should be privatised. In such cases
a single party, usually organised as a private ﬁrm, takes ownership of the CPR (often
by buying it from a state that took ownership with the intention to privatise it), enjoys
exclusive access to it and typically carries out, or at least ﬁnances, monitoring to keep
out others. In both cases, at least part of the original appropriators are disenfranchised.
Moreover, the introduction of property rights, regardless of whether they are held by a
central state or a private ﬁrm, arguably means that CPRs are no longer truly “common”.
8 Institutions are sets of rules that govern human interaction [456: p. 1].
9 In terms of accessibility, quantity and/or quality.
10 In absence of eﬀective rules, limiting access and deﬁning rights and duties, appropriators are likely
to free-ride, either by overusing without concern for negative eﬀects on others, or by neglecting to
contribute to the maintenance of the resource itself (e.g. fertilising the pasture) [408]. In extreme
cases appropriators may even resort to violence or other forms of abuse to settle disputes or assert their
dominance (e.g. to gain exclusive/privileged access to, or take de facto ownership of, the CPR) [404].
11 Of which Hardin has said: No one owns the Earth’s atmosphere. Therefore, it is treated as a common
dump into which everyone may discharge wastes. Among the unwanted consequences of this behaviour
are acid rain, the greenhouse eﬀect, and the erosion of the Earth’s protective ozone layer. Industries
and even nations are apt to regard the cleansing of industrial discharges as prohibitively expensive. The
oceans are also treated as a common dump.  [247].
12 Of the state of the resource itself and of appropriator behaviour.
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In 1998, Hardin himself reﬁned his original statement along those same lines [246]:
A ‘managed commons’ describes either socialism or the privatism of free
enterprise. Either one may work; either one may fail: ‘The devil is in the
details.’ But with an unmanaged commons, you can forget about the devil:
As overuse of resources reduces carrying capacity, ruin is inevitable. 
2.3.1.4 A third way
Since the 1970s, a group of social scientists, headed by Elinor Ostrom, has challenged
this remorseless logic by advocating a third, previously discarded, solution in which CPRs
are retained as common property and appropriators are left to set up their own system of
collective governance. Ostrom and her peers argue that, under certain conditions, this
“third way” can lead to sustainable outcomes, even there where conventional solutions
may fail or are simply infeasible [456]. In her seminal book Governing the Commons: The
Evolution of Institutions for Collective Action, Ostrom outlines the results she and her
team had achieved up to 1990 by means of theoretical as well as empirical research [404].
On the theoretical front, Ostrom for instance argues that the tragic outcome of Hardin’s
pasture metaphor is, at least in part, due to the presumption that the herders will not or
cannot communicate, let alone negotiate, amongst themselves to achieve a favourable
outcome for all13. Regarding the conventional solutions of centralisation and privatisation,
she points out that, although they share the central assumption that institutional change
must be imposed by an external actor, they cannot both be correct in general because
the changes they recommend are contradictory. She therefore warns against models with
sweeping, one-size-ﬁts-all claims, and instead recommends that diﬀerent CPR problems
be tackled with tailored institutional solutions, which take time and eﬀort to establish. As
an alternative solution to the herders dilemma, Ostrom presents an arrangement in which
the herders themselves cooperate to reach and enforce a binding contract to exploit the
common pasture sustainably [404: pp. 2–18].
On the empirical front, Ostrom and her team have collected and analysed data on actual
CPRs that are collectively managed, either successfully or unsuccessfully. All over the
world and across various economic sectors, they found examples of CPRs that were (and
are) indeed being sustainably exploited through collective arrangements set up by the
appropriators themselves, without resorting to centrally or privately held property rights.
This empirical work was distilled into a set of design principles, which we list in box 2.1.
These help to account for the success of long-enduring, self-organised institutions for
CPR exploitation [404: pp. 18–21&58–102]. It is noteworthy that principles 4 and 5
challenge the conventional notion that rule enforcement is best left to impartial out-
siders [456: p. 11]. In Governing the Commons and later publications Ostrom documents
13 This has led others to formalise the metaphor as a prisoner’s dilemma (cf. game theory) [402: pp. 12–16].
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these principles in detail and gives explanations as to why they contribute to desirable
outcomes. Although these principles do not provide an easy solutions to the often com-
plex CPR problems, in cases where they are all heeded  collective action and monitoring
problems tend to be solved in a reinforcing manner  [405: p. 267, 456: p. 12].
.
1. Clearly deﬁned boundaries
Rules should clearly deﬁne who has what entitlement. Individuals or households who have rights
to withdraw resource units from the CPR must be clearly deﬁned, as must the boundaries of
the CPR itself.
2. Congruence between appropriation and provision rules and local conditions
Appropriation rules restricting time, place, technology, and/or quantity of resource units are
related to local conditions and to provision rules requiring labour, material, and/or money. An
individual’s duty to maintain the resource should stand in reasonable proportion to the beneﬁts.
3. Collective-choice arrangements
Governance is more successful when decision making processes are democratic: the majority
of individuals aﬀected by the operational rules can participate in modifying them.
4. Monitoring
Active monitoring of CPR conditions and the behaviour of appropriators should be carried out
either by the appropriators themselves or by someone who is accountable to them.
5. Graduated sanctions
Appropriators who violate operational rules should be subjected to gradual sanctions by other
appropriators, or by oﬃcials accountable to these appropriators, or by both. The gradation of
sanctioning should depend on recidivism, the seriousness and context of the oﬀence.
6. Conﬂict-resolution mechanisms
Appropriators and their oﬃcials should have rapid access to low-cost local arenas to resolve
conﬂicts adequately among appropriators or between appropriators and oﬃcials.
7. Minimal recognition of rights to organise
The rights of appropriators to devise their own institutions are not challenged by external
governmental authorities.
For CPRs that are parts of larger systems:
8. Nested enterprises
Appropriation, provision, monitoring, enforcement, conﬂict resolution, and governance activi-
ties are organized in multiple layers of nested enterprises.
Box 2.1: Design principles for long-enduring CPR institutions as observed by
Elinor Ostrom [404: p. 90, 456: p. 11]
As noted above, Ostrom is a strong proponent of institutional diversity. She argues that
diﬀerent CPR problems require diﬀerent, tailored institutional solutions, because aspects
of resources and appropriators may determine which governance regimes are feasible and
which issues may arise during deployment. Determining resource characteristics are size,
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measurability, carrying and storage capacity, temporal and spatial availability, regeneration
rate and whether it is stationary (e.g. trees in a forest) or mobile (e.g. migratory ﬁsh), all
of which may for instance aﬀect the feasibility and cost of monitoring. As for appropriators
themselves, cultural diﬀerences as well as the size of the group may be determining
factors, because they aﬀect organisational complexity and attributes of human relations
such as reciprocity, trust and reputation (e.g. individuals that know or can identify one
another are more likely to develop shared norms than total strangers) [408]. Ostrom
et al. indicate that a lack of knowledge of local conditions, like those listed above, can
undermine the legitimacy of governmentally imposed restrictions – as in centralisation
strategies – making them counterproductive and prone to tragic failure [128, 456: p. 10].
Ostrom notes that technological advances – such as wireless communication systems,
sensors, tracking devices, geographical information systems and the Internet – enable
more eﬀective management of CPRs by larger groups of people. However, she also
stresses that, while technology can help to inform decisions, it is not a substitute for
decision-making [408]. This notion is of great importance to this thesis.
In recent work, Ostrom and co-authors have reﬂected on if and how theory and practice
of successful commons management, typically concerning resources managed by rela-
tively small groups of people within a single country, can be applied to pressing commons
challenges that span multiple countries or even the entire globe, such as ﬁsheries and
fossil fuel reserves in international waters and global atmosphere and climate. They note
that these challenges are signiﬁcantly harder to tackle, since they require international
cooperation and are further complicated because, at that level, resources may be intrin-
sically diﬃcult to measure (due to extreme size and complexity) and CPR problems are
often interlinked (e.g. climate change and biodiversity loss). They argue that, while some
experience from smaller CPR systems may transfer directly to larger ones, ﬁnding appro-
priate, adaptive institutional solutions for global commons problems will require additional
multi-scale and multidisciplinary research [128, 406–408].
Elinor Ostrom was made the co-laureate of the 2009 Nobel Prize in Economics, in recog-
nition of  her analysis of economic governance, especially the commons  [456].
2.3.2 Policy practices
Another source of inspiration for our vision and approach are common practices found in
governmental environmental policies. When looking at the way authorities are addressing,
or intend to address, sustainability challenges – including the management of (centralised)
CPRs – we notice that public participation and awareness on the one hand, and intensive
monitoring and data collection on the other, are considered more and more important.
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2.3.2.1 Public participation & awareness
In recent decades policymakers at various levels, from international bodies to local au-
thorities, have stated that public participation14 and awareness is of great, if not vital,
importance to the success of any policy dealing with environmental and sustainability
challenges. A principal argument for raising public awareness of environmental problems
is that it can help to increase the legitimacy of the often unpopular measures taken by au-
thorities to tackle such issues. A related argument, both for participation and awareness,
is that tackling these problems often requires profound changes in citizens’ behaviour,
which can be diﬃcult or impossible to impose through legislation alone.
An exemplary statement in this matter is Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration [540],
proclaimed at the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development,
which reads as follows:
Environmental issues are best handled with participation of all concerned
citizens, at the relevant level. At the national level, each individual shall have
appropriate access to information concerning the environment that is held by
public authorities, including information on hazardous materials and activities
in their communities, and the opportunity to participate in decision-making
processes. States shall facilitate and encourage public awareness and partici-
pation by making information widely available. Eﬀective access to judicial and
administrative proceedings, including redress and remedy, shall be provided. 
2.3.2.2 Monitoring & data collection
Another trend in environmental policy across various levels is a growing ambition to
encourage and invest in monitoring of ecological systems and the collection of data on
the environmental and social impact of human endeavours and citizens’ opinion thereof.
As we learned above, monitoring and gathering knowledge about local conditions, are
essential components of any model for CPR management, including centralised schemes.
Also from a more practical point of view, there are solid arguments for authorities to
engage in environmental monitoring and data collection:
• Monitoring is indispensable to enforce the internalisation of environmental costs
(i.e. “making the polluter pay”), which is increasingly seen as a powerful – yet
arguably insuﬃcient – policy instrument to curb adverse environmental eﬀects of
various industries and modern society in general15;
14 Obviously “participation” can mean many things. As we see it, what is being aimed for is a level of public
involvement that goes, at least, beyond conventional democratic tools such as elections and referenda.
15 An example of such policies are the Cap & Trade schemes for the reduction of CO2 emissions.
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• Data about physical impacts and human perception thereof can advise policymakers,
in preventive as well as curative decisions, in the short run;
• Large datasets are essential to increase scientiﬁc insight into the causes and eﬀects
of environmental problems, and to construct models to predict future outcomes
(e.g. climate simulations), both of which can be applied to advise policy decisions
in the longer run.
Such intentions were also put forward in the 1992 Rio Declaration [540], as illustrated
by Principle 16:
National authorities should endeavour to promote the internalization of en-
vironmental costs and the use of economic instruments, taking into account
the approach that the polluter should, in principle, bear the cost of pollution,
with due regard to the public interest and without distorting international
trade and investment. 
As well as Principle 17 :
Environmental impact assessment, as a national instrument, shall be un-
dertaken for proposed activities that are likely to have a signiﬁcant adverse
impact on the environment and are subject to a decision of a competent
national authority. 
It is noteworthy that, in order to have an impact on public opinion and policymakers,
sustainability-concerned NGOs often also engage in monitoring and data collection ac-
tivities to construct evidence bases on global and local issues. This applies to both large
international organisations (e.g. WWF [604]) and local ones, including loosely-organised
grassroots activism movements. Besides working independently it is not uncommon that
NGOs seek the assistance of academics or other professionals, for instance to increase
the scientiﬁc credibility of collected evidence.
2.3.3 Summary
Moving towards sustainable development requires that we collectively learn how to sus-
tainably manage common-pool resources at local as well as global scales.
Looking at theoretical and empirical research on commons management, we learned that
solutions based on collective arrangements should not be dismissed upfront, as they
once were. Collectively established institutions can lead to sustainable exploitation of
CPRs, even where conventional solutions fail. Of paramount importance to reach long-
enduring CPR institutions is the participation of a majority of stakeholders in decision
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making processes, in the monitoring of resources and appropriator behaviour and in the
enforcement of rules through gradual sanctioning. Establishing such institutions requires
time, eﬀort and knowledge of local conditions. New technologies can facilitate successful
commons management, but only when embedded in sound institutional arrangements.
Taking the perspective of policymakers, we learned that the stimulation of participation
and awareness of the general public is considered to be of great importance for the estab-
lishment of eﬀective environmental policies. Authorities do this because measures taken
to tackle environmental problems require legitimacy in the mind of citizens, as well as a
certain willingness to act or change behaviour. To execute current environmental policies
and to advise decisions on new policies, in the short and longer run, authorities must
be able to rely on large, up-to-date datasets on the environmental and social impact of
various human endeavours, measured in both objective and subjective terms. Assembling
such datasets requires extensive monitoring and data collection campaigns.
Technological as well as organisational limitations can signiﬁcantly hamper the establish-
ment of environmental policies by authorities, as well as (other) institutions for commons
management. On the technological front, eﬀective monitoring of resources and human
behaviour on a large (possibly global) scale may be either technically infeasible or pro-
hibitively expensive16. On the organisational front, the raising of wide public awareness
and the inclusion of a majority of stakeholders in decision making may be prohibitively
complicated and/or expensive. Finally, reaching truly well-informed decisions may require
more data than is technologically or ﬁnancially attainable.
During the last few decades ICT has revolutionised virtually all aspects of modern life.
It has aﬀected the way we communicate and collaborate, in both private and professional/-
public contexts, and it has changed – largely for the better – the way various authorities
gather information, take decisions and carry out policies. Therefore, we are convinced
computer science has a principal role to play in tackling today’s sustainability challenges.
In this section we learned that, whether these are tackled by citizen-led – e.g. collectively
managed CPRs, NGOs or grassroots activism – or authority-led initiatives – i.e. govern-
mental policies – there is a need for ﬂexible, low-cost approaches to environmental mon-
itoring and governance, that facilitate broad public participation and awareness raising.
We believe there is now a large potential, within computer science and ICT in general, to
conceptualise, design, implement and deploy novel approaches that meet those require-
ments. But, we should remember this requires more than purely technological solutions.
16 Moreover, large-scale monitoring of human behaviour may also be ethically unacceptable.
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2.4 Opportunities
A low-cost, participatory approach to large-scale environmental monitoring and gover-
nance requires three principal ingredients. First, anything “participatory” obviously re-
quires participants – hence, we need a certain degree of conﬁdence that such people can
be found, motivated and mobilised. Second, large-scale, cost-eﬀective monitoring re-
quires an ubiquitous infrastructure of interconnected, aﬀordable sensors. Third, enabling
large groups of people to participate actively and eﬀectively requires practices for collab-
orative creation, annotation, management, dissemination and application of various kinds
of content and data. In short, we need a platform of people, technology and practices.
Below we explain that over the course of the last decade these ingredients have become
available. Hence, there is now a unique opportunity to create systems for environmental
monitoring and governance on a spatio-temporal scale and with a level of participation
that was simply unattainable before.
2.4.1 People
Building the technology for a participatory system, here for environmental monitoring,
is complicated, but ﬁnding and keeping participants to make it actually work may be just
as challenging. However, the growing concern about sustainability in all layers of society,
especially in developed countries, makes us guardedly optimistic that there is a large
number of potential participants for the sort of systems and projects we have in mind.
Recent initiatives such as An Inconvenient Truth [232], former US vice-present Al Gore’s
2006 documentary ﬁlm on climate change, complemented by an increased attention for
the topic in mainstream media, have almost certainly had an eﬀect on the public opinion
regarding climate change, sustainability and the environment in general.
In a communication from June 2011 [156], reﬂecting on the almost two decades since
the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development [540] in anticipation of the UN’s
upcoming Rio+20 conference [536], the European Commission stated that:
There has […] been a major increase in scientiﬁc information and public
awareness of environmental issues, in particular climate change, and the par-
ticipation of civil society in global policy-making, not least thanks to improved
internet communication. 
In Europe, citizens’ attitudes towards climate change and the environment are regularly
assessed by the Eurobarometer surveys. Chart 2.1 shows the level of concern EU citizens
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Chart 2.1: EU citizens’ concern about climate change in 2007–2011 [158: p. 7, 165: p. 13,
166: p. 16, 162: p. 16, 164: p. 14]
have about the issue of climate change in recent years. Close to 90% consider climate
change a very or fairly serious problem [158, 162, 164–166]. Regarding the environment
in general, in 2011, 95% of EU citizens consider protecting the environment important to
them personally, while 77% believe the state of the environment has an impact on their
quality of life (compared to 75% for social and 85% for economic factors). Reassuringly,
87% of EU citizens also believe that the protection of the environment is, at least in
part, the responsibility of citizens themselves, and 69% of them believe that citizens are
currently not doing enough in that regard [163: p. 7].
Even in the USA, which is one of the few countries in the world that still refuse to ratify
the Kyoto protocol on climate change [543], and where to this day many prominent
politicians simply deny there even is such a thing as global warming [146], a nationwide
study by researchers from MIT in 2006 found that 49% of the population considered it to
be the most or second most important environmental problem their country faces [108].
Whether public concern translates in a willingness to act or change ways is hard to tell,
but it is surely a necessary condition. Finding, motivating and retaining participants
is always a major challenge for any participatory system and requires more than purely
technological solutions. In case of “environmentally-oriented” systems, we are convinced
that concerns about the (local) environment can be a motivating factor17. Therefore,
we think the current widespread environmental concern indicates that there is a baseline
of potential adopters for participatory environmental monitoring.
17 Our experience with the NoiseTube system has conﬁrmed this (see chapter 7).
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It remains to be seen whether sustainability will stay this big a concern for public opinion.
Other problems may well (temporarily) overshadow it18. Still, we expect that authorities
and NGOs will strive to keep environmental issues high on the political agenda and the
public mind-set. Especially in Europe, where ambitious commitments were made19, there
is a vested interest to keep the momentum going. Statements such as the above-cited
view of the European Commission indicate that new technologies can play a valuable role
here. Therefore, supporting the awareness-raising process is also a principal element of
our vision for participatory environmental monitoring, as we will explain in section 2.5.
2.4.2 Technology
Building cost-eﬀective systems that enable environmental monitoring and data collection
on a wide scale requires a technological platform that is both ubiquitous and aﬀordable.
Recently, such a platform has become available in the form of mobile phones and especially
smartphones, which have caused what has been called a revolution in computing [144].
In a 2008 article in Communications of the ACM, Cuﬀ et al. wrote that [106]:
 […] pervasive computing has entered the backpack, purse, and coat pocket
in the form of mobile phones, laying the groundwork for Mark Weiser’s vision
of ubiquitous computing [566]. 
Mobile phones have indeed become truly ubiquitous: the International Telecommunication
Union estimates the world now counts 5.9 billion mobile phone subscriptions [275]. More-
over, mobile phones have indeed become miniature computers: so-called smartphones20
have enough processing power to rival fairly recent PCs, connect to the Internet, run
user-installable software (i.e. “apps”) and come with a multitude of sensors21 [455].
In recent years smartphones have become increasingly popular. In Western Europe, they
are expected to outnumber other mobile phones by 2014 [69], and in some European
countries this is already the case [339]. Worldwide, smartphones account for 25% of all
new mobile phones sold during the ﬁrst three quarters of 2011 [202–204]22. In parallel,
mobile broadband23 is seeing massive uptake, to the point that there are now twice as
18 For instance, the global economic downturn, which started in late 2008, is blamed for the dip in public
concern about climate change in Europe in 2009 (clearly visible in chart 2.1) [162, 166].
19 Notably regarding the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, the increased use of renewable energy
sources and eﬀorts to increase energy eﬃciency [168].
20 Refer to section E.1 for a deﬁnition of smartphones and the diﬀerences with other mobile phones.
21 For instance, cameras, microphones, accelerometers, gyroscopes, GPS and other positioning systems,
magnetometers, proximity sensors, light sensors and even thermometers and barometers.
22 Refer to section E.2 for a more detailed discussion of the smartphone market.
23 This is fast wireless data communication via cellular networks – of 2G and especially 3G or 4G types.
It is primarily used to access the Internet.
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many mobile than ﬁxed (i.e. wired) broadband subscriptions worldwide [275]. This has
enabled smartphones to become a new platform for end-user software and the consump-
tion of digital content (music, video, books, newspapers, maps, etc.), typically delivered
through (app) stores24.
To some extent these trends represent a democratisation of technology. In recent years,
smartphones have become available at lower prices, although high-end devices remain
considerably expensive. In developing countries cellular networks are introducing millions
of people to the Internet who previously had no (reliable/aﬀordable) access method
due to a lack of ﬁxed (broadband) infrastructure [275]. The (mobile) Internet and the
app store distribution model have disrupted conventional business models for content
and software delivery, thereby enabling cheap or free (yet usually ad-supported) access
to digital content and a myriad of personalised, “social” or location-based services.
Scientists have quickly realised that the ubiquity and traceability (from the perspective
of network operators) of mobile phones creates an interesting platform for research.
For example, anonymised data collected by network operators has been used to study
human mobility patterns and the dynamics of cities [46, 212], requiring no phones to be
programmed and no subscribers to be even aware of the experiment. However, since it
is often hard25 to obtain data about subscribers from operators, and additional, locally-
collected data may be useful or required, similar studies of human mobility, social habits,
modes of transport, etc., were carried out with programmed devices [139, 140, 444].
The rise of relatively cheap, Internet-connected, easier to program, GPS-equipped, sensor-
laden smartphones, has vastly increased the potential for these and other scientiﬁc ap-
plications [308, 310, 415, 449]. There are two main insights, both still fairly recent, that
have unlocked a wide range of new scientiﬁc uses of smartphones.
First is the notion that, besides human behaviour, these devices can be used to study the
surroundings in which humans wander [106, 143, 308, 415]. Especially in urban contexts,
or wherever people ﬂock together, this enables monitoring and data collection scenarios,
for environmental as well as other purposes, on previously unattainable scales and levels of
spatio-temporal granularity. Because smartphones are personal devices and are typically
carried on or close to the body, they also provide an intimate, people-centric perspective
on reality, which is diﬃcult to achieve with conventional, dedicated measuring equipment
or wireless sensor networks (WSNs)26 [74]. Apart from relying on the phones’ built-
in sensors, the suite of measurable physical parameters can be extended by attaching
external sensors or by wirelessly communicating with nearby sensor-equipped devices.
24 Such as Apple’s iTunes Store [31], Google Play [219] and the Nokia Store [382].
25 Or even legally impossible.
26 See chapter 3.
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Second is the idea that mobile phone users can be involved in a way that goes be-
yond being passive (possibly even unaware) vehicles for sensors. Users themselves can
act as human sensors, adding contextual, semantic or subjective information to augment
physical measurements or to contribute to large-scale surveys of public opinion. This par-
ticipatory perspective [71] enables new scenarios in which mobile phone users conduct
scientiﬁc ﬁeldwork in the spirit of citizen science, a practice we discuss below.
To the best of our knowledge, the earliest publications that explored these and similar
scientiﬁc uses of mobile phones appeared around 2005–2006 [71, 74, 148, 419]. Since
about 2008 – which is also when we became involved – the ﬁeld, known as mobile sensing,
as well as a few other names, has gained a lot more traction, also outside of academia.
Since then, the rise of mobile apps and app stores has increased the potential scale for
research applications [310, 349].
In chapter 3 we provide a thorough discussion of the state of the art in mobile sens-
ing. For now, we conclude that (smart)phones, mobile broadband and the app store
distribution model represent a new technological potential that can be applied to build
dynamic infrastructures for environmental monitoring and data collection at relatively
low cost. Due to its democratising aspects, we are convinced this platform is also well
suited to raise awareness of environmental issues, to foster public participation in the
study and tackling thereof, and to empower citizens and grassroots movements in the
surrounding debate.
2.4.3 Practices
The participation of large groups of people in environmental monitoring and governance
requires practices for collaborative creation, annotation, management, dissemination and
application of various kinds of content and data, and for open debate and discussion
among diverse stakeholders. In this section we identify a number of (mostly) recently
emerged, societal, cultural, economic or scientiﬁc trends, which we consider as building
blocks or sources of inspiration. Most of these trends are directly enabled by, or closely
related to, the Web or other technological advances. However, rather than to concentrate
on enabling technologies, we focus on the enabled practices – for human interaction
and expression, (content) creation, gathering and dissemination of (scientiﬁc) data or
knowledge, and public participation in governance – which often transcend their origins
and technological foundations. Many of the trends and practices we touch upon are
related, or even overlapping, but we have nevertheless tried to put them in a logical order.
First we treat the topic of Web 2.0 and user-generated content. Next, we focus on the
notion of crowdsourcing. Then we move to the practice of citizen science. After that we
take a brief look at DIY cultures. Finally we discuss the trend of openness in governance.
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2.4.3.1 Web 2.0 & user-generated content
The rise, during the previous decade, of what has become known as Web 2.0, has led
to profound changes in thinking about the creation and management of online content.
Although the term is only loosely deﬁned, the primary characteristic of Web 2.0 sites
is that they put their users on the forefront as the site’s main driving force [360, 400].
Such sites invite visitors to create, update and share content. Usually content authoring is
facilitated using tools such as wikis or blogs. Compared to conventional websites, where
visitors take on the role of passive consumers of centrally-authored content, Web 2.0
sites take an open-ended approach in which visitors can also act as active producers of
user-generated content, a model which has been dubbed prosumption [451]. The most
successful example is undoubtedly YouTube, other prominent ones – besides the social
network sites discussed below – include Flickr, Delicious, craigslist and Blogger.
Additionally, some Web 2.0 sites let users edit, classify, reuse or otherwise improve upon
works created by others (i.e. their peers), and often the whole of the site’s content
is collectively managed as a commons27 by the community of users. This aspect has
been called (commons-based) peer production, or social production, and is also found in
open source software (OSS) development [49]. The prototypical example is theWikipedia
encyclopaedia [598], others include OpenStreetMap [399], iFixit and StackExchange.
Web 2.0 and associated practices, like prosumption, commons-based peer production,
the harnessing of collective intelligence and crowdsourcing (see below), have attracted
the interest of researchers in computing, social science and those in between (e.g. HCI).
Studies of Web 2.0’s collaborative approaches to content creation and management,
people’s motivations to voluntary participate and the organisational structures that govern
these online communities, have led to many scholarly [9, 48, 49, 68, 363, 390, 400, 451]
and popular publications [360, 370, 523, 569]. Many authors have also reﬂected on
the relevancy and applicability of Web 2.0 practices, or the existence of equivalent or
encompassing ones, in a wider socio-economical context [48, 49, 259, 451, 523].
One remarkable ﬁnding is that, although many Web 2.0 sites could simply not exist
without user-generated content, the vast majority of their users – over 99% in case of
Wikipedia [370] – do not contribute anything. This is an example of what social scientists
call participation inequality. In the context of the Web, this is known as the 1% rule or
the 90-9-1 principle, which is the ﬁnding that in many online communities about 90%
of users are lurkers who never contribute, 9% occasionally contribute, for instance by
editing existing content, and only 1% are responsible for almost all (new) content [370].
Studies have shown that publishing personal writings (e.g. blog posts), or contribution
to commons-based peer production communities (e.g. Wikipedia), both of which happen
27 This also means contributors typically do not, or cannot, claim copyright on their work. Instead,
contributor rights are often legally protected by a Creative Commons [314] or similar content license.
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in absence of monetary incentives, are motivated by a wide range of reasons, including
intrinsic and self-interested ones. Often people start out with individualistic motivations.
For instance, a blogger may be compelled to share his/her opinion, whether or not it is
relevant to others, on a topic of personal interest. A Wikipedia contributor may start a
new or edit/extend an existing encyclopaedia entry on a topic in which he/she considers
him/herself an expert, possibly out of disappointment with what was (not) there. Over
time, “1%-type” contributors may ﬁnd satisfaction and motivation in the collaboration
and interaction with others – although the links between individuals remain weak – and
in serving the collective goals of the community or the wider public [9, 68, 390, 523].
Clearly, launching a new Web 2.0 site takes more than a good idea and a technically
sound implementation. The main challenge is overcoming the cold-start problem, which
is a typical chicken-or-the-egg paradox: you need users to supply content, but without
content your site is uninteresting or useless for all users, including potential contributors.
Surviving the cold-start and reaching a critical mass of both passive and active users,
requires a baseline of interesting content or general utility. But perhaps most importantly,
one needs to create the conditions – through community management, incentive creation,
etc. – in which contributors ﬁnd gratiﬁcation from their work. Given the wide range of
Web 2.0-inspired sites already out there, new initiatives also need to ﬁght for the time
and attention of the public. Finally, a good dose of luck may be needed as well, because,
in spite of the well-known successes, the list of failed Web 2.0 ideas is long28.
2.4.3.1.1 Social networks
Social networks, also called social media, are a particular kind of Web 2.0 services that
have revolutionised the way people interact via the Internet. A social network site can
be deﬁned as a service which allows individuals to construct a public or semi-public
proﬁle within a bounded system, assemble list of other users with whom they share some
connection, and browse through the system via their list of connections and those of
others [55]. Such a network typically serves as a platform for sharing personal information,
thoughts, photos, videos, etc., among connected users, or across the system. Here, the
ratio between consumption and production may be more even, because all users produce
at least some content by creating a proﬁle page. Some popular examples of social
networks are Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Myspace and Google+.
In recent years such services have seen truly spectacular uptake. For example, in less than
8 years of existence Facebook has attracted 800 million users [410], or about 11.4% of
the world population29. These services have given the Web, and the Internet in general,
28 Refer to [301] for some examples.
29 This massive scale makes social networks an interesting study object for network science. For example,
recently, the graph of “friend”-relationships on Facebook has been used to test – and conﬁrm – the
well-known six degrees of separation idea [37, 534].
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a personal and social dimension that was seemingly missing before. This has led many
people to spend much more time online, also while on the go30.
The popularity of social networks has caused other services, both new and existing ones,
to incorporate “social” features. However, because the market is now dominated by a
few big players, and since users are usually not interested in joining a network none
of their friends use, a new social network faces an almost insurmountable cold-start
problem, unless it can somehow diﬀerentiate itself or is backed by a heavyweight such as
Google, Apple or Microsoft. Instead of competing with the likes of Facebook & co, most
companies now rely on APIs provided by those existing networks to extend their sites
with social features, for example to allow users to easily share links or other resources.
One could argue that social networks have ﬁlled a void in the Web by creating spaces in
which mild forms of exhibitionism (“Hey people, look at what I’m doing!”) and voyeurism
(“Let’s see what my ‘friends’ are doing…” ) meet. Moreover, the various communication
functions the networks provide make them powerful alternatives to older Internet appli-
cations like e-mail and instant messaging. Hence, for a growing group of people these
networks have become the primary channels for communication with family, friends and
acquaintances. This is especially the case for teenagers, many of whom ﬁrst discover
social networks because they also serve as a platform for online games.
While the “exhibitionism/voyeurism pact”, small-scale communication and entertainment
may be primary reasons to join them, usages of social networks go well beyond that.
Their most disruptive potential arguably lies in the facilitation of mass communication.
For instance, the media and the marketing sector have embraced social networks as
cheap, yet eﬀective, platforms for dissemination of personalised news and publicity on a
massive scale. More interesting, from our perspective, is that the networks increasingly
serve as fora for political discussion, awareness raising, protest and grassroots activism.
Often such usage is driven by the belief or hope that interactions via virtual networks
can contribute to real-world changes. A widely cited, recent example are the popular
uprisings in North Africa and the Middle East, which became known as the Arab Spring.
While the real extent to which the outcomes of those events were aﬀected by social
networks is still hotly debated [209, 145, 44, 299, 87], there is no doubt that embattled,
repressive governments fear their potential. Many have therefore resorted to blocking
or manipulating Internet access, which generally led to even more public outrage, as
illustrated by this slogan spread on social networks during the 2011 uprising in Egypt [145]:
 If your government shuts down your Internet,
it’s time to shut down your government. 
30 The rise of social networks has stimulated the adoption of smartphones and mobile broadband [40].
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2.4.3.1.2 Social tagging
Social or collaborative tagging is a practice found on many Web 2.0-type websites. The
mechanics are straightforward: users can author, upload or select resources (images,
pieces of audio, videos, texts, links to other websites, etc.) and associate these with one
or more tags or labels, which are freely chosen single (or contracted) words. Typically
resources and associated tags are, at least by default, public – i.e. visible to all others.
Each public tagging action31 contributes to a collective folksonomy graph, which serves
as a navigational aid for browsing through tagged resources, used by all visitors of the
website [79]. When looking at a resource a user can click on one of its associated tags
to be taken to an overview of resources that have been tagged the same way, along with
co-occurring tags. Often tag clouds are used to visualise (typically by varying font sizes)
the popularity of tags associated with particular resources or on the website in general.
The pioneer of tagging sites is Delicious, a social bookmarking service, started in 2003 as
del.icio.us, where people tag links to webpages [461]. Since 2004, many other tagging-
based sites have appeared and existing sites have adopted the practice. Examples in-
clude Flickr for photos, YouTube for videos and BibSonomy for scientiﬁc bibliographies.
By now, social tagging and similar practices are common across the Web. Placing hash-
tags in Twitter messages (i.e. tweets) is a form of social tagging where tags and resources
are basically fused together. The “tagging” of people in photos and videos on Facebook
is also broadly similar. Another related practice is geotagging, in which resources are
associated with geographical coordinates – e.g. the location where a photo was taken.
Usually the primary, intended purpose of social tagging is organisational: people tag a
resource with objective – e.g. what, who, where or when – or subjective descriptions, such
that they and others can easily ﬁnd, group and navigate that and similar resources32.
Contrary to what one might expect, the freedom implied by distributed, open-ended
tagging does not lead to complete chaos. Studies have shown that over longer periods
the distribution of tags associated with similar items stabilises rather quickly [79, 80, 211].
Despite the absence of global coordination it appears that a collective consensus arises
and is maintained over time [492]33. Social tagging thus constitutes a light-weight, non-
hierarchical, decentralised way of organising and opening up huge amounts of information
and is a bottom-up alternative to top-down, expert-designed ontologies as often practiced
in the semantic web community. However, studies have shown that people’s motivations
to engage in tagging and to choose certain tags go well beyond organisational purposes.
Other motivations include general communication, taking ownership or credit, attracting
attention, expressing opinion, self-presentation, humour and protest [393, 529].
31 Also referred to as a post and represented by a <user, resource, {tags}> triple [79].
32 For example, a picture of the Atomium may be tagged with “Atomium”, “Waterkeyn”, “Brussels”, “Bel-
gium”, “Expo58”, “1958”, “iron”, “crystal”, “monument”, “spectacular”, etc.
33 This also makes folksonomies an interesting subject for research in distributed cognition, semiotic
dynamics, emergent semantics and network theory [78–80, 492].
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2.4.3.2 Crowdsourcing
The practice of crowdsourcing applies to the sourcing of tasks traditionally performed by
speciﬁc, professional or appropriately trained individuals, to a group of people, a com-
munity or the general public through an open call. Some or all of the members of
such a crowd may be amateurs, in the sense that they are not speciﬁcally trained, of-
ﬁcially qualiﬁed or employed for the task at hand. In some cases the crowd works on
a solely voluntarily basis (i.e. for free), but there can also be monetary or other incen-
tives. A principal assumption supporting the practice is that because it is based on an
open call, it will attract those who are ﬁttest to perform the task [259]. Moreover, it is
assumed that crowdsourcing enables large groups of people to perform functions collabo-
ratively that are diﬃcult to automate34 or expensive to implement otherwise [236, 259].
The term, which is a portmanteau of “crowd” and “outsourcing”35, was coined in 2006
by Jeﬀ Howe. He argued that, due to technological advances, the gap between pro-
fessionals and amateurs has diminished and businesses ought to take advantage of the
collective talent and intelligence of the public, either within or outside the organisation,
by crowdsourcing operations rather than outsourcing them [259].
What Howe proposed was a way for businesses to copy or learn from the mass collabo-
ration model of Web 2.0 and OSS success stories such as Wikipedia and Linux [531] –
typically by leveraging Web technologies. This original interpretation of crowdsourcing
and the underlying business model have received a lot of criticism. For example, in a
2007 interview Wikipedia founder Jimmy Wales said [341]:
 I ﬁnd the term ‘crowdsourcing’ incredibly irritating. […] Any company that
thinks it’s going to build a site by outsourcing all the work to its users not only
disrespects the users but completely misunderstands what it should be doing.
Your job is to provide a structure for your users to collaborate, and that takes
a lot of work. 
Indeed, many fundamental questions can be raised. Are crowds at all capable or skilled
to carry out the work of professionals? What about the quality of the work delivered?
Who takes responsibility if things go wrong? The economics of the model can also be
questioned. Is setting up a crowdsourcing system – requiring both a technological infras-
tructure and participants – managing the crowd – who may be spread across the world,
speak diﬀerent languages and live by diﬀerent time zones – and dealing with possibly
lower-quality results, really cheaper than just outsourcing the work to a subcontractor?
Finally, ethical questions can be raised. Will professionals not feel threatened in their oc-
cupation? Does it not reek of exploitation when tasks otherwise carried out by (well-)paid
personnel are left to a faceless crowd that works for much less or even for free36?
34 For example, humans still outperform computers at tasks such as image recognition and classiﬁcation.
35 The practice in which businesses contract work to external parties, possibly in remote, low-cost places.
36 And likely without written contracts or legal protection.
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Despite such controversies, the term has caught on and is now widely used to refer to a
broad range of both commercial and non-commercial initiatives, many of which are highly
successful. In a recent article Doan et al. present a survey of usages of crowdsourcing
on the Web [133]. They take an open perspective – independent of underlying business
models – and deﬁne crowdsourcing systems as  [systems that] enlist a crowd of humans
to help solve a problem deﬁned by the system owners . Pretty much all Web 2.0 and
social network sites mentioned above, along with OSS projects, peer-to-peer ﬁle sharing
systems, product review and recommendation systems on retail sites like Amazon and
volunteer computing/thinking projects (see below), are cited as examples of such systems.
Doan et al. classify these crowdsourcing systems according to a number of dimensions:
• Whether the collaboration among contributors is explicit or implicit;
• Whether or not the system is standalone or “piggybacks” on another;
• Whether or not users must be (actively) recruited;
• What the users are actually doing.
Moreover they identify ﬁve key challenges which operators of such systems face:
• How to recruit contributors;
• What can they do;
• How to combine their contributions;
• How to manage abuse;
• How to balance openness with quality.
Wikipedia provides plenty of evidence on the last two challenges (as well as the others).
In principle, every entry in the encyclopaedia can be edited by anyone, yet this also opens
the door to acts of vandalism and biased or otherwise inaccurate contents. Therefore,
the website employs a range of review, discussion and locking37 mechanisms to ensure
quality and avoid abuse [590]. Overall, this seems to work well, as shown by a 2005 study
published in Nature, which found that Wikipedia achieved a level of accuracy close to
that of Encyclopædia Britannica and had a similar rate of serious errors [208].
It is also interesting to note that software platforms and frameworks have been created
to facilitate the development of online crowdsourcing systems. Such a framework is for
example provided by Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [13], an online crowdsourcing market-
place where “requesters” can deﬁne Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) and then attract a
crowd of contributors (volunteering or paid) to execute them.
37 For instance, entries on controversial issues are sometimes temporarily locked or more closely monitored.
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2.4.3.3 Citizen science
The practice of citizen science is a form of crowdsourcing in which eﬀorts of the, or a,
crowd contribute to a scientiﬁc goal or project. It can be deﬁned as initiatives in which
non-professional or amateur scientists actively participate, either individually or in groups,
in scientiﬁc tasks like observation, measurement, classiﬁcation, analysis, computation or
dissemination [92, 480]. Typically such initiatives are set up and coordinated by profes-
sional scientists and the participating non-professionals are usually volunteering citizens
(i.e. citizen scientists) who may lack a formal education in the relevant discipline and have
received only limited ad-hoc training. A noteworthy remark was made by Haklay [237]:
 […] by deﬁnition, citizen science can only exist in a world in which science
is socially constructed as the preserve of professional scientists in academic
institutions and industry, because, otherwise, any person who is involved in a
scientiﬁc project [could be] considered a scientist. 
The Christmas Bird Count is an often mentioned early example of citizen science. This
annual campaign, ﬁrst organised in the USA in 1900, now involves tens of thousands of
amateur birdwatchers in over 25 countries [92, 364, 480]. In the UK, the British Trust
for Ornithology has been organising similar volunteer-based surveys since 1932 [57, 480].
Like other forms of crowdsourcing, citizen science is not without controversy. The biggest
challenge it faces is a clash with the current culture of science, which is characterised by
the pursuit of professionalism, precision and accuracy and elimination of uncertainty [237].
Professional scientists may doubt the ability of amateurs to do “real research” – i.e. to
do part of “their” work [92]. Consequently they may be reluctant to accept ﬁndings of
studies involving citizen scientists. Still, the practice has – maybe even before 1900 – and
continues to be applied in many ﬁelds – including, besides ornithology, meteorology [93]
and astronomy [563, 600] – for tasks that require, or beneﬁt from, manpower, resources or
spatio-temporal reach beyond what can be realised by scientiﬁc personnel and their tools.
The Internet, the Web and other technological advances have brought new possibilities
and renewed interest for citizen science [243]. On the one hand, technology has revolu-
tionised existing forms of citizen science. For example, the eBird platform leverages Web
technology to facilitate and extend volunteer-based ornithological surveys [506]. On the
other, technology has enabled new forms of citizen science. For instance, the Internet
has made it possible for citizens to contribute to scientiﬁc endeavours from the comfort
of their own home. Volunteer computing and volunteer thinking, which we will discuss
below, are examples of such indoor, desk-bound forms of citizen science38.
38 Such Internet-based forms of citizen science are sometimes referred to as citizen cyberscience [86, 395].
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2.4.3.3.1 Volunteer computing & thinking
Volunteer computing is a form of distributed or grid computing in which volunteers con-
tribute computing resources, typically of home PCs or gaming consoles, to (mostly)
scientiﬁc projects requiring large amounts of computing power or storage. One of the
earliest and most famous examples is the SETI@Home project, which in 1999 embarked
on a, so far unsuccessful, search for signs of extra-terrestrial intelligence by crunching
observational data collected by a radio telescope [19]. Another well-known example is
climateprediction.net, which runs climate simulation models on PCs [11, 12, 89, 490]39.
In recent years many other volunteer computing projects have been launched40, focused
on everything from ﬁnding large prime numbers [481] to protein folding [477]41.
The basic concept of all these projects is the same: volunteers install a client application
on their machine(s). This client regularly downloads work packages (i.e. a chunk of data
to be analysed) from a central infrastructure, performs the work whenever the machine
has resources to spare and can usually visualise (e.g. as a screensaver) the progress in a
way that is somehow interesting or appealing (at least for a while). The completion of a
work package is rewarded with credits, without monetary value. Accumulated credits are
listed on leader-boards on the project website and usually participants can form teams
to pool their credits and compete with other teams. Such elements of competition,
reputation, showing oﬀ (“Look how fast my overclocked PC is!” ) and sense of belonging,
have been shown to be motivating factors, albeit not for everyone. Other motivations
include an interest in the goals of the project or science in general and the gratiﬁcation
felt from making a small but meaningful contribution to it [89, 391, 392].
The related concept of volunteer thinking applies to projects that employ the cognitive
power of volunteering citizens themselves, instead of, or in addition to, the computing
resources of their machines41. One such project is Galaxy Zoo [432, 433], which lets
people classify galaxies and celestial bodies photographed by telescopes. Perhaps the
most interesting practice in volunteer thinking is the packaging of cognitive tasks as
entertaining and challenging games. An early example of such a game with a purpose
(GWAP) [559] was the ESP Game, which tackles the problem of image recognition and
metadata generation by letting pairs of players (who may well be on opposite sides of the
globe) independently suggest labels for an image. Only labels suggested by both players
are retained and are rewarded with credits [558]. Another example is Foldit, which presents
the problem of protein folding as an online multiplayer puzzle game that lets players quite
literally fold proteins “by hand” [99]. Like in volunteer computing, volunteer thinking and
GWAP projects exploit elements of competition and reputation to encourage participants.
39 Thanks to eﬀorts of my former colleagues Hanappe & Beurivé from Sony CSL Paris, part of the
climateprediction.net software can now also run on PlayStation 3 consoles [242].
40 This is in part thanks to BOINC, the distributed computing infrastructure originally developed to un-
derpin SETI@Home, which was opened-up for other projects to build on [18].
41 Besides providing scientists with computing or cognitive power, volunteer computing/thinking projects
also allow to raise public interest for scientiﬁc research and awareness of its results [11].
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2.4.3.3.2 Geographical citizen science
The term geographical citizen science, introduced by Haklay, refers to projects in which
the collection of spatial/location data forms an integral part of the activities carried out
by citizen scientists [237]. In fact, most projects involving ﬁeldwork fall in this category,
because observations – e.g. of birds – or measurements are usually coupled with an iden-
tiﬁcation of the location where they took place. New technologies have revolutionised
this type of citizen science in two ways. On the one hand, accurate and easy to use posi-
tioning technology has become mainstream in the form of portable GPS receivers, either
as standalone devices or integrated in personal navigation devices and smartphones [237].
On the other, the barrier to map making, spatial analysis, interoperability of geographical
databases (mash-ups) and the use of geographical information systems (GISs) in general,
has been lowered thanks to GeoWeb applications and services [240]. Examples include
Google Maps/Earth [215, 216], KML [298], OpenLayers [398] and CloudMade [91].
A particularly interesting practice, at the intersection of geographical citizen science,
user-generated content and crowdsourcing, is volunteered geographic information (VGI),
which is deﬁned as the harnessing of tools to create, assemble, and disseminate volun-
tarily supplied geographic information [213]. For centuries the gathering of geographical
or spatial data has been reserved to oﬃcial agencies, staﬀed with geographers and other
professionals. But, thanks to the abovementioned technological evolutions, much of it
is now within reach of volunteering citizen scientists. The most prominent example of
this phenomenon is OpenStreetMap (OSM) [239, 399], which is a collaborative mapping
project that aims to create a free editable digital map of the world. Much like Wikipedia,
OSM relies on commons-based peer-production and all data collection, editing and inte-
gration is done by volunteers. Recent studies in the UK have shown that OSM’s coverage
is rapidly growing and that the data is fairly accurate in comparison with datasets created
by Ordnance Survey, the UK’s oﬃcial cartographic agency [236, 238].
A related emerging practice within Geography and GIScience is Participatory GIS (PGIS).
By leveraging user-friendly and integrated applications of geo-spatial technologies, PGIS
seeks to empower communities in spatial decision-making processes, such as urban plan-
ning, land-use planning or environmental conservation [100, 137].
2.4.3.3.3 Community & street science
From our perspective, the most interesting initiatives are those where members of local
communities carry out scientiﬁc work to construct an evidence base, raise awareness
and establish civic action plans to deal with environmental or social problems they face
in their area. This form of citizen science has been called community science [237] or
street science [102]. Here, citizens’ primary motivation to participate is a concern about
local issues, rather than an interest in science per se. It is even conceivable that the
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initiative is taken by community members themselves, rather than professional scientists.
However, even such bottom-up, grassroots initiatives usually require and seek assistance
of professional scientists or facilitators. Hence, community or street science projects are
less about crowdsourcing (citizens working for scientists) and more about collaboration
(citizens working with scientists) or service to society (scientists working for citizens).
In Street Science: Community Knowledge and Environmental Health Justice [102], Corburn
argues that when environmental health problems arise in a community, policy- makers can
achieve better results if they are able to reconcile and combine residents’ ﬁrst- hand ex-
perience and local knowledge with recommendations by professional scientists. Regarding
the tension with professionalism, he notes [102: p. 3]:
 [street science] does not devalue science, but rather re-values forms of
knowledge that professional science has excluded and democratizes the inquiry
and decision-making processes. 
Based on studies of actual street science projects, Corburn concludes [102: p. 201]:
 [a community’s] political power hinges in part on [its] ability to manipulate
knowledge and to challenge evidence presented [by authorities] in support of
particular policies. 
Hence, although they may be hesitant to accept or act upon ﬁndings of community/street
scientists blindly, well-meaning policymakers should value and stimulate their eﬀorts.
Maps are powerful tools to expose environmental or social injustices and to inﬂuence
policymakers in community-aﬀecting decisions [102: pp. 173–199, 142]. Consequently
many community/street science projects involve spatial data collection and map making,
and can thus also be situated in the scope of geographical citizen science (VGI and PGIS).
A successful example are the bucket brigades. In these grassroots air pollution monitoring
campaigns, community members sample air using simple plastic buckets for analysis by
a laboratory [237, 411]. The campaigns are supported by Global Community Monitor, a
California-based organisation which trains communities around the world to help them
understand the impact of the fossil fuel industry on their health and environment [526].
Also exemplary are the campaigns set up by The Food Trust, a community action group
based in Philadelphia that ﬁghts obesity and malnutrition in urban areas. Maps are used
to illustrate the relation of obesity-related deaths and lack of access to fresh produce
markets [142, 524]. A third example are the noise measuring campaigns conducted by
members of two London communities impacted by airport and industrial activities. The
involved citizens were assisted by professionals from University College London and Lon-
don 21, a charity organisation. The campaigns were able to bring the noise pollution
problems these communities face to the attention of policymakers [151, 193, 324, 325].
In [102], Corburn studies four street science projects that took place in Brooklyn, NYC.
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2.4.3.4 DIY culture
Do-it-yourself (DIY) communities are another source of possibly relevant practices. DIY
is an activity of all times, stemming from the need to repair or refurbish existing but in-
complete or broken objects or systems. The mass production-consumption economy does
not stimulate self-reliance, but still people keep on creating or repairing things by them-
selves, even though professionals could do it for them. One of the motivations within DIY
culture is the rejection or avoidance of mass consumption and the embrace of more sus-
tainable lifestyles. Today there is a renewed interest for DIY culture and practices, among
practitioners (i.e. DIYers) as well as (HCI) researchers and designers [70, 131, 306, 418].
Thanks to technological advances, DIY enthusiasts can now easily document and share
their projects with likeminded people, and set up collaborations with DIYers from across
the world. Examples of such new (online) DIY communities are Instructables, Dorkbot,
Adafruit and the Arduino community [306]. The “green” motivations of DIY practitioners,
and their inclination to take matters into their own hands, makes them an interesting au-
dience to recruit from for participatory environmental monitoring campaigns and possibly
also for the creation of tools that can be used in those campaigns, such as the air sam-
pling buckets mentioned above. Online DIY communities may also serve to disseminate
instructions on how to (re)create such tools and how to organise such campaigns.
2.4.3.5 Openness in governance
In the last decade authorities at various levels have embraced and adopted new policy
and communication instruments enabled by the Internet and the Web (2.0). Authorities
have realised that advances in ICT create opportunities to make governance both more
eﬃcient and more transparent, inclusive or “open”. This trend is commonly referred to
as e-government or digital government [581] and is the subject of an active research
ﬁeld at the intersection of political and computer science. Interesting recent publications
on the matter are The Power of Information [338], a 2007 report commissioned by
UK government; Web 2.0 in Government: Why and How? [403], a 2008 report by the
European Commission’s Joint Research Centre; andWiki Government [389], a 2009 book
by Beth Simone Noveck, the former deputy-CTO of the U.S. government.
A central theme in this area is open data, which is the idea that various types of data –
typically in an academic or governmental context – should be freely available to everyone
to (re)use and republish as they see ﬁt, without copyright, patents or other restrictions.
In this spirit several authorities have, or plan to, set up portal websites that centralise
datasets on diverse aspects of policy and governance, for the beneﬁt of scientists and
citizens alike [207, 535, 546]. Noveck argues that such websites are a powerful tool
to enhance the transparency and accountability of democratic governance [303, 389].
For our purposes a particularly interesting initiative is Eye on Earth. This is an open
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online platform, launched by the European Environment Agency, that leverages GIS and
cloud computing technology to enable citizens to explore, analyse, visualise and reuse
environmental data made available by various authorities in and outside Europe [169].
These attitudes and technologies can also enable scenarios in which governments accept
and even request data gathered and shared by citizen( scientist)s, instead of the other
way around. Regarding the potential of citizen-collected data, Noveck wrote [389: p. 21]:
 […] the “single point of failure” in government can be transformed through
new mechanisms for obtaining expertise. Decision-making is currently orga-
nized around the notion that the government oﬃcial knows best. In reality,
agencies make decisions every day without access to the best information
or the time to make sense of the information they have. Citizen participa-
tion traditionally focuses on deliberation but, in the Internet age, it will not
be as successful as collaboration in remedying the information deﬁcit. The
broader mandate is to use technology to upend the outdated theory of insti-
tutional expertise and replace it with collaborative practices for gathering and
evaluating information and transforming raw data into useful knowledge. 
Today, authorities seem increasingly willing to embrace such possibilities and operational
examples are appearing. For instance, Eye On Earth allows users to post personal ratings
of environmental conditions in their local area [169]. Other examples are FixMyStreet
and BuitenBeter, which apply Web and mobile sensing technology to let citizens report
problems (e.g. potholes, litter, graﬃty, broken street lighting, etc.) to their city or com-
munity council [302, 361, 610]. While both platforms were not created or commissioned
by authorities, many local councils have adopted them as a channel for citizen input.
2.4.4 Summary
In this section we argued that the three principal ingredients for a low-cost, participa-
tory approach to large-scale environmental monitoring and governance are participants,
aﬀordable sensor technology and collaboration practices. Based on recent surveys we
showed that there is an high level of concern in the (European) public opinion about
issues such as climate change and the environment in general. This makes us optimistic
that participants for the systems we have in mind can indeed be found and mobilised.
Next, we explained that the growing popularity of smartphones, mobile broadband and
mobile applications has led to the emergence of a low-cost, ubiquitous sensor platform.
Finally we gave an overview of new practices for human interaction and expression, (con-
tent) creation, gathering and dissemination of (scientiﬁc) data or knowledge, and public
participation in governance. These elements represent a unique opportunity to enable
participatory environmental monitoring and governance on previously unattainable scales.
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2.5 Our vision
The core of our vision for environmental monitoring and governance, as put forth by
Steels [493–495], is formed by community memories, a concept dating back to the 1970s.
The Community Memory was the name of the ﬁrst public computerised bulletin board
system, established in 1973 in Berkeley, California by Lipkin et al. [94, 521]. The system
was conceived as an information and resource sharing network aimed at strengthening the
Berkeley community by linking a variety of local organisations. Soon it was generalised
to a kind of information ﬂea market, providing unmediated, two-way access to message
databases through public computer terminals. Users demonstrated that it was a general
communications medium that could be used for art, literature, journalism, commerce,
and social chatter [464, 521, 577]. In retrospect, the Community Memory can be seen
as a forerunner of today’s online communities and social networks [42, 482]. A product
of the 1960-70s’ countercultural movement, the system was inescapably political in its
aim to empower local communities and support social change [199: pp. 42–43, 454].
After having introduced the community memory concept in the context of open expert
systems in the mid-1980s [491]42, Steels, inspired by Ostrom [404, 409] and others,
reinterpreted it in the scope of sustainable commons management in 2007 [493–495]:
A community memory is a medium for recording and archiving information
relevant to a commons that is managed by a community and for diﬀusing this
information among members or communicating it to those threatening the
commons and thus the community. All members making up the community
typically have access and are allowed to upload, download or inspect informa-
tion. Once the information is there it becomes possible to ‘add intelligence’
to the system in various ways, for example by creating maps […], by expli-
cating dependencies between information items in order to bring out trends
and predict future evolutions, by simulating future states of the world, etc. 
In this interpretation, a community memory supports a community in building an evolv-
ing representation of itself and the commons it is concerned with. This representation
serves as an evidence base for discussion and interaction within the community and with
external stakeholders, with the goal of sustainably governing the commons. Today, the
opportunities identiﬁed in the previous section make it possible to put this into practice.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the position such a community memory, enabled by contemporary
ICT and associated practices, could take in a society where a citizen community, (local)
authorities, scientists and other parties have a stake in the management of a commons.
42 In that context, Steels deﬁned a community memory as  a knowledge-based system supporting the
communication of an evolving body of knowledge among experts  [491].
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Figure 2.1: Flows of information, queries and resources in and out of a community memory
2.5.1 Community memory scenarios
The scenarios captured by ﬁgure 2.1 represent an extended and updated take on the vision
presented in [493–495]. To clarify these, we discuss the role of the diﬀerent stakeholders,
relevant technologies or practices, and supported models for commons management:
Community & Commons
Community memories (CMs) are intended for real communities of real individuals,
not diﬀuse groups that ﬂock anonymously through the Internet and have no real
state in the management of a commons. Consequently there must ﬁrst and fore-
most be a community and a commons to be managed. The community is usually
formed by fellow-citizens of a neighbourhood, village, town or city. There may be
some existing organisational structure, for instance an association of likeminded
neighbours or another type of (local) NGO. On the other hand, it is also conceiv-
able that a community takes shape as part of the creation and use of a CM, or
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that an existing but loose movement is reinforced by it. Typically the community
is relatively small and the duration of a CM project is limited in time – i.e. long
enough to resolve conﬂicts straining the use of the commons [493–495].
In order to function as a community, it is necessary that members recognise each
other as individuals and that they meet face-to-face. Such meetings help to create
the kind of trust and common ground that is required to self-organise the group’s
activities (e.g. data collection campaigns). It is also important that identity cannot
be hidden and all actions can be traced back to those who carried them out.
In fact, a CM is the opposite of a so-called smart mob, deﬁned by Rheingold as
 people who are able to act in concert even if they don’t know each other  [450].
With a CM, people are assumed to act in concert because they share a common
goal – i.e. the management of a commons in a fair and sustainable way [493–495].
The commons in question can be any CPR, as per the deﬁnition used by economists.
Besides the examples given in section 2.3.1.2, a more liberal reading could include
resources like sanitation, green space in urban areas, space on the road or on public
transport, accessibility of public spaces (e.g. for the disabled), the soundscape of a
neighbourhood (see chapter 4), bandwidth on data networks, intangible assets such
as a community’s reputation or political clout, and even their general quality of life,
involving various commons in a speciﬁc socio-economic and cultural context.
The CM, and more speciﬁcally the information it archives, can itself be seen as
a commons: it is a resource, shared by the members of the community, of which
(ab)use or (mis)appropriation by some can reduce availability or utility to others.
Therefore, this data commons [106] should be legally and physically accessible to
all members and the community should establish institutions to regulate proper use.
Data collection and management by and for the community
Community members use diverse ICT tools and practices to collect various data and
information relevant to the management of the commons. Of particular interest is
environmental monitoring by means of mobile sensing and social tagging.
Mobile sensing lets citizens monitor various aspects of the(ir daily) environment
– as well as the behaviour of community members and other stakeholders within
that environment – in a fully distributed fashion using relatively cheap, oﬀ-the-shelf
mobile phones, possibly complemented with external sensors. This can involve
collecting quantitative measurements of physical parameters (e.g. concentration
of pollutants in ground water samples), qualitative descriptions (e.g. the water’s
smell, taste or visual appearance) or media fragments such as photos and audio or
video recordings. If location is relevant, the data can be automatically geotagged
using GPS. Mobile broadband (or alternatively SMS/MMS) allows the material to
be uploaded, possibly in real-time, to a central repository – i.e. the CM.
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Social tagging is a practical, low-barrier way to collect qualitative (meta)data that
supports the organisation, exploration, analysis, interpretation, and understanding
of quantitative data or media fragments. Tagging takes little time – making it suit-
able for mobile usage – and, thanks to the Web, many people are already familiar with it.
In a mobile sensing application for in-situ environmental monitoring, it can be used
to identify (suspected) pollution sources, clarify spatio-temporal or human context,
attract attention to abnormal situations, convey personal opinion, etc. Once the
material is uploaded, (other) community members can supply additional tags via
a Web interface. While the motivation to tag resources in Web 2.0 services like
Flickr already go beyond purely organisational purposes (see section 2.4.3.1.2), so-
cial tagging serves an even broader purpose in a CM context. Here, tags are not only
aids for future navigation, but also an intrinsic component of the representation-
building process [493, 494]43. Augmenting “raw” material with semantic, contextual
and subjective information, allows it to be archived in a more organised fashion and
disseminated more eﬀectively with respect to the community’s goals, for instance
by generating maps in which both physical (e.g. measured pollution levels) and
subjective parameters (e.g. perceived annoyance) are represented.
Local, community knowledge can also be collected by leveraging other Web (2.0)
technologies and crowdsourcing practices, such as wikis, message boards, online
opinion polls and surveys, VGI/collaborative mapping using GeoWeb services, etc.
Once data is collected and uploaded it is archived by/in the CM. The CM should
enable the community to collaboratively manage the archived material over time.
For instance, a Web portal could oﬀer tools to review, edit, discard (e.g. when
considered inaccurate) and structure content – similarly to Wikipedia or OSM.
Collaborative data management is an integral part of the representation building
process and diﬀerences of opinion or conﬂicts of interest within the community
may come to light here. Therefore the CM should facilitate discussion, (counter)
argumentation and joint reviewing, both online and in the course of meetings.
Aggregation, analysis & modelling
Tools for modelling the environment and predicting the eﬀects of change are critical
ingredients to support decision making among opposing stakeholders in commons
management [549]. Therefore, a CM should facilitate, or (partially) automate, data
aggregation, analysis and modelling, such that material from diﬀerent sources can
be combined and new inferences or predictions (using simulations) can be made.
It is conceivable that CM systems distribute part of this computationally or cogni-
tively intensive work to the community via volunteer computing or thinking [493].
43 Freely chosen tags may also be complemented by selecting descriptors from a pre-ﬁxed vocabulary [494].
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Dissemination of information
The CM should help the community to disseminate information through multiple
channels and in diverse forms, such that the community’s message reaches, and
is understandable to, all concerned parties – i.e. the community itself, the general
public, authorities, scientists, ﬁrms, or any other stakeholders. This can involve
(semi-)automatically or manually generated maps, other visualisations, RSS feeds,
reports, press releases, or posts on blogs and social networks. Additionally, in order
to maintain a level of transparency and legitimacy, a CM should allow diﬀerent
stakeholders to access both raw and annotated (tagged/edited/structured) data.
Using social networks as a dissemination channel may help to attract new members
via existing social connections. Newcomers can bring diﬀerent opinions and new
data to the group, which may either support or counter the case that is being made.
Governing the commons
In section 2.3 we ﬁrst discussed the “tragedy of the commons” and Ostrom’s pro-
posed solution for collective CPR governance by appropriators. Next, we saw that
authorities intend to tackle environmental issues, including CPR problems, in par-
ticipation with citizens by adopting an open governance model (cf. section 2.4.3.5)
and by raising awareness. We believe CMs can play a central role in both cases.
There where a commons is collectively governed – along Ostrom’s design principles
(see box 2.1) – we envision CMs to support the establishment of participatory, low-
cost monitoring (e.g. by means of mobile sensing) and possibly sanctioning schemes,
and the reaching of collective-choice arrangements through open discussion. Note
that appropriators can include both the citizen community itself (or a subset of its
members) as well as other stakeholders (e.g. ﬁrms) exploiting the same commons.
There where a commons is governed by a democratic authority with the participa-
tion of a citizen/appropriator community – and on the condition of recognition, by
the authority, of the CM and (the rights of) the community itself – we envision CMs
to serve as a platform for public participation in all aspects of CPR management and
general environmental policy (monitoring, decision-making, internalisation of costs,
sanctioning, etc.), and as a multidirectional communication medium to raise and
maintain awareness of environmental issues among all stakeholders. Authorities
can use this platform to share data with the community, in the spirit of open
data, and to consult or request citizen-collected data. In cases where there are
no conventional assessment eﬀorts undertaken by authorities or oﬃcial agencies44,
environmental monitoring carried out by citizens, through mobile sensing and so-
cial tagging, can serve as a low-cost – yet not free – alternative. But when there
are existing eﬀorts, it should be seen as complementary rather than a replacement.
44 Either because there is no budget or no expertise, or because it is not seen as a priority.
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For instance, to assess pollution levels45 over space and time, ﬁeldwork46 and mod-
elling by oﬃcials remain relevant and necessary. However, tapping the potential
of the community of citizen( scientist)s, can lead to massively more quantitative
and qualitative data, with denser and broader spatio-temporal coverage47. Even
though they may have a lower accuracy or credibility48, large amounts of actual
measurements of personal exposure to pollution49, could be a welcome addition to
accurate but sparse pollutant concentration measurements made by oﬃcials and/-
or simulated levels obtained from models. Hence, we are convinced that combining
conventional and participatory assessment methods can lead to better environmen-
tal policies that take the opinions and needs of local communities into account50.
Because citizens have intimate knowledge of patterns in their local area, they are
likely to spot anomalies well before oﬃcials do. With mobile sensing and a CM they
can independently or collectively assess perceived problems, without having to wait
for oﬃcials. Based on community reports, authorities can then decide to start oﬃ-
cial, more accurate, inquiries. Moreover, citizen-collected data could be used as an
additional input for oﬃcial simulation models. Additionally, citizens’ participation
in the assessment process and direct access to its results51, will potentially increase
their awareness of environmental issues, which may in turn stimulate the adoption
of more sustainable behaviour and their acceptance of unpopular, yet necessary,
measures taken by authorities – especially if they “feel heard” as well.
The role of scientists
Community memories enable new kinds of collaborations between citizens and sci-
entists. As noted by other authors [71, 106, 416], mobile sensing technology in itself
already constitutes a major new opportunity for citizen science, because it allows
(untrained) volunteers to contribute in data collection campaigns, both to study hu-
man behaviour and human environments. However, by organising such campaigns
around the intermediary platform of a CM, the role, responsibility and beneﬁts of in-
volved citizens can be extended, resulting in community-empowering collaborations
akin to the community/street science projects discussed in section 2.4.3.3.3.
We see three, not mutually exclusive, reasons for professional scientists to partici-
pate in a CM scenario. The ﬁrst reason is in line with conventional citizen science:
scientists who want to study an environmental or social phenomenon may enlist
citizens to help them. Here, it is useful to look for an existing community that has
an interest in the topic of the study, and, in the future, may already use a CM-like
45 And associated health risks.
46 Using professional/dedicated measuring equipment, sensor networks, questionnaire surveys, etc.
47 Possibly including indoor or private places, that are often ignored in modelling or inaccessible to oﬃcials.
48 Due to the use of cheaper equipment and possibly a certain bias or a lack of skill among citizens.
49 Enabled by the people-centric measuring perspective.
50 This argument is also supported by the work of Corburn [101, 102] (see section 2.4.3.3.3).
51 To both individual measurements made in the ﬁeld (in real-time) and aggregated datasets in the CM.
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system. Scientists can then request access to previously collected data, propose a
new data collection campaign, and may help the community to set up a CM for
the beneﬁt of both parties. The second reason applies to scientists who accept an
invitation of an existing community to help it reach its goals, for instance by pro-
viding methodological support in data collection, analysis and representation. This
way the community can increase the credibility and legitimacy of their arguments,
and the scientists can get access, via the CM, to large amounts of data and results
which can be used for further research and publications. The third reason is found
among scientists with an interest in technology-mediated human collaboration and
interaction, either from a social science or an engineering perspective52. By helping
actual communities to deploy CM systems, such researchers can study the potential
and usage of CMs for/by speciﬁc groups facing speciﬁc problems, as well as the
requirements for supporting technologies and the nature of associated practices.
Bringing CMs into practice
In concrete CM-enabled collaborations between citizens on the one hand, and
authorities or scientists on the other, diﬀerent choices can be made regarding the
initiative, ownership and (de)centralisation. While not explicitly referring to the CM
concept, Cuﬀ et al. provide interesting insights in these matters [106]. In principle
the initiative to start a CM/mobile sensing project, and deploy the necessary ICT
infrastructure, can come from the community itself (i.e. bottom-up), but this prob-
ably requires user-friendly, reusable software to be available, possibly provided by
scientists. Alternatively, authorities could take the initiative to help speciﬁc com-
munities by setting up CMs for them (i.e. top-down). Yet when the initiative –
and/or the ownership/funding of the used ICT infrastructure (e.g. servers and net-
work bandwidth) – does not lie with the community itself, ownership and control
over collected information (i.e. the data commons), may have to be shared as well.
Nevertheless, in working with citizens to carry out data collection tasks, oﬃcials
and academics should be prepared to move away from the traditional centralised
model, in which they have full control over where, when and which data is collected
and how it is processed, represented and diﬀused.
Community memory projects will probably always be non-proﬁt ventures [495].
Nevertheless, it is conceivable that commercial enterprises would sell software or
services that can be used to set up a CM system, or coach communities to use one.
However, the communities most likely to beneﬁt from a CM53 typically lack the
ﬁnances to buy such products or services – unless they are somehow sponsored
(e.g. by a governmental body or an NGO). Hence, there is a need for free, preferably
open source, CM software and voluntary coaching by scientists or facilitators.
52 For instance in the ﬁeld of HCI or CSCW.
53 See section 2.5.2 for some examples.
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2.5.2 Examples & implications
In [493–495], Steels discusses a number of examples of deployed community memories.
One case study is about the work of anthropologist Jerome Lewis, who set up a CM
for the Mbendjele pygmies living in the rainforest of the Congo basin. Lewis’ system –
based on PDAs, GPS receivers and (P)GIS technology – is designed to empower this
illiterate54 community in their struggle to protect forest areas which are important to
them from destruction by logging companies [257, 318]. The other case studies are about
CMs set up by Eugenio Tisselli, co-author of [494, 495], for taxi drivers in Mexico City,
disabled people in Barcelona and motorcycle couriers in São Paulo. These projects were
part of Tisselli’s zexe.net (now megafone.net) initiative [528], which since 2003 invites
communities on the fringe of society in cities in Latin-America, Europe and North-Africa,
to express their experiences and opinions via face-to-face meetings and mobile sensing.
A mobile app lets participants make audio recordings and photos, tag them, and directly
publish them on a CM website. The goal is to amplify the voice of individuals and groups
who are overlooked or misrepresented in mainstream media and struggle to manage
tangible (e.g. the right to legally operate a taxi, or to access public spaces in a wheelchair),
or intangible (e.g. their reputation in the eye of the general public) commons [494, 495].
From these case studies, Steels and Tisselli distil some initial conclusions regarding the
organisation of CM projects and the design of CM systems. In line with Ostrom’s views,
they argue that technology in itself accounts for only a relatively small part of the success
of a CM project55. Instead, setting up the social organisation around the CM appears to
be the biggest factor in the success of a project. This task requires excellent organisa-
tional and communicational skills and insights in the community’s structure and interests.
Therefore it is best carried out by social workers with strong ties to the community – or
maybe by leader ﬁgures who emerge from the group itself and/or are accountable to it.
Next, they observe that, because CM projects often deal with people who are not literate
in the use of technology, or are even illiterate in the original sense, a fundamental require-
ment for CM systems is simplicity and ease of use, which implies a design approach that
is tailored to the needs and habits of the community in question. Moreover, it is useful
to recognise that the level of skill and enthusiasm may vary among community members.
For instance, it may be acceptable to expose more complexity in the (Web) interfaces
for data management and editing than in those for (mobile) data collection, since the
former will likely be used especially by the more experienced or eager participants. Finally,
they stress the importance of having two interfaces. The one used within the community
should be only accessible and conﬁgurable by community members, such that they feel
safe to add (personal) information. The system should thus oﬀer a separate interface,
and produce separate dissemination artefacts, for interaction with outsiders [495].
54 Because of the users’ illiteracy, the system employs a decision tree with graphical icons instead of tags.
55 Calling a CM project successful implies that the source of tension around which the CM took shape
(e.g. the conﬂict over the exploitation of a patch of rainforest) is managed, if not resolved [495].
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2.5.3 Related work
Our vision for community memories shares elements with ideas and concrete projects or
systems presented by others. Here is an overview of the most interesting cases:
F The community/street science initiatives discussed in section 2.4.3.3.3 can be seen
as implicit CM building projects, in terms of intentions, purposes and some applied
practices, but not, or to a lesser extent, in terms of applied technologies.
F While especially focused on collaboration practices, rather than on the role of ICT,
Corburn’s street science framework [102], which stresses the importance of local
community knowledge to improve scientiﬁc inquiry and decision-making in environ-
mental health policy, provides methodological and practical support for our vision.
F In a position paper titled Participatory Sensing [71], Burke et al. were the ﬁrst – as
far as we know – to link citizen science with mobile sensing technology. They envi-
sioned “grassroots sensing” campaigns for the purpose of environmental monitoring,
public health and urban planning56, expression of cultural identity and creativity, and
natural resource management. We will further discuss this paper in chapter 3.
F In the already mentioned article Urban Sensing: Out of the Woods [106], Cuﬀ et al.
examine how emerging sensing technologies may change the way citizens, author-
ities and scientists collect, manage, share and apply sensor data in urban areas.
Moreover, they introduce the aforementioned concept of a data commons, which
in many ways is similar to our interpretation of a community memory.
F In a book chapter titled Citizen Science: Enabling Participatory Urbanism [416],
Paulos et al. explore how the shift in the usage of mobile phones – from communi-
cation tool to  networked mobile personal measurement instrument  – enables a
new form of citizen science which they call participatory urbanism. They envision
this will help citizens  to become active participants and stakeholders as they pub-
licly collect, share, and remix measurements of [what] matter[s] most to them .
Moreover, they report on pioneering experiments to apply this idea to air pollution
monitoring (see chapter 3). In a later paper [417], Paulos sheds light on design
strategies for citizen science tools and ethical aspects of the practice. He argues
that, to facilitate social change, designers should encourage doubt and debate,
rather than promote blind acceptance of fact. In recent work, Paulos and his team
study mobile sensing, persuasive technology, citizen science and DIY culture from
an HCI perspective by experimenting with sensor probes in the ﬁeld [305, 307, 418].
• In [179], Ferron and Massa study the process of collective memory building on
Wikipedia in the context of the 2011 popular uprisings in the Arab world. This work
seems to indicate that Wikipedia – and possibly other (wiki-based) peer production
platforms/communities – has CM characteristics or can be adopted as such.
56 And the restoration of the link between both [101].
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• In [329], Luther et al. present Pathﬁnder, an online collaboration environment for
citizen scientists – that sadly is neither freely nor commercially available in any form.
While not explicitly referred to as a community memory system, the described soft-
ware contains many elements we envision for CMs. For instance, it supports sharing,
annotating, aggregating and visualising data time-series (called tracks), and col-
laborative data analysis. By means of a user study the authors established that
citizen scientists preferred Pathﬁnder to a standard wiki and that it enabled them
to go beyond data collection and engage in deeper discussion and analysis [329].
• FixMyStreet and BuitenBeter (see section 2.4.3.5) can also be seen as CM systems.
• In [1], Aanensen et al. present EpiCollect, a platform that combines smartphone
and Web applications to facilitate epidemiological, ecological and community data
collection. While the proposed system is not a CM, there are similarities in the
way mobile and Web technology is applied to support data collection in the ﬁeld by
both professionals and citizen scientists.
The items marked with a “F”, in the list above, were direct or indirect sources of in-
spiration for our vision and the work discussed in this dissertation, the others were not.
Additional related work, regarding mobile sensing, is discussed in chapter 3.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we ﬁrst sketched the societal context in which our work ﬁts, namely the
grand eﬀort to ﬁnd answers to the pressing challenge of achieving sustainable develop-
ment on global and local scales. Next, we learned that, whether environmental issues,
and speciﬁcally the need to sustainably manage commons, are tackled by citizen-led
or authority-led initiatives, there is a need for ﬂexible, low-cost approaches to environ-
mental monitoring and governance, based on broad public participation and awareness
raising. Then we argued that the three principal ingredients for a novel, participatory,
ICT-supported approach to this problem are motivated participants, aﬀordable sensor
technology and collaboration practices. Recent surveys of environmental concerns in
public opinion make us optimistic that participants can be found. Ubiquitous comput-
ing technology, notably in the form of smartphones, mobile broadband and mobile apps,
creates a new potential for dense, people-centric sensor networks, virtually anywhere
people ﬂock together. The last decade has seen the emergence of participatory prac-
tices for content creation and annotation, collaborative work, gathering and dissemina-
tion of (scientiﬁc) data, and open governance. Together, these ingredients represent a
unique opportunity for participatory environmental monitoring and governance on previ-
ously unattainable scales.
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The main contribution of this chapter is the vision we developed around the concept of
community memories. We see a community memory as an ICT resource that empowers
a community by enabling it to archive, discuss, augment, visualise and share information
that is relevant to the management of a commons it is concerned with. While possible
scenarios and concrete examples are highly diverse, the community’s goal is always the
sustainable management of a commons, usually in collaboration with, or in opposition to,
other stakeholders such as ﬁrms, authorities and scientists. To monitor their environment
and the behaviour of those that threaten it, at low cost, citizens can use mobile sensing
and social tagging. Once data is collected, tagged and uploaded, the community memory
system facilitates its management, aggregation, analysis, visualisation and dissemination.
Community memories can play a central role in the sustainable exploitation of collectively-
managed commons, as well as in the establishment of successful environmental policies –
including the management of centralised commons – by authorities in participation with
citizens. Additionally, community memories create new opportunities for citizen science.
In view of the sustainability challenge humanity faces, what we propose can be seen as
a Think global, act local 57 kind of approach: by helping local communities to achieve
ambitious, yet attainable, goals, we intend to contribute to solutions for global problems.
Environmental monitoring by means of mobile sensing is a cornerstone of our vision.
Mobile sensing is the subject of active research in computer science, that has applications
well beyond the domain of environmental monitoring or community memories. In the next
chapter we take a more detailed look at this ﬁeld, in order to situate our research and
its main artefact, the NoiseTube system, within this growing body of related work, to
highlight the sources of inspiration that have helped us to reﬁne our vision into a concrete
approach, and to contrast this approach with the choices of others.
57 This phrase, attributed to Scottish biologist, town planner and social activist Patrick Geddes, became
a popular slogan of environmentalism in the late 1960s and early 1970s [594].
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Mobile sensing
3.1 Introduction
From the perspective of computer science, much of the work presented in this dissertation
can be situated in the ﬁeld of mobile sensing, which has gained a lot of interest lately.
Mobile sensing leverages the technological platform of (smart)phones, mobile broadband
and app( store)s. In recent years, many researchers, as well as commercial enterprises,
have proposed or developed mobile sensing systems for a wide range of application do-
mains, including environmental monitoring and citizen science.
The purpose of this chapter twofold. On the one hand we provide a critical overview of
this ﬁeld, including its origins, state of the art, and open challenges. On the other, we
reﬁne the vision presented in the previous chapter into the concrete approach which we
have followed in our own research. This description includes: a detailed set of speciﬁ-
cations for mobile sensing systems aimed at participatory environmental monitoring in a
community memory context, and a motivated selection of challenges we have chosen to
work on in this context.
In this chapter, we ﬁrst sketch the origins of mobile sensing and its relation with wireless
sensor networks in section 3.2. In section 3.3 we present the state of the art of mobile
sensing research and applications, including a comparison of the main schools of thought,
illustrated with examples of related work. Next, section 3.4 provides an overview of the
main challenges the ﬁeld is currently facing. Then, in section 3.5, we concretise our
approach and position our work with respect to the design space for mobile sensing
applications and open research challenges. Finally, section 3.6 wraps up the chapter.
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3.2 Origins
Mobile sensing is rooted in the wider movement of ubiquitous computing. Ubiquitous
computing is a vision proclaimed by Mark Weiser in the early 1990s [566–568]. In this
vision, PCs are no longer the central point of human-computer interaction. Instead,
computers, or rather computing itself, would be integrated in everyday objects to allow
anyone to interact and interconnect with computing services and information resources
anywhere and anytime. Weiser foresaw that this shift would cause an increase of the
availability and a decrease of the visibility of computing, because, as he observed [566]:
The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave them-
selves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it. 
Today, thanks to the emergence of personal, mobile devices and mobile Internet connec-
tivity, Weiser’s vision – especially the availability side – has largely become a reality.
The ubiquitous computing paradigm is also known as pervasive computing and ambient
intelligence, where each term emphasizes slightly diﬀerent aspects. A closely related
vision is that of the Internet of Things (IoT), introduced by the International Telecom-
munication Union in 2005, which adds a fourth dimension to ubiquitous computing: in
addition to anywhere, anytime connectivity for anyone, IoT foresees connectivity for
anything [274]. In an IoT world, which is also increasingly becoming a reality, Internet
connectivity will be integrated in more and more objects, buildings, vehicles, etc. In 2009,
the European Commission adopted an action plan to help realise the IoT vision [161].
Sensing plays an important part in these visions. We are on a path where various types of
sensors are being integrated into more and more everyday devices and objects, enabling
software to make (real-time) inferences about more and more aspects of our needs,
behaviour and surroundings, and about the world in general. On the individual level, this
knowledge is expected to be leveraged by “smart” services that aim to simplify our lives.
On the collective level, this knowledge is expected (or hoped) to enable us to increase
the eﬃciency of the services and systems that underpin the modern economy and society
– e.g. (public) transport, energy provision, logistics and supply chains, healthcare, etc. –
and help us to understand and protect our environment better [161, 274, 566, 601].
3.2.1 Wireless sensor networks
Pioneering research into sensing systems, in the scope of ubiquitous/pervasive computing
and the IoT, has been conducted in the area of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) – also
known as embedded networked sensing [106]. A WSN consists of spatially distributed,
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typically highly-specialised, autonomous sensor nodes (also called motes) that monitor
various physical parameters. Each node is equipped with one or more sensors, possibly
some actuator(s), a wireless transceiver, an embedded microcontroller, a power source
(batteries or capacitors), and possibly external (ﬂash) memory. Nodes are usually installed
in stationary positions. Alternatively, “nomadic WSNs” can be formed by installing nodes
on vehicles or by regularly moving them to new places manually [54, 110, 453, 484].
One of the main drivers of WSN research is the goal of increasing the autonomy and
spatial reach of WSNs, requiring innovations in hardware, software and protocols. Optimi-
sations of hard- and software aim to make individual nodes as power-eﬃcient as possible,
and advances in energy harvesting1 and storage technology further increase autonomy.
Moreover, topology-aware, multi-hop communication protocols have been developed to
route instructions and data across WSNs in a power-eﬃcient and fault-tolerant manner.
In the past decade, WSN research has moved from conﬁned laboratories to relatively
small real-world deployments, often in natural habitats like forests or lakes [106, 107].
Moreover, there has been a focus on WSN deployments in industrial settings [130, 234].
Although reusable hard- and software platforms are available (e.g. [479, 527]), WSN
nodes are anything but commodity devices. Building, programming and deploying WSNs
for a particular application or context usually requires specialised expertise and is thus
only within reach of academics and other professionals (e.g. governmental agencies)2.
3.2.2 New forms of sensing
In recent years WSN research, and ubiquitous computing in general, has seen a shift
towards applications in urban settings [106, 107, 189, 300, 478]. In parallel, the rise of
sensor-laden smartphones3, mobile broadband and, more recently, apps and app stores,
has created a new, people-centric and mobile platform for sensing systems [74, 106].
These evolutions have led to new forms of sensing research and applications.
The research ﬁeld and the types of applications that have emerged have been referred
to with many terms, such as: people-centric sensing [74, 75], participatory sensing [71],
opportunistic sensing [74], urban sensing [106], mobile sensing [258, 294], community
sensing [304, 310], citizen sensing [71, 417], and mobile phone sensing [310]4. These
refer to largely overlapping concepts, but each stresses other aspects or choices within a
shared design space. For convenience, we refer to this ensemble simply as mobile sensing.
1 Also known as energy scavenging, this is the process of deriving energy from local, ambient sources such
as solar energy, thermal energy, wind energy, vibrations or mechanical strain and RF radiation [505].
2 We should note that there have been attempts at designing end-user programmable WSN nodes [357].
3 Refer to section E.1 for a discussion of what exactly constitutes a smartphone.
4 Or combinations thereof.
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In mobile sensing systems, smartphones – or cheaper, yet usually Internet-connected,
mobile phones – fulﬁl a role that is similar to that of sensors nodes in WSNs. When phones
do not have the required sensors for a particular sensing application – e.g. measuring gas
concentrations – they are complemented by external sensor units that are either physically
attached (e.g. via USB) or wirelessly connected (e.g. via Bluetooth) [88, 316].
In most sensing scenarios it is necessary to know where and when sensor data is collected.
In stationary WSNs the geographic position of each node must only be determined once.
Because people and their phones tend to move about, mobile sensing systems require
a mechanism that regularly establishes their current position. Nowadays, smartphones
come with built-in GPS receivers that provide accurate location (and time) estimates.
However, before GPS receivers became so common, and because GPS only works out-
doors and consumes a lot of power, alternative and complementary mobile positioning
technologies have been developed, mostly based on triangulation between cellular network
antennae and/or Wi-Fi access points [53, 114, 252, 448]. In today’s GPS-equipped smart-
phones such systems are still used5 to provide indoor positioning and to augment or stand
in for GPS in situations where it does not perform optimally (e.g. in urban canyons [252]),
consumes too much power or when accuracy requirements are less stringent.
Some early mobile sensing systems were similar to conventional WSNs. For instance,
[21, 22, 254] discuss experiments in which smartphones served only as GPS receivers and
communication relays and were packaged together with Bluetooth-connected external
sensors, to be installed on vehicles and street furniture. Compared to conventional WSNs,
such “hybrid” setups may be cheaper and less complicated to deploy since they are partially
based on oﬀ-the-shelf hardware and leverage the existing cellular network infrastructure.
But apart from that, the phones add little extra, mainly because no mobile phone users
are involved. As discussed in section 2.4.2, the insight that smartphones can be used
to study human behaviour and human environments from a people-centric perspective
(and that users can play an active role therein), created interest for sensing systems in
which phones, and any external sensors, are carried around by people, usually volunteering
citizens, instead of being mounted on buildings, street furniture, trees or vehicles6.
In table 3.1 we list the most important diﬀerences between WSNs and (people-centric)
mobile sensing systems. Most diﬀerences stem from the hard- and software platforms
which are used. The specialised and hard-to-program platforms used in WSNs make them
more expensive to deploy on a large scale (and with dense granularity), than mobile sens-
ing systems, which rely on easier to program, oﬀ-the-shelf devices, which many potential
users already own. However, WSNs have their advantages too. Because WSN nodes are
highly optimised, single-purpose devices they have a longer autonomy than smartphones,
which, besides sensing, are also used for many other things – such as the primary func-
5 In most smartphone operating systems, such as iOS [30], Android [226] and Symbian [519], the choice
of positioning technologies is made largely transparent to application programmers.
6 A hybrid approach in which phones are mobile but external sensors are stationary is also conceivable.
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Wireless Sensor Networks Mobile Sensing
Hardware
Off-the-shelf, commodity phones;
(+ external sensor units, possibly purpose-built)
Software Mainstream mobile OSs, frameworks and languages
Networking technology ZigBee, Bluetooth, proprietary/specialised Cellular networks (2G/3G/4G), Wi-Fi, Bluetooth
Communication protocols Ad-hoc, complicated SMS/MMS, standard Internet protocols (TCP/IP, HTTP, …)
Cost High Lower (especially without external sensors)
Potential scale Limited (due to cost) Ubiquitous
Spatio-temporal granularity Sparse (due to cost) Dense (in urban settings)
Sensing perspective Stationary/nomadic & location-centric idem (hybrid setups) + Mobile & people-centric
Autonomy High & predictable Low & unpredictable
Control High Low
Purpose-built/specialised, complicated
(to be programmed at system level)
Table 3.1: Diﬀerences between WSNs and mobile sensing systems
tion of making phone calls. Moreover, from a research point of view, various aspects of
the sensing process, like accuracy and timeliness, are easier to control in a WSN setup
than in a system relying on multi-purpose smartphones – which may disappear in pockets
or purses – and their unpredictable, possibly even incompliant, carriers. WSNs remain
relevant for many application domains and continue to be the subject of active research.
Mobile sensing can be seen as complementary but it also creates entirely new possibilities.
3.3 State of the art
In this section we present a state of the art of mobile sensing research and applications.
Apart from contextualising our work, we aim to provide a framework within which we can
motivate our choices and contrast them with those of others. First we treat the proto-
typical architecture of mobile sensing systems. Then, we discuss three dimensions of their
design space: application domains, sensing scale and sensing paradigm. We illustrate this
with various examples of related work. Throughout the section we frequently refer to a
recent survey article by Lane et al. [310], which served as a starting point for this section.
3.3.1 Architecture
Figure 3.1 shows the typical architecture of mobile sensing systems. Most systems follow
a client-server model in which a client “app” is installed on a number of mobile phones.
These clients collect data from built-in or external sensors and communicate through the
Internet with a server (or multiple ones) that aggregates all collected data. Depending
on the speciﬁc system, the clients and server perform several other functions as well.
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Figure 3.1: Mobile sensing system architecture
Many, but not all, mobile sensing systems meet Doan et al.’s deﬁnition of crowdsourcing
systems [133] (see section 2.4.3.2): they enlist a crowd of humans, with mobile phones,
to solve a problem deﬁned by system creators or owners (which may be the crowd itself).
3.3.1.1 Functional architecture
To discuss mobile (phone) sensing systems from a functional point of view, Lane et al.
propose a simple, three-staged architecture, shared by most systems [310]. We generalise
by adding the possibility of external sensors and human input. The stages are:
Sensing
Individual mobile phones collect raw sensor data from built-in and possibly external
sensors. These include microphones, cameras, light sensors, GPS, accelerometers,
gas sensors, etc. In some cases users can act as an additional, human sensor by
inputting contextual, semantic or subjective information (e.g. through tagging).
Learning
Raw sensor data, possibly complemented by human input, is processed by machine
learning, data mining and other types of algorithms, to extract information on the
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user’s whereabouts, behaviour or various aspects of the surroundings. This interpre-
tation can happen on the phone, on servers (“in the cloud”) or both. In the last case,
phones pre-process raw data and send a ﬁltered or more abstract representation to
a server for further analysis7. Where this happens may be dictated by considera-
tions such as privacy, the need to provide real-time feedback, communication costs
or bandwidth, available computing resources or the need to combine data from
multiple users. In some systems, the user – or multiple users, in a crowdsourcing
fashion – can play an active role in this stage, for instance by tagging images [608]
or labelling training data for (semi-)supervised learning algorithms [310, 422].
“Closing the loop”
In this stage mobile sensing systems provide feedback loops for the purpose of
informing, sharing and persuasion. Individual or groups of users must be informed of
the ﬁndings that are distilled in the learning stage. This information may be shared
with others, possibly after it was ﬁltered or obfuscated (to protect user privacy).
To facilitate sharing, information is usually centrally stored on a server8, where it
can be combined with data from other users (aggregation) and from other sources
(e.g. weather reports, population statistics, maps, satellite imagery or 3D models).
Persuasion takes many forms [187]. Feedback may serve to persuade current users
to keep up or increase their contribution and to convince others to join in. It may
also serve to persuade users to reach personal goals, such as lowering one’s carbon
footprint [196] or improving physical ﬁtness [98, 372]. This requires personalised
feedback but may also leverage information shared by others. For example, a system
could try to motivate or challenge users by presenting comparisons of personal
results with those of others. On a grander scale, feedback may also serve to
persuade people, users and outsiders alike, of a bigger goal or cause. For instance,
an environmental monitoring system could disseminate aggregated data to raise
awareness of environmental pollution and possibly even change citizens’ behaviour.
Depending on the concrete application and the purpose, feedback may take diﬀerent
forms and be delivered through diﬀerent channels. Often it involves visualisations
in the form of graphs, diagrams or maps. Delivery channels include the mobile
app itself (immediate feedback to the individual user), the project website, other
websites or social networks, and possibly displays installed in public spaces [106].
3.3.1.2 Deployment & scaling
Early, experimental mobile sensing systems were usually only deployed on small scales,
for instance in the context of a university campus where researchers self-tested their
systems or gave smartphones with a preinstalled sensing app to students or colleagues.
7 The split-level classiﬁcation applied in CenceMe (see below) is an example of such a strategy [351].
8 In a community memory context, this server is typically the central community memory system itself.
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To move beyond small-scale experimentation, some research projects have sought to
attract a larger audience by oﬀering a sensing app for download on a website. Nowadays,
deployments on a much wider scale are possible, especially for systems that do not require
external sensors. There are two main reasons. First, average, not necessarily tech-savvy
people have become familiar with the concept of user-installable mobile software. Second,
the app store model provides businesses and researchers alike with a – more or less –
free distribution channel through which they can reach thousands, if not millions, of
potential users from all over the world [310, 349]. Figure 3.1 illustrates this type of
app distribution. Recently, businesses have followed academia’s lead and have started to
develop commercial mobile sensing apps which are distributed through the same channels.
While app stores simplify app distribution, this solves but one of many problems faced
by large-scale mobile sensing systems. Recruiting and retaining users remains diﬃcult,
since it is not because millions of people can download your app that they will, and it
is not because thousands do that they will continue to use it. But even if they do,
scaling up the mobile sensing system (as a whole) along with the number of participants
remains technically, organisationally and ﬁnancially challenging. Dealing with potentially
massive amounts of data being generated not only requires state of the art algorithms
but also extensive infrastructure (e.g. server capacity and network bandwidth). Managing
and supporting a community of hundreds or even thousands of needy users, with diverse
devices, not only requires user-friendly software but also extensive manpower (e.g. to
answer questions, ﬁx bugs, coordinate eﬀorts, etc.). Therefore, Lane et al. rightly ask
the question whether academic laboratories are at all geared to scale up their research
artefacts from the level of small-scale experimentation to large-scale deployments [310].
3.3.2 Application domains
Mobile sensing systems have been proposed, developed and deployed, by researchers
and businesses alike, for a variety of application domains. Below we discuss the main
categories, as identiﬁed by Lane et al. [310]. For each category we mention some early
and more recent examples of concrete systems, also beyond those cited by Lane et al.
Transportation
In urban areas everywhere, issues such as congestion and the organisation of public
transportation remain serious challenges. Academics, commercial enterprises and
public institutions have (jointly) developed mobile sensing systems to tackle traﬃc
problems [525, 530, 533]. Such systems track the location, speed and destination
of their users while they are driving. This data is then used to estimate and predict
where and when congestions occur. This enables the systems to provide subscribers
with ﬁne-grained, personalised traﬃc information, accurate arrival time estimates
and even real-time alternative route suggestions to help them avoid congestions
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and to balance traﬃc to (potentially) reduce congestions for everyone. Aggre-
gated data that is collected in this manner also serves long-term purposes. For
instance, companies like TomTom sell anonymised traﬃc data, partially collected
via mobile sensing, to transport and law enforcement authorities, who apply it to
advise decisions on construction of new or extended roads, the development of
public transport and (until recently) the installation of speed traps [413].
Social networking
The posting of location and activity status messages on social networks has grown
popular in recent years. Researchers have investigated how mobile sensing systems
can automate and augment this by inferring and classifying the user’s current lo-
cation and activity by applying machine learning algorithms to diverse sensor data
collected on his or her phone. The system can then post status messages to social
networks on behalf of the users, as illustrated by ﬁgure 3.1. An example of such a
system is CenceMe [348, 349, 351], developed by the Smartphone Sensing Group
at Dartmouth College [111] – which is also the aﬃliation of Lane et al.
Health and Well-being
Mobile sensing systems have the potential to collect in situ data continuously for
the purpose of healthcare and well-being, including ﬁtness and sports. One example
is the UbiFit Garden app, developed by Intel Research and the University of Wash-
ington, which captures levels of physical activity and relates this to personal ﬁtness
goals. To encourage users, progress towards their goals is visualised on the phone
through the metaphor of a blooming garden [98]. Two other research artefacts,
Biketastic [443, 541], by the Center for Embedded Networked Sensing (CENS) at
UCLA, and BikeNet [149, 150], of Columbia University and Dartmouth College,
are aimed at cyclists. Both systems, which in fact also fall in the categories of
transportation and environmental monitoring, enable users to analyse, visualise and
share biking routes. Captured parameters include covered distance, speed, calories
burned, roughness of the terrain and the noisiness of the surroundings. BikeNet,
which employs external sensors, also measures CO2 levels. A comparable commer-
cial example is Nike+ [291, 372], by sportswear giant Nike, which uses a phone’s
built-in sensors, or external ones embedded in running shoes or a watch, to track
distance, speed, route and energy expenditure during running workouts. This data
can be uploaded to an online platform where runners can analyse their performance,
visualise runs on maps, share their accomplishments on social networks and chal-
lenge other Nike+ users. The system also encourages users in various ways and can
generate personalised training programs. Other applications have been proposed
for medical purposes, such as ECG and heart rate monitoring [362, 425].
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Environmental monitoring
For our purposes, environmental monitoring is the most interesting domain. Built-
in and external sensors allow mobile sensing systems to measure a range of physical
parameters that are directly or indirectly related to environmental stressors or pol-
lutants. In urban contexts, mobile sensing systems have the potential to collect
massively more, ﬁner-grained data on pollution, and environmental conditions in
general, than is possible with ﬁeldwork by professionals or with WSNs. While WSNs
are well suited to assess the emission or presence of pollutants in speciﬁc places,
the people-centric perspective of mobile sensing systems also allows to assess the
exposure humans endure during their daily lives and the health or social problems
that may cause. Moreover, using cheap, oﬀ-the-shelf devices for environmental
monitoring enables new scenarios for citizen or community/street science [71, 106].
Pioneering work in this direction was carried out by the CENS group at UCLA [541].
In [2] they presented the Mobiscopes concept, a hybrid between vehicular WSNs
and mobile sensing systems that could be applied for environmental monitoring.
In another position paper, titled Participatory Sensing [71]9, the group presented
a broader vision for the application of mobile sensing technology in the context of
environmental monitoring by citizen scientists. The group also developed a concrete
system, the Personal Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) [7, 84, 355], which
tracks users’ whereabouts using GPS and uses those traces to infer transportation
modes and various habits. This information is then combined with data on weather
conditions, traﬃc patterns and pollution levels (collected from other sources or
simulation models), to create personalised reports that inform users on how their
actions aﬀect both their exposure and their contribution to environmental pollution.
PEIR also integrates with social networks to let users share and compare results.
In PEIR, and in a similar system called UbiGreen [196], no actual pollution mea-
suring happens on phones or external sensors. Others have built systems where
this is the case. For example, a team at Intel Research and UC Berkeley, which
included Eric Paulos10, experimented with air quality measurement systems based
on smartphones with external sensors which were either mounted on a vehicle or
carried around by a person [21, 22, 138, 254, 416]. Similar early work was done
by researchers from the universities of Nottingham and Cambridge, who developed
experimental smartphone apps to assess air quality and allergen levels using external
sensors, and noise levels using the built-in microphone [292–294, 420, 421].
NoiseTube, the mobile sensing system that we introduce in chapters 5 and 6 and which
forms a core contribution of this dissertation, is situated at the intersection of the envi-
ronmental monitoring domain and the health and well-being domain.
9 We already mentioned this paper in in section 2.5.3, and will return to it in section 3.3.4.
10 Whose work we already mentioned in section 2.5.3.
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3.3.3 Sensing scale
Independently of application domains, another dimension within the design space of cur-
rent and future mobile sensing systems is the sensing scale. Lane et al. distinguish
three  distinct scales  of increasing size: personal, group and community sensing [310].
While we agree that this is a valid and useful way to structure the design space, we want
to argue that these scales are nested rather than distinct. Moreover, we propose to call
the third and largest scale mass sensing instead of community sensing.
Personal sensing
These systems are designed to be used by individual users. Here, the app collects
data and makes inferences, primarily to inform the user (i.e. the owner or carrier
of the device). Information is either not shared at all, or only with a small, user-
designated audience, in support of a personal goal, concern or interest of the user.
For instance, in applications related to personal health and well-being (see above)
information could be shared with a primary care giver, personal trainer or another
specialist. Clearly, personal sensing applications are not a form of crowdsourcing.
Group sensing
These systems are aimed at groups of individuals that share some common goal,
concern or interest. Such groups tend to be formed by individuals that already know
each other “outside of the system”. Over time, groups may grow as people with
similar goals, concerns or interests join existing eﬀorts. An example are sensor-
driven social networking applications such as CenceMe, in which status messages
can be shared within small, predeﬁned circles of friends and the common interest
is of a social nature (e.g. wanting to know where your friends are in order to meet
them or join their activities). Other use cases are akin to citizen or communi-
ty/street science and revolve around a shared scientiﬁc interest or local concern.
An example of the latter kind is the GarbageWatch system, developed by the CENS
group at UCLA, which lets groups of students collaborate to gather information
on disposal and recycling habits in order to improve the recycling program on their
campus [440]. In group sensing applications there is often a level of trust among
participants which simpliﬁes otherwise diﬃcult problems, such as protecting user
privacy and attesting that data collection happens correctly (or as agreed upon by
the group). Many group sensing systems can be seen as a form of crowdsourcing.
Mass sensing
At this scale, massive amounts of people share sensor data and computational re-
sources of their mobile phones, possibly along with manually inputted information,
to the beneﬁt of a project or system which usually oﬀers a service in return. People
can participate as individuals, or may organise themselves in smaller groups work-
ing within the greater whole. Contributing individuals and groups may have diverse
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motives and can be total strangers to one another who only interact via the system.
Of the few operational mass sensing systems in existence, the most successful ones
are probably the abovementioned traﬃc congestion tracking systems [530, 533].
Other potential use cases are tracking the spread of diseases in cities, bird migra-
tions across countries and the creation of urban noise maps (see chapter 5) [310].
As noted above, Lane et al. refer to this level as community sensing [310]. However,
we believe that the concept of a “community” is too ambiguous in terms of size and
may suggest a relationship by place, goal or group membership among contributors,
which, while typical for group sensing scenarios, is not necessarily the case here.
To avoid this ambiguity and confusion11 we chose to call it mass sensing instead12.
Mass sensing systems are prototypical examples of crowdsourcing. The dimensions
proposed by Doan et al. [133] to classify crowdsourcing systems on the Web and
the identiﬁed challenges for their creators (see section 2.4.3.2) are equally relevant
in the context of mobile sensing. Arguably the main challenges are recruitment and
privacy. Like most crowdsourcing systems, mass sensing projects typically need
to recruit a critical mass of users in order to be sustainable. But achieving this
implicitly requires the cooperation of strangers who may not trust each other and
are therefore much more concerned about their privacy than participants of group
sensing projects. Due to the additional challenge of producing sensor equipment
on a mass scale and distributing it to participants, or, harder still, convincing them
to buy it, scaling up a project involving external sensors to the “mass sensing level”
(i.e. hundreds or perhaps even thousands of users) is very diﬃcult. Nevertheless
the team from Intel Research and UC Berkeley have envisioned massive, city-wide
deployments of air quality monitoring systems. Actual experimentation was limited
to a group level and involved custom-made external sensor units, but it is hoped
that gas sensors will one day be integrated in oﬀ-the-shelf smartphones [254, 416].
Lane et al. state that mass sensing, or community sensing as they call it, systems  only
become useful once they have a large number of people participating  [310]. We only par-
tially agree with this notion. While it may be true from the perspective of system creators,
if it were also true from the users’ perspective, then it could be hard, or even impossible,
to ever attract a critical mass due to the cold-start problem (see section 2.4.3.1). Based
on literature on participant motives in Web 2.0, crowdsourcing and citizen science con-
texts (see section 2.4.3) and our experience with the NoiseTube system (see chapters 5
to 7), we are convinced that it is essential for creators to ask themselves upfront when
and to whom their system can be useful. To overcome the cold start, it may be neces-
sary, or it can certainly help, to make a mass sensing system useful, but also informative,
entertaining, challenging and/or rewarding, on a personal and/or group level as well.
11 Also with community memories, which typically involve group rather than mass sensing (see section 3.5).
12 Alternatively, we could call it aggregate sensing, deriving from the sociological concept of an aggregate,
which is a cluster of people who, as opposed to a group, do not share common interests [553: pp. 89–90].
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Similarly, a group sensing system is more likely to be successful in serving the common
goal of the group if it is also useful, informative, rewarding or otherwise motivating on a
personal level. If sensing scales are seen as distinct classes, there is a risk that cross-scale
motivating factors will be ignored or become afterthoughts. Therefore, we claim that it
is more appropriate to see the scales as nested levels. Concretely, this means that when
developing a larger-scale mobile sensing system it is advisable to create opportunities and
incentives for smaller-scale sensing within the same system.
3.3.4 Sensing paradigm
Independently of application domain and scale, mobile sensing systems can be classiﬁed
by the extent in which the user (i.e. the owner or carrier of the phone) is involved in the
sensing activity. According to Lane et al., the two extreme points in this dimension are
the participatory sensing and the opportunistic sensing paradigm [309, 310]:
Participatory sensing
This term was introduced in the eponymous article [71], by Burke et al. of UCLA
CENS, which we already mentioned. They characterised the term as follows:
Participatory sensing will task deployed mobile devices to form inter-
active, participatory sensor networks that enable public and professional
users to gather, analyse and share local knowledge. 
More recently, Estrin, who heads the CENS group, gave this deﬁnition [153]:
Participatory sensing is the process whereby individuals and communi-
ties use evermore-capable mobile phones and cloud services to collect
and analyse systematic data for use in discovery. 
In participatory sensing systems users consciously and actively engage in the data
collection activity by manually determining how, when, what and where to measure.
For instance, users may be expected to regularly take the phone out of their pocket
or purse to take a photo or measure the ambient noise level. Since participatory
sensing was proposed as an ubiquitous computing-enabled version of citizen sci-
ence [71], participating citizen scientists are thus expected to be willing (and able)
to take on a role that goes beyond being passive vehicles for sensors.
Opportunistic sensing
This term was introduced by Campbell et al. of the Smartphone Sensing Group at
Dartmouth College. They deﬁned it as follows [74]:
 [for a] sensing operation to be successful it is necessary that a [device]
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has the right [sensor(s)], is loaded with the appropriate application, and
has mobility characteristics that bring the [sensor(s)] within the target
area during the time window of interest. In an environment [charac-
terised by] uncontrolled mobility we term the situation where [these]
requirements are met as opportunistic sensing. 
More recently, Lane et al., of the same group, characterised it as follows [309]:
With opportunistic sensing, the custodian may not be aware of active
applications. Instead a custodian’s device (e.g., cell phone) is utilized
whenever its state (e.g., geographic location, body location) matches
the requirements of an application. This state is automatically detected;
the custodian does not knowingly change the device state for the purpose
of meeting the application request. To support symbiosis between the
custodian and the system, sensor sampling occurs only if the privacy and
transparency needs of the custodian are met. 
In opportunistic sensing systems data collection is fully automated and requires no
involvement of the user (i.e. the device custodian), who participates passively and
may even be unaware. Compared to participatory sensing, the burden of sensing
decisions is born by the system itself, instead of by the users. Systems must thus be
“smart” enough to determine autonomously when to measure and how to interpret
the data. This requires apps to be aware of the phone context (e.g. whether the
device is carried in hand or in a pocket or purse) [310]. Moreover, the needs of the
system must be automatically balanced with those of the user. Besides privacy,
another user need is that of transparency, which implies that the sensing activity
should not noticeably impact or interfere with the normal user experience oﬀered
by the device (e.g. the primary function of making and receiving phone calls) [309].
Participatory and opportunistic sensing can be seen as the main schools of thought in
mobile sensing. Each of the paradigms presents diﬀerent trade-oﬀs, which we have sum-
marised in table 3.2. Most parameters are related. For instance, the required user com-
mitment, the level of transparency and the likeliness of privacy concerns, all aﬀect how
diﬃcult it is to recruit and retain (“R&R”) contributors. Similarly, the users’ commitment
and awareness determines whether there are opportunities for human input, collaboration
or coordination. While both paradigms have advantages and disadvantages, it is note-
worthy that the drawbacks of opportunistic sensing are largely caused by the fact that,
as opposed to participatory sensing, it underutilises a major resource – i.e. people [310].
Note that both paradigms represent extreme points in the design space and concrete
systems can exist somewhere in between. For example, an opportunistic/participatory-
hybrid system could autonomously collect sensor data, while allowing theuser to provide
additional input occasionally, without that being an essential requirement to function.
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Participatory sensing Opportunistic sensing
Higher
Considerable effort/time/attention required.
Lower
Virtually no effort/time/attention required.
R&R: - R&R: +
Lower
Application may interfere with normal device usage.
Higher
Application works almost unnoticed.
R&R: - R&R: +
Lower (higher trust)
Users are firmly in control of data collection.
Higher (lower trust)
Users may feel spied upon; this can keep or chase some away.
R&R: + R&R: -
More complicated Less complicated
(-,-,+) (+,+,-)
Main complexity for 
creators
Usability
Systems must be informative and engaging to help and 
motivate users to play an active role, preferably without 
rending normal usage of their device impossible.
Algorithmics
Real-time, learning algorithms must autonomously detect 
sensing opportunities (based on location, time and phone 
context) while respecting user needs.
“Human sensor” input 
possible
Yes No (in principle)
Supported modes of 
collaboration
Implicit and explicit Only implicit
Central coordination of 
user efforts feasible
Yes (but likely limited by user mobility in space/time)
A system could send sensing requests – either automatically or 
manually triggered by a coordinator – to users who happen to 
be in an interesting place at an interesting time.
No (in principle)
Recruitment & Retention 
(R&R)
Transparency
User 
commitment/burden
Privacy concerns
Table 3.2: Trade-oﬀs between participatory and opportunistic sensing
Clearly, the position a new system takes along this “user involvement dimension” has
big repercussions on the overall design and the challenges creators face. Such decisions
require careful consideration, taking into account the intended goal, the spatio-temporal
context, and the motivations, skills and other characteristics of potential contributors.
3.4 Research challenges
Here we discuss the primary research challenges the mobile sensing ﬁeld is currently
addressing or will need to address in the near future. We base this on personal experience
and opinion, as well as Lane et al.’s survey article [310] and other publications [106, 416].
Challenge 1: Putting mobile sensing into practice
If mobile sensing is to do its part in the realisation of the ambitious ubiquitous com-
puting and IoT visions (see section 3.2)13, the ﬁeld will need to mature and move
from experimental to operational deployments. While there remain other challenges
to be tackled (see below), we are convinced that today, the ﬁeld would beneﬁt from
a parallel eﬀort which, through applied research, addresses the complexities that
impede the transition to operational deployments in speciﬁc domains.
13 As well as our own vision for community memories (see section 2.5).
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There are few cases where an operational sensing system could exist as a stand-
alone entity – either by ﬁlling a void or by completely replacing something else.
Instead, to be acceptable, relevant and successful in operational, everyday con-
texts, most sensing systems will need to be aligned to, or embedded in, diverse
existing norms, policies, practices or systems14. What that entails depends on the
application domain. For instance, sensing systems related to transportation will
probably need to interface with various traﬃc monitoring and management systems
currently in use by authorities, and with current channels for the dissemination of
traﬃc information. Similarly, sensing systems in healthcare will need to produce
information in speciﬁc formats expected by medical professionals. The same is true
for environmental monitoring, there too sensing systems may need to complement
or integrate with existing approaches (e.g. simulation models) and adapt to prevail-
ing expectations. Clearly, each application domain has speciﬁc demands concerning
the type, format, presentation, timeliness/recency, and accuracy (see challenge 4)
of information. Sensing system creators have little or no control over these de-
mands, yet the degree to which they are met largely determines the acceptance
and legitimacy15 of an operational system. Hence, moving towards operational de-
ployments requires substantial domain expertise. Although part of the process may
be a matter of engineering16, in many cases bridging the gap between theory and
practice also requires applied and interdisciplinary research.
Scalability is another typical requirement to be able to move from experimental to
operational deployments. As we will discuss below (see challenge 2), recruiting and
retaining a large audience of users is deeply non-trivial. Moreover, as we explained
in sections 3.3.1.2 and 3.3.3, making the organisational and technical infrastructure
scale along may be diﬃcult as well, not to mention expensive. Hence, we must ask
ourselves where academia’s task should end; or in other words, at which point user
communities, authorities and/or commercial enterprises should take over.
To acquire domain expertise and ensure a smooth transition from small-scale ex-
perimentation to large-scale operational deployments, we believe researchers – as
creators of innovative sensing systems – should seek to forge partnerships with do-
main experts as well as potential system operators and/or user communities17. This
means researchers should ﬁrst and foremost decide for whom they create a certain
system. For instance, should an environmental monitoring system be targeted at
grassroots movements (i.e. bottom-up, citizen-led initiatives), governments looking
to increase citizen participation (i.e. top-down, authority-led initiatives), or both?
14 Note that this applies as much to WSNs as it does to mobile sensing systems.
15 Especially in the eyes of domain professionals (either academics or oﬃcials).
16 For instance, new and existing systems need to be connected or integrated, requiring the establishment
of interfaces and information exchange formats in collaboration with domain experts.
17 For example, creators of a system for heart monitoring, could (or should) partner with cardiologists’
associations, heart patient organisations, and maybe even heart monitoring equipment manufacturers.
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Challenge 2: Recruiting & retaining users
Much like Web-based crowdsourcing systems, many mobile sensing systems require
a critical mass of users to be recruited and retained in order to succeed in the goals
set out by the creators and/or the community of users. This is true by deﬁnition for
mass sensing systems, but it may also apply to group sensing systems. Depending
on the application domain and the sensing paradigm, diﬀerent strategies may be
followed to attract and select contributors – preferably ﬁt for the task at hand –
and to keep them motivated, interested, pleased and gratiﬁed.
In the context of participatory sensing, some aspects of the recruitment problem
have already received considerable attention. For instance, in [440–442] Reddy
et al. propose a recruitment and reputation framework for participatory sensing
campaigns, which takes inspiration from employee recruitment and human resource
management: candidates apply for a job, they are evaluated based on various
parameters, their skills are tested through a hands-on assessment and ﬁnally the
most suitable candidates are recruited; after that, their performance on the job
is regularly assessed. In the sensing context, the proposed framework matches
campaign requirements (e.g. spatio-temporal coverage) with proﬁles of candidate
participants in order to select the most suitable people to join the campaign, after
which their contributions are evaluated by various performance metrics resulting
in a reputation value. Participant proﬁles are mainly based on availability, mobility
patterns and habits (captured through annotated location traces), and performance
in past campaigns. A shortcoming of this approach is that it assumes that there are
enough people willing and able to collect and share their location traces18, before
they are formally recruited to take part in sensing activities [440: p. 144]. This
means the ﬁrst and crucial step of recruitment – ﬁnding candidates and convincing
them to apply (i.e. collect and share location traces) – is in fact skipped.
Publications on opportunistic sensing seem to ignore routinely the diﬃculty of re-
cruitment and retention. Instead, they tend to focus on the related but separate
challenges of autonomy/transparency, privacy protection and context detection19.
We believe this is rather short-sighted because, here too, the ﬁrst step is skipped.
Even though users play no active role in the sensing process, they still need to be
convinced to install and leave the client app on their device20. Convincing enough
people to do this, even if privacy concerns would not be an issue, is not trivial.
We are convinced that, regardless of the sensing paradigm, recruitment – espe-
cially the aforementioned “ﬁrst step” – and retention require approaches that are
18 This typically requires them to install some location tracking application, which many people may be
uncomfortable with due to privacy concerns (see challenge 6).
19 See challenges 6 to 8.
20 The only alternative is to work with device vendors to preinstall applications on new devices. However,
recent scandals have shown that this is a recipe for outrage among privacy-concerned buyers [43].
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not purely technical. System creators should foresee and support diverse motivat-
ing factors at diﬀerent levels of scale, including the personal level. After all, the
individual motivation to use it is an essential condition for the acceptance of any
technology. A lot can be learned from participant motives, competition elements
and incentive creation in the scope of Web 2.0, crowdsourcing and citizen science
(see section 2.4.3). A promising path is the introduction of monetary incentives
to reward and motivate users. Such an approach was tested in the context of
participatory sensing by Reddy et al. They conducted a small-scale study involv-
ing diﬀerent micro-payment schemes and found that properly designed schemes
have the potential to extend participant coverage both spatially and temporally.
Moreover, monetary incentives tended to work best when combined with other
motivating factors such as altruism or competitiveness [439].
As noted by Reddy et al., altruism along with other “external” (w.r.t. the system)
motivations, like personal interests or concerns, may help to recruit and retain users.
For instance, in environmental monitoring campaigns, participants may be self-
motivated by a desire to serve their community and concerns about threats it faces.
However, that does not mean creators of such systems can ignore this challenge.
After all, even militant campaigners may quit if they get too bored or get the
feeling their eﬀorts are meaningless. Therefore, it is crucial that these systems
provide meaningful, informative, tailored and persuasive feedback (see “Closing the
loop” in section 3.3.1.1). In this respect, mobile sensing may beneﬁt from new
research into persuasive technology, which is a theme within HCI [186, 187].
Challenge 3: Collaboration & coordination
In their survey article on Web-based crowdsourcing systems [133], Doan et al. make
a distinction between systems that allow or require explicit collaboration among
users, and those that only involve implicit collaboration. The same distinction
exists in the sensing stage of mobile sensing systems. Here, implicit collaboration
means that each individual user collects data independently (possibly even unaware)
of the eﬀorts of others; yet because everyone’s data is aggregated by the server,
all users implicitly collaborate in serving the project’s goals. Explicit collaboration,
on the other hand, means that the work is intentionally divided – either beforehand
or in real-time – among individual users and/or small, locally collaborating teams.
As indicated in table 3.2, participatory sensing can involve both forms of collabora-
tion, whereas opportunistic sensing only supports implicit collaboration, because, in
principle, its users are not expected to take on an active role in the sensing process.
Looking at the scale dimension, personal sensing obviously involves no collabora-
tion at all. In group sensing, both implicit and explicit collaboration are possible.
Mass sensing relies on implicit collaboration by deﬁnition, but may also beneﬁt from
the explicit kind. In both group and mass sensing, explicit collaboration has the
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potential to make data collection more eﬃcient21 and possibly more enjoyable too.
In group sensing, it may arise “naturally” through existing social connections among
participants, but nevertheless system creators may want to stimulate it further.
In mass sensing, it can probably only occur when somehow stimulated or facilitated
by or through the system. Of course, explicit collaboration works best when it is
somehow locally or centrally coordinated. Hence, enabling and stimulating explicit
collaboration and the coordination thereof, is a challenge for participatory sensing
projects at both group and mass scale. Apart from a concern for system cre-
ators, this also represents an avenue for (HCI) research, which should devise and
evaluate new strategies – both technical and organisational – to stimulate and co-
ordinate explicit collaboration in speciﬁc application domains. As we noted in a
2010 paper [499], (semi)-automatic central coordination would be especially useful
for group/mass sensing campaigns in the domain of environmental monitoring.
Challenge 4: Data quality
Improving and maintaining data quality is an important challenge for mobile sensing.
This applies to the accuracy of measurements and subsequent inferences, as well
as the accuracy and representativeness of aggregations. What this means and how
important it is for a concrete system depends on its application domain and scale,
but also on the goals and ambitions of its creators and/or users. For example, it
is less problematic when occasional incorrect inferences of activity or whereabouts
cause wrong status messages to be posted to limited circles of social network
friends, than when they cause wrong instructions to be sent out to hundreds of
drivers – possibly leading to the formation, rather than avoidance, of traﬃc jams.
In his Designing for Doubt paper [417], Paulos shares insights into the relative im-
portance of accuracy in environmental monitoring by citizen scientists22.
One side of this challenge is human. Mobile sensing systems, much like Web-based
crowdsourcing systems [133], must balance openness with quality. User behaviour
is largely unpredictable and some user actions, or lack thereof, can have detrimental
eﬀects on data quality. Usually this happens unintentionally or even unknowingly;
for instance due to forgetfulness or a lack of knowledge, skill or time. However, it is
also possible that users intentionally act in ways that degrade data quality, misguided
by curiosity23, bias24, apathy25 or even malicious intentions26. Both opportunistic
21 E.g. by optimising routes to achieve better spatio-temporal coverage and avoid gaps or double work.
22 Also see section 2.5.3.
23 For example, to get familiar with a sensing system and to check if it “works”, users often feel the need
to “set it oﬀ” [417] – e.g. by shouting or whistling in a microphone, or blowing smoke in a gas sensor.
24 For example, in an environmental monitoring scenario the representativeness of the data can be severely
reduced if users only make measurements in places where they personally believe there is a pollution
problem and not elsewhere. Worse still, users could try to exaggerate measurements to “make a point”.
25 Lack or loss of interest or motivation can lead to reduced user commitment, eﬀort, compliance and
attention to detail.
26 For instance, some may commit vandalism or deliberate abuse, for whatever reason.
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and participatory sensing systems are aﬀected by this problem, yet in diﬀerent ways.
Since users of opportunistic systems are passive in the data collection process, their
knowledge, skill, available time and enduring motivation or enthusiasm matter less
than in participatory systems [310]. That makes opportunistic systems less prone
to unintentional human errors or incompliance, but arguably more prone to system
errors27. The fact that participatory systems by design allow users to decide when
and where to measure, can make intentional quality degradation easier. However,
there are plenty of ways28 to cause similar disruptions in opportunistic systems.
Regardless of the paradigm, system creators are frequently and pertinently asked if
their users are at all capable and trustworthy to reliably carry out the task at hand.
The human side of the problem also has human solutions. One is to apply a more
selective recruitment policy, that only attracts or allows people who are known to
system creators and/or existing users, or who are considered to be skilled and trust-
worthy. Another is to increase user skill and compliance via training and coaching.
However, these solutions may not be scalable, so eﬀectively potential scale is traded
for trust. A more scalable solution may be to let the user community regulate itself
through (Web-based) moderation, discussion and reputation facilities.
The other side of the challenge is technical. Even if neither user behaviour, nor
phone context (see challenge 7), would pose issues, data quality is still limited by the
hardware itself. Sensors in mobile phones, or cheap external sensor units, are less
accurate than those found in more expensive, more specialised and less portable
equipment29. This leads to a second, equally common and pertinent, question,
namely whether the employed equipment is at all suitable for the task at hand.
Generally speaking, addressing the technical side of the problem requires three steps.
First, lab and real-world tests30 should be conducted to understand and quantify the
inherent constraints of the (hardware) platform – i.e. error margins – and how those
aﬀect the quality of inferences and aggregations – i.e. propagation of uncertainties.
Second, that knowledge should be applied to devise (technical) solutions that allow
the system to achieve the best possible accuracy, within those constraints, at the
level of individual devices (e.g. correct systematic errors by calibration), and aggre-
gations (e.g. average out random errors). Third, the system’s performance should
be validated in real-world conditions with real users, eventually also at the intended
level of scale. This means system creators should move their project beyond the
stage of prototyping and demonstration – which, until now, many fail to do.
27 For instance, incorrect inference of phone context (see challenge 7) can lead to faulty data.
28 Some examples are cunning mobility pattern variations, sensing avoidance (e.g. deliberately keeping the
phone in a pocket at speciﬁc times or places), and even tampering with sensors (e.g. by frequently
“setting them oﬀ”23, or even taping them over).
29 E.g. GPS chipsets in smartphones are less accurate than the DGPS [580] receivers used by surveyors.
30 Typically through comparison with more accurate equipment.
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In response to both sides of the challenge, creators of mobile sensing systems
(ourselves included) often claim, or at least hypothesise, that this issue can be
addressed by engaging a large and diverse audience of users, who will collect massive
amounts of data at diﬀerent as well as overlapping times and places. The idea
is that when a certain scale31 is reached, it becomes possible to apply statistical
techniques to the data32. Through averaging and interpolation, outliers and random
errors are suppressed and gaps can be ﬁlled. Moreover, based on averages and
other statistical measures33, it may be possible to detect suspicious outliers, which
can then be removed or given a lower weight – either algorithmically, via human
intervention or a combination of both – such that they do not aﬀect the aggregated
results in a meaningful way. However, attention should be paid to ensure that only
outliers due human or technical errors are deleted or suppressed, and not those
caused by rare events34. Of course, whether this claim holds in practice depends on
the actual scale31 that is reached. As discussed in challenges 1 and 2, scaling up a
mobile sensing system is complicated and may be expensive. Therefore, it may be
necessary to focus initially on one or a few localised eﬀorts35.
Yet even when scaling up the system and the user community is not possible, mobile
sensing can still provide useful information, especially if there is no (aﬀordable)
alternative (e.g. ﬁeldwork by professionals). After all, often it is likely better to have
a set of slightly vague data than no data at all. Moreover, a properly engineered
(i.e. tested, calibrated, validated) mobile sensing system should produce data that
at least allows relative comparisons between diﬀerent times and places to be made.
Challenge 5: Reusable components
In recent years, mobile operating systems and application frameworks have evolved
at an astonishing pace, which has made mobile app developers’ lives a lot easier.
Programming smartphones, and cheaper mobile phones too, has become easier
thanks to support for popular languages (e.g. Java) and extensive, mobile app devel-
opment frameworks36. Creators of mobile sensing systems have beneﬁted from this
evolution as well, mainly because sensing apps share a lot of behaviour and features
with other types of mobile apps, especially so-called location-based services [47].
Nevertheless, the emergence of reusable, mobile sensing-speciﬁc software compo-
nents – preferably free or open source – could be a signiﬁcant driver to push the ﬁeld
forward and speed up development of new experimental or operational systems.
31 Rather than the “sensing scale” (see section 3.3.3), what we mean here is a certain number of users,
or, more to the point, a certain amount of collected data per time/place/user (i.e. data density).
32 Note that it may be necessary to quantify (i.e. calculate) the required scale31 to reliably apply statistics.
33 E.g. standard deviation, modus, etc.
34 Making the distinction between both may require human intervention.
35 For instance by concentrating recruitment eﬀorts on a (few) neighbourhood(s).
36 Refer to appendix E for a thorough discussion of these evolutions.
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The implementation of a typical mobile sensing system contains a lot of code that,
if structured as properly-designed, modular components, could be shared across
systems for various purposes and on diﬀerent mobile phone platforms37. Examples
of possibly reusable code include low-level sensor sampling routines, context-aware
subsystems for duty-cycling and opportunistic sensing38, learning algorithms, client-
server communication APIs, aggregation algorithms, visualisation components, etc.
Regarding learning algorithms, Lane et al. argue there is a need for a reusable ma-
chine learning toolkit aimed at human behaviour and context modelling in mobile
sensing systems, to allow researchers to build and share models on a common foun-
dation. They also point out that the development of new learning algorithms would
beneﬁt from public large-scale datasets for training and comparison purposes [310].
Designing reusable components for mobile sensing systems – whether algorithms,
datasets, libraries or frameworks – is not trivial. It requires profound insight in
the requirements of diverse sensing scenarios – preferably gathered in discussions
with system creators and domain experts – extensive knowledge of diﬀerent mobile
phone platforms and a solid background in software design and architecture.
An early, now discontinued, attempt at reuse was the Campaignr framework by
UCLA’s CENS group [82, 289]. The idea was to have a generic mobile sensing app,
capable of sampling various sensors, that could be conﬁgured to serve as a client
for a speciﬁc campaign by loading a “campaign ﬁle” that speciﬁes which sensors to
use, how to capture data, where and how to upload data, and the look of the UI.
Campaign initiators would create such ﬁles using a simple XML-based format, and
distribute them to participants. Participants would then only need to install a single
app to contribute to multiple projects, by simply switching between campaign ﬁles.
Two more recent attempts are PRISM, short for Platform for Remote Sensing using
Smartphones, and EpiCollect. The former is a reusable platform for building partic-
ipatory or opportunistic sensing systems, based on a push-based distribution model
for sensing jobs and a sandboxed job execution environment for mobile phones [112].
The latter is a framework for the development of participatory sensing apps, and as-
sociated Web applications, aimed at epidemiological and ecological data collection
campaigns, especially in a citizen or community/street science context [1, 263].
Challenge 6: Privacy
Since most mobile sensing systems involve the collection and transmission of poten-
tially sensitive information (e.g. location traces or speech recordings), the protection
of user privacy is very important. After all, if people are uncomfortable with the
type of information a system collects, or who may have access to it, they are not
likely to (continue to) use it. The data collection needs of the system must thus be
37 This would be especially useful due to the highly fragmented smartphone market (see section E.2).
38 See challenges 7 and 8.
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balanced with the user’s privacy needs. A complicating factor is that privacy pref-
erences are often dependent on spatial, temporal and/or social context [475, 476].
Privacy concerns are especially problematic in mass sensing systems, because there
are no or only weak trust relationships among contributors (and system creators).
A simple solution can be to add a pause function in the client app which lets users
temporarily interrupt data collection or sharing, whenever they feel uncomfortable
with it. Yet that may be insuﬃcient since the resulting data gap could be suspi-
cious in itself. Therefore PEIR applies a technique called selective hiding, which
ﬁlls gaps in location traces with ﬁctitious, yet believable, trajectories that have only
limited impact on the quality of the aggregate analysis [355]. Another relatively
simple solution is to obfuscate data via randomisation or generalisation [61]. For
instance, to avoid disclosing a user’s precise location, geographic coordinates may
be substituted with a neighbourhood or city name. However, obfuscation is not al-
ways compatible with system needs39. Instead some systems apply anonymisation,
in which data is stored or aggregated in a way that makes it hard, or impossible,
to identify the original submitter(s). More advanced solutions apply cryptographic
techniques to encrypt client-server communication and data storage, or to en-
able privacy-preserving distributed computation/aggregation [45, 135, 296, 474].
Privacy concerns can also be reduced by allowing interventions after data has been
collected and transmitted. For instance users may be allowed to delete, obfuscate,
“unshare” or restrict access to parts of their centrally stored contributions [355].
It has even been argued that, to protect user privacy and increase their negotiat-
ing power, data collection and data sharing should be decoupled by introducing a
personal data vault, which securely stores a user’s data and from which he/she can
then selectively share subsets with various projects or services over time [153].
Privacy protection matters in both participatory and opportunistic sensing, but more
so in the latter because users have less control over data gathering. As concerns are
often context-dependent, it has been argued participatory systems should actively
engage individual users in their own privacy decision-making [153, 475, 476]40.
Opportunistic systems, on the other hand, must autonomously decide when/where
to sense and what to share in which (e.g. obfuscated) form, by comparing the
current context (see challenge 7) with preconﬁgured user preferences [295, 309].
Tackling privacy issues takes more than technical measures and promises of well-
meaning system creators. Another required ingredient is trust on the part of users.
When a user pauses, restricts or disables data collection or sharing, there is always
a chance that sensitive information leaks out anyway. One cause could be mali-
cious intentions: system creators could fool users into believing that their wishes
39 For instance, city-level location traces are fairly useless to track traﬃc jams.
40 Just like each individual user plays an active role in the data collection process itself.
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are respected while they are in fact deliberately violated41. Other, more likely,
causes are unintentional bugs or limitations that lead to inadvertent sharing of
sensitive information, or exploitable system weaknesses (i.e. security holes). More-
over, the user could have misunderstood the privacy settings, causing more infor-
mation to be shared than intended. Unless they have certain technical skills, it
is often impossible for users to verify personally whether developers respect their
wishes, no exploitable bugs are present, and the application is correctly conﬁgured.
Hence, there is always some level of user trust required. After all, the best privacy
protection is not to install any sensing app. Building up user trust may require
openness and a certain moral or legal accountability on the part of system creators.
Challenge 7: Context-awareness
The topic of context-awareness is a major theme in software engineering, HCI and
computer science in general. Notably, Weiser’s ubiquitous computing vision [566]
relies heavily on this notion. In that scope the term context can be deﬁned as [122]:
 any information that characterizes a situation related to the interaction
between humans, applications, and the surrounding environment. 
Context-aware software applications can then be deﬁned as [123]:
 applications that use context to provide task-relevant information and/or
services to a user 
In the scope of mobile sensing, it can be useful or necessary for client apps to
detect and act upon a wide variety of contextual parameters. In the interest of
transparency, especially if sensing is continuous (see challenge 8), apps may need
to adapt behaviour dynamically in function of parameters related to the device itself
(e.g. battery level, incoming/outgoing phone calls, CPU load by other apps, etc.).
In systems involving external sensor units (mobile or stationary) that communicate
over volatile wireless connections, the presence of units in the surroundings is a
dynamically varying parameter in itself: units may come into communication range
at any moment in time and may move out of range just as unexpectedly. Client apps
must thus respond quickly to the appearance of a unit (i.e. connect to it and query
it for data) and be resilient to unexpected, but inevitable, disconnections. Ideally
this should happen without user intervention, especially in opportunistic sensing.
Opportunistic sensing systems must autonomously detect and act upon context-
dependent sensing opportunities, while always respecting the user’s equally context-
dependent privacy needs. This requires monitoring user preferences and actions42
and awareness of the phone (sensing) context, which involves location, travel speed,
41 E.g. apps could upload data “behind your back” or server-side anonymisation could be a false promise.
42 For example, phone calls, typing or sudden movements may interfere with measuring.
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time and the phone’s position with respect to the carrier (e.g. in a pocket, purse
or backpack, in the hand, or mounted on the hip or arm) [310, 350]. To detect
this last contextual aspect, researchers have proposed machine learning algorithms
that combine input from multiple sensors (e.g. microphone, camera or light sensor,
accelerometer, gyroscope and compass) [350]. In participatory sensing systems
automatic phone context detection is less relevant because users are in charge of
detecting and acting upon sensing opportunities43. Nevertheless, solutions such as
the framework proposed in [350] could be applied to make participatory sensing
apps more user-friendly and less prone to faulty data due to forgetful users44.
Another contextual aspect that can be interesting to capture is the presence of
other users (and their devices) in the immediate neighbourhood. This may help to
increase (aggregate) accuracy through peer-to-peer self-calibration [255] or super-
sampling [256]. Moreover, awareness of nearby users and co-located devices could
enable collaborative sensing45 scenarios [310] in which tasks are locally coordinated
or bound to physical places – an idea that has been called bubble-sensing [326] –
or in which sensors or other resources are dynamically shared, as we proposed in
a 2009 position paper [547]. The communication such peer-to-peer interactions
would rely on, can be either direct – via local (ad-hoc) networks such as Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth, or just plain speech – or indirect – i.e. relayed through the server.
Finding truly robust solutions for context problems in mobile sensing still requires
additional research which should build on innovations in machine learning and AI.
The ﬁeld will likely also beneﬁt from advances in software engineering, such as the
context-oriented [253] and ambient-oriented programming [115, 116] paradigms.
Challenge 8: Continuous sensing vs. autonomy
Continuous sensing implies that the client application of a mobile sensing system
continuously monitors one or more sensors for hours on end, or even as long as the
device is switched on. Usually this means the application also analyses raw data
in real-time and/or continuously submits data to a server. To enable continuous
sensing while maintaining a level of transparency, the device operating system must
support multi-tasking and background processes, which is not always the case46.
More problematic is that continuous sensing puts a heavy strain on device resources:
the application may need to frequently sample power-hungy sensors (e.g. GPS); the
algorithms used to process raw data may be computationally intensive, causing high
energy consumption at the level of the CPU and RAM; and the client may need to
communicate frequently with servers over power-hungry connections like 3G/4G.
43 For instance, users will likely take their phone out of pocket before making measurements.
44 For example, when a user forgets to stop data collection before putting the phone away in a pocket the
app could detect this and interrupt data collection until the phone is taken out again.
45 Also see challenge 3.
46 For example, Apple’s iOS only recently received (limited) background process support [310].
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All of this can lead to drastically reduced autonomy (i.e. battery life), which is
a major threat to transparency. This is problematic in general, but especially in
opportunistic sensing scenarios, where transparency expectations tend to be higher.
Several approaches have been proposed to tackle this problem. Relatively simple
solutions, which may not be universally applicable, include trading oﬀ accuracy47
or responsiveness48 for reduced energy consumption. Other, more advanced solu-
tions include dynamic oﬄoading of computational work to back-end servers [105],
or “smart” duty-cycling algorithms, implemented in soft- and/or hardware, which
interleave sensor sampling, computation and communication with periods of inac-
tivity [328, 359, 430, 431, 562]. In such solutions a subsystem monitors available
resources (e.g. remaining battery capacity), and various other contextual factors
(see challenge 7), and makes real-time decisions to balance the system’s sensing
demands with the user’s autonomy and general transparency needs.
Challenge 9: Sensing & learning more
As smartphones get ever more capable, in terms of connectivity and computational
power, and the range of built-in sensors grows, mobile sensing will face new opportu-
nities and challenges. Looking at the wide range of innovative sensing applications
that have appeared so far, it is unlikely that academics and businesses will run out
of ideas anytime soon. New ideas can arise from new sensor types49 and by using or
combining (multiple) existing sensors in new ways. This will enable systems to make
inferences about more aspects of our behaviour and surroundings. However, building
new inference algorithms, suited for multimodal input and adapted to the challeng-
ing environment of mobile, resource-constrained, multipurpose devices, carried by
unpredictable, privacy-concerned people, is deeply non-trivial. Realising new oppor-
tunities likely requires more research into scalable machine learning or data mining
algorithms and distributed computing infrastructures, designed or optimised for
mobile sensing. Interesting emerging techniques are the combination of supervised
and unsupervised learning in a single system [327] and crowdsourcing the labelling
of training data to enable community-guided learning [422].
Although most challenges discussed here are interrelated, they are too numerous, di-
verse and non-trivial to be tackled all at once within a single research project. Instead,
researchers, and all creators of mobile sensing systems, should focus on a manageable
subset which they consider the most interesting or relevant for a concrete application or
domain. As we explain below our work is no exception to this need for prioritisation.
47 For instance by lowering sensor sampling rate.
48 For example by delaying processing or communication until the phone is being recharged or until it is
connected to Wi-Fi network or to a PC.
49 For instance, the very latest addition to the range of sensors in smartphones are barometers [317].
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Many of the discussed challenges require solutions that are not purely technological. Es-
pecially in view of challenge 1, fundamental research must be complemented with applied
and interdisciplinary research. Cuﬀ et al. already suggested this as they marked the shift
in ubiquitous computing towards urban/mobile sensing in 2008 (see section 3.2) [106]:
 […] this contextual shift […] augurs a fundamental transition from science
and engineering into the realms of politics, aesthetics, interpretation, and
motivation. More than a change in degree, this is a change in kind that
warrants careful, transdisciplinary study. 
Taking this advice to heart, we will now explain which challenges we have selected to
tackle in the research covered in this dissertation.
3.5 Our approach
In section 2.5 we presented our vision for sustainable governance of commons by or with
the participation of citizen communities. The principal elements are community memories
– as central data repositories and points of interaction for community members and other
stakeholders – and the combined use of mobile sensing and social tagging – as a means
to collect quantitative and qualitative data about the state of the commons and the
health, well-being, behaviour and opinions of those that depend on it. In this chapter, we
have so far studied the origins, state of the art and current challenges of mobile sensing
as a research ﬁeld. In this light, we can now reﬁne our vision into a concrete approach,
which we follow in the research discussed in this dissertation. In doing so, we position
ourselves with respect to the design space of mobile sensing systems, and we identify and
motivate the primary challenges we have chosen to focus on in order to realise our vision
and contribute to the ﬁeld.
3.5.1 Mobile sensing systems for commons management
First we map the main aspects of the community memory scenarios, covered in sec-
tion 2.5.1, onto the framework used in section 3.3 to discuss the state of the art and
design space of mobile sensing systems. The goal is to distil a set of speciﬁcations for
mobile sensing systems in a community memory context.
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Architecture
The systems we have in mind follow the typical architecture of mobile sensing
systems, discussed in section 3.3.1 and illustrated by ﬁgure 3.1. Of course, in this
case the server which aggregates data is the community memory (CM) system.
As mentioned in section 2.5.1, social networks may serve as a dissemination channel,
among many others. The typical 3-staged functional architecture is also retained:
• in the sensing stage community members collect data using a smartphone app,
which samples built-in and/or external sensors but also allows users to act as a
“human sensor”, primarily via social tagging. The use of social tagging in real-
world – rather than online – settings, pioneered by Steels & Tisselli [494, 495]
and advanced through the research presented here, is not a common trait
among mobile sensing systems. However, as motivated in section 2.5.1, it
represents a simple yet eﬀective way to gather qualitative information which
augments quantitative sensor data in various ways.
• the learning stage may happen partially in the sensing app, but because gen-
eral inferences about environmental conditions typically require data about
multiple times, places or people, most analysis work would happen on the CM;
• both the sensing app and the CM system should generate various types of
feedback to “close the loop” , i.e. to inform, motivate, persuade and support
the community and its individual members. This involves real-time displaying
of measured values, visualisations such as graphs or maps, etc.
Application domain
Mobile sensing systems for commons management ﬁt in both the environmen-
tal monitoring and health and well-being categories discussed in section 3.3.2.
As noted before, early work on sensing systems for these domains by Burke et
al. [71] and Paulos et al. [416] has been an inspiration for our vision and approach.
Sensing scale
The characteristics of communities described in section 2.5.1 – i.e. relatively small
groups of fellow-citizens with a common goal – align well with the proﬁle of users
of group sensing systems. However, as argued in section 3.3.3, such systems are
more likely to be successful if they are also useful, informative and motivating on an
individual level. To facilitate adoption it is also advisable to allow concerned or curi-
ous people to collect data on their own without ﬁrst forming a group of likeminded
peers. Hence, we should not ignore the personal sensing level. Depending on the
initiative taker(s) and the spatial scale, some CM projects may require or attract so
many contributors that they approach the mass sensing level, in which social con-
nections and trust are weaker and opinions and goals more diverse. To summarise,
we want scalable, nested systems, which can be adopted by groups and individuals,
who may or may not contribute to larger eﬀorts.
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Sensing paradigm
With respect to the sensing paradigms discussed in section 3.3.4, the systems we
have in mind follow the participatory sensing paradigm, rather than the opportunis-
tic one. This is no surprise since public participation, in all aspects of commons
management, is an essential element in the scenarios proposed in section 2.5.1.
To beneﬁt from their local knowledge and to raise their awareness through immedi-
ate feedback, citizens should be in full control of where and when data is collected,
rather than only serve as passive sensor vehicles. While participatory sensing re-
quires more user eﬀort and may be more susceptible to bias (see challenge 4), these
issues are outweighed by the advantages.
3.5.2 Primary challenges
As indicated in chapter 1, we intent to conduct applied research which focuses on real
societal problems and leads to applicable solutions in the relatively short term (goal 2).
Therefore, tackling challenge 1 – i.e. moving mobile sensing systems from small-scale
experimentation to operational, real-world deployments – is our primary research goal.
This meant we had to focus on a speciﬁc, socially relevant case. Concretely, we have
addressed the problem of environmental noise, commonly referred to as noise pollution.
To understand the needs of potential users50 and the expectations of domain experts51,
we have accumulated domain expertise by studying and forging partnerships. This knowl-
edge is summarised in appendix A, which covers the basics of acoustics, human hearing,
audio signals, and sound level meters, and chapter 4, which treats subjective aspects of
noise, the problem of environmental noise, the response of policymakers, and current
assessment methods. We have applied this expertise to design, implement and iteratively
improve a mobile sensing and community memory system, true to the requirements set
out in section 3.5.1, aimed at monitoring environmental noise and its impact on local
communities. This system, called NoiseTube, is discussed in chapters 5 and 6. Moving
towards applicable solutions requires that we not only develop new technology but also
think about possible deployment scenarios. As explained in section 2.5.1, initiatives to
set up CMs and data collection campaigns do not necessarily come from citizens, but
can also be taken by authorities or academics. Hence, rather than limiting ourselves to a
single scenario, we need to take both bottom-up and top-down scenarios into account.
This brings us to challenge 2, the recruitment and retention (R&R) of participants,
and challenge 3, the facilitation of collaboration and coordination (C&C) among them.
These are very important in our work, but rather than to develop technological solutions
we have focused on organisational ones. As argued above, mobile sensing systems for
50 I.e. noise-concerned citizens.
51 E.g. acousticians, environmental policymakers, oﬃcials of environmental agencies, etc.
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commons management should ideally span multiple, nested levels of scale (personal,
group and mass sensing), and initiatives to set them up can be diverse. The scale and
type of initiative can aﬀect which speciﬁc R&R and C&C strategies may work. In line with
our goal to conduct applied research, we have aimed to study, evaluate and improve these
strategies by working with actual citizens, as discussed in chapters 5 and 7.
Enabling operational, real-world deployments also requires us to take on challenge 4
– i.e. the evaluation and improvement of the quality of collected and aggregated data.
Although concrete expectations regarding accuracy may diﬀer depending on the scale
and type of initiative, it is an important concern for any CM project. We have tackled
this challenge in two ways. First, to address the technical side, we have conducted
extensive lab tests in collaboration with acousticians. This has enabled us to evaluate
and improve (through calibration) the accuracy of noise measurements at the level of
individual devices. Moreover, we have developed an innovative solution for the distribution
of calibration settings. Second, to address both technical and human aspects of data
quality in real-world settings, we have conducted a series of experiments with groups of
volunteering citizens. This has enabled us to evaluate the quality of noise maps generated
by citizens through participatory sensing at a group scale, and to establish practical
guidelines to improve coverage and accuracy. This work is discussed in chapters 6 and 7.
For computer scientists with a strong background in software engineering, designing
systems with reusability in mind comes naturally. Therefore, challenge 5 – i.e. creating
reusable software components – is also a priority. As discussed in chapter 6, this has
led us to design a cross-platform architecture that enables us to reuse a large portion of
program code across multiple mobile phone platforms, which is useful given the rapidly
changing market (see section E.2). Moreover, our system has been designed to allow
certain components to be reused in other contexts or to allow the existing system to be
extended with new functionality – for instance to deal with other types of measurement
data (e.g. of air pollution). By releasing the source code under a permissive open source
license, we also allow anyone to reuse, extend or improve upon our system.
3.5.3 Secondary challenges
Although we are primarily concerned with challenges 1 to 5, we do not completely ignore
the remaining challenges, especially thanks to recent initiatives discussed in chapter 8.
By developing participatory rather than opportunistic sensing systems, challenge 6 –
i.e. dealing with privacy concerns – is less imperative and can be tackled with simpler
solutions, because users are in control of where and when data is collected. Hence, while
NoiseTube includes a few simple features to increase user trust and control (see chapters 5
and 6), we have initially refrained from focusing on more advanced solutions – typically
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requiring expertise in cryptography, which is not our specialty. However, as discussed
in chapter 8, we have recently collaborated with cryptography specialists to develop an
innovative privacy-preserving data aggregation method that could be integrated in future
versions of our system [135].
There are many reasons why a mobile sensing app may need to be context-aware. One is
to detect automatically when (and when not) data must be collected, which is essential
in opportunistic, but much less important in participatory sensing systems. Another is to
detect the presence of external sensors, which is not relevant for NoiseTube as it only
uses built-in sensors. Hence, while we included some practical features to improve trans-
parency (see chapter 6), challenge 7 is not a priority. However, as we argued in [547],
awareness of, and ad-hoc communication with, other devices and users in the vicinity
could enable new ways to collaborate and share resources. As discussed in chapter 8, an
initial investigation of this potential was conducted in the scope of a master’s thesis [39].
In participatory systems, sensing is only continuous if the user allows it to be. Hence,
compared to opportunistic systems, a drained battery is less likely to come as a surprise.
Nevertheless, a drastic autonomy reduction can strain adoption of any mobile sensing
system. Still, challenge 8 – i.e. balancing continuous sensing with autonomy – is not
a priority for us. Apart from the fact that it is less important in participatory systems,
another reason is that tackling this challenge requires expertise in power-eﬃcient hard-,
software or protocols, which is not our core competence. However, in chapter 8 we list
solutions, proposed by others, which could maybe be applied in future NoiseTube versions.
In order to move mobile sensing into everyday practice (see challenge 1), we have focused
on a single case – i.e. environmental noise. Measuring the ambient sound level on a mo-
bile phone can be done through the internal microphone and geo-tagging the data only
requires a GPS receiver. Hence, there was no immediate need to sample other sensors.
Moreover, rather than to rely on machine learning techniques we leave tasks such as
the inference of sound sources to the users (via social tagging). Hence, challenge 9 –
i.e. “sensing & learning more” – is not a priority as such. However, as discussed in chap-
ter 8, this is changing within the BrusSense project [124], which aims to extend our vision
and approach towards participatory monitoring of air pollution and urban microclimates.
3.6 Conclusion
The goal of this chapter was twofold. On the one hand, it served to situate our work
within a particular computer science ﬁeld and to clarify the origins, current state and open
challenges of that ﬁeld. On the other, it aimed to concretise our approach by contrasting
it with the work of others and by identifying the speciﬁc challenges we have to tackle.
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Our research is situated in the ﬁeld of mobile sensing. This ﬁeld – which is also re-
ferred to by more or less synonymous terms such as urban sensing, citizen sensing and
people-centric sensing – is part of the wider movements of ubiquitous computing and the
Internet of Things, and is closely related to the ﬁeld of wireless sensor networks. After
having sketched those origins, we presented a survey52 of the state of the art, illustrated
with examples of related work. This included a discussion of the architecture of mobile
sensing systems, deployment and scaling issues, and the main design space dimensions:
application domain, sensing scale and sensing paradigm. Next, we listed 9 challenges the
ﬁeld is currently facing. Together this forms a comprehensive introduction to the ﬁeld,
which, apart from contextualising our work, represents a contribution in its own right.
To concretise our vision into a general approach (goal 1), we ﬁrst laid out a set of
speciﬁcations for mobile sensing systems in community memory contexts. We did this by
mapping the scenarios outlined in section 2.5 onto the framework we used to discuss the
architecture and design space of mobile sensing systems. In short, what is required are
participatory, multi-scale systems that apply mobile sensing and social tagging to monitor
local environmental conditions as well as the health and well-being of citizens. Finally,
we outlined the 5 primary challenges to take on in the scope of this dissertation. In line
with our ambition to conduct applied research focused on real societal problems, our main
challenge is pushing mobile sensing research towards operational, real-world deployments.
As this can best be done by concentrating on a speciﬁc case (goal 2), we chose to address
the problem of environmental noise, which is introduced in the next chapter. The other
primary challenges are: the recruitment and retention of participants, the facilitation
of collaboration and coordination, the evaluation and improvement of data quality, and
the creation of reusable components. Although considered of secondary importance, the
remaining 4 challenges – privacy, context-awareness, continuous sensing vs. autonomy,
and “sensing & learning more” – have not been ignored. Besides having inﬂuenced certain
aspects of the technology presented in chapters 5 and 6, they are, or may become, the
subject of past, on-going and future work by our group, as discussed in chapter 8.
Our approach – the speciﬁcations, and to a lesser extent the prioritisation of challenges
– transcends speciﬁc commons challenges (goal 1), and is thus relevant for other applied
research projects concerned with mobile sensing in the context of commons management
and/or citizen science. Therefore we consider it a contribution to the ﬁeld as well.
52 This survey builds on, extends and updates earlier work by Lane et al. [310].
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4.1 Introduction
Noise is a term that people use to refer to unwanted sounds. The labelling of particular
sounds as noise, and thereby as unwanted, may be inﬂuenced as much, and sometimes
more, by personal opinion and contextual and cultural factors, than by physically mea-
surable properties of the sound in question. Despite this subjectivity, there is ample
scientiﬁc evidence that noise is an increasingly pressing problem around the world. Long-
term, excessive exposure is known to have negative eﬀects on human health, well-being
and productivity. Hence the notion that noise is an environmental pollutant and a health
hazard, rather than just a nuisance, has become widely accepted in recent decades.
In this chapter our goal is to shed light on both sides of the noise phenomenon and at
the same time motivate why mobile sensing and social tagging could help to assess its
occurrence, dynamics and impact better. First, in order to uncover some of the subtleties
and inconsistencies complicating the debate about noise, section 4.2 provides reﬂections
on deﬁnitions of noise at the level of individual sounds and/or individual hearers, and draws
upon ﬁndings from (psycho-)acoustic research. Then in section 4.3 we investigate noise
as a societal problem. We focus mainly on the issue of environmental noise, commonly
referred to as noise pollution, the assessment of which is the primary application domain
for our research. We discuss the eﬀects of environmental noise on human health and
well-being, the response of policymakers (especially in Europe), and current assessment
methods and their limitations. After that, section 4.4 concludes the chapter.
For proper understanding of the more technical aspects covered in this chapter it may
help to refer to appendix A, which introduces the basics of acoustics, human hearing
(including loudness perception), audio signals, sound level meters and dosemeters.
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4.2 Deﬁnitions and perceptions of noise
Establishing a clear deﬁnition of what noise is, or rather, which sounds are considered to
be noise, is complicated. When looking at how diﬀerent individual sounds are perceived by
various individual hearers, we quickly ﬁnd numerous pitfalls, subtleties and complexities.
To illustrate this, we paraphrase some dictionary deﬁnitions and literary quotations, and
then investigate three recurring themes in isolation.
• Cambridge Dictionary [72] deﬁnes noise as:
 (a) sound, especially when it is not wanted, unpleasant or loud 
• Oxford Dictionary [412] deﬁnes noise as:
 a sound, especially one that is loud or unpleasant or that causes disturbance 
• Merriam-Webster’s dictionary [345] deﬁnes noise as:
 [a] sound, especially: one that lacks agreeable musical quality or is
noticeably unpleasant; [or] any sound that is undesired or interferes with
one’s hearing of something 
• Quotes by Kurt Tucholsky, German journalist and writer (1890–1935) [434]:
Lärm ist das Geräusch der anderen. 
Der eigene Hund macht keinen Lärm – er bellt nur. 
Es gibt vielerlei Lärme. Aber es gibt nur eine Stille. 1
4.2.1 Unwanted
The deﬁnition of noise as “unwanted” or “undesired” sound raises a number of questions.
Perhaps most importantly, we should ask ourselves, “unwanted by whom?”. Our society is
rife with examples of utterly contradictory judgements on physically identical sounds. For
generations, parents have been telling their children to “Turn down that dreadful noise!”,
unable to appreciate the sounds that their oﬀspring thinks have greatly agreeable musical
quality. Another example are the lyrical descriptions of the “soundtrack” of powerful sports
car or motorcycle engines, as one can ﬁnd them in motoring magazines and television
shows. While motoring journalists go as far as to ascribe musical qualities to engine
sounds, those same sounds are generally considered a nuisance by anyone but the drivers
of the vehicles in question and other motoring fanatics. As illustrated by the ﬁrst two
1 “Noise is the sound of others.”; “One’s own dog makes no noise – it just barks.”; “There are many noises.
But there is only one silence.”
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quotes by Tucholsky, whether or not one considers sounds unwanted, and/or labels them
as noise, often depends on the relationship one has to their source. In a recent case,
neighbours of a nursery in Bruges, Belgium, went as far as to ﬁle a lawsuit over the
perceived nuisance caused by the children (presumably none of which were their own),
leading to widespread outrage, especially among parents of young children [121]. Clearly,
judgements of sounds as being unwanted and/or noise, are highly subjective.
Two other questions we can ask are “unwanted when?” and “unwanted where?”. Many
examples can be found that indicate that the time and place at which a sound is heard
can lead to contradictory judgements. At certain times – e.g. at night – or places – e.g. in
a church – the sound of a nearby, normal-level conversation, which poses no objection
at most other times or places, may be referred to as (unwanted) noise. In many Belgian
communes, for example in Leuven [489: sec. 2.3, art. 6 / p. 128], it is forbidden to mow
one’s lawn on a Sunday, in the evening, or at night. While the sound of a lawnmower is
probably considered to be noise by anyone at any time, this sort of regulations do show
that the degree of “unwantedness”, and thereby our tolerance, of a sound often depends
on the time it is heard. Plane spotters, who seem to have no problem with the high
sound levels they are exposed to when spotting aircraft during take-oﬀ, would probably
be as reluctant as anyone (possibly even more so), to go live under the ﬂight path of
a major airport. Similarly, even motoring fanatics are unlikely to voluntarily move into
a house right next to a racing track, let alone a highway, if they can avoid it. Clearly,
apart from subjective opinion, the temporal, spatial and semantic context of sounds can
inﬂuence whether, or the degree to which, they are unwanted and/or considered noise.
4.2.2 Interfering & disturbing
The characterisation of noise as interfering or disturbing raises questions about what is
being interfered with or disturbed. Again, contradictory judgements are abound. While
some people may complain about the loud music they play, that alone rarely causes bars
to go out of business for lack of customers. Those who object to it either stay away
or leave early, yet plenty of others like, or at least tolerate, loud music and compensate
for it by talking louder themselves. In an ironic – or perverse, if you will – eﬀort to
create a sense of intimacy, otherwise impossible in a crowded, cramped space, some bar
managers deliberately play music so loud that it drowns all conversations except those
taking place within a radius of about 1m or less. In a home setting however, nearby bar-
level talking while listening to music, nearby bar-level music while having a conversation,
or any nearby bar-level sound while sleeping, usually is an intolerable interference or
disturbance to anyone, including avid bar-goers. Clearly, whether sounds are at all found
to be interfering or disturbing, and the degree to which interference or disturbance is
tolerated, often depends on subjective opinion and/or contextual factors.
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The deﬁnition of noise as “ [a sound that] interferes with one’s hearing of something” is
intriguing for at least two reasons. First, we could ask: if one does not want to hear
anything, does that make all sounds noise, or none? The answer may depend on what
exactly is meant by “not [wanting to hear] anything”. If it means “nothing in particular”,
in the sense that one is indiﬀerent to all sounds, then it could be that none of them
are considered (interfering) noise – yet, on other grounds, they could still be considered
(unwanted) noise. But if it means “nothing at all”, in the sense that one longs for
silence – of which there is indeed “only one”, as Tucholsky observed – then all sounds
are undoubtedly unwanted (and thereby) noise. Either way, this goes to show that there
needn’t be something that we want to hear for (other) sounds to be considered noise.
Second, the deﬁnition may suggest that what one does want to hear is not, or cannot
be, noise. We could wonder what this means for people who, like acousticians doing
ﬁeldwork or users of our NoiseTube system, measure, study and inevitably listen to what
is generally considered as noise. Does it mean that, from their perspective, the labels
“noise” and “non-noise” temporarily swap places? Probably not, although an often heard
comment among NoiseTube users is that while using it in their neighbourhood, they
themselves experience the local soundscape2 more intensely. To some extent, the act
of measuring sound seems to induce people to listen more carefully, causing them to
notice sounds, or rather noises, which they otherwise more or less unconsciously ignore.
Coming back to the notion of interference, it is remarkable that while measuring noise, or
rather sound, one typically tries to be quiet to avoid interfering with the measurements.
While obvious from a scientiﬁc perspective, in a sense this also proves Tucholsky’s ﬁrst
observation – i.e. that noise is “the sound of others”, rather than of ourselves or all of us.
While our discussion is limited to noise in the acoustical sense, there is a parallel to
be drawn to usages of the word in physics, information theory and telecommunications.
There too – and this is no coincidence – noise3 is an unwanted, uninteresting or meaning-
less perturbation that interferes with, or otherwise complicates, the detection, measuring
or transmission of wanted, interesting or meaningful signals, data or information.
4.2.3 Loud and/or unpleasant
Characterising noise as a loud or unpleasant sound hardly yields objective criteria either.
For one thing, loudness perception can vary from person to person (see section A.3.4).
For another, what (sounds) people ﬁnd (un)pleasant is often – if not by deﬁnition – a
matter of opinion, taste and context. While this subjectivity does not make the cited
2 The term soundscape was coined in 1969 by Schafer [462] as the auditory equivalent of a landscape –
i.e. the whole of sounds and noises that is characteristic for a certain place and/or time.
3 Unlike English, Dutch has a separate word for this meaning of noise, namely “ruis”, as opposed to
“lawaai” which is only used in the acoustical sense.
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deﬁnitions of noise invalid, we should be extra careful because, besides leading to con-
tradictory judgements, the loudness and (un)pleasantness of a sound are often related.
Inaudible sounds do not bother anyone and quiet sounds are usually easier to ignore
than louder ones. Thus it seems only natural that a sound’s loudness can signiﬁcantly
aﬀect the degree in which it is considered unwanted, interfering, disturbing or indeed
unpleasant, and hence referred to as noise. For example, people are more likely to notice
and be bothered by the sound of a road 10m away than of an equally-busy road 100m
away, simply because the former is louder to them. However, that does not mean that
all noises, or all unpleasant sounds, are necessarily loud – e.g. a dripping tap is relatively
quiet but can still be very annoying – nor that all loud sounds are necessarily unpleasant
or always considered as noise – e.g. music can be loud and enjoyable at the same time.
Although not concerned with the deﬁnition of noise per se, numerous psychoacoustic
studies have sought to increase our understanding of the complex relation between loud-
ness, pleasantness, annoyance, the meaning of sound and various contextual factors. In
their comprehensive book on loudness, Florentine et al. note that, while essentially dis-
tinct concepts, in practical situations loudness and annoyance are related and easily con-
founded [182: p. 199]. Generally, the annoyance felt by an individual hearer depends much
more on his/her psychological state than on the perceived loudness itself [182: p. 200].
In these studies, the “meaning of sound” is typically taken as a value judgement on its
source – i.e. liking, disliking or being indiﬀerent to it. While it may be quite obvious4
that one’s opinion of, or relation to, a sound source can inﬂuence ratings of annoyance,
or (un)pleasantness, that does not necessarily mean it also aﬀects perceived loudness.
Laboratory studies have conﬁrmed that the meaning of sound can inﬂuence annoyance,
but found little evidence of eﬀects on loudness [182: pp. 200–202]. In daily environments
however, there is anecdotal evidence that “non-acoustic parameters”, such as neighbour-
hood problems and personal relationships, can inﬂuence both ratings of annoyance and
loudness, as well as what level of loudness is considered acceptable [182: pp. 202–203].
Also in daily environments, memories and sensory and cognitive context have been shown
to aﬀect annoyance ratings and, to a lesser extent, loudness judgements [182: pp. 217].
Various studies have focused on the role of sensory context, particularly multisensory in-
teractions (i.e. audio–visual and audio–tactile) [182: pp. 208–211]. An especially striking
example is the inﬂuence of colour. In one study, subjects listened to an engine sound
while being shown a still image of a sports car. Except for the colour of the car all images
were identical and the sound was played at equal intensity regardless of the car colour.
The researchers found that subjects judged the sound as louder when shown a red or dark
green car – colours often found on racing and sports cars [344]5. In another study Zhang
and Kang found that environmental factors such as temperature, wind and sunshine can
inﬂuence the evaluation of soundscapes in urban open spaces [611].
4 As illustrated above by Tucholsky’s dog owners and the dispute between nursery neighbours and parents.
5 Others had previously identiﬁed a similar eﬀect with regard to the colour of trains [182: pp. 209–210].
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In fact there is a whole body of research, at the intersection of (psycho-)acoustics, cog-
nitive science and sociology, that is concerned with the evaluation of urban soundscapes,
in which loudness and annoyance are just two of many factors. A major topic is the cor-
relation (or lack thereof) between physically measurable acoustic parameters and human
interpretation and appraisal of a soundscape (typically assessed using questionnaires).
Several studies show that acoustic parameters alone (such as A-weighted sound level,
see sections A.2.3 and A.5.1) can only partially explain the perception of soundscapes,
which proves the importance of sound source semantics [136, 230, 231, 435, 436]. Other
studies, such as [312] by Lavandier and Defréville, focus on building models to predict
soundscape evaluations based on acoustical parameters and subjective descriptors.
The case of music is particularly interesting because humans respond diﬀerently to it
than to other sounds: distortions and certain tonal components, generally perceived as
annoying, can be enjoyable in the context of music [182: p. 200]. Similarly, rhythm (and
repetition) is an essential aspect of music, but can be a factor of annoyance elsewhere, like
in case of that dripping tap. Most importantly, loud music is not necessarily annoying while
other loud sounds generally are [182: p. 203]. Here too, loudness and (un)pleasantness
are related: loud music can be enjoyable, but loudness can also contribute to enjoyment.
This is likely why some people enjoy listening to music at dangerous sound levels, even
if they know it can cause hearing loss. Two, possibly complementary, explanations have
been put forward: one is that loud music excites the vestibular system (see ﬁgure A.3) and
is associated with thrill seeking; the other is that some people may develop a behavioural
dependency disorder related to loud music listening – i.e. loud music may be addictive.
Like other experiences that can lead to behavioural dependency, music can alter moods,
reduce pain and elicit craving (i.e. needing to a hear a piece again and again) [182: p. 205].
Personal taste, or “meaning”, obviously plays a role as well6: an increase in loudness
can increase enjoyment for someone who likes the music in question, but can decrease
enjoyment, or rather increase annoyance, for someone who dislikes it. Moreover, it has
been shown that one’s musical taste may also inﬂuence judgements of loudness as such.
Clearly,  one person’s music is another person’s noise  [182: pp. 207–208].
Whether loud sounds are considered music or noise is of course irrelevant when it comes
to the hearing damage risk they pose. Indeed, there is evidence of an increased risk of
hearing loss – as well as tinnitus and other hearing damage conditions – among people
who frequently listen to loud music on portable media players7 [109, 160], and among
performers, attendees and employees of concert venues and clubs [278, 428, 599, 233].
In a bizarre logic, nowadays concert venues often distribute earplugs, as illustrated by
ﬁgure 4.18. This way organisers implicitly warn about the potentially dangerous sound
level during the concert, while at the same time admitting that they are not willing to do
6 As do contextual factors, as illustrated above by our comparison of bars and home settings.
7 These devices are often capable of producing hazardous sound levels; fortunately the European Com-
mission has recently moved to curtail this [336].
8 Sometimes the earplugs are even sold, which is nothing short of perverse.
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Figure 4.1: Earplugs are an essential accessory for concert- and club-goers who are
concerned with their hearing
something about it (i.e. lower the sound level). Authorities also bear a responsibility in this
matter. In Flanders, for example, until recently the only regulations on the sound level in
bars, clubs, concert venues, festivals, etc., were designed to limit the noise experienced
by neighbours, rather than to protect the hearing of the attending music lovers [463].
4.2.4 Summary
The above reﬂections illustrate that there are many subtleties in the way people deﬁne,
perceive, interpret and reason about noise. The main conclusion is that, as complex
factors related to context, taste and mood come into play, it is often diﬃcult to unequiv-
ocally label certain sounds as noise, and thereby as unwanted, interfering, disturbing,
unpleasant or intolerable. Hence, making such judgments often requires some form of
(internal) debate, but may well be the subject of a permanent diﬀerence of opinion.
This goes to show that sound level (i.e. “decibels”, see sections A.2.3 and A.5.1) only
tells part of the story. We therefore are convinced that, to get insight in the way cit-
izens perceive the soundscape of their daily environment, and to assess the impact of
noise on their quality of life, it is useful to collect simultaneously quantitative, physical
measurements and qualitative descriptions of sound sources, loudness judgements, sub-
jective perception (e.g. annoying vs. pleasing), spatio-temporal and social context, etc.
As explained in sections 2.5.1 and 3.5.1, this is precisely what we hope to enable by com-
bining, in the NoiseTube system, mobile sensing (i.e. letting citizens measure sound level)
and social tagging (i.e. letting them comment on what they hear).
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4.3 Noise as a societal problem
While noise may be largely a subjective concept, this does not mean it cannot cause
objectively observable harm. So far we mostly limited ourselves to the level of individual
sounds heard by individual people, now we stand back a little and look at the problem of
noise on a collective or societal level.
In both industrialised and developing countries, scientiﬁc evidence shows that noise rep-
resents a major societal problem. Generally speaking, noise can be problematic where-
and whenever the produced sound level (see section A.2.3), the number of sources, the
spatio-temporal scale of exposure, the number of exposed individuals and/or the objec-
tively or subjectively observed harm is deemed too high. Typically a distinction is drawn
between two categories of noise (problems): occupational noise and environmental noise.
Within our research we have especially focused on the problem of environmental noise.
Therefore we will only brieﬂy touch upon occupational noise. After that we present a
thorough discussion of environmental noise.
4.3.1 Occupational noise
Occupational noise is the noise people are confronted with in the context of their job.
Problematic exposure to occupational noise may occur in many branches of industry,
obvious examples being manufacturing, construction and transport. Excessive exposure to
noise in the workplace can cause hearing damage and other health problems (e.g. physical
and psychological stress), can interfere with communication and concentration (which
in turn leads to accidents and injuries) and reduce productivity [365]. Authorities have
established speciﬁc regulations to assess and limit occupational noise [174, 365, 544].
In concrete situations, an individual’s exposure to occupational noise can be measured
with sound level meters or dosemeters. We discuss these devices in detail in section A.5.
4.3.2 Environmental noise
Environmental noise is the noise people are exposed to in their daily lives as a result of
various human activities, such as those related to transport, industry and leisure9. The
picture in ﬁgure 4.2 shows a powerful example of environmental noise, in this case caused
by transport activity. Depending on the context, other terms, such as community noise,
9 Note that often the same activity can be seen as both a source of occupational noise (i.e. for those who
are exposed in their professional capacity) and environmental noise (i.e. for all other exposed people).
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residential noise and domestic noise, may be used to refer to environmental noise, yet
these terms are not necessarily used consistently [572: p. 1].
Figure 4.2: Environmental noise illustration: a Boeing 747-400 aircraft ﬂying low over
residential housing while approaching London Heathrow Airport, England, UK (July 2004)
Long-term exposure to excessive environmental noise is known to aﬀect human behaviour,
well-being, productivity and health. Environmental noise also has a broader ecological
impact, namely on birds and various other forms of wildlife [38, 241, 609]. Ecologists even
think that noise pollution may be a factor in some large-scale declines in biodiversity [41].
Especially the human and economic harm it causes, is leading more and more authorities,
from international bodies down to local city councils, to recognise, assess and regulate
noise as an environmental pollutant that should be reined in where possible.
We begin our discussion on environmental noise with a brief historical, geographic and
economic perspective. Then, we explain how exposure to environmental noise is qualiﬁed
and which thresholds have been established regarding its adverse eﬀects. Next, focusing
on the situation in Europe, we look at the main health and quality of life problems caused
by excessive exposure, the associated economic and social costs, and the role of inequality.
Finally we discuss the policy response from the European Union.
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4.3.2.1 Historical, geographical and economic perspective
While complaints about environmental noise have soared in recent decades, as we will
discuss below, it is not a new problem at all. Already in ancient Rome, chariots were
banned from paved streets at night to prevent the noise of their wheels from disturbing
citizens’ sleep. Similar measures were taken in some cities in Medieval Europe [210].
The increase of environmental noise is especially associated with technological progress,
the development of transport and industry and the process of urbanization [154: p. 2].
Since the late 19th century, the noise produced by new technologies has been the subject
of complaints, regulation, legislation and public discussion [51]. The wide recognition of
noise as a pollutant, and thereby a potential health risk, is mostly a product of the late
1960s and 70s, as is the term noise pollution. Around that time the issue also started
to become more prominent on the scientiﬁc and political agenda [297: pp. 124–125].
An exemplary statement from that period was made by former U.S. Surgeon General
William H. Stewart in 1978 [210]:
Calling noise a nuisance is like calling smog an inconvenience. Noise must
be considered a hazard to the health of people everywhere. 
In the mid-1990s, the European Union (EU) was among the ﬁrst authorities to make
the assessment and regulation of environmental noise a priority. The start of this eﬀort
was marked by the 1996 publication of the Green Paper on Future Noise Policy [154],
in which the European Commission (EC) estimated the extent of the problem and set
guidelines for future policies to deal with it. For instance, the EC stated that [154: p. 1a]:
Environmental noise […] is one of the main local environmental problems in
Europe and the source of an increasing number of complaints from the public. 
Based on trends since the 1980s, the EC also indicated that forecasts of the evolution
of the problem did not look bright either [154: p. 4].
The problem is equally pressing in other parts of the developed world. In the USA, for
instance, environmental noise levels in cities, and complaints about it, have been on the
rise for decades [210, 95: pp. 11–17]. Yet American medical professionals still lament that
the problem is not being taken seriously enough [210].
The spread of economic development and urbanisation has caused the problem of environ-
mental noise to go global as well, bringing ever more people in harm’s way [297: p. 131].
Citizens of rapidly growing agglomerations and booming industrial centres in developing
countries (e.g. Mumbai, India [6]) increasingly suﬀer from and complain about noise.
Making matters worse, these countries often have yet to establish laws, regulations and
monitoring eﬀorts to curb excess noise.
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The link between economic and industrial development – or modernity and prosperity –
on the one hand, and unwanted sound – i.e. environmental (and occupational) noise –
on the other, raises questions about what it is that we, as a society, do want (to hear).
Since the 1970s, legislation and technological progress in industrialised countries have
resulted in signiﬁcant reductions in the sound level produced by various individual sources
– cars, lorries, aircraft and industrial processes are generally a lot quieter now than they
were back then – yet there have been little or no improvements in the overall exposure
to environmental noise. The reason is simple, due to demographic and economic growth
and greater prosperity – leading to increased automobile ownership, tourism and general
consumption – road and air traﬃc, as wells as construction and industrial production,
have grown and spread in both space and time, which has largely oﬀset legislative eﬀorts
and technological improvements [154: p. 1a].
In the 15 years since the publication of the Green Paper, a considerable amount of data
on the exposure of EU citizens to environmental noise and its adverse eﬀects has been
collected by EU agencies, the European oﬃce of the World Health Organisation (WHO)
and national authorities. Below we draw on oﬃcial reports to sketch a picture of the
current extent of the problem within Europe. However, many of the ﬁndings – especially
regarding caused health problems – are also relevant to other regions.
4.3.2.2 Measures of exposure
Oﬃcial procedures for the assessment of environmental noise, as well as norms that in-
tend to limit it, generally call for exposure to be measured as the equivalent continuous
sound level (Leq,T; see section A.5.1.3.2) taken over a certain time interval (T) of typically
multiple hours. For example, as we explain in section A.5.1.3, a Leq,1h value signiﬁes the
constant sound pressure level (SPL, see section A.2.3) at which a hypothetical sound
would, over the course of 1 hour, produce the same amount of acoustic energy during
as the measured sound (with ﬂuctuating SPL) did during the 1 hour measuring inter-
val. Environmental noise regulations typically also require that frequency weighting (see
section A.5.1.2) is applied to account for the frequency response of human hearing (see
section A.3.4.1). Despite the controversy that surrounds it, regulations almost univer-
sally call for A-weighting to be used. Hence, the measure that is used is A-weighted
equivalent continuous sound level, denoted as LAeq,T and expressed in dB(A).
Oﬃcial regulations typically specify the periods over which exposure must be assessed.
For instance, the EU’s Environmental Noise Directive (END) [173], which we discuss
further in section 4.3.2.7, stipulates these measures:
Lday is the A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure level (LAeq) over the 12 hour
day period between 7:00 (7 AM) and 19:00 hours (7 PM).
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Levening is the A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure level (LAeq) over the 4
hour evening period between 19:00 (7 PM) and 23:00 hours (11 PM).
Lnight is the A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure level (LAeq) over the 8 hour
night period between 23:00 (11 PM) and 7:00 hours (7 AM).
Lden is the day-evening-night level, it is taken over a 24 hour period in which the evening
and night hours are emphasised to account for the increased annoyance and dis-
turbance caused during such periods. Concretely, it is a logarithmic composite of
Lday, Levening and Lnight, with 5 dB(A) being added to the Levening value and 10 dB(A)
being added to the Lnight value:
Lden = 10 · log10( 124 [12 · 10 Lday10 + 4 · 10 Levening+510 + 8 · 10 Lnight+1010 ]
)
[dB(A)] (4.1)
To account for cultural diﬀerences the END allows EU member states to choose other
starting hours (but not other durations) for the day, evening and night periods [173].
4.3.2.3 Exposure thresholds
In 1986, the OECD10 established these thresholds for daytime nuisance, expressed in
LAeq,(daytime): between 55 and 60 dB(A) annoyance is created; between 60 and 65 dB(A)
it increases considerably; and above 65 dB(A) human behaviour patterns are constrained
and symptoms of serious health damage arise [401].
In 1999, the WHO advised that, as a precaution against health problems and the distur-
bance of normal activities of local communities, the LAeq during the day and the evening
(spanning 16 hours) should not exceed 55 dB(A) outdoors, and 50 dB(A) inside dwellings.
To avoid sleep disturbance the WHO advised that Lnight should stay below 45 dB(A) out-
side, and below 30 dB(A) inside bedrooms [603]. In 2009, the WHO lowered the outside
Lnight guideline to 40 dB(A), but recommended policymakers to aim for 55 dB(A) in sit-
uations where 40 dB(A) is not feasible [570: pp. XVII–XVIII].
4.3.2.4 Eﬀects on health & quality of life
Long-term exposure to high levels of environmental noise is known to cause a whole
range of discomforts or diseases, often preceded by a long period of annoyance and stress.
Based on reports by the WHO and EU institutions, we provide an overview of the main
ways in which environmental noise leads to a degradation of health and quality of life.
We especially draw upon the 2011 report titled Burden of disease from environmental
noise [572] by the European WHO oﬃce and the EC’s Joint Research Centre (JRC).
10 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.
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Annoyance
To date most assessments of the environmental noise problem were based on the
annoyance it causes to humans, or the extent to which it disturbs various human
activities [572: p. 1]. Annoyance is not only felt because of sleep disturbance or
interference with conversations, but also as the less well deﬁned feeling of being
disturbed during other kinds of activities as well as during periods of rest [154: p. 28].
Frequent or constant annoyance obviously degrades quality of life, yet – under the
WHO’s broad deﬁnition of health – it is also poses a health risk [572: pp. xvi–xvii].
In 1996, the EC estimated that 17 to 22% of EU citizens (about 80 million people)
were exposed – primarily due to road traﬃc – to continuous daytime outdoor noise
levels above 65 dB(A), which is considered to be unacceptable. A further 170 mil-
lion people were exposed to daytime noise levels of 55–65 dB(A), causing serious
annoyance and therefore a reduction of quality of life [154: p. 3].
The degree of annoyance can vary depending on the source of noise. For instance,
several national studies in EU countries have indicated that people have a higher
tolerance for noise from railways than from road traﬃc [154: p. 3]. Therefore source-
speciﬁc noise exposure data is a valuable instrument for policymakers. In accordance
with the EU’s Environmental Noise Directive [173] (see section 4.3.2.7), this is now
becoming available11. For instance, data collected between 2002 and 2011 shows
that the number of European city dwellers exposed to (potentially) annoying Lden
levels of > 55 dB(A) is about 55.8 million for road traﬃc, 6.3 million for railways,
3.3 million for airports and 0.8 million for industrial sites [155: p. 6].
However, due to its subjective nature, annoyance is best also assessed directly,
by means of survey techniques such as questionnaires [154: p. 28], instead of only
indirectly through estimation of the proportion of the population that is exposed to
(potentially) annoying noise levels. The 1995 Eurobarometer environmental survey
indicated that noise was the ﬁfth most important area of complaints about the
local environment, but also the only issue about which the public’s complaints had
increased since 1992. Moreover, the same survey showed an increase in the public’s
willingness to take action against noise [154: p. 1]. Looking at the results of the Eu-
robarometer surveys from 1992 to 2002 [171], we see that noise complaints have
indeed been increasing in most EU member states, and in the EU-15 as a whole, as
illustrated by chart 4.1. More recent data seems to conﬁrm the trend: compared
to the 2002 Eurobarometer [171], Eurofound’s 2007 European Quality of Life Sur-
vey [20] shows a further increase of environmental noise complaints in all EU-15
countries except France and Germany12, as illustrated by the map in ﬁgure 4.3.
11 But limited to big agglomerations, and major roads, railways and airports outside agglomerations [173].
12 Direct comparison of both surveys should be taken with some reservation because the questions asked
were not exactly the same and there may be diﬀerences in the way sample groups were selected.
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Chart 4.1: Eurobarometer environment survey (1992, 1995, 1999 & 2002): “Percentage of
people aged 15 and over who have very much reason or quite a lot of reason to complain
about noise in their local environment.” [171] (EU-15 countries)
Cardiovascular diseases
Studies suggest that chronic exposure to high levels of environmental noise increases
the risk of cardiovascular diseases in the long term. For instance, there is evidence
that road traﬃc noise increases the risk of ischaemic heart diseases, including my-
ocardial infarction (heart attack), but due to a lack of studies it is unclear if there is
a similar association with air traﬃc noise. Yet a growing amount of evidence sug-
gests that both sources of noise increase the risk of hypertension [572: pp. 16–17].
However, the WHO/JRC report states that more research is needed to increase
understanding of the relation between environmental noise and cardiovascular dis-
eases. Future research should focus on gender diﬀerences [572: p. 30], vulnerable
groups, eﬀect modiﬁers (e.g. personal health history characteristics), hours of the
day, coping mechanisms, diﬀerences in noise sources, possible confounding with air
pollution, diﬀerence in objective (sound level) and subjective (sound perception)
exposure, and multiple exposures (home, work and leisure) [572: p. 33]13.
Cognitive impairment in children
Studies have shown that chronic exposure to noise negatively aﬀects children’s
performance in tasks that involve central processing and language, such as reading
comprehension, memory and attention. When exposure happens during the critical
learning periods at school, it can potentially impair development and have a lifelong
eﬀect on educational attainment [572: p. 45]. Current evidence shows that eﬀects
can diﬀer depending on the source of noise. For instance, aircraft noise is more
harmful than road traﬃc noise [572: p. 51].
13 Clearly, this sort of studies will require large, rich datasets to be available.
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Figure 4.3: A map of Europe showing the per-country percentage of respondents
answering “Yes” to question Q54_1 of EQLS 2007: “In the immediate neighbourhood of
your home, do you have reason to complain about noise?” [20, 172]
Sleep disturbance
One of the most common complaints raised with regard to environmental noise is
about sleep disturbance. Humans recognise, evaluate and react to environmental
sounds even while asleep. Reactions to disturbances during one’s sleep can be
expressed as changes in sleep structure or increases in heart rate. If such activa-
tions happen frequently, this may cause so-called sleep fragmentation which can
signiﬁcantly reduce the restorative power of sleep [572: p. 55]. Continuous noise
from 30 dB(A) at the sleepers ear can cause sleep disturbance. Studies have shown
that to ensure undisturbed sleep it is especially important that maximum sound
levels do not exceed 45 dB(A) [154: p. 27]. Yet even indoors that level can be easily
surpassed when there is heavy road traﬃc nearby. Apart from causing annoyance
and complaints, sleep disturbance can also have a major impact on daytime perfor-
mance and general health. During the day people may experience a deterioration
in mood or symptoms like tiredness, headaches and a nervous stomach [154: p. 27].
Acute and chronic sleep restriction and fragmentation due to disturbance aﬀect
psychomotor performance, memory consolidation, creativity, risk taking behaviour
and signal detection, and thereby increase the risk of accidents [572: p. 55].
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Tinnitus & Hearing loss
Tinnitus is deﬁned as the sensation of sound, sometimes called phantom sounds,
that cannot be attributed to actual external sound. It commonly coincides with
hearing loss, but not always. Cases of tinnitus diﬀer in the duration of single
episodes (intermittent for seconds or minutes at the time, or continuous), duration
of the overall condition (days, months, years) and severity (degree of annoyance,
interference with daily life). The condition can cause sleep disturbance, cognitive
eﬀects, anxiety, psychological distress, depression14, communication and listen-
ing problems, frustration, irritability, tension, inability to work, reduced eﬃciency
and/or restricted participation in social life [572: pp. 71–72].
Excessive exposure to noise is an important cause of tinnitus: 50 to 90% of patients
with chronic noise trauma report tinnitus. Moreover, between 12 and 50% of people
suﬀering from noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) also report having tinnitus. The
WHO notes that, in the majority of the population, no NIHL is to be expected at
occupational noise levels of LAeq,8h < 75 dB(A) and environmental noise levels of
LAeq,24h < 70 dB(A). While tinnitus does not always coincide with NIHL, the WHO
considers it reasonable to use the same protective levels for tinnitus [572: p. 73].
While the studies cited in the WHO report focus on the relation between tinnitus
and environmental or occupational noise, this and other exposure-induced hearing
damage conditions can just as well be caused by sounds which the listener, and
future patient, did not consider as “noise” at all, as we discussed in section 4.2.3.
In the 2011 WHO/JRC report [572], the estimated burden of disease caused by environ-
mental noise is quantiﬁed using the disability-adjusted life year (DALY) indicator. This
standard disease burden measure represents the total number of “healthy” years lost, per
year across a population, due to ill-health, disability or early death. Table 4.1 lists the
results for each of the abovementioned problems caused by environmental noise.
Disability-Adjusted Life 
Years (DALYs) lost
Ischaemic heart disease 61000
Cognitive impairment of children 45000
Sleep disturbance 903000
Tinnitus 22000
Annoyance 645000
Combined 1.0–1.6 million
Table 4.1: Estimated burden of disease from environmental noise in western
Europe [572: p. xvii]
14 There are even reports of suicide [572: p. 72].
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It goes without saying that the accuracy of such risk assessments depends on the avail-
ability and quality of data. In this respect the WHO/JRC report points out a number
of issues, notably the fact that, while EU member states have started to systemati-
cally assess exposure to environmental noise in large agglomerations15, population-wide
exposure data – notably for less densely populated rural areas – is still largely missing.
Indeed, in order to estimate disease burden across western Europe16, the authors have
often resorted to extrapolation of urban exposure data. Even though they have tried
to avoid overestimation by taking conservative assumptions17, the authors do state that
population-wide data is desirable [572: pp. 7–12, 33 & 67]. Hence, it is clear that in order
to increase our knowledge about – and eventually limit or reduce – the impact of envi-
ronmental noise on the health and quality of life of speciﬁc local communities, as well
as entire populations, much more, detailed, recent, source-speciﬁc exposure and survey
data is needed. As we will explain in chapter 5, we believe the combination of community
memories, mobile sensing and social tagging can form an excellent platform to collect
massively more data on environmental noise exposure and the (perceived) harm it causes.
Although more data is needed, the available information leaves little doubt on the gravity
of this problem in Europe. In a 2010 report titled Health and Environment in Europe,
the WHO stated that environmental noise is considered the most common environmental
health stressor, aﬀecting a quarter of the EU population [571: p. 67]. According to the
2011 WHO/JRC report, every year this leads to an estimated total of up to 1.6 million
healthy years lost in western Europe [572: p. xvii]. Moreover, current trends provide little
hope for improvement: while exposure to other stressors (e.g. second hand smoke, dioxins
and benzene) is declining, exposure to environmental noise is still increasing [572: p. 1].
4.3.2.5 Economic and social costs
Due to its impact on health and quality of life, environmental noise also creates consider-
able economic and social costs. Regarding these costs, the EC stated in 2011 [155: p. 2]:
Economic costs of noise pollution include devaluation in house prices, pro-
ductivity losses from health related impacts and distributional impacts. Social
costs are related to premature death or morbidity (poor concentration, fa-
tigue, hearing problems). The social costs of traﬃc, rail and road noise across
the EU was recently estimated amount to €40 billion a year, of which 90%
is related to passenger cars and goods vehicles. This was about 0.4% of total
EU GDP including health care costs. 
15 In accordance with the Environmental Noise Directive [173] of 2002 (see section 4.3.2.7).
16 Due to a lack of exposure data in south-east Europe and newly independent states, the authors have
not been able to estimate disease burden for the entire European continent [572: p. xvii].
17 This is also needed due to the many uncertainties that are inherent to the methods that are currently
used by authorities to assess exposure to noise [572: pp. 3–7] (see section 4.3.2.8).
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4.3.2.6 Environmental noise and inequality
It has been suggested that the risk of being exposed to hazardous environmental noise
levels tends to be higher for those in a weaker socio-economical position [297: pp. 4–9].
To see if this claim holds in the European context, we take another look at results of
the 2007 European Quality of Life Survey [20, 172]. Table 4.2 shows the respondents’
appreciation of environmental noise as a reason for complaint in function of income.
EQLS 2007, Q54_1:
Answer “Yes”, %
Lowest
income
Low
income
High
income
Highest
income Overall
Belgium 57,1 51,5 49,8 40,4 50,2
Bulgaria 53,5 57,4 57,0 70,0 64,8
France 39,1 39,9 41,4 37,1 37,4
Germany 41,4 28,0 31,1 28,1 31,5
Italy 72,3 66,0 72,6 58,7 66,6
Spain 65,2 51,4 51,3 47,0 53,1
United Kingdom 37,4 36,8 38,6 40,6 33,9
EU-15 45,3 39,7 41,1 37,7 42,3
EU-27 45,0 40,6 43,8 41,9 44,0
Table 4.2: Percentage of respondents per income category, in a selection of countries,
answering “Yes” to question Q54_1 of EQLS 2007: “In the immediate neighbourhood of
your home, do you have reason to complain about noise?” [20, 172]
Interpreting these results is not straightforward. When only looking at the extremes, they
seem to conﬁrm the role of income inequality. In the EU as a whole, and especially in the
EU-15 countries, more people in the lowest income category felt entitled to complain than
in the highest category. In countries like Belgium, Germany and Spain that diﬀerence
was even more pronounced. However, the eﬀect of income is not always very strong, nor
is the trend always consistent across the income range. In some countries, like Bulgaria
and the UK, we even see the reverse. This does not necessarily negate (nor does it
prove) the role of income inequality in exposure to environmental noise. One hypothesis
to explain the results is that the tendency to complain about noise is not only related to
the gravity of exposure itself, but also to the expectations people cherish (e.g. regarding
the standard of housing) and their political and social capital in general.
We should note that the results of the EQLS survey are aggregated on a country-level,
which makes it impossible to account for the kind of places – e.g. urban vs. rural, proximity
of busy roads, airports or industrial concentrations, etc. – in which people live. Again we
see there is a need for more, richer datasets. We are convinced that community memory
initiatives, which use citizen-collected data – not only about exposure and complaints, but
also about various socio-economical parameters and other local knowledge – to produce
detailed maps about local conditions, can help to answer this sort of questions.
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4.3.2.7 Policy response
With the 1996 Green Paper on Future Noise Policy [154] the European Commission
moved the issue of environmental noise higher on the EU’s political agenda. The next
big step was taken on 25 June 2002, when the European Parliament and Council adopted
Directive 2002/49/EC, better known as the Environmental Noise Directive (END) [173].
Even before 2002, some EU member states had already been producing noise maps of
densely populated areas. The END has made that obligatory for all member states and
has, to some extent, standardised the type of data and maps that must be produced. This
has spurred further development of noise assessment methods, and has led to an inventory
of noise maps of large cities throughout Europe. Hence, the EU is now at the forefront
when it comes to the assessment – but not the reduction – of environmental noise [290].
Before discussing the concrete requirements of the END, we take a brief look at the
legislative situation in other countries.
The United States, though its Noise Control Act dates back to 1972 [97], does not
mandate noise mapping at a federal or state level. Hence it has been slower to catch on
to regional noise mapping, and community-wide noise maps are rare. Nevertheless, the
same methods that are applied in Europe could be implemented in the U.S., and such
eﬀorts are indeed underway [290]. The situation for other developed countries, such as
Canada or Japan, is typically similar to that of the U.S., while most developing countries
still lack national legislation for noise assessment and noise control.
The purpose of the END is to  deﬁne a common approach intended to avoid, prevent or
reduce on a prioritised basis the harmful eﬀects, including annoyance, due to the exposure
to environmental noise . To achieve this, it requires member states to: determine the
exposure to environmental noise through noise mapping; make this information available
to the public; and adopt action plans based on the noise mapping results [173: Art. 1].
Concretely, they must ensure the following data is collected [173: Art. 7–8 & Annex VI]:
• For agglomerations with a population of > 250,000, no later than June 30, 2007;
and for those with a population of > 100,000, no later than June 30, 2012:
– the estimated number of citizens living in dwellings that are exposed to Lden
values of 55 to 75 dB, in bands of 5 dB, and over 75 dB, at 4 meters above
the ground on the most exposed facade. Separate estimates are required for
road, rail and air traﬃc and for industrial sources.
– the estimated number of citizens living in dwellings that are exposed to Lnight
values of 50 to 70 dB, in bands of 5 dB, and over 70 dB, at 4 meters above
the ground on the most exposed facade. Separate estimates are required for
road, rail and air traﬃc and for industrial sources.
– graphical presentation of this data on strategic noise maps, which must show
at least the 60, 65, 70 and 75 dB contours.
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For agglomerations with a population of > 250,000, no later than July 18, 2008:
– an action plan, designed to manage noise issues and eﬀects, including noise
reduction if necessary, and to protect quiet areas against an increase in noise.
• For major roads (> 6 million vehicle passages per year), major railroads (> 60,000
train passages per year) and major airports (> 50,000 movements18 per year),
no later than June 30, 2007:
– the estimated number of citizens living outside agglomerations in dwellings
that are exposed to Lden values of 55 to 75 dB, in bands of 5 dB, and over
75 dB, at 4 meters above the ground on the most exposed facade.
– the estimated number of citizens living outside agglomerations in dwellings
that are exposed to Lnight values of 50 to 70 dB, in bands of 5 dB, and over
70 dB, at 4 meters above the ground on the most exposed facade.
– the total area (in km2) exposed to Lden values higher than 55, 65 and 75 dB
and the estimated number of dwellings and inhabitants of each of those areas.
The 55 and 65 dB contours must also be shown on one or more maps.
No later than July 18, 2008:
– an action plan, designed to manage noise issues and eﬀects, including noise
reduction if necessary.
All datasets, maps and action plans must be revised (at least) every 5 years19.
The most visible part of the implementation of the directive is the creation of strategic
noise maps. These show Lden and Lnight values for an average day/night in an indicated
year as colour-coded bands of 5 dB. Separate maps must be made for road, rail and air
traﬃc and industry-related sources of noise. In ﬁgure 4.4 we see three examples of such
maps, for road traﬃc noise in the cities of Brussels, Antwerp and Paris. As is clear from
these examples, the END does not specify a standardised colour scale. Consequently
the maps for diﬀerent cities, even within single countries, often use diﬀerent colours,
complicating visual comparison. Though not mandatory, some cities also provide a map
that shows the combined exposure for all considered sources. What makes these maps
“strategic” is their long-term focus. They are valid for 5 years and represent the average
sound level one can expect for a limited number of environmental noise sources. Hence,
they do not cover individual, incidental, local or short-term events (e.g. roadworks, sirens,
noisy neighbours, etc.) nor occupational noise.
Thanks to the END a lot of data about long-term exposure to environmental noise in EU
agglomerations is becoming available. However, as noted above, there is still a shortage of
18 A movement being a take-oﬀ or a landing.
19 Some of the abovementioned deadlines may have been revised since the adoption of the END, an
up-to-date list can be found in [167].
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data about less densely populated areas and about local, short-term variations anywhere.
Moreover it remains to be seen whether the END action plans, which are now being
enacted, will result in signiﬁcant reductions of environmental noise exposure. In other
words, while local and national authorities may have a better idea of where and when
the WHO exposure thresholds [570: pp. XVII–XVIII] are likely to be surpassed, coming up
with policies to do something about it may still turn out to be diﬃcult.
(a) Oﬃcial Lden map for road traﬃc noise in
Antwerp, Belgium (2010) [557]
22
Les tendances générales observées pour l’indicateur Lden sont les 
mêmes que pour l’indicateur Ld. Les axes routiers majeurs présen-
tent un Lden compris entre 70 et 75 dB(A).
La comparaison de l’exposition de la population aux différentes 
périodes montre que la majeure partie est potentiellement expo-
sée à des niveaux supérieurs à 50 dB(A) durant la journée, mais à 
des niveaux inférieurs à 50 dB(A) le soir et inférieurs à 45 dB(A) la 
nuit. Selon l’indicateur Lden, 59 % de la population vivent dans un 
bâtiment ayant potentiellement une façade exposée à des niveaux 
compris entre 45 et 60 dB(A).
En comparant les différents indices utilisés, potentiellement 39 % 
de la population vivent dans un bâtiment ayant une façade sou-
mise, en raison du bruit routier, à plus de 55 dB(A) en période jour, 
24 % en période de soirée et 14 % en période nuit. L’indice Lden 
atteint lui 42 % de la population, ce qui confirme la pondération 
faite sur les périodes plus sensibles.
Algemeen volgt de Lden-indicator dezelfde tendens als de Ld-waar-
de. De belangrijkste verkeersassen noteren een Lden-waarde tus-
sen 70 en 75 dB(A).
Overdag wordt het merendeel van de bevolking potentieel bloot-
gesteld aan geluidsniveaus hoger dan 50 dB(A). ’s Avonds ervaart 
het merendeel geluidsniveaus lager dan 50 dB(A) en ’s nachts 
lager dan 45 dB(A). Dat blijkt duidelijk uit de vergelijking van de 
blootstelling van de bevolking over de verschillende perioden. 
Volgens de Lden-indicator woont 59 % van de bevolking in een 
gebouw met een gevel die potentieel wordt blootgesteld aan ge-
luidsniveaus tussen 45 en 60 dB(A).
Potentieel 39 % van de bevolking woont in een gebouw waarvan 
een gevel overdag wordt blootgesteld aan een geluidsniveau ho-
ger dan 55 dB(A). ’s Avonds is dat nog 24 % en ’s nachts 14 %. 
Dat blijkt uit de vergelijking van de verschillende indices. Volgens 
de Lden-index wordt 42 % van de bevolking blootgesteld aan meer 
dan 55 dB(A). Dat bevestigt de weging over de meest gevoelige 
perioden.
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(b) Oﬃcial Lden map for road traﬃc noise in
Brussels, Belgium (2006) [64]
(c) Oﬃcial Lden map for road traﬃc noise in Paris, France (2007) [60]
Figure 4.4: Examples of END-compliant noise maps for three European cities, generated
using simulation models
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4.3.2.8 Current assessment methods
We now discuss the methods that are commonly used to assess urban environmental noise
systematically. Again it is important to consider the role of the END, as this legislation
has been a principal driver for the development of at least one of these methods.
4.3.2.8.1 Simulation models
The END states that [173: Annex II]:
 the values of Lden and Lnight can be determined either by computation or by
measurement 
In practise, however, the exposure values on END-compliant noise maps, such as those
in ﬁgure 4.4, are virtually always computed. The main reason is scalability: authorities
have hitherto considered it infeasible to measure the sound level at all places and times.
Hence most, if not all, END-maps are produced with specialised software that simulates
(i.e. computes) expected levels at diﬀerent places and times. Such software uses source-
speciﬁc sound propagation models that are fed with statistics about the presence of
considered source(s) – e.g. the average number of vehicles on roads, the frequency of
planes on low-altitude ﬂight paths, etc. – and information on urban topology – e.g. the
height of buildings, the width and surface type of roads, the presence of noise barriers, etc.
Even though measuring is allowed the END implicitly assumes modelling. For instance,
the requirement to make separate maps per sound source is diﬃcult to fulﬁl with mea-
suring since sound level meters (see section A.5.1) cannot diﬀerentiate between sources.
The preference for computation was made explicit in the Good Practice Guide for Strate-
gic Noise Mapping and the Production of Associated Data on Noise Exposure by the EC’s
Working Group on the Assessment of Exposure to Noise (WG-AEN) [159: p. 10]20:
WG-AEN recommends that wherever possible strategic noise mapping should
generally be carried out by computation. However, it is recognised that noise
measurement has many supplementary roles to play in the eﬀective imple-
mentation of the END. 
Two such “supplementary roles” for measurements are the initialisation of models and
the veriﬁcation (and possibly the correction) of their output. Typically this only requires
limited amounts of data which is either collected by designated oﬃcials equipped with
professional-grade sound level meters, or by means of a sensor network (see below).
20 While the WG-AEN strongly recommends that every eﬀort should be made to obtain accurate real
data on noise sources  [159: p. 7], that applies to statistics (e.g. carshour), rather than LAeq measurements.
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Advantages
The main advantage of simulation is that it allows to predict sound levels over huge areas
with little or no measuring in the ﬁeld – provided that statistics on considered sources
are available.
Limitations
High cost
Applying this method requires large datasets (which may not be publicly available),
expensive software, powerful computers and a lot of human expertise. Therefore
many local or regional authorities subcontract the creation of strategic noise maps
to specialised ﬁrms. Although cost estimates are hard to come by it is clear that
this method is very expensive. Hence it may be out of reach for NGOs and even
for some authorities (e.g. in developing countries).
Uncertainty
Because the output of the models is only validated with a limited amount of mea-
surements, it is hard to estimate overall error margins. Moreover, accurate mod-
elling of sound sources requires many diﬀerent input parameters, all of which can
inﬂuence the accuracy of the result21. For instance, to model road traﬃc, one
needs to account for the frequency of diﬀerent vehicle types, road surface types,
weather conditions, the dimensions and surface material of nearby buildings, etc.
Limited amount of sources
In reality the diversity of sources of potentially bothersome noise is much broader
than the 4 sources considered by the END (road, rail and air traﬃc and industry).
Hence, as noted before, END-compliant maps ignore the noise produced by humans
(e.g. noisy neighbours), construction sites and roadworks, passage of emergency
services, unscheduled ﬂights (e.g. helicopters), various types of manifestations or
events, etc. – all of which can be highly annoying to at least some city dwellers.
Moreover, even for sources which are being considered far from all instances are
included. For instance, for road traﬃc maps only roads with > 6 million vehicle
passages per year must be modelled. Of course this is partially a matter of policy.
Indeed, future END revisions could oblige member states to take additional sources
into account and bring down inclusion limits (i.e. also model less busy roads). Yet to
some extent this limitation is inherent to the method itself. Considering additional
sources may require new data to be collected and new propagation models to be
developed, and may signiﬁcantly increase the computational workload – all of which
would likely drive up costs, possibly beyond what is aﬀordable.
21 Insights in diﬀerent sources of uncertainty in noise modelling are discussed in [159: Appendix 4].
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Strategic focus
END-compliant noise maps are valid for 5 years and represent expected sound levels
for an average day or night. Hence they do not inform about incidental or short-term
variations in exposure. For instance, if road traﬃc is deviated due to roadworks or
a manifestation this can signiﬁcantly alter the soundscape of a neighbourhood for
days, weeks or even months, but it will not be reﬂected in the maps. Again this is
not solely a matter of policy but also a practical limitation of the method itself.
Simulated exposure vs. actual discomfort
As discussed in section 4.2 the perception of noise and the annoyance it causes is
highly dependent on diverse contextual factors, which are not taken into account in
simulation models nor represented on noise maps. Moreover the simulations do not
model indoor noise levels, even though the majority of people spend most of their
time there. Hence the statistics on the number of dwellings and inhabitants exposed
to certain sound levels, which the END requires member states to submit to the
EC, are based on simulated outdoor levels. Apart from being inﬂuenced by what
happens outside, indoor sound levels also depend on architectural aspects (e.g. ori-
entation, insulation and glazing) and of course the presence of indoor noise sources.
By ignoring contextual factors and only modelling outdoor noise it is possible that
incorrect conclusions are drawn regarding the actual discomfort.
Simulated maps are useful for authorities to understand the global trends in the ur-
ban soundscape, providing a lower limit on actual citizen exposure. They do not, how-
ever, capture person-centric exposure levels, nor do they model local variations very well.
Therefore they have remained of little interest to citizens, who either perceive the obvious
(e.g. their street is noisy), or, worse, cannot link the patterns on the map to their own
experience (e.g. their street is not modelled, local or short-term variations are ignored).
In [356] Murphy & King provide a more thorough critique of the strategic noise maps
required by the END and the computation methods advised by the WG-AEN. They also
make recommendations for future amendments to the legislation.
4.3.2.8.2 Sensor networks
Another assessment method that is increasingly used by local and regional authorities –
at least in Europe – is based on sensor networks. These consist of nodes that are installed
at various locations across a city and which autonomously and continuously measure the
ambient sound level. Each such node can be either stationary (i.e. permanently installed,
often on rooftops or street furniture), mobile (i.e. installed on a vehicle) or nomadic,
which means that it is regularly moved to a new location. Typically authorities try to
distribute the nodes in such a way that the network covers diﬀerent representative areas,
aﬀected by diﬀerent dominant sources of noise (e.g. near roads, railways, industry, etc.).
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While the equipment used to build these networks is not necessarily wireless, nor battery-
powered, this approach is in many ways similar to the wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
we discussed in section 3.2.1.
For instance, BIM/IBGE, the environmental agency for the Brussels Region, uses a net-
work consisting of 17 stationary nodes [63]. Another example exists in Paris and the
surrounding Île-de-France region, where the BruitParif agency has set up the Réseau
RUMEUR, consisting of 20–30 stationary and nomadic nodes [58]. Both agencies pro-
vide a Web portal, respectively [62] and [59], through which citizens can consult the data
that is collected with these sensor networks. The portal of the Réseau RUMEUR, shown
in ﬁgure 4.5, even allows measurements to be tracked in (quasi) real-time.
Figure 4.5: Web portal of Réseau RUMEUR, the oﬃcial noise sensor network in and
around Paris, France [59]
Advantages
The main advantage of using sensor networks is that it allows to monitor the actual sound
level at certain places accurately over arbitrary long periods of time, which is not feasible
with manually operated equipment. The data that is collected with these networks allows
oﬃcials22 to study temporal variations in the soundscape of speciﬁc places – for instance
to discover (or conﬁrm) the existence of patterns recurring on a daily, weekly, monthly
or seasonal basis – which is not possible with strategic (simulation-based) noise maps
because they lack a local, short-term perspective. As noted above, sensor network data
can also be used to validate the output of simulation models.
22 As well as academics or even citizens, provided that they can access the data.
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Limitations
Network sparsity
Considering the size and population of the cities in question, currently operational
sensor networks are rather sparse. For instance, the Brussels Region covers over
160 km2 and is home to over 1 million people, yet the BIM/IBGE network has only
17 nodes, which is not nearly enough to, for instance, compare all neighbourhoods.
If installing additional nodes is too costly (see below), making them nomadic allows
spatial coverage to be extended, yet at the expense of reduced temporal coverage.
High cost
Due to the high cost of individual nodes deploying a permanent noise sensor network
is currently not within reach of NGOs or authorities lacking large budgetary means
(e.g. in developing countries). For the same reason it may be infeasible to increase
spatio-temporal granularity of existing networks (i.e. make them denser).
Source identiﬁcation
As we discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3.2.4, not all sources of noise are equally an-
noying or harmful. Although oﬃcials probably already have an idea of the dominant
source for most places in a city, it could still be interesting to verify such assump-
tions and to know which other sources are present. However, without human
intervention (i.e. either by listening in-situ or to recordings), reliable identiﬁcation
of (mixed) sound sources remains diﬃcult and, as far as we know, none of the
currently deployed sensor networks can do this. Ironically this is not a problem for
simulation models because there each source is modelled separately.
Places vs. people
As discussed in section 3.2.2 (wireless) sensor networks have a location-centric
perspective, rather than a people-centric one. This means that sensors, which are
usually placed at ﬁxed locations for a least a few days or weeks, are inherently
measuring pollution at given places, rather than the exposure of (individual) people
during their daily lives and mobility. Moreover, current networks do not provide a
way to assess the subjective perception of people living in the neighbourhood.
We should note that in recent years researchers have made eﬀorts to develop technolo-
gies that could enable cheaper (and thus potentially denser) noise sensor networks. For
instance, Santini et al. have investigated the potential of embedded hardware platforms as
used in WSNs [180, 458–460], and Van Renterghem et al. showed that it is also feasible
to build nodes with PC hardware and microphones found in consumer electronics [551].
Other interesting research was conducted by Defréville et al. In [118] they describe an
algorithmic solution – based on the EDS system [612] developed at Sony CSL Paris – for
automatic recognition of up to 6 urban sound sources. Building on that work they devel-
oped an experimental sensor system called ORUS which, besides measuring the ambient
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sound level, uses identiﬁed sources to calculate an unpleasantness indicator [117, 119].
While these are important advances, as far as we know they have yet to be applied in
operational sensor networks.
4.3.2.8.3 Community science campaigns
In some places, members of local communities, typically assisted by professional scientists,
have set up their own noise measuring campaigns. Such initiatives typically focus on
speciﬁc local issues (e.g. a factory that is considered too loud) and are organised in
parallel with, or in absence of, eﬀorts by authorities. To collect evidence about annoying
or harmful sources of noise citizens use sound level meters (SLMs) to measure the ambient
sound level at those times and places they consider to be of interest. Simple noise maps
can then be made with GeoWeb applications (see section 2.4.3.3.2).
Two successful examples took place in London neighbourhoods aﬀected by airport and
industrial activities23. The campaigns were coordinated by researchers from University
College London and a charity organisation called London 21, which also provided partici-
pants with coaching and SLMs. Apart from measuring the sound level participants were
also asked to ﬁll out questionnaire forms that asked for qualitative descriptions of the
measured sound and their subjective perception of it. Both campaigns were able to bring
local noise pollution problems to the attention of policymakers [151, 193, 324, 325].
Advantages
The main advantage of this method is that it allows citizens to collect evidence on
perceived problems without having to wait for oﬃcials. Moreover, they allow to simulta-
neously collect quantitative and qualitative data which, as we argued in section 4.2.4, can
increase insight into the true impact environmental noise has on citizens’ quality of life.
Limitations
Cost/availability of instruments
The fact that sound level measurements must be made with SLMs is a major ob-
stacle for this method. Because these are dedicated, single-purpose devices which
usually cost at least € 150 (see section A.5.1.1) most citizens are unlikely to be
willing (and able) to buy them with their own money. Therefore such campaigns
typically rely on funding provided by public or academic institutions or NGOs. Lim-
ited budgets may mean that only few SLMs can be bought, which restricts the
number of participants and could in turn lead to a biased representations.
23 We already mentioned these in our discussion of the practice of community science in section 2.4.3.3.3.
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Credibility
Average citizens are not trained acousticians. Without the support of professionals,
campaigners may have a hard time to analyse the data correctly in order to provide
scientiﬁc evidence to back their claims.
Lack of continuity and infrastructure
Such campaigns are usually short-term eﬀorts aimed at raising awareness about a
local issue. Therefore they lack the continuity required for a long-term vision and
sustainable management of the situation. Moreover these initiatives may lack a
central (ICT) infrastructure which can act as a repository for historical data and
can serve to disseminate this knowledge to the public.
4.3.2.8.4 Fieldwork by oﬃcials
So far we have only implicitly referred to possibility of conventional ﬁeldwork by oﬃcials.
Indeed, environmental agencies (or their subcontractors) sometimes conduct small-scale,
short-term acoustic studies at speciﬁc places. Similarly to the community science cam-
paigns discussed above, such eﬀorts may be aimed at assessing a local problem, possibly
in response to complaints by citizens. Alternatively the goal may be to collect data to
initialise or validate modelling eﬀorts. Fieldwork and analysis are carried out by profes-
sionals using specialised equipment (i.e. highly accurate SLMs) and software. The results
are stored in databases managed by the agency and can be used to advice policymakers.
Hence credibility and continuity are ensured. However, this approach does not scale.
Authorities simply do not have the means to let their personnel carry out measurements
everywhere and all the time, which is why the simulation model and sensor network
methods have been developed in the ﬁrst place.
4.3.2.8.5 Summary
The methods we have discussed all have their own advantages and limitations and are
complimentary in many ways. Yet overall there remains much to be desired.
Simulated strategic noise maps provide a general overview but lack spatio-temporal de-
tail and are not updated frequently enough to capture the real experience of citizens.
Sensor networks, on the other hand, do allow to study temporal variations but are too
costly to be widely and densely deployed. Fieldwork by oﬃcials can provide a lot of accu-
rate data on local situations but is too labour intensive to be scaled up in time and space.
In general, the methods applied by authorities have little attention for the contextual and
subjective factors that inﬂuence the perception of noise by citizens.
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Community science campaigns have great potential because they involve citizens directly.
This makes it easier to raise awareness and to focus on the times and places which are
considered to be most problematic. Moreover the simultaneous collection of quantitative
and qualitative data can provide additional insights in citizen’s perception of the problem.
These eﬀorts are a “low-tech” blueprint of what we hope to achieve with community
memories, mobile sensing and social tagging. As we announced in sections 2.5.1 and 3.5.1
and will concretise in chapter 5, these technologies and practices have the potential to
lower the cost of monitoring by citizens and to enable the establishment of infrastructures
to store, analyse, visualise and disseminate data. This could largely compensate the
limitations of current community science campaigns and allow them to be scaled up such
that they become truly complementary, or a viable alternative, to eﬀorts of authorities.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have provided a thorough discussion of the phenomenon of noise,
covering both subjective and objective facets.
By looking at deﬁnitions of noise and drawing upon ﬁndings from (psycho-)acoustic
research, we learned that whether individual sounds are considered to be noise – and
thereby as unwanted, interfering, disturbing or annoying – can depend on a multitude
of non-acoustical, subjective factors related to context, semantics, mood, culture and
taste. Consequently sound level measurements only provide a narrow, incomplete view
on the human perception and interpretation of sounds and soundscapes. Therefore we
consider it important that sound level measurements are somehow (e.g. by means of
social tagging) complemented with qualitative assessments of soundscapes.
Drawing upon scholarly literature and oﬃcial reports, including very recent publications by
the WHO and EU institutions, we showed that environmental noise is a growing problem in
urban and industrialised areas all over the world and has far-reaching social and economic
consequences. For instance, the WHO estimates that exposure to environmental noise is
causing up to 1.6 million healthy years to be lost in Europe every year. Hence at a societal
level noise is a hazardous pollutant and not just a debatable nuisance. Still, more data
is required to increase insight in the adverse consequences of environmental noise and to
establish policies to reduce it. We also discussed the current response of policymakers as
well as currently used assessment methods and their limitations.
Together this constitutes a comprehensive introduction to the themes of noise percep-
tion and noise pollution. Along with appendix A this chapter summarises the domain
knowledge that enables us to propose a novel, participatory solution to the assessment
of environmental noise. This approach is built around the NoiseTube system, which we
introduce in the next chapter.
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Further reading
A multitude of insights about the concept of noise, its meaning, its subjective and ob-
jective aspects, its societal and political impacts, etc., can be found in The Unwanted
Sound of Everything We Want [297] by American writer Garret Keizer.
InMechanical Sound: Technology, Culture, and Public Problems of Noise in the Twentieth
Century [51], Dutch historian Karin Bijsterveld sketches the evolution of (environmental)
noise and perceptions thereof, throughout the previous century.
InMaking Noise: From Babel to the Big Bang and Beyond [465], American historian Hillel
Schwartz provides a historical, cultural and social perspective on the noise phenomenon.
The forthcoming Noise Mapping in the EU [320] (due to be released in August 2012), by
Gaetano Licitra of the Environmental Protection Agency of Tuscany (Italy), promises to
be a comprehensive reference guide regarding (conventional) noise mapping procedures.
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The NoiseTube system
5.1 Introduction
Now the context of our research has been set, our general vision for sustainable gover-
nance of commons facilitated by community memories, mobile sensing and social tagging
has been explained, the state of the art of mobile sensing research and applications has
been discussed, and the problem of environmental noise has been introduced, it is time
to present a concrete solution.
This chapter introduces the NoiseTube system and the participatory approach to the
assessment of environmental noise it enables. The NoiseTube system consists of two
principal components: the NoiseTube Community Memory, which is discussed here, and
the NoiseTube Mobile app for smartphones, which is treated in detail in the next chapter.
In this chapter we also discuss how the system has been deployed and used so far.
First section 5.2 situates the NoiseTube project in terms of timing, involved people,
institutes and sources of funding. Next section 5.3 introduces the general approach
and compares it with conventional methods for environmental noise assessment. Then
section 5.4 introduces the architecture of the NoiseTube system. After that section 5.5
treats the functionality and implementation of the NoiseTube Community Memory. Then
in section 5.6 we discuss how, where and by whom the system has been used so far.
In section 5.7 we discuss, among other things, our experience with the early deployment
of the system. Finally section 5.8 concludes the chapter.
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5.2 Situating the project
The NoiseTube system was developed in the scope of a research project, which we
will refer to as the NoiseTube project, that started in June 2008 at the Sony Computer
Science Laboratory (CSL) in Paris, under impulse of the lab director Prof. Dr. Luc Steels.
The initial project team consisted of Nicolas Maisonneuve, Maria E. Niessen1 and myself.
Dr. Peter Hanappe, a member of the Sony CSL research staﬀ, took on an advising role.
The project was inspired by the work on community memories and social tagging by
Steels & Tisselli [493–495] (see section 2.5) and the initial goal was the rapid develop-
ment of a prototype for the technologies Sony CSL would have developed in the scope of
the REEACT project, which was under review at the time. REEACT, short for Raising
European Environmental Awareness through Communal Technologies, was a proposal
for a European FP7 project, drawn up by a consortium of research institutes including
Sony CSL Paris. Although the proposal was unfortunately turned down2, it has never-
theless been a continued source of inspiration for our research.
The abovementioned NoiseTube Prototype, which is discussed in appendix C, was com-
pleted in late August 2008. Work on the current NoiseTube system, which is discussed
in the following sections and the next chapter, started in September 2008. A ﬁrst
version was released to the public in May 2009. Also in spring 2009, the NoiseTube
system was ﬁrst presented to academic audiences at a workshop [335] and two confer-
ences [331, 332]. In 2010 it was covered in a journal paper [334]3.
The project continued at Sony CSL over the course of 1.5 years during which Maisonneuve
coordinated. During this period I spent a total of 9 months as an intern at the lab and I
contributed remotely during the other 9 months. In the second half of 2009, Maisonneuve
and myself were joined by Bartek Ochab. At Sony CSL, work on NoiseTube was partially
funded through TAGora [522], a European FP6 project focused on the study of semiotic
dynamics in online communities with social tagging systems (see section 2.4.3.1.2).
As of 2010 the NoiseTube project has been coordinated by the newly formed BrusSense
team at the Computer Science department of Vrije Universiteit Brussel [66]. BrusSense
consists of Dr. Ellie D’Hondt and myself and works under promotorship of Prof. Dr. Steels.
Dr. D’Hondt is funded by a grant [124] from Innoviris, the Brussels Institute for Research
and Innovation. My own source of funding was an “aspirant” grant from Research Foun-
dation Flanders (FWO–Vlaanderen) which ran from October 2007 till September 2011.
1 Niessen left after her internship ended in August 2008.
2 Later, an altered consortium, without Sony CSL Paris, successfully obtained EU funding for a project de-
rived from the REEACT proposal. This project, called EveryAware, got underway in March 2011 [175].
3 Refer to appendix G for an overview of all scholarly and popular publications, media and events in/at
which our work has been presented or mentioned.
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Within the BrusSense team we have continued the development and maintenance of the
NoiseTube system and have taken several new research steps. Most notably we focused
on the validation, by means of laboratory and ﬁeld experiments, of the system itself
and the novel, participatory noise mapping method it enables, as discussed in chapter 7.
Moreover, we have embarked on a number of related on-going eﬀorts listed in chapter 8.
A total of 7 bachelor and master students from the VUB’s and ULB’s computer science
programs have made direct or indirect contributions to our research in the scope of
assignments and thesis projects advised by Dr. D’Hondt and myself.
5.3 The NoiseTube approach
The conceptual and architectural requirements for the NoiseTube system follow directly
from those discussed in section 3.5.1, but must be concretised in order to design a system
that is aimed at the application domain of monitoring environmental noise and people’s
perception thereof. Concretely we need a mobile sensing system that allows people
to measure the ambient sound level using their mobile phone and to simultaneously
comment on it by means of social tagging. The system should allow people to share
the (geo-)tagged data with others through a community memory (CM). This CM should
support the aggregation of data coming from multiple contributors and should facilitate
its exploration, visualisation (by means of charts and maps) and dissemination, with
the overall goal of supporting the community of users in the construction of a shared,
annotated (i.e. tagged) representation of the soundscape in their neighbourhood or city.
In terms of the vision discussed in section 2.5, that soundscape is the commons which
is at stake. More generally the commons can be seen as the community’s quality of
life, which may be under threat from environmental noise as well as other pollutants
and nuisances. To some extent virtually all citizens are at least indirectly responsible for
some of the noise produced in their neighbourhood (i.e. by shouting, playing loud music,
driving a car or riding a bus). Rather than to think of noise as “the sound of others”, it
is beneﬁcial to reason about it as “the sound of all of us” (see section 4.2). Only then it
may be possible to start changing our collective behaviour and solve part of the problem.
Therefore, starting from the level of individual participants, the NoiseTube system should
support the raising of awareness about noise and its diverse sources.
As explained in section 3.5.1, when the goal is to raise awareness about local conditions
it is best to opt for a participatory, rather than an opportunistic, sensing system. Such a
system puts individual users in charge of where and when data is collected and provides
immediate (on-screen) feedback, in this case about the measured sound level. This direct
feedback also invites people to engage in social tagging. When they see measurements in
real-time users are more likely to feel the need to “explain” what is happing by adding qual-
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itative descriptions as tags. For instance, a user may want to identify dominant sources
of noise (e.g. “truck”), describe context (“@home”, “sleeping”), and document his/her per-
ception (“loud”, “annoying”). Rather than only serving as a channel for complaints about
loud or annoying noises, social tagging can convey the full spectrum of emotions and opin-
ions related to sound perception, including positive experiences (i.e. what is good about
the soundscape at a certain place), which helps to paint a richer, more balanced picture.
In the CM the combination of such qualitative descriptions and quantitative sound level
measurements allows to make the latter easier to interpret, search through and explore,
and to make noise maps that are more informative than conventional (END-type) ones.
As argued in section 3.5.1, NoiseTube should support usage at diﬀerent, nested levels of
scale: individuals as well as groups should be able to use it, whether or not they contribute
to larger, mass sensing eﬀorts (e.g. the creation of city-wide noise maps). To reduce
privacy concerns, users must stay in charge of their data, even at the level of the CM.
When a user uploads data it should not necessarily be shared with others and users should
be able to consult (and possibly remove) the history of their own contributions.
In comparison with conventional methods for the assessment of environmental noise,
discussed in section 4.3.2.8, a number of diﬀerences stand out:
Democratisation of environmental monitoring
When they are confronted with loud or annoying sounds citizens typically have
no way to know “how loud” those are, let alone what their average daily/nightly
exposure is. In section 4.3.2.8 we discussed community science initiatives which try
to answer such questions by making measurements in the streets with sound level
meters. However, the high cost and complexity of these devices is a limiting factor
for such initiatives. By turning the mobile phone – a relatively cheap and simple,
oﬀ-the-shelf device which most people already own – into a personal sound level
meter, we strongly lower the barrier to the assessment of environmental noise.
Measuring vs. simulating
To produce of city-wide noise maps authorities until now have had to rely on (pos-
sibly outdated) statistics for limited numbers of sources. Provided that enough
people can be convinced to participate in densely-populated areas, measuring cam-
paigns using NoiseTube have the potential to collect enough ﬁne-grained data such
that similar maps can be made using recent measurements covering all sources.
People-centric perspective
As already discussed in section 3.2.2, mobile sensing systems allow to monitor the
environment from a people-centric perspective. Because mobile phones are virtually
always co-located with an individual person, what is measured is not just the sound
level at certain times and places but also the exposure of the person in question.
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This allows the system to provide personalised feedback, which can have a much
bigger impact on people’s awareness than general statistics provided by authorities.
As explained in section 2.5.1, initiatives to set up a CM and organise participatory data
collection campaigns can come from both citizens or authorities.
The scale of citizen-led initiatives can range from individuals who use NoiseTube on their
own, to groups of fellow citizens with varying degrees of cohesion and coordination: from
total strangers that happen to live in the same area, over loosely organised groups of
neighbours, to well-organised existing activism groups. Motivations can be diverse: from
curiosity about one’s daily environment to the gathering of evidence on concrete local
issues. These can be long-term issues (e.g. the problems faced by people living close to
airports, highways, factories or nightclubs); short-term ones (e.g. roadworks or construc-
tion sites); or incidental annoyances (e.g. demonstrations). In absence of environmental
noise assessment eﬀorts by authorities4, participatory noise mapping using NoiseTube
can provide citizens with a viable alternative. There where authorities use conventional
assessment methods, citizens’ eﬀorts can be seen as complementary due to the diﬀer-
ent perspective (i.e. people- vs. location-centric) and the ability to collect data in places
that are not covered or accessible by oﬃcial initiatives (e.g. in private homes). Whether
alternative or complementary, participatory noise mapping empowers citizens by allowing
them to collect ﬁne-grained data to convince authorities, not only to establish policies to
reduce noise exposure but also to protect those soundscapes that are considered pleasant.
Authorities, typically on a municipal or regional level, can take the initiative to organise
campaigns in which citizens5 use NoiseTube, or similar/derived solutions, to collect quan-
titative and qualitative data about environmental noise. The required number of partici-
pants – and the time they need to invest – depends on the desired spatio-temporal scale
and granularity. While authorities can choose to work exclusively with (noise-concerned)
volunteers, it may take signiﬁcant publicity, communication and coaching eﬀorts to at-
tract enough people and to keep them motivated, active and compliant6. Therefore it
may be necessary to consider schemes in which contributors are provided with monetary
or other incentives7. A possibility could be to oﬀer free calling minutes or SMS messages
in return for contributions, or a leasing scheme in which each volunteer is given a smart-
phone that can become his/her own if he/she remains active during a certain time period.
Other schemes could involve publicity deals with advertisers or cellular network operators.
Authority-led participatory noise mapping campaigns can complement or be integrated
with existing (conventional) assessment eﬀorts. However thanks to the relatively low cost
4 For example, in smaller European towns which are not (yet) included in the END or national legislation,
or in agglomerations in developing countries which generally still lack such legislation.
5 It is also conceivable that all or some of the ﬁeldwork is carried out by oﬃcials, rather than citizens.
6 For instance, compliance could mean that participants make measurements when and where they are
told, rather than only when/where they consider the noise level is problematic.
7 As mentioned in section 3.4, work by Reddy et al. indicates that such schemes can work [439].
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they are also within reach of authorities that currently have no assessment policy in place
due to limited budgetary means. When used alongside existing eﬀorts, participatory noise
mapping could make up for missing data (i.e. places or times not covered by simulation
models, sensor networks or ﬁeldwork by oﬃcials), provide real data on the daily exposure
of citizens and their perception of it, add semantics (e.g. source identiﬁcation), etc.
Moreover, such campaigns can make noise management polities more transparent due to
the direct involvement of citizens in data collection, interpretation and dissemination.
To summarise, table 5.1 provides a comparison of the NoiseTube approach with the
conventional methods discussed in section 4.3.2.8:
Simulation models Sensor networks Fieldwork by officials
Community science 
campaigns
NoiseTube
Inputs
Statistics concerning 
limited number of noise 
sources
+ information on urban 
topology
Sound level 
measurements made by a 
limited number of sparsely 
distributed highly accurate 
autonomous SLMs
Sound level 
measurements made at 
specific places during 
short periods, by officials 
w/ professional-grade 
SLMs
Sound level 
measurements collected 
w/ SLMs in specific area 
during short periods
+ qualitative info.
Sound level 
measurements made
w/ mobile phones
(less accurate than SLM)
+ qualitative info.
+ GPS coordinates
Operators
NGOs, small citizen 
groups
Potentially everybody
Initiative can be citizen- or 
authority-led
Output
Strategic noise maps,
each of which usually 
represents a single specific 
sound source
Daily or hourly indicators, 
sometimes real-time 
measurements
Measurements enriched 
through social and 
automatic tagging, 
different types of 
aggregated maps, noise 
exposure profile for 
individual users, …
Perspective
Strategic
Captures long-term 
trends, not local/short-
term variations
Location-centric,
long-term
Allows to continuously 
monitor temporal 
variations at a limited 
number of places
Location-centric,
short-term
Allows to investigate local 
situations over short 
periods of time
Deployment 
cost
High
Requires access to
large amounts of data, 
simulation software, 
powerful computers, 
expertise
High
Requires expensive 
sensors and sometimes a 
(wired) communication 
infrastructure
High
Requires expensive 
professional-grade SLMs 
and trained personnel
High/Moderate
Requires costly SLMs and 
coaching for participants
(this usually restricts 
participation to a small group)
Low
Uses relatively cheap,
off-the-shelf devices
(i.e. mobile phones) which 
many people already own
Dissemination
Maps are usually 
published online
(no assess to raw data)
Indicators published 
online
(usually no access to raw 
data)
Community Memory 
website, semantic 
exploration, down-
loadable maps, access to 
raw data, feeds, e-mail 
alerts, …
People-centric, short- or long-term
Measuring equipment is co-located with citizens going 
about their daily routines, participants collect as much 
data as they want or have time for, dense spatio-
temporal coverage if enough people take part,
coverage may be limited by their mobility patterns
(but noise at places no-one visits is less problematic anyway)
Authorities, public institutions, environmental agencies
Reports may be published online
(usually no access to raw data)
Reports and maps about local issues
Table 5.1: Summarising comparison of the NoiseTube approach with conventional methods
for assessment of environmental noise
As discussed in section 2.5.1, academic researchers can play several roles in the develop-
ment of CM systems, their deployment and the organisation of associated data collection
campaigns for/with citizens and/or authorities. Besides developing the NoiseTube system
we have also played an active role in its deployment, as we discuss in section 5.7.
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5.4 Architecture
The architecture of the NoiseTube system, illustrated by ﬁgure 5.1, is similar to the
prototypical mobile sensing architecture discussed in section 3.3.1. Hence it follows the
typical client-server model, in which the client-side is formed by an application installed
on mobile phones8, and the server-side is formed by dedicated software running on a
machine that is permanently connected to the Internet. Our client application is called
NoiseTube Mobile and the server software is called the NoiseTube Community Memory.
Internet
Mobile broadband/Wi-Fi
NoiseTube 
user
NoiseTube Community Memory website
NoiseTube
Community Memory server
NoiseTube Mobile 
application
GPS-equipped
smartphone
No expensive 
sound level 
meter 
needed
Figure 5.1: Architecture of the NoiseTube system
By installing NoiseTube Mobile on their smartphone people eﬀectively turn it into a
personal sound level meter. It allows people to make tracks, which are series of time-
stamped, geo-tagged9 sound level measurements, to which they can add social tags and
which they can submit to the (or a) NoiseTube Community Memory. Submitting data
is optional, which means that users can just as well use NoiseTube Mobile as a stand-
alone, personal sensing app. Clients can currently not interact or communicate amongst
themselves (i.e. in a peer-to-peer fashion)10. NoiseTube Mobile is available for multiple
platforms (Java ME, Android and soon iOS) and is discussed in detail in chapter 6.
On the server-side the NoiseTube Community Memory (CM) is a Web-based community
memory system aimed at the assessment of environmental noise. It acts as a central
8 Also on the client-side are people who consult the NoiseTube Community Memory using a Web browser.
9 I.e. associated with geographical coordinates obtained from a GPS receiver.
10 However this possibility was explored in the scope of a master’s thesis [39] (see chapter 8).
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repository for data collected by users of NoiseTube Mobile. A thorough discussion of
the functionality and technical aspects of the NoiseTube CM follows in the next section.
The communication protocol (and associated ﬁle formats) for data exchange between
NoiseTube Mobile and the NoiseTube CM is documented in appendix D.
Currently there is just one running instance of the NoiseTube CM. It is reachable at
http://noisetube.net, which doubles as the website about the NoiseTube project [375], and
has been online and open for use by the public since May 2009. Until July 2010 it was
hosted on a server at the oﬃces of Sony CSL Paris, now it is hosted at the VUB and
managed by the BrusSense team. As we discuss in sections 5.6 and 5.7 this service is
being used by people living in diﬀerent places around the world. However, because the
problem of environmental noise is typically assessed at a city level and to support local
collaboration, the NoiseTube CM aggregates shared data per city.
In June 2011, upon receiving formal approval of Sony France11, we made NoiseTube an
open source project. The source code of the NoiseTube Community Memory – and that
of NoiseTube Mobile – was published on Google Code12 [378] under the terms of the
LGPL v2.1 license [195]. This makes it possible for others to set up their own separate
instance of the NoiseTube CM – with or without our help – for example to use it for
a local noise mapping campaign. While, as far as we know this has not happened yet,
it is important for at least two reasons. On the one hand the emergence of multiple
NoiseTube CMs would solve the current scalability and stability risks associated with
having a single point of failure. On the other it would solve or reduce a number of
concerns related to privacy – i.e. some people may be more conformable with sharing
data through a service that is operated by a local organisation that they know and trust.
More considerations regarding scalability, privacy and the advantages and disadvantages
of having one or multiple NoiseTube CM instances are discussed in section 5.7.
5.5 The NoiseTube Community Memory
Here we discuss the main functionality and the important technical aspects of the imple-
mentation of the NoiseTube Community Memory software.
5.5.1 Functionality
NoiseTube Community Memory handles the reception, processing and aggregation of
data submitted by users of NoiseTube Mobile. Moreover it serves as a Web portal [375]
11 Acting as the legal parent company of Sony CSL Paris.
12 A hosting service for open source software projects.
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that oﬀers tools to explore, visualise, analyse, search through and disseminate results.
The portal also lets users create a personal account (necessary to submit data), download
the NoiseTube Mobile app, manage their contributions and edit their account details.
5.5.1.1 Processing
Once tracks are submitted to the CM – which can happen in multiple ways, as discussed
in chapter 6 and appendix D – the data is processed in several steps:
Basic processing
First the track goes through a number of basic processing steps. For instance: the
number of measurements is counted and tracks with less than 3 measurements are
discarded (too short); the track’s duration is computed based on the timestamps
of ﬁrst and last measurement; measurements with unrealistic sound levels are re-
moved13; the minimum, maximum and average14 sound level are computed; a chart
image showing the sound level variation is generated. If the track has at least 2
measurements which are associated with GPS coordinates we also compute the
track’s total distance and a spatial bounding box (minimal and maximal latitude
and longitude). Next, we determine in which city or commune the track was made.
To do this we query a reverse geo-coding15 service provided by Google [217] with
the coordinates of the ﬁrst measurement that has them, which gives us a street
address including the city name. If the city is already known in the system the
track is associated with it; if not, we ﬁrst add a new city record to the database.
If there are no geo-tagged measurements we associate the track with the city the
user speciﬁed upon creating his/her account16.
Automatic contextual tagging
As explained above, NoiseTube Mobile allows people to tag measurements, for in-
stance to identify sources of noise, but also to describe the context in which the
data was collected. However because entering tags takes time and may be im-
practical in certain situations, people may not do it frequently enough to provide
suﬃcient information to allow others to understand the context in which mea-
surements were made. Fortunately, certain contextual parameters, such as those
13 The current minimum is 20 dB(A) and the maximum is 130 dB(A), but these could be changed easily.
14 As the overall LAeq for the duration of the entire track, see section A.5.1.3.2.
15 Geocoding is the process of ﬁnding geographic coordinates from other data, such as a street address.
Reverse geocoding is the opposite: ﬁnding an associated textual location (typically, but not necessarily,
a street address), from geographic coordinates [583].
16 When users collect data outside their hometown, and the optional geo-tagging by GPS is disabled (see
chapter 6), then the association is wrong. However, in absence of geographic coordinates this cannot
be detected automatically. In the future we may add a feature that allows users to manually associate
such tracks with the correct city. Although in a sense this is already possible by means of tagging.
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related to time and location, can be inferred automatically, mainly based on times-
tamps and GPS coordinates. Hence we have implemented a processing feature that
automatically generates contextual tags for all incoming data. In this manner the
machine complements the human tagging eﬀort.
The automatic tagging feature uses a set of classiﬁers to generate additional tags
describing diﬀerent contextual dimensions such as time, location, user mobility,
weather conditions, etc. For instance, the location-related classiﬁers take GPS
coordinates as input and use the abovementioned reverse geo-coding service [217]
to generate tags such as postal codes, city and street names. Another example
are the time-related classiﬁers which generate tags to indicate the moment of the
day (e.g. “afternoon”), day of the week (“Monday”), type of day (“weekday”, “week-
end”), the season, etc. Another classiﬁer uses the combination of timestamps and
GPS coordinates to calculate the travel speed, from which it guesses if and how
the user is moving (“stationary”, “walking”, “using transport”). Yet another classiﬁer
uses time and location to determine local weather conditions by querying a weather
report service. Weather information is useful for two reasons. First, unlike sound
level meters mobile phones do not have a windscreen covering the microphone,
hence measurements made in windy conditions can overestimate the actual am-
bient sound level. By storing weather information as tags it becomes possible to
ﬁlter out measurements made in windy conditions or give them a lower weight in
aggregations. Second, as we mentioned in section 4.2.3, researchers have found
that the weather can inﬂuence people’s perception of urban soundscapes [611].
Below we show how manually and automatically generated tags are applied to aid
users in navigating and searching through the data.
GPS correction (experimental)
Typically the coordinates determined by a GPS receiver have an error margin of
anywhere between 5 and 20 meters. Especially in dense urban areas GPS errors can
become problematic due to the so-called canyon eﬀect [252]. To make up partially
for these inaccuracies the NoiseTube CM has an experimental processing feature
that corrects GPS coordinates using a technique called map matching. Relying on
a GIS database of street segments the algorithm basically “pulls” any point that
does not lie on a street segment to the nearest position that does – unless it is too
far away from any known segment. Figure 5.2 illustrates the process.
This means we assume that all outdoor measurement are indeed made in streets.
While this is often the case, it certainly is not always. Hence, for measurements that
are not made in streets (e.g. on rooftops, in gardens, parks or ﬁelds, etc.) the GPS
correction feature is potentially damaging. For this reason it is currently disabled.
If we re-enable it in the future, we will probably make it so that the user who
submitted the track has to explicitly request for the correction to be applied, rather
than applying it automatically for all incoming tracks. We should also note that
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(a) Before correction (b) After correction
Figure 5.2: Correction of GPS coordinates through map matching
this feature was prototyped using a database of streets in Paris, which we obtained
through the city council. Hence it only worked for data collected in Paris. In order
to work elsewhere we would need digital street maps of those places. Thanks to
free services like OpenStreetMap [399] this is now feasible. However we have yet
to implement a mechanism that queries or downloads data from OpenStreetMap.
5.5.1.2 Elog & proﬁle pages
After all processing steps have ﬁnished, tracks are added to the submitting user’s board
of activity, called the Elog, short for “Exposure Log” of “Environmental Log”. Inspired
by the concept of blogs, an Elog collects traces of the environmental dimension of a
citizen’s daily activity. An example in shown in ﬁgure 5.3. After logging in to the Web
portal users are automatically taken to their Elog page. Alternatively they can go there
by clicking on the “Your Elog” link in the menu shown at the top of the website.
The Elog shows a summary box for each track submitted by the user in question. These
boxes show tag clouds17 of social tags and diﬀerent categories of automatic tags, the
duration and distance of the track, the average sound level, a chart showing the sound
level variations, and, if the track is geo-located18, a small map of the area in which the
data was collected and a link to a downloadable map. On such downloadable track maps,
of which ﬁgure 5.4 shows an example, every sound level measurement is represented by
a coloured circle and if the user entered any tags those are also displayed. The map ﬁles
use the KML format [298] and can be opened in Google Earth [215]. The raw data of
each track – consisting of sound level measurements, timestamps, coordinates and tags
– can also be downloaded as a ﬁle in the JSON format [104].
17 As explained in section 2.4.3.1.2, a tag cloud is a graphical representation of the frequency of usage of
tags: the bigger the size of a tag in the cloud, the more popular it is.
18 I.e. if it has at least two measurements which are associated with GPS coordinates.
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Figure 5.3: Elog page of a NoiseTube Community Memory user, showing 3 track summaries
On the left side of the Elog page we see a summary of the user’s overall activity, his/her
“semantic proﬁle” (overall tag clouds), and typical daily exposure to noise.
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Figure 5.4: Map of a track made in Ghent, Belgium; displayed in Google Earth
By pointing others to their Elog (e.g. http://noisetube.net/users/mstevens) users can show them
a representation of their exposure to noise – or sound. However, not all tracks are
necessarily visible to others (i.e. shared). On their proﬁle page, which is accessible via
the “Your Proﬁle” link (after logging in), users can specify whether they want new tracks
to be shared or not. Tracks which are not shared are stored on the CM but are only
visible to the user who uploaded them (i.e. the owner). To “un-share” a track the owner
can click the corresponding “Delete” link on his/her Elog19, as shown on ﬁgure 5.3, which
completely removes the track from the CM database. In the future we could improve
this by allowing users to (un-)share tracks without having to delete or re-upload them.
When they click on the “People” link visitors of the Web portal get an overview of all
registered users (sorted by recent activity) and links to their Elogs. By browsing through
other people’s Elogs one can for instance look for peers – i.e. people leading similar lives
and/or facing similar problems. However, we have yet to add communication features
that would allow users to contact one another through the CM in order to get acquainted,
coordinate eﬀorts or debate results online.
19 Obviously the “Delete” links are not shown when someone else is looking at the Elog page.
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5.5.1.3 City-level communities
When they click on the “Cities” link at the top of the website (see ﬁgure 5.3) visitors are
presented with the overview shown in ﬁgure 5.5, which lists the cities (or communes) for
which the CM has received data. In a sense, each of these represents a “community within
the community”. Compared to the community of all users, such city-level communities
are closer to how we envisioned a community memory would be used in section 2.5.1 –
i.e. by a group of citizens living in the same neighbourhood, village or city.
Figure 5.5: Cities overview page in the NoiseTube Community Memory
For each city a list of recent contributors20, a tag cloud with common social tags, and
a chart showing the sound level distribution are shown. Moreover there is a link to a
GeoRSS feed [396], which allows visitors to subscribe to updates (i.e. new tracks) for
that particular place. Last but not least there is a link to a downloadable “collective noise
map”, again in the KML format [298]. Figure 5.6 shows an example of such a map.
20 Clicking on one of the user icons takes the visior to that user’s Elog.
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Figure 5.6: Collective noise map for Paris (detail: 5th arrondissement)
The collective noise maps are generated from all shared, geo-located tracks made in the
city in question. All sound level measurements are shown as individual coloured circles.
To add context and meaning to the numerical data, the maps include a semantic layer
(consisting of the social tags) and legends (distribution of the sound level, and distribution
of the social tags) that change dynamically according to the area displayed.
The NoiseTube CM can also generate maps in which measurements are aggregated by
geographical entities such as street segments or city districts. Figure 5.7 shows an
example of aggregation by street segments. The colour of the lines signiﬁes the average
sound level measured at each segment. Their height above the ground is proportional to
the number of measurements for the segment, and hence gives an indication of credibility.
(a) Before aggregation (b) After aggregation
Figure 5.7: Aggregation of sound level measurements by street segment
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If there is suﬃcient data about a given area aggregated maps are much more informative
(and easier to interpret) than maps showing individual measurements (which can become
too dense). However this feature has the same limitation as the GPS correction discussed
above, namely that it requires a digital map of each city. For the same reason it currently
only works for Paris. We should note that for the ﬁeld experiments discussed in chapter 7
we developed a separate, grid-based aggregation tool – which is applicable anywhere.
5.5.1.4 Semantic exploration
Besides the overviews of people and cities the NoiseTube CM oﬀers a third perspective
on the data. The innovative “semantic exploration” feature relies on the combination of
social tags (entered by users) and automatic tags (generated by the CM) to provide a
semantic and contextual perspective. The feature can be accessed by clicking on the
“Tags” link at the top of the website (see ﬁgure 5.3), or on any tag in the tag clouds
shown in the abovementioned other parts of the website. The user is then presented with
a number of tag clouds, as shown in ﬁgure 5.8. One of the clouds lists social tags, the
others contain automatic tags, grouped in diﬀerent categories (contextual dimensions
like location, time, weather) and sub-categories.
If the user reaches the semantic exploration feature by clicking on the “Tags” link, the
initial tag clouds are generated based on all data in the CM21, as shown in ﬁgure 5.8a.
Conceptually this is similar to looking at a world map from a distance. To focus, or
“zoom in”, on a speciﬁc interest the user can now select tags by clicking on them. Every
time a tag is selected the clouds are re-computed based on that subset of the data
which is associated with the selected tag(s). For example, after selecting “Ixelles” and
“ambulance”, one would get the page shown in ﬁgure 5.8b, in which the clouds only show
tags that co-occur with the selected couple. To “zoom out” users can remove tags from
the selection one by one22. If the user reaches the semantic exploration feature by clicking
on a tag elsewhere on the website that tag will already be selected and the clouds will be
based on the subset in question. From there on, he/she can “drill down” to more speciﬁc
subsets by selecting additional tags, or remove tags to return to a more general level.
When at least one tag is selected a link to a dynamically generated map (a KML ﬁle)
appears, allowing the user to visualise the result of his/her query. Later we may add the
possibility to download a JSON ﬁle containing the raw data of the selected subset.
This feature allows users to express very speciﬁc queries, which are impossible to foresee
beforehand, in a simple and intuitive way, resulting in maps that may more meaningful
to them than city-level ones. For instance, if someone wants to compare morning traﬃc
noise on weekdays with that during weekends for his/her neighbourhood, that is just a
21 I.e. all shared tracks, irrespective of who submitted them or where they were made.
22 Removing a tag is done by clicking on the “X” next to it, as shown at the top in ﬁgure 5.8b.
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(a) No tags selected (b) Two tags selected
Figure 5.8: Semantic exploration of the data stored in the NoiseTube CM
matter of selecting the right tags – e.g. ”traﬃc”, “morning”, “Paris”, “75005” and “week-
day”/”weekend” would give data tagged with “traﬃc” collected in the morning in the 5th
arrondissement of Paris during the week or the weekend. Moreover, because the queries
are speciﬁed in the URL23 users can bookmark them in their browser in order to quickly
return to them later on. We should note that, for the moment, queries can only be
constructed by means of conjunction – i.e. the AND operator – of tags. In the future we
might extend this with support for disjunctions and negations – i.e. OR and NOT.
23 For example: http://noisetube.net/tags/filter?tags=tags:traffic,location_city:paris
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5.5.1.5 Outputs & dissemination
As discussed in section 2.5.1 it is important that a community memory system enables
the community to generate and diﬀuse various types of reports, maps and visualisations,
showing diﬀerent aspects of the situation and/or aimed at diﬀerent audiences. This has
been an important concern during the development of the NoiseTube CM.
We already mentioned that the system can generate diﬀerent types of maps, either by
track, by city or according to a tag-query, and allows people to subscribe themselves
to cities by means of GeoRSS feeds. Moreover, it provides access to the raw data
of individual tracks, allowing NoiseTube users, or third parties, to generate their own
types of maps, visualisations or reports. What we have not mentioned yet is that the
system also sends out e-mail alerts24 and exposes a Web API that enables programmatic
access to raw data. This API, which is documented in appendix D, allows third party
developers (provided they have a NoiseTube account) to query data by city, submitting
user, associated tags, geographical area, minimum or maximum sound level, etc. Results
are returned in the JSON format, which is trivial to parse in any programming language.
We have also experimented with social network integration, for instance to allow people
to report about their exposure to noise via Twitter or Facebook. These features are
currently disabled (mainly due to API changes) but could be brought back fairly easily.
Finally it is also noteworthy that we have developed a number of more interactive inter-
faces to demonstrate the NoiseTube system at scientiﬁc or popular events. This includes
a map which shows the position of NoiseTube Mobile users and the sound level they are
measuring in real-time, custom city maps on which GPS correction and aggregation of
individual measurements to street segments was shown as an animation25, and a dynamic,
self-updating map showing recent measurements by users all over the world26.
5.5.1.6 Summary
This concludes our overview of the functionality of the NoiseTube Community Memory27.
While the current system does not include all elements envisioned in section 2.5.1 and
there is certainly room for improvements or extensions – e.g. enabling communication
among users, or creation of “groups” for focused campaigns – it has the core functionalities
a community memory system should have, namely storage, processing, visualisation,
exploration and dissemination of citizen-collected and -annotated data.
24 Users get an e-mail when their tracks are processed, and optionally when others have submitted data
collected in their hometown.
25 Such an animation can be seen in this video: http://youtu.be/Gza0tyjozGs
26 See http://bxl.noisetube.net/expo (requires the Google Earth [215] browser plug-in to be installed).
27 A more user-oriented explanation can be found in the NoiseTube User Guide [496].
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5.5.2 Implementation
Here we discuss the main aspects of the implementation of the NoiseTube Community
Memory, the architecture of which is illustrated by the diagram in ﬁgure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Architecture of the NoiseTube Community Memory
Apart from some external services upon which it relies (e.g. the Google Maps API [217])
the NoiseTube CM is completely based on open source technologies. The software itself
is built using the Ruby on Rails [250] framework and is written in a combination of
Ruby [337], HTML, CSS and bits of JavaScript/ECMAScript.
Ruby on Rails, often shortened to Rails, is an open source web application framework
for the Ruby programming language. We initially chose it because it is well-suited for
rapid prototyping – mainly because it is strongly inﬂuenced by the Convention over Con-
ﬁguration and Don’t Repeat Yourself principles. This is especially apparent in the way
Rails – and the underlying Active Record library28 – lets applications interact with rela-
tional databases. If certain rules regarding the names of database tables and columns are
respected, Rails infers the database schema and automatically generates corresponding
model classes with very little conﬁguration needed. Moreover, it allows programmers
to make changes to the data model of an application just once through a system of
“migrations”. Such a migration is a simple Ruby class in which data model changes
(e.g. the addition of a column) are declared. Upon (re)deployment of the application any
new migrations are automatically applied to both the database and the application itself.
This facilitates the coevolution of applications and their backend databases.
28 The Active Record library [249] is a Ruby implementation of the object-relational mapping (ORM)
pattern by the same name as described by Fowler [190: p. 160].
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As shown in ﬁgure 5.9, HTTP requests, coming from Web browsers (people visiting the
website) or NoiseTube Mobile, are not directly received by the Rails application but ﬁrst
pass through the Apache HTTP Server [26]29, the de facto open source HTTP server.
In principle Apache could easily be replaced by another HTTP server (e.g. nginx [520]).
In the backend sits a PostgreSQL [427] database with the PostGIS [447] spatial extension.
We chose the PostgreSQL DBMS speciﬁcally in order to use PostGIS, which adds data
type support for geographic objects (i.e. points, lines and polygons) and allows vari-
ous types of spatial queries (e.g. distance calculations) to be handled at the SQL level.
Currently everything runs on a machine with the Debian Linux distribution [113] as oper-
ating system. However, with relatively minor adjustments it could run on other operating
systems as well (e.g. another Linux ﬂavour, Windows or Mac OS X).
The Rails framework relies heavily on the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern [446]
and hence so does the NoiseTube CM. The main interactions between models, controllers
and views are shown in ﬁgure 5.9. To handle a request the dispatcher ﬁrst loads the right
controller. For instance, API requests, which start with http://noisetube.net/api/ and mainly
originate from NoiseTube Mobile (see appendix D), are handled by the APIController,
and a request for an Elog page (e.g. http://noisetube.net/users/mstevens) is handled by the
UsersController. The controller then uses model objects – which represent database
records and are dynamically instantiated by Rails/Active Record in response to CRUD30
queries – to access and possibly modify data, and renders one of the views to construct
the response that is sent back to the requestor. The views are written in a mixture of
Ruby code and HTML (for Web pages) or XML (for KML maps or GeoRSS feeds)31.
Track
User
City
Measurement TagTagging
TaggedInterval
Figure 5.10: Data model of the NoiseTube CM
The entity-relation diagram in ﬁg-
ure 5.10 shows the core data model
of the NoiseTube CM. Most things
are obvious from the functionality de-
scribed above: each user has a city
(his/her hometown) and can be the
owner of multiple tracks. Each track
was made in a certain city and has a
series of measurements. What may
be less obvious is the role of the tag,
tagging and tagged interval entities.
A tag entity represents an actual tag
(i.e. a word). A tagging is an associa-
tion of a tag, a user and a “taggable”.
29 We make use of 2 additional modules for Apache: mod_rewrite [27] to ﬁlter out unwanted requests
from (search engine) crawlers – only those which trigger queries that cause heavy CPU load – and
Phusion Passenger (mod_passenger) [423] to forward requests to the Rails application.
30 Create, Read, Update, Delete.
31 API responses are directly generated by APIController (in plain text or JSON) without a view class.
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A taggable can be either a measurement or a tagged interval. A tagged interval is deﬁned
by a track and two measurements (i.e. the ﬁrst and last of the interval). This entity was
added only recently to make the storage of automatic taggings more eﬃcient32, and to
allow users to tag series of measurements instead of one at the time, which is often more
intuitive (see chapter 6). Each tagging record also indicates whether it is the result of
a user action (i.e. social tagging), and if not, in which (sub)category of automatically
generated tags it ﬁts. Currently the relation between tagging and user is redundant since
measurements and tagged intervals are already related to a user via their track. However,
when the need arises, this would enable us it let users tag each other’s data.
5.6 Usage statistics
The one (and only) running instance of the NoiseTube Community Memory [375] was
opened for use by the public in May 2009 and at the same time a ﬁrst version of NoiseTube
Mobile was oﬀered for download. Since then almost 1300 people from all over the world
have registered an account in order to use, or at least try out, the NoiseTube system.
As shown by chart 5.1, the number and rate of registrations continues to increase.
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Chart 5.1: Newly registered NoiseTube users per year (data up to 2012-03-09)
32 Most automatic taggings remain the same for long sequences of measurements. For instance, without
tagged intervals all measurements of a track made between 7 and 8AM would be individually associated
with “morning”, requiring as many tagging records as there are measurements in the track; whereas
now this can be done with a single tagged interval and a single tagging record. However, we should
note that we have not yet changed all NoiseTube CM code to work with tagged intervals.
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Up to 2012-03-09, our users had submitted a total of 4243 tracks, consisting of 340 sound
level measurements on average (stand. dev. 1482), made in 423 diﬀerent cities. The cities
are spread across 59 countries on all continents except Antarctica, as shown in ﬁgure 5.11,
but most are concentrated in Europe, of which ﬁgure 5.12 shows a more detailed map.
Figure 5.11: Map of cities with at least one track (data up to 2012-02-08)
Figure 5.12: Map of European cities with at least one track (data up to 2012-02-08)
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As illustrated by chart 5.2 tracks are not evenly distributed over cities: 122 cities only
have 1 track, while the 6 most “popular” cities together have 37% of the tracks. It
is no surprise that Paris and Brussels, where NoiseTube has been extensively tested,
demonstrated and used – by us, our colleagues and students, and a lot of volunteers –
are together responsible for about 27% of all tracks, made by 93 users. As illustrated by
chart 5.3 the vast majority (81%) of cities in fact only have one contributing user.
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Chart 5.2: Number of cities with a certain number of tracks (data up to 2012-03-09)
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Chart 5.3: Number of cities with a certain number of users (data up to 2012-03-09)
As illustrated by chart 5.4 there are large diﬀerences in the degree of activity of our users.
The 4243 tracks we have received up to 2012-03-09 were submitted by 642 users, or
about 50% of the total number of registered users. Consequently none of the other 50%
of our users has ever contributed a track, which is remarkable because contributing data
is about the only functionality of the NoiseTube CM which really requires an account.
So we could ask ourselves why those people bothered to register at all. One explanation
could be that the website is not clear enough about which additional functionalities are
available to registered users. Another interesting fact is that the 1% most active users are
responsible for 31% of the tracks. As discussed in section 2.4.3.1, the 90-9-1 principle, a
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Chart 5.4: Number of users with a certain number of tracks (data up to 2012-03-09)
popular theory about participation in online communities, states that in a typical commu-
nity 90% of users are “lurkers” (who never contribute), 9% contribute occasionally, and
1% account for most contributions [370]. In our case this would be 50-49-1. However,
note that we are only counting registered users, not all visitors of the website33 – most
parts of which can be consulted without an account – nor all NoiseTube Mobile users34.
If we were to include all of those we would probably be closer to a 90-9-1 split. It is
important to note that ±19% of the tracks were submitted by NoiseTube/BrusSense
team members – in other words more than 80% of the data was not collected by us.
In the data received up to 2012-03-09, 137 users (21.3% of contributors) have tagged
2866 measurements or intervals from 439 tracks (10.3% of all tracks), for which they
have used 338 distinct tags. To illustrate the relative popularity of diﬀerent tags we
generated the tag cloud shown in ﬁgure 5.13, based on data received up to 2012-02-05.
To generate this tag cloud we have ignored tags that were entered for testing purposes.
Since NoiseTube is used by people from all over the world it is no surprise that tags are
entered in various languages. Besides English, which accounts for the biggest portion,
other languages include Dutch, French, German, Italian, Portuguese and Spanish. While
NoiseTube Mobile does not require or ask that tags are written in a particular language,
the dominance of English was to be expected as its use is implicitly suggested due to the
fact that the app, as well as the NoiseTube CM/website, is currently only available with
an English UI, and the Java ME variant of the app has a list of example tags in English.
In order to shed light on the types of tags and people’s motivations to tag, we made
a categorisation based on data received up to 2012-02-05. Chart 5.5 shows the result.
For this chart and the percentages mentioned below we have ignored tags that were
entered for testing purposes as well as a few that we were unable to make sense of.
33 About which we sadly do not have complete statistics.
34 Downloading and using the NoiseTube Mobile app does not require an account, only submitting data
to the NoiseTube CM does. See chapter 6 for statistics on the number of app downloads.
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Figure 5.13: Tag cloud of social tags (data up to 2012-02-05)
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There are a few interesting observations to be made here – some expected, others less so:
• The main purpose we hoped (and suggested) tags would be used for is the iden-
tiﬁcation of noise or sound sources. The data reﬂects this, as about 68% of tag
associations identiﬁes a sound source. Looking at the types of sources we notice
three of the typical sources of environmental noise, namely road, air and rail traf-
ﬁc, which together account for almost 30% of all tag associations. What is more
surprising is that very few people have mentioned industry as a source of noise
(0.9%), while many have reported on noise from roadworks or other construction
activities (4.9%). This is important because it indicates that, even though con-
struction noise is ignored in the END legislation and hence in the resulting oﬃcial
noise maps (see section 4.3.2.7), our users do seem to be bothered by it, or at least
feel the need to report it. This underscores the complementarity of our approach
with respect to conventional methods for the assessment of environmental noise.
• Another expected and suggested reason to tag is the description of the context
or circumstances in which measurements are made. The data shows that this has
indeed been a common motivation to tag, accounting for ±30% of associations35.
This includes indications of place – both speciﬁc (e.g. ”Modersonbrücke”) and
generic (“home”, “oﬃce”, “indoor”, “outdoor”), time, activity (”cycling”, “walking”)
and weather conditions. Note that these categories are similar to those produced
by the automatic contextual tagging feature.
• Other expected/suggested reasons to tag are the description of the sounds them-
selves, the way they are perceived and the emotions they evoke. However somewhat
disappointingly only 3.3% of tag associations fall in this category. Examples of such
tags are “annoying”, “pleasant”, “loud”, “calm”, “hectic”, “still” and “happy”.
• What we also hoped, but were less conﬁdent about, was that social tagging would
not only be used as a channel for complaints and identiﬁcations of noise sources,
but also as a means to express positive feelings and to identify any sound sources.
The data shows that this is the case. Many users have reported on (presumably)
pleasant experiences, such as going to concerts, hearing birds or watching sports.
Among the few tag associations related to emotions and perception (see above)
more than half are of a positive nature. This indicates that, rather than to focus
solely on noise and its negative connotations, our users indeed consider it worthwhile
to paint a more complete picture of the soundscapes they experience.
In general social tagging has not been used as much as we had hoped. One likely ex-
planation is that the tagging functionality in NoiseTube Mobile, especially the Java ME
variant, is not intuitive enough and hence takes too much time. In chapter 6 we discuss
some tagging-related innovations that were recently added to the Android variant of the
app and which will hopefully convince more people to start tagging or do it more often.
35 Note that there is some overlap between the identiﬁcation of sources and the description of context. For
instance, weather related tags like “rain” and “wind” identify a sound source but also describe context.
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5.7 Discussion
Here we discuss our experience with the deployment of the NoiseTube system and how
that has inﬂuenced the system’s design and the timing and choice of subsequent re-
search steps. First, it is worthwhile to look back at the vision originally put forth by
Steels [493–495] and extended in section 2.5. Therefore box 5.1 recapitulates three
characteristics of the communities for which community memories are intended.
.
1. Community memories are intended for real communities of real individuals, not
diﬀuse groups that ﬂock anonymously through the Internet and have no real
state in the management of a (shared) commons. Such a community is usually
formed by fellow-citizens of a neighbourhood, village, town or city. These
people are assumed to act in concert because they share a common goal.
2. In order to function as a community it is necessary that members recognise
each other as individuals and that they meet face-to-face. Such meetings help
to build trust and coordinate activities (e.g. data collection campaigns).
3. It is important that identity cannot be hidden and all actions can be traced
back to the individuals who carried them out.
Box 5.1: Characteristics of communities as users of community memories
When the NoiseTube project got started we did not have an speciﬁc, existing group of
volunteering citizens to work with. However from the start it was our intention to open up
the system to a wide audience as soon as possible. While this is in line with our ambition
to conduct applied research aimed at real-world deployment (see section 3.5), we also had
three more speciﬁc reasons for it. First, we wanted our system to be tested by real citizens
in their daily environments36 in order to receive feedback (and bug reports) early on.
Second, we wanted to show that the core technology (i.e. measuring sound level with
mobile phones) works and spread word via our users and the media. This way we hope(d)
to convince local grassroots organisations or authorities to try it out and eventually set
up coordinated noise mapping campaigns – with or without our direct involvement – with
groups of fellow citizens, much like described in box 5.1. Third, we were interested to
ﬁnd out whether it would be possible to attract a critical mass of (individual) users in
certain places such that their eﬀorts would cumulate into neighbourhood- or city-wide
noise maps, possibly even without coordination. In posing this question we were strongly
inspired by Web 2.0 success stories such as Wikipedia and the “blogosphere”, in which
people start contributing out of mainly individualistic motivations, but over time see the
emergence of collaboration in support of the collective goals of the/a community37.
36 Rather than only our colleagues or students.
37 See section 2.4.3.1 as well as our 2010 journal paper [334] (written in 2009).
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This deployment strategy provides another argument for the design of NoiseTube as a
system that supports participation at diﬀerent, nested scales (see sections 3.5.1 and 5.3).
Rather than developing a system solely aimed at groups as described in box 5.1, we made
sure that individual users can try out the technology on their own. The data these
individuals collect may or may not be submitted to the NoiseTube CM and there it may
or may not be shared with others. While existing or newly formed groups can adopt the
system for locally coordinated noise mapping campaigns, no such group was involved in
the initial design and testing during 2008-2009. In terms of the sensing scales discussed
in chapter 3, this can be seen as an eﬀort to evolve from personal sensing to mass sensing,
with or without instances of group sensing initiatives being active within the greater whole.
The mass sensing level applies to the system as a whole, with users distributed across
cities all over the world. However, in those places where a critical mass of users would form
– e.g. 100 individuals active in the same city – collective eﬀorts, whether coordinated or
not, can be seen as instances of mass sensing as well. As explained in section 3.3.3, at this
level social ties and trust relationships among contributors tend to be weak and privacy
concerns are likely to become an issue. This explains why, contrary to characteristic 3 in
box 5.1, the NoiseTube system does allow users to hide their true identity38, although all
contributions remain associated with the submitting user.
To attract (potential) users we have actively engaged in a number of publicity eﬀorts.
We presented the project at various scientiﬁc and popular events and posted about it on
Internet forums and blogs frequented by technology savvy “early adopters”. Over time the
project became better known and we also started to be contacted by popular online, print
and audio-visual media39. As illustrated by the usage statistics discussed in section 5.6,
this has enabled us to attract a fairly large community of users.
In its entirety – ≈1300 registered users, from 652 cities in 75 countries – this is clearly
not a community as described in box 5.1. Indeed, in a sense these people do ﬂock
anonymously through the Internet, and while many probably share a concern about noise
in their respective area, they are too spatially distributed to be considered stakeholders of
a shared commons. Looking at the “city-level communities” (see chart 5.3) we found that
there are currently only 7 places with more than 10 contributing users. Even within those
cities there are relatively few areas where suﬃcient data has been collected to allow truly
informative noise maps to be produced. This underscores the diﬃculty of recruitment
and the importance of local, “oﬄine” coordination (see challenges 2 and 3 in section 3.4).
In retrospect it might have been better to include communication features that enable
NoiseTube users to contact one another through the CM website or the mobile app.
This would likely facilitate coordination and possibly even the emergence of spontaneous
38 Upon registration the CM only asks people for a username (which can be a nickname), an e-mail
address, their hometown and their country.
39 Refer to appendix G for an overview of all dissemination eﬀorts and media mentions.
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collaboration between strangers. Moreover, currently the NoiseTube CM does not allow
users to create groups for local campaigns, which others could then explicitly join and
which would make it possible to share data with group members alone rather than with
everyone. Such a feature may facilitate coordination as well as reduce privacy concerns.
While such features will likely be added in the near future (see chapter 8), we have not
done so earlier due to a change in focus. In 2010 we decided to ﬁrst conduct a thorough
evaluation of the existing system and the participatory noise mapping approach in general,
rather than to continue adding more features which may or may not be used by (until then)
mostly anonymous users. This work, which we discuss in detail in chapter 7, involved both
laboratory and real-world experiments. In the former we collaborated with professional
acousticians to evaluate and improve the accuracy of the sound level measurements
made by the NoiseTube Mobile app. In the latter we worked with an existing group
of volunteering citizens to set up noise mapping campaigns coordinated by us. In this
manner we wanted to evaluate how the system performs in practice (in terms of usability
and data quality) as well as to gain insight in the organisational aspects of such campaigns
and how they can be supported through technology and best practices.
There are three main reasons for this shift in focus. First, it allows us to study a situation
that is much closer to the initial community memory vision and the group sensing scale40.
Second, coordinating campaigns ourselves and taking control of more parameters41 is
a more direct route to reproducible, comparable and (if they meet certain standards)
credible results – providing us with crucial arguments to convince citizens’ organisations
and authorities of the potential of NoiseTube. Third, the hands-on experience gained
in real-world experiments enables us to make informed choices about improvements,
extensions or adaptations of the system needed for speciﬁc types of users and/or contexts.
In the real-world experiments discussed in chapter 7 we have taken the perspective of
bottom-up, citizen-led initiatives (assisted by professional scientists). As explained in
section 5.3 the initiative for locally coordinated noise mapping campaigns can also come
from authorities (i.e. top-down). In chapter 8 we discuss concrete plans to study partici-
patory noise mapping from the perspective of authorities in the near future. Taking both
perspectives is important because system requirements are likely to be diﬀerent. For in-
stance, authorities will likely require us to produce data in speciﬁc formats. The direction
of initiative may also aﬀect the concerns of campaign participants. For example, citizens
may be less inclined to share potentially sensitive data (i.e. about personal whereabouts)
with a faceless authority and fellow participants they do not know, than with members
of the same citizens’ organisation who they presumably know and trust42.
40 See section 2.5.1 (partially summarised in box 5.1), section 3.3.3 and section 3.5.1.
41 E.g. the choice and calibration of devices, and the measuring protocol (see chapters 6 and 7).
42 Although the opposite is also conceivable.
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Although there is currently only one instance of the NoiseTube CM, since the release of
the source code in June 2011 other parties are free to set up a separate and possibly
adapted system. As far as we know this has not happened yet, but in the future we may
help interested organisations to do so. Giving speciﬁc organisations “their own” Noise-
Tube system would be a more scalable alternative to the abovementioned group feature.
Scalability is an important concern because, as a small research team, our resources – in
terms of manpower, funds and (server) infrastructure – are limited. It is noteworthy that
as the number of CM users increased we have already experienced performance issues.
We have partially remedied these growing pains by means of data model tweaks (see
section 5.5.2 for an example), caching, nightly and hourly batch processing43 and even-
tually migration to a faster machine. However, if the number of users were to rise from
hundreds to (tens of) thousands it may still become infeasible to manage the NoiseTube
service without additional manpower (apart from technical improvements)44.
Advantages Disadvantages
Opportunity for (implicit) collaboration between strangers
(so far largely unrealised)
Limited scalability
Central access to all collected data
(useful for research purposes)
Too generic (“one size fits all”)
Low barrier to try out the system or organise campaigns
(organisations do not need to set up their own server) Too open (privacy concern)
More scalable Fragmented datasets
Opportunity to adapt the system for specific contexts 
(including the needs and abilities of specific users)
Risk of fragmentation or “forking” of the codebase
Reduced privacy concerns (may be closed to outsiders)
Citizens’ organisations may lack the technical knowhow and 
funds required to set up and manage a server
Centralised
Single NoiseTube CM 
instance
Decentralised
Multiple NoiseTube CM 
instances
Table 5.2: Advantages and disadvantages of one vs. many NoiseTube CM instances
In table 5.2 we summarise the pros and cons of the centralised deployment strategy we
have initially followed (i.e. a single NoiseTube CM instance for everyone) versus a decen-
tralised one in which organisations would set up their own separate instances. We should
note that these strategies are not mutually exclusive. We should also clarify that, while
the LGPL license [195] obliges others to release any changes under the same terms, the
integration of valuable improvements in the main codebase could require a lot of work (and
perhaps may never happen at all), hence the risk for fragmentation or “forking”. Clearly,
both strategies have advantages. However, in order to move forward in our quest to put
mobile sensing and community memories in everyday practice (see section 3.5) we are
inclined to think that shifting to a decentralised model is more likely to be successful,
as well as closer to the vision put forth in section 2.5. Hence in the future we may
work with communities and/or authorities to set up separate, customised CM systems.
At ﬁrst these would probably be hosted on our server(s), alongside the central NoiseTube
service, but over time we could simplify and document the deployment (i.e. server set up)
procedures such that the barrier for fully independent initiatives is lowered.
43 For instance to generate KML maps ahead of being requested.
44 Also see section 3.3.1.2.
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5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter we ﬁrst situated the NoiseTube research project, which started in 2008
at Sony CSL Paris and continues at VUB since 2010. Then we introduced the Noise-
Tube approach, our innovative solution to the assessment for the environmental noise
by both citizen- and authority-led initiatives. This approach, which is enabled by the
NoiseTube system, constitutes a cheap, participatory and people-centric alternative or
complement to conventional noise assessment methods. Next we presented the archi-
tecture of the NoiseTube system itself and the functionality and implementation of the
NoiseTube Community Memory, the server-side component.
In our discussion of usage statistics we showed that our system is used by people from
around the world, although these are, for the most part, lone individuals rather than
tightly-knit communities. Moreover, there is a similar degree of participation inequality
as in typical online communities. We also showed that the social tagging feature is
being used for the purposes we had in mind, yet not as frequent as we hoped. Next
we reﬂected on our initial deployment and recruitment strategy and contrasted it with
our vision regarding community memory systems and the communities that use them.
Here, the main thing to remember is that, in absence of an existing group of volunteering
citizens, we ﬁrst followed a Web 2.0-type strategy, resulting in a global, online community,
rather than a local, “real” one. However, in doing so we have been able to test the software
on a large scale and attract (media) attention, which in turn eventually enabled us to
convince a group of grassroots activists to help us put participatory noise mapping to the
test in a coordinated campaign. The result of that collaboration is discussed in chapter 7.
Regarding the NoiseTube CM software the main message is that it is neither a prototype,
nor a ﬁnal “product”. Rather its feature set is the result of a balancing act between the
need to provide a usable, operational system for users who were largely unknown to us,
and the need to have a platform45 for experimentation and demonstration purposes.
In the future we will likely make a number of general improvements and extensions to the
software (e.g. communication and group features) and/or work with others to adapt it
to suit the needs of speciﬁc communities and campaign initiative takers.
The NoiseTube system and the participatory noise assessment method it enables form the
most important contributions put forth in this dissertation. This discussion is continued
in the next two chapters. First, in chapter 6 we take a detailed look at the functionality,
design and implementation of the NoiseTube Mobile application, the client-side compo-
nent of the system. Moreover, chapter 6 treats the main examples of related work. Then,
in chapter 7 we discuss the validation of the NoiseTube approach and system by means of
experiments in the lab and coordinated participatory noise mapping campaigns in the ﬁeld.
45 Consisting of both a running system and an incoming stream of “real” citizen-collected data.
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Chapter 6
The NoiseTube Mobile application
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we take a detailed look at the functionality, design and implementation
of NoiseTube Mobile, the client application of the NoiseTube mobile sensing system.
This freely downloadable participatory sensing app turns a mobile phone into a personal,
portable, low-cost sound level meter. In terms of the sensing scales discussed in chapter 3,
the app is designed to be used as a client for personal, group or mass sensing. This
means users are free to share their data – series of (geo-)tagged, time-stamped sound
level measurements – through the/a NoiseTube Community Memory, or to keep it to
themselves (or share it by some other means). Additionally this chapter discusses the
main examples of related work – with respect to NoiseTube Mobile or the NoiseTube
system as a whole.
In section 6.2 we ﬁrst introduce three variants of NoiseTube Mobile: two of which are
publicly available, one for the Java ME platform and another for the Android platform,
and a third one, for the iPhone, which will be released very shortly. In the next sections
we focus solely on the ﬁrst two variants. In section 6.3 we take the perspective of the user
and describe the diﬀerent functionalities, including some experimental ones, and discuss
some important usability concerns. Next, section 6.4 explains why Java ME and Android
were chosen as the initial platforms and documents the dependencies the apps for both
platforms rely on. Then, section 6.5 thoroughly motivates and documents the design and
implementation of both apps, which share a signiﬁcant part of their source code. Related
work from within and outside academia is discussed in section 6.6. Finally, section 6.7
wraps up the chapter.
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6.2 Variants
There are currently two fully ﬂedged variants of the NoiseTube Mobile application and
a third one is about to be released. Each of these variants targets a speciﬁc software
platform found on commercially available smartphones.
Figure 6.1: An early iteration of NoiseTube Mobile for Java ME being used in a busy street
in Thessaloniki, Greece (May 2009)
The initial variant of NoiseTube Mobile was developed for the Java ME CLDC/MIDP
platform (Java ME for short). Work on this application began in September 20081 at
Sony CSL Paris and it was ﬁrst released to the public in May 2009. Since then, updates
have and continue to be released at a varying rate. Figure 6.1 shows this application in
action. Also in spring 2009, the app, as well as the NoiseTube system as a whole, was ﬁrst
presented to academic audiences at a workshop [335] and two conferences [331, 332].
In 2010 it was covered in our ﬁrst journal paper about NoiseTube [334].
In October 2010, the development of a variant for the Android platform began at VUB.
The ﬁrst publicly available version was released in June 2011 and updates continue to be
1 After work on the NoiseTube Prototype had been completed (see appendix C).
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released regularly. The Android application contains almost all functionality found in the
original variant as well as some new features, as we will discuss in section 6.3.
NoiseTube Mobile variant From To
Number of downloads by 
unique IP addresses
Downloads/day
Java ME 2010-02-28 2012-05-29 8376 10.20
Android 2011-06-01 2012-05-29 3876 10.68
Total 2010-02-28 2012-05-29 12252 14.92
Table 6.1: NoiseTube Mobile download statistics2
Both apps can be downloaded for free by anyone, respectively from the NoiseTube web-
site [375] and the Google Play app store [377]. People do not need to register on the
NoiseTube website in order to download or use the apps. This is only required for upload-
ing data to the website (i.e. the community memory). Table 6.1 shows statistics about
the number of times the apps have been downloaded so far. In June 2011, upon receiving
formal approval of Sony France, we made NoiseTube an open source project. The source
code of both NoiseTube Mobile apps – and that of the NoiseTube Community Memory
– was published on Google Code [378] under the terms of the LGPL v2.1 license [195].
Apart from the two NoiseTube Mobile variants released so far, a third one, targeting the
iPhone – or rather its iOS platform – was developed at VUB in 2011 and is currently under
review by Apple for release on the iTunes app store [31]3. Furthermore, together with
students working under our supervision, experimental derivatives of NoiseTube Mobile
have been developed, which we will discuss in chapter 8.
In the next sections, we will focus on the ﬁrst two variants, which share a signiﬁcant
portion of their code. The full name of the ﬁrst is NoiseTube Mobile for Java ME and
that of the second is NoiseTube Mobile for Android. In what follows we will often simply
refer to them as respectively “the Java ME application” or “the Java ME variant” and “the
Android application” or “the Android variant”. Our description of the functionality, design
and implementation of this software is based on the current state of the code. Hence,
we will highlight a few new features and refactorings which are still being tested or are
just not released yet, but which will be part of the next update for either application4.
2 Sadly, we have lost the log ﬁles of the NoiseTube website from before 2010/02/28, therefore we do
not know how many times the Java ME app was downloaded since its initial release in May 2009.
3 In accordance with the LGPL v2.1 terms, the source code of this iOS port will be released under the
same license soon after the app is made publicly available.
4 Concretely, the discussed versions of the Java ME and Android application are respectively v2.2.0 and
v1.3.0, both of which will probably be released in the summer of 2012.
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6.3 Functionality
Before we dive into the details of the design and implementation of NoiseTube Mobile,
we look at it from the perspective of the user. This section describes and illustrates the
functionalities oﬀered by both, or either one of, the Java ME5 and Android variants.
In line with the approach motivated in section 3.5, we designed NoiseTube Mobile as a
participatory [71], rather than an opportunistic [74], sensing application, and we aimed
to support scenarios at personal, group and mass sensing scales. As a consequence
of the choice for the participatory sensing paradigm, we expect and support the active
involvement of the user in the sensing process. Concretely that means users of NoiseTube
Mobile are in full control of when, where and for how long they make measurements and
whether or not they comment on the collected data by means of social tagging. By opting
for a multi-scale approach, we aim to make the application useful and interesting at a
personal level (i.e. for individual citizens) and for groups (i.e. communities collaborating
to measure noise in their local area), while keeping in mind that individuals and groups
may want to contribute to a larger mass sensing project. The fact that the number of
app downloads (see table 6.1) is much higher than the number of registered users on the
NoiseTube CM/website (see section 5.6) proves that many people have indeed chosen
to use or try out NoiseTube Mobile on their own as a personal sensing application.
6.3.1 Sound level measuring
The primary function of NoiseTube Mobile is of course to measure the sound pressure
level (SPL, see section A.2.3) in the immediate surroundings of the device and the user.
Basically our app turns mobile phones into personal, highly-portable sound level meters.
As we explain in section A.5.1, there are two main kinds of sound level meters (SLMs):
conventional and integrating-averaging ones. The principal diﬀerence between both is the
way they average sound pressure over time (see section A.5.1.3), resulting in two ways
to measure SPL: time-weighted sound level – measured with conventional SLMs – and
time-average sound level, better known as equivalent continuous sound level or simply Leq
– measured using integrating-averaging SLMs. Today, acousticians generally prefer the
latter type of device when they need to assess noise exposure over certain periods of time.
The EU’s Environmental Noise Directive (END) [173] (see section 4.3.2.7) also speciﬁes
that exposure should be expressed as Leq (and derived) values. Although integrating-
averaging SLMs are much more expensive than the conventional kind (see table A.5 on
page 293) the former’s functionality is not really harder to implement than the latter’s, at
5 A more user-oriented description of the Java ME app (including installation instructions) can be found
in the NoiseTube User Guide [496], although it is no longer up-to-date with the current version.
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least on a device that can record and process digital audio signals. For these reasons we
have chosen to make NoiseTube Mobile act like an integrating-averaging SLM6, producing
series of “short Leq” values7, each taken over a 1 second interval. The application does
this by repeatedly recording 1 second-long pieces of digital audio through the device’s
built-in microphone. Each piece of audio is analysed on the phone by means of a real-time
digital signal processing algorithm, resulting in a single Leq,1s value.
Like actual SLMs, NoiseTube Mobile also applies frequency weighting. As explained in
section A.5.1.2, frequency weighting serves to adjust the measured SPL based on the
frequencies present in the sound, in order to account for the frequency response of human
hearing (see section A.3.4.1). The de facto weighting for general purpose use, supported
by all commercial SLMs and mandated by most noise assessment regulations (including
the END [173]) is A-weighting. Therefore, we have implemented a digital A-weighting
ﬁlter in NoiseTube Mobile. Hence, the apps actually measure A-weighted equivalent
continuous sound level over 1 s intervals, denoted as LAeq,1s and expressed in dB(A).
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Figure 6.2: Measuring sound pressure level with NoiseTube Mobile
(Java ME variant on the left, Android variant on the right)
As mentioned in section 5.4, we refer to a consecutive series of measurements made by
a single user as a track. When the user starts the NoiseTube Mobile app it automatically
starts measuring and adds the measurements to a newly created track. Each measure-
ment is associated with a timestamp, representing the exact date and time it was made.
While measuring, the application appears as shown in ﬁgure 6.2. The measured SPL is
6 Recently, we also implemented an algorithm to measure time-weighted sound level, as conventional
SLMs do. We may release this as part of a separate “multi-mode” SLM app for more experienced users.
7 The advantage of short Leq series is that, when the values are taken of contiguous intervals, they can
be easily averaged to calculate the Leq over longer periods of arbitrary length (see section A.5.1.3.2).
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numerically displayed in real-time at the top of the screen, and the last 60 measurements
are shown on a graph. To make the decibel values easier to interpret, both the real-time
display and the graph use a colour scale ranging from green (for low sound levels) to red
(for high levels). We should note that the “average” LAeq,1s value shown in the interface
(see ﬁgures 6.2 and 6.3) is computed as a logarithmic composite (see equation A.27 on
page 303) and thus represents the “overall LAeq,T”, in whichT is the duration of the track.
Figure 6.3: Track summary shown upon
ending a track (Android variant only)
At any time the user can stop measuring by hit-
ting “Stop”, at which point the current track is
ended. In the Android app the user is then pre-
sented with a summary of the track, as shown in
ﬁgure 6.3. When hitting “Start” measuring begins
again and measurements are added to a newly
created track. In the interest of transparency
and privacy (see sections 6.3.6.1 and 6.3.6.2),
users can temporarily interrupt measuring by hit-
ting “Pause”. When they later resume measuring,
new measurements are added to the same track.
Like a real SLM, NoiseTube Mobile can and
should be calibrated to achieve the best possible
accuracy. Because diﬀerent mobile phones have
diﬀerent microphones (along with other proper-
ties), the software must be calibrated for each
particular model. The apps come with built-
in settings for a number of models – currently
12, more will be added soon – and automatically
download new ones from the NoiseTube website/CM [375] whenever we make them
available. Every time they are started the apps compare the brand and model of the
device with the list of available settings and select the most ﬁtting one8. To interpret
measurements it is important to know whether they were made on a calibrated device,
therefore information about the used setting is stored/transmitted along with the data.
Additionally the Android app also informs the user about whether or not a ﬁtting cal-
ibration is used when a new track is started. In the Java ME app we used to oﬀer a
user-accessible calibration mode through which users could manually adjust the calibra-
tion setting9. Later, we developed separate Phone Tester apps (one for each platform)
to test and calibrate new models. These are mainly intended for internal use, but upon
request we make them available to other interested parties. Hence, the user-accessible
calibration mode is no longer part of the current Java ME app, although in the future we
might (re)introduce something similar in both NoiseTube Mobile variants.
8 When there is no match for the exact model, a calibration for another model of the same brand is
taken, and when there are no settings from that brand an overall default setting is used.
9 Instructions to do so are described in [379].
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6.3.2 Geo-tagging & map view
To make the collected data useful for others, and possibly also for personal usage, it is usu-
ally necessary to know exactly where measurements were made10. Therefore, NoiseTube
Mobile can automatically geo-tag each measurement – i.e. associate it with geographical
coordinates11. This information is stored/transmitted together with each measurement.
To do this the apps rely on GPS – usually through a built-in receiver, although on some
devices an external (Bluetooth-connected) receiver can be used. Even though today’s
smartphones usually include other positioning technologies12 we do not use these because
they are generally less accurate13. Figure 6.4 shows the geo-tagging related interface of
both NoiseTube Mobile variants. In the interest of privacy, and possibly to lower power
consumption, users can temporarily or permanently disable GPS at any time14.
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Figure 6.4: Geo-tagging in NoiseTube Mobile
(Java ME variant on the left, Android variant on the right)
As shown on ﬁgure 6.4, besides relying on GPS, the Java ME app also allows users to
manually geo-tag measurements by typing a city or a street name, a full address, or a
10 Especially when the purpose is to create accurate noise maps.
11 With respect to the WGS84 datum [597].
12 Based on triangulation w.r.t. cellular network antennae and/or Wi-Fi access points [53, 114, 252, 448].
13 In fact, some smartphones combine multiple positioning technologies at the level of the operating
system – to lower response times, reduce power consumption and increase accuracy. So in a sense we
do rely on non-GPS positioning technologies, but never on their own.
14 In the Java ME app there are two ways to disable GPS, a pause option (shown on ﬁgure 6.4), and a
permanent one in the preferences screen of the app (see ﬁgure 6.7). The only diﬀerence is that pausing
GPS is not remembered the next time the application is started. In the Android app GPS usage must
be disabled in the preferences screen (see ﬁgure 6.7).
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“semantic” descriptor (e.g. “home”, “work”, “school”, etc.). We had three reasons for this.
First, when we started with the NoiseTube project, built-in GPS receivers were still a fairly
exotic feature, only found in the most expensive smartphones15. Second, we intended
to provide an acceptable alternative to users who refuse to disclose their exact location
due to privacy concerns16. Third, we recognised that, when assessing noise exposure in
certain places or at certain times, knowing in what kind of place it is heard – e.g. at home
vs. at work – may be just as (if not more) important than knowing the exact coordinates.
The Android app does not include a similar feature. The reason is that users of the
Java ME app rarely used it, and shared data without any geo-tags is often essentially
useless to the community. Hence, we want to promote geo-tagging by GPS. Fortunately,
all Android phones come with a built-in GPS receiver, and nowadays many people have
grown more accustomed to disclosing their location in return for services. Of course,
the Android app still allows users to disable GPS at any time17. Moreover, manual geo-
tagging is in fact still possible via the general-purpose social tagging feature (see below)
– e.g. in ﬁgure 6.6 we see measurements being tagged with “@home”.
In the Android app, every geo-tagged measurement of the current track is projected as
a coloured circle18 on a map, as shown in ﬁgure 6.4. The most recent measurement is
drawn as a bigger circle with a black outline. Users can zoom in and out and pan around
the map using touchscreen gestures. Because the Java ME platform does not provide a
practical way to include a map view in an application the Java ME app lacks this feature.
6.3.3 Social tagging
As discussed in sections 2.5 and 3.5 and ﬁrst proposed in [494], social tagging is an es-
sential aspect of our community memory vision and an integral part of the representation
building process in which users of a community memory implicitly or explicitly take part.
Hence, NoiseTube Mobile lets users tag noise measurements. Typical – and suggested –
motivations to do so are the identiﬁcation of sound sources (e.g. “car”, “plane”), the
expression of subjective perception or personal opinion (e.g. “loud”, “quiet”, “annoying”,
“pleasing”), or the description of the context, which may include places, times or activities
(e.g. “@home”, “lunchtime”, “eating”). However, because we do not restrict the tagging
vocabulary in any way, users are free to use tags for any other purpose. Generally speak-
ing, tagging thus serves to augment the objective, numeric decibel measurements with a
15 In fact, for a while we even oﬀered a separate “GPS-less” derivative of the Java ME app, which only
included manual geo-tagging. This version was discontinued in November 2010.
16 In a sense this can be seen as a manual version of the automatic location obfuscation techniques
discussed in mobile sensing challenge 6 on page 70.
17 In fact, in the future we plan to integrate a much better and more secure solution for the protection
of personal location traces (see section 6.3.6.2 and chapter 8).
18 Using the same colour scheme as the graph and the real-time SPL display.
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human dimension. As discussed in section 5.5.1, in the NoiseTube Community Memory
tags facilitate the interpretation19, exploration and structuring of the aggregated data.
It is interesting to note that, although algorithmic solutions exist [118, 327], humans still
signiﬁcantly outperform computers in identifying, separating or classifying sound sources.
Hence, and because we chose to design NoiseTube Mobile as a participatory sensing app
rather than an opportunistic one, we felt it was only natural to leave this task to the user
by letting him/her act as a “human sensor” (see sections 3.3.1.1 and 3.3.4).
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Figure 6.5: Social tagging in NoiseTube Mobile
for Java ME
The tagging interface of the Java ME app,
shown in ﬁgure 6.5, only supports tagging
one measurement20 at the time. Users
do so by typing one or more tags, or
by selecting one from a list of suggested
and previously used tags. The tag(s)
are then associated with the measure-
ment that was made 4 seconds before
the user started typing/selecting them.
Sadly, practical evaluation has shown that
this approach does not work very well.
One reason is that users often want to
use tags to signal short incidents or events
(such as an ambulance passing by), yet by
the time they have started to type/select
tags the event is usually already over.
While the 4 s delay compensates for
this21, often the wrong value is tagged.
Another is that users often want to tag a
series of measurements at once rather than just one, since even such short events usually
last longer than 1 second. In fact, we had foreseen this from the beginning, which is
why the Mobile Noise Tagging prototype app (see appendix C) allowed users to indicate
exactly which moment or period in time, and thus which measurement(s), they intended
to tag. However, because the tagging wizard interface22 was deemed too complex and
demanding in terms of eﬀort/time, this idea was not carried over to NoiseTube Mobile.
On Android, we have made social tagging much more intuitive by using the touchscreen,
as illustrated by ﬁgure 6.6. By making a dragging gesture across the screen the user
selects part of the graph – i.e. a continuous interval of measurements – after which a
tagging dialog pops up (step 1). This solves both problems: the user can now pinpoint
19 For instance by adding them to generated noise maps.
20 Afterwards drawn as a blue vertical line on the graph.
21 This is why we added the delay in v2.1.0 of the Java ME app; the 4 s was chosen as a best guess.
22 See ﬁgure C.2 on page 313.
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exactly which measurement(s) he/she wants to tag23; and he/she can tag multiple mea-
surements at once. Also, users can now use a combination of newly typed tags and
one or more earlier tags (steps 2–4). The resulting tagged interval24 is then marked in
blue on the graph. This works on any Android device because they all have touchscreens.
Nowadays, many new Java ME devices have a touchscreen as well, but because some, and
most older ones, do not, and as the platform’s popularity is declining (see section E.2.2),
we will probably not take the eﬀort to add this feature to the Java ME app.
Step 1: Select part of the graph Step 3: Select some previous tagsStep 2: Type some (new) tags Step 4: Click “Apply tag(s)” Done! The interval is tagged
Figure 6.6: Social tagging in NoiseTube Mobile for Android
6.3.4 Automatic tagging
Besides social tagging, the NoiseTube system also supports automatic tagging, which is
done by machines instead of people. Most of this happens in the community memory
(i.e. on the server) as discussed in section 5.5.1.1, but NoiseTube Mobile also includes
a mechanism to apply automatic tags25 to measurements or intervals. For instance,
the Java ME app can automatically detect periods of high exposure – 10 consecutive
measurements above 80 dB(A) – or high variation – changes of more than 20 dB in less
than 2 seconds – and tag such measurements with respectively “exposure:high” or “vari-
ation:high”. These automatic tags are then displayed on the graph as red vertical lines.
In fact these two features were never more than a proof of concept and the detection
algorithms are fairly primitive. Therefore they are not activated in the Android app
(although their implementation is part of the shared source code), and may be removed
in the next update of the Java ME app. However, in the future it would be possible to add
more sophisticated automatic tagging features to NoiseTube Mobile without much work.
23 As long as they are still shown on the graph, which gives the user about a minute to respond.
24 Which is also stored/transmitted as such (see section 5.5.2), not as individually tagged measurements.
25 Which are stored/transmitted separately from “human”/social tags.
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6.3.5 Storing & sharing data
In the preferences screen of NoiseTube Mobile, shown in ﬁgure 6.7 on the next page, users
can choose between three diﬀerent ways to save the data26: submitting it to the Noise-
Tube community memory (CM); storing it locally on the device; or not saving it at all.
The ﬁrst option means that each measurement, along with (geo-)tags and timestamps,
is sent27 to the server in real-time (or with a short delay), where it is stored per track.
With the second one, everything is saved to ﬁles (one per track) created on the phone’s
built-in memory or memory card. If the user wants, these ﬁles can later be manually up-
loaded to the CM using any Web browser on their phone or any PC28. Finally, selecting
the third option ensures that no data is stored – i.e. measurements are only displayed on
the screen while measuring. We had multiple motivations for this approach:
• As noted above, we wanted to design NoiseTube Mobile in a way that allows it to
be used as a stand-alone personal sensing app, which does not oblige users to share
anything with anyone – although of course we hope most people will share data.
• We wanted our users to have full access to and control over their own data, without
ﬁrst having to submit it somewhere. The locally stored track ﬁles employ a simple,
human-readable XML-based format (see section D.2), allowing anyone with basic
computing skills to study or use the data for whatever purpose. Moreover, track
ﬁles can be shared with others without relying on the CM.
• Submitting of data to the CM had to be optional to reassure privacy-concerned
users, as discussed below in section 6.3.6.2.
• The majority of mobile phone users, including many smartphone owners, still do
not have access to mobile broadband29. While Wi-Fi hotspots can oﬀer a (free) al-
ternative, city-wide coverage is still rare. Although other mobile sensing researchers
tend to ignore this fact, we explicitly chose not to, in order to maximise potential
adoption, also in developing countries. Hence, Internet access is entirely optional
while using NoiseTube Mobile. Oﬄine usage does not stand in the way of con-
tributing to the CM, thanks to the locally stored ﬁles that can be uploaded later
via any (ﬁxed) Internet connection.
It is noteworthy that in the market for SLM devices, “data logging” (i.e. the ability to store
measurement series on the device) is a feature that commands a hefty price premium30
(see section A.5.1.1), and network connectivity is something that is only found in the
most expensive equipment. But on smartphones, which have ample built-in or extendable
memory and multiple connectivity options, oﬀering such features is fairly trivial.
26 Note that switching the saving mode automatically ends the currently running track.
27 Data sending happens through the Internet, either via a cellular data connection (2G/3G/4G) or Wi-Fi.
28 After which the data is stored on the CM in the same manner as when it had been sent in real-time.
29 Because they do not want or cannot aﬀord to pay for it.
30 Which is rather questionable since gigabytes worth of ﬂash memory only cost a few Euros nowadays.
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Other optionsare File & None
Figure 6.7: NoiseTube Mobile preferences screen
(Java ME variant on the left, Android variant on the right)
As discussed in section E.5.3, apps that rely on mobile broadband to access the Internet
should be engineered to be resilient to interruptions or slowdowns of such connections. Es-
pecially if network failures are short in duration apps should deal with them autonomously
without involving or informing the user. In NoiseTube Mobile, we have taken precautions
to deal with this problem. Upon start-up the apps check if the NoiseTube CM server can
be reached, if this fails and the user had previously chosen to submit data to the CM,
then the apps automatically switch to local storage. The same check happens every time
the preferences screen is opened: if the CM cannot be contacted, the option to submit
data to it is disabled. To deal with network problems while submitting data, we use a
caching mechanism: when failing to send a measurement, the apps switch from real-time
submission, in which measurements are sent individually, to batch submission, in which
the apps attempt to send a cached batch of measurements every 30–60 seconds. This
usually leaves enough time for the connection to be restored, after which we switch back
to real-time submission. All of this happens without user involvement. Even if network
troubles persist – i.e. batch submission keeps on failing – no data is lost because when
data is being submitted to the CM it is in fact also saved to a local track ﬁle. Later, that
backup can be manually uploaded to the CM, or kept for personal reference.
6.3.6 Notes on user experience
Here we discuss some important considerations regarding the design of the user experience
of the current NoiseTube Mobile apps.
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6.3.6.1 Transparency & proper usage
As explained in section 3.3.4, in the context of mobile sensing “transparency” refers to the
degree to which client apps interfere with other uses of the device. The more transparent
the app is, the less the user is distracted, interrupted or bothered in his/her normal habits.
However, unlike opportunistic sensing apps, participatory sensing apps expect users to
actively decide and control where, when and for how long data is collected, which requires
attention, time and eﬀort and which may be incompatible with other activities. Hence,
the latter type of sensing apps are inherently less transparent than the former.
In our concrete case, this means users should not make phone calls or type messages
while measuring, because that would aﬀect the measured sound level31. Moreover, when
the goal is to assess the noise level at a particular place or time, users should try to avoid
making loud(er) sounds themselves (e.g. by talking near the device), unless they consider
those sounds to be an integral part of the studied soundscape. Finally, users should not
put the device away in a pocket or bag while measuring, because that would dampen the
measured sound level. For short measuring sessions the device is thus best kept in hand.
For longer sessions it may be more practical to attach it to a neck cord, clip it on one’s
hip, or strap it to one’s upper arm.
We added a number of simple features to compensate (slightly) for these inconveniences.
As mentioned before, users can pause measuring at any time, for instance when they want
to talk to someone or have to put their device away for some reason. Moreover, as shown
in ﬁgure 6.7, both apps have an optional feature that automatically pauses measuring
when they are put in the background – i.e. when the user is interacting with another app
or function of the phone (e.g. to type a message). Finally, when the Android app detects
an incoming or outgoing phone call, measuring is automatically paused and resumed after
the call has ﬁnished. In the future we might add a similar feature to the Java ME app.
A related issue is that of autonomy. Generally speaking, the use of NoiseTube Mobile,
especially when GPS in activated, can noticeably reduce autonomy. However, the degree
to which this is the case varies strongly with device hardware (e.g. CPU speed, screen
size), the age of the battery, GPS and cellular network reception conditions, etc. While
reduced autonomy can be a concern for users – although they are free to use the app as
long or as short as they want – as motivated in section 3.5.3, tackling this issue was not
a priority for us. Hence, we have so far not taken steps to reduce energy consumption.
31 On some devices even the faint sounds and slight vibrations caused by pushing keyboard buttons
or touching the screen can cause noticeable sound level peaks because it happens so close to the
microphone.
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6.3.6.2 Privacy
Protecting user privacy is an important concern for any mobile sensing system (see chal-
lenge 6 on page 70). As opposed to fully-automated opportunistic sensing systems which
may leave users with a feeling of being spied upon, NoiseTube gives them manual control
over which information is disclosed. First and foremost, users decide themselves when,
where and for how long measurements are being made and they can pause measuring or
disable geo-tagging at any time. Secondly, users can decide on an ad-hoc (i.e. track by
track) basis whether data is submitted immediately, locally stored or not stored at all.
If they choose to store data locally, they can still decide to upload a selection of tracks
later on, but the system does not oblige, nor coerce, them to do so in any way. Thirdly,
as noted in section 5.5.1.2, even when data is submitted immediately or uploaded later
on, that does not necessarily mean it is also shared with others, and users can delete it
from the CM at any time. Moreover, the app only asks the user to identify him/herself
with a NoiseTube account if he/she chooses to submit data to the CM.
We should also stress that the fact that NoiseTube Mobile records audio does not pose a
threat to users’ privacy, because it never stores, nor transmits, audio in any form. Each
1 s recording is only manipulated in RAM and is simply garbage collected after analysis.
Hence there is no chance for sensitive bits of audio – e.g. of private conversations –
to leak out. There are however two downsides to this approach. On the one hand, it
is not possible to “re-listen” to a track, or to post (short) recordings on the CM. This
might have been useful, for instance to add more tags afterwards, or to let others hear
what the noise/sound at a certain place or time is/was like. In fact, others have created
mobile sensing systems which are speciﬁcally aimed at the collection, sharing and tagging
of audio fragments [35, 85, 206]. On the other, this means the computational workload
to analyse audio signals is carried solely by the mobile device – i.e. it cannot be loaded
oﬀ to, or shared with, the central CM server. Currently that does not pose a problem,
since even smartphones from 4 years ago typically have no trouble with our real-time SPL
measuring algorithm. But if we at some point would want to include additional signal
processing32 we may need to be careful – although the gigahertz multicore CPUs found
in today’s high-end smartphones probably provide ample headroom.
As motivated in section 3.5.3, we considered the development of advanced, cryptography-
based privacy solutions to be out of scope. Hence, such solutions are not part of the
current NoiseTube system. However, in a recent collaboration with cryptography special-
ists [135], we have tackled concerns over the disclosure of personal location traces in an
entirely new way. This work, the results of which have yet to be integrated in NoiseTube
Mobile and the CM, is discussed in chapter 8.
32 For instance (semi-)automatic sound source classiﬁcation.
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6.3.7 Experimental features
During development we have played with some experimental features that are not included
in the current publicly available NoiseTube Mobile apps. Three noteworthy examples are
discussed here. More recent experimental extensions are covered in chapter 8.
6.3.7.1 Submitting data via SMS
In 2009 we brieﬂy experimented with a fourth data saving option that submitted mea-
surements via SMS messages, instead of through the Internet. This feature had been
requested by an NGO [36] for a noise measuring campaign in Mumbai, India. Sadly the
campaign was cancelled and later the SMS functionality removed from the Java ME app.
6.3.7.2 Dosemeter
A dosemeter is a special kind of SLM which is worn on the body to measure an individ-
ual’s exposure to noise over a period of time and quantify the risk of hearing damage
by taking both the sound level and the duration of exposure into account. As dis-
cussed in section A.5.2 and section 4.3.1, dosemeters are especially used in industrial
settings. However, they could also be useful in leisure settings, for instance for concert
or club goers (see section 4.2.3). It seemed interesting to evaluate if mobile phones
could be used as dosemeters because most people more or less constantly carry one.
Currentdose
Figure 6.8: Experimental dosemeter
feature in Java ME app
Hence, we extended the Java ME app with an ex-
perimental feature that measures the noise dose,
shown as the D-value in ﬁgure 6.8. This value,
which is computed as advised by the American
National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health, expresses cumulative noise exposure as a
percentage of the maximum “safe” amount for an
8 hour working day [365]. While it works in prin-
ciple, this feature is not accessible in the current
Java ME app, nor in the Android app. One reason
is that, because in the Java ME app SPL measur-
ing is not truly continuous (see section 6.5.4.2),
we can only guess (i.e. interpolate) the SPL in the short gaps between measurements.
Another reason is that, as we will see in chapter 7, due to the properties of mobile phone
microphones NoiseTube Mobile tends to be less accurate at very high levels. Because
such potentially dangerous levels carry a big weight in the noise dose calculation, this can
signiﬁcantly reduce the accuracy of the result. However, should we come across Android
phones which perform better at high levels, this functionality could be reactivated easily.
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6.3.7.3 Frequency spectrum visualisation
To provide insight in the diﬀerent frequencies occurring in measured sounds we have
implemented an experimental 5-band frequency spectrum visualisation for the Android
variant of NoiseTube Mobile [39: pp. 33–34]. This visualisation, shown in ﬁgure 6.9,
Figure 6.9: Experimental frequency
spectrum visualisation in Android app
is powered by a frequency spectrum analy-
sis algorithm based on a fast Fourier trans-
form [414: pp. 319–321, 582] implementation
provided by the KJDSS library [197]. Ideally this
visualisation would be updated every second, like
the SPL is. Unfortunately the current implemen-
tation is not eﬃcient enough to do that. Because
we consider this a non-essential feature, we have
so far not spent time on optimising the algorithm
and have kept the feature out of the publicly re-
leased app. However, as others have recently re-
leased SLM apps for Android containing smoothly
running spectrum visualisations (see section 6.6),
we are conﬁdent that with the right optimisations
it should be possible to make our algorithm run
faster, such that this feature can be included in
a future release.
6.4 Platforms & dependencies
Researchers in computer science can often aﬀord to develop programs for hardware
and/or software platforms that are not common33 outside (or even inside) academia, as
long as it serves the research agenda and unless there are short-term commercial goals.
But when researching crowdsourcing or mobile sensing systems, especially if that involves
(experimental) deployments at scale, this luxury is largely absent, as platforms have to
be chosen in function of the needs or tastes of potential contributors.
Our ambition to build a mobile sensing system that can be used in practice by local
communities and/or individual citizens, thus requires us to pay attention to the evolution
of the smartphone market. After all, there is no point in developing apps for devices that
are little used by or prohibitively expensive for the intended audience. This is complicated
because the smartphone market – and the deﬁnition of what constitutes a smartphone –
is constantly changing, as discussed in sections E.1 and E.2. Hence, along with research
goals and technical concerns, economic arguments have to be taken into account.
33 Because they serve a particular niche or because they are expensive, experimental or even futuristic.
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In this section we explain how these factors have inﬂuenced our decisions regarding tar-
geted platforms and the timing of development eﬀorts, which have so far resulted in the
two released NoiseTube Mobile variants: the Java ME and the Android app. Moreover,
we give an overview of the dependencies underpinning each app.
6.4.1 The Java ME application
When the NoiseTube project got underway in June 2008, our limited resources in terms of
manpower meant that it was not sensible to target multiple mobile platforms immediately.
The extra time spent programming would have slowed us down and was unlikely to result
in additional research insights. Below we ﬁrst explain why we chose to target the Java ME
CLDC/MIDP platform, both for Mobile Noise Tagger (MNT), the mobile app that was
part of NoiseTube Prototype (see appendix C), and for the initial NoiseTube Mobile app.
Then, we give a brief overview of the dependencies of the latter app.
6.4.1.1 Why Java ME?
As discussed in section E.2.1, in mid-2008 the smartphone market – especially in Europe –
was dominated by devices running Symbian OS [519], mostly from Nokia. At the time, the
most popular and ﬂexible mobile application platform was Sun’s Java ME CLDC/MIDP,
which we discuss in detail in section E.3. Apart from Symbian OS devices, this platform
was also supported on RIM’s BlackBerries as well as some smartphones from other brands.
Due to the platform’s popularity and compatibility across mobile phone brands and OSs,
and our experience with Java programming, we developed the MNT app for Java ME
CLDC/MIDP, and tested it on a Symbian OS/S60-running Nokia N95 8GB [385]34.
As explained in appendix C, the MNT app did not make SPL measurements since that
task was handled by a desktop program. When planning for the integrated solution, which
became NoiseTube Mobile, we initially feared that the smartphones of the day would lack
the processing power to do real-time SPL measuring, especially if implemented in Java,
as opposed to a native language35. But when we tried it out on the Nokia N95 8GB,
we were proven wrong: the device turned out to be capable of running a rudimentary
real-time SPL measuring algorithm implemented in Java.
34 Back then, the Nokia N95, and the later 8GB version, was one of the most advanced smartphones
available and the device of choice of many other researchers involved in mobile sensing [293, 351, 355].
35 For instance, apart from Java ME CLDC/MIDP apps (called MIDlets), Symbian also supports native
apps written in C++ – the latter run directly on the OS, while the former run on a virtual machine.
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In September 2008, with the performance concern out of the way and to beneﬁt from
the abovementioned advantages, we stuck with the Java ME CLDC/MIDP platform for
NoiseTube Mobile36, even though it was developed from scratch37.
6.4.1.2 Dependencies
As explained in section E.3, the Java ME middleware [513] has a layered architecture.
A concrete Java ME platform consists of a conﬁguration layer, a proﬁle layer, a layer
with optional packages and/or vendor APIs, and ﬁnally the application layer at the top.
Java ME CLDC/MIDP is one such platform and is aimed at mobile phones. Applications
for this platform are called MIDlets. Hence, NoiseTube Mobile for Java ME is a MIDlet.
At the level of the device, our MIDlet/app depends on the following components:
Connected Limited Device Conﬁguration (CLDC)
NoiseTube Mobile requires CLDC v1.1 [284] or newer; it is not compatible with the
earlier CLDC v1.0 [279] due to limitations such as the lack of ﬂoating point support.
Mobile Information Device Proﬁle (MIDP)
NoiseTube Mobile requires MIDP v2.0 [282] or newer. Older versions are not sup-
ported because they lack the MIDPMedia API. Newer MIDP versions are backwards
compatible so NoiseTube Mobile should work on those as well38.
JSR-135: Mobile Media API (MMAPI)
The MMAPI optional package [283] enables NoiseTube Mobile to record sound
through the phone’s microphone. The device must implement MMAPI v1.0 or
newer, and must allow audio to be recorded in a format that can be parsed and
decoded by our application (currently only raw PCM or WAVE/PCM).
JSR-179: Location API
This optional package provides an API that exposes information about the physical
location of the device [285]. NoiseTube Mobile requires v1.0 or newer to be sup-
ported by the device39. Devices that support JSR-179 commonly obtain position
information from a GPS receiver (either an integrated or an external one), although
the API itself is agnostic with respect to the underlying positioning technology.
36 A secondary argument was that, as Sony CSL is after all part of the Sony Corporation, we thought –
although, as far as I can remember, we were never given concrete orders in that direction – it would
be good to demonstrate the app eventually on Sony Ericsson phones, many of which did not run
Symbian OS but did support MIDlets.
37 Only in 2009 some code of MNT (mostly I/O and utility classes) was carried over to NoiseTube Mobile.
38 We know it works on MIDP v2.1, and we expect the same for MIDP v3.0, although this is untested.
39 Obviously this was not required in the “GPS-less” derivative, which we oﬀered until November 2010.
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Apps must specify a set of criteria (in terms of accuracy, timeliness, cost, etc.)
based on which a speciﬁc positioning technology is selected. NoiseTube Mobile
uses sharp accuracy and timing criteria to force the use of GPS and to be able to
(ideally) geo-tag each SPL measurement with new coordinates.
JSR-75: FileConnection Optional Package (FCOP)
The FCOP [281] speciﬁes an API for ﬁle system access. NoiseTube Mobile requires
v1.0 (or newer) of the package to be supported by the device40. It is mainly used
to create and write to track ﬁles for local data storage, and log ﬁles for debugging.
Nokia UI API
This vendor API is found on Nokia and some Sony Ericsson phones [383, 487].
NoiseTube Mobile does not require it, but if it (v1.0 or newer) is available, the app
can use it to control the phone’s screensaver/power saving (see ﬁgure 6.7).
At the level of the MIDlet/app itself, we have used the following libraries41:
Lightweight UI Toolkit (LWUIT)
We use LWUIT [516] to construct the GUI of the app. It is developed by Sun/Oracle
as an open source project42, and serves as a replacement for MIDP’s outdated
LCDUI toolkit – which we used for the Mobile Noise Tagger app (see appendix C).
regexp-me
The regexp-me library [367] is an open source43 implementation of regular expression-
based pattern matching routines, a functionality which is absent in CLDC.
Figure 6.10 summarises the stack of components NoiseTube Mobile for Java ME depends
on. As a concrete example, the diagram mentions the names and/or versions of all
components in the case of the app running on the Symbian-based [519] Nokia 5230 [386].
The orange parts in ﬁgure 6.10 constitute the layers of the Java ME middleware as it is
implemented on this particular device by the Java Runtime for Symbian [380]. The green
parts correspond to the MIDlets which can be installed on the phone and the additional
libraries those might depend on and include. For completeness the diagram also shows
native applications running alongside the Java ME runtime environment.
As explained in section E.3.4, the use of certain device features by MIDlets is restricted
by means of a permissions system. To use the NoiseTube Mobile MIDlet, the user must
40 The PIM Optional Package, which is also deﬁned in JSR-75 [281], is not required by our MIDlet.
41 These libraries are shipped together with the MIDlet it the same distribution package.
42 (LWUIT is released under GPL v2.0 [194] with the “classpath exception” [584], enabling linking to
non-GPL licenced programs, such as NoiseTube Mobile which is licensed under LGPL.
43 The regexp-me library is licensed under the Apache License v2.0 [28].
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Figure 6.10: Overview of the dependencies of the Java ME variant NoiseTube Mobile,
running on a Nokia 5230 phone
grant it permission to access multimedia features (i.e. to record audio), and to read and
write local ﬁles. Giving permission to use positioning technology and access the Internet
is optional to use the app, but the former is required for GPS-based geo-tagging, and the
latter for data submission to the CM and for downloading updated calibration settings.
6.4.2 The Android application
Due to the changing market conditions and a lack of innovation in the platform and sup-
porting devices (see section E.2.2), and various technical limitations (see section 6.5.5),
we probably would not have targeted Java ME CLDC/MIDP if we would have started
from scratch in late 2009, let alone today. Nevertheless, we have long resisted the
temptation to port NoiseTube Mobile to one of the newer, more popular and innovative
smartphone platforms, because we rather focused our attention on improving the existing
system – both the CM and the mobile app – and on new research steps which did not
strictly require a new app – e.g. the validation work discussed in chapter 7.
Still, the growing disadvantages of the initially chosen platform made it more and more
desirable to have a NoiseTube Mobile variant for a modern platform (or multiple ones).
We felt this would not only help the NoiseTube project to remain relevant in the eyes
of potential adopters – individuals, communities and authorities – but also to serve as a
test bed for new research. Hence in October 2010 we initiated development eﬀorts for
new platforms, with contributions from students working under our guidance. So far this
has resulted in the Android app, and soon we will release one for the iOS platform.
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6.4.2.1 Why Android (and iOS)?
As discussed in section E.2.2, the evolution of the smartphone market since mid-2008
clearly put Google’s Android and Apple’s iOS on the foreground as the most interesting
new platforms for mobile sensing applications – or any mobile application for that matter.
These platforms are found on both mobile phones and tablet PCs, and their app devel-
opment frameworks make it easy to target both types of devices (quasi) simultaneously.
Almost form the beginning of the NoiseTube project a very common question we got
from outsiders was if and when we would oﬀer NoiseTube Mobile as an iPhone app.
Consequently we have played with that idea since at least early 2009. But as iOS [30]
does not support Java ME, nor any other Java ﬂavour, this required us to rewrite the
app from scratch in Objective-C (the primary language for iOS apps). Due to our limited
manpower and other priorities we remained hesitant about investing time in such an eﬀort.
Porting the Java ME app to Android seemed like lower-hanging fruit because Android
apps can be written in Java, allowing existing skills and code to be reused44. More-
over, as discussed in section E.2.2, Android was quickly becoming the most popular
smartphone platform and, more importantly, the devices come in a far wider price range
than the iPhone. Another argument was that the Android app could serve as a starting
point for the thesis research of one of our master students [39], involving code written
in AmbientTalk [14, 548], which works on Android but not on CLDC, nor iOS. Last but
not least, we took the development of the Android app as an opportunity to refactor the
Java ME app, resulting in an improved, cross-platform architecture shared by both. For
all these reasons, work on the Android app was prioritised over the iOS app.
In the process, we also took the opportunity to make several functionality and usability
improvements by leveraging features of the Android platform, as shown in section 6.3.
While there are alternatives (see section E.4.5), the entire Android app was programmed
in Java, allowing for maximal reuse of existing, yet heavily refactored, code. We felt there
was no need to use faster-running native code (written in C/C++), because the Java ME
app had shown acceptable performance on devices with considerably lower processor
speeds and memory sizes than the average Android device on the market in 201045.
6.4.2.2 Dependencies
A thorough discussion of the Android platform [226] and its components is provided in
section E.4. The dependencies of our app can be summarised brieﬂy because, compared
44 Even though Android’s class libraries and app framework are very diﬀerent from Java ME CLDC/MIDP,
as discussed in section 6.5.1.1 and section E.4.
45 Still, if future extensions would require it, it is possible to write performance-critical parts in C/C++.
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to Java ME CLDC/MIDP devices, the gamut of Android devices is considerably less
fragmented in terms of diﬀerent platform components and versions thereof.
At the level of the device, our Android app requires:
Android
On mobile phones this can be any version ≥ v2.1.x (codenamed Eclair). On tablets
we require a version ≥ v3.0.x (codenamed Honeycomb)46.
Google Maps External Library
This library [218] provides a widget that displays maps and satellite pictures served
by Google Maps [216]. We use this to project measurements and tracks on top of
a map, as shown in ﬁgure 6.4. While strictly speaking not a part of Android, this
library is present on a large majority of Android devices in use today47.
There are no additional dependencies at the level of the app itself48.
Figure 6.11 summarises the stack of components the Android variant of NoiseTube Mobile
depends on. As a concrete example, the diagram mentions the names and/or versions
of all components in the case of the app running on a HTC Desire Z [260] smartphone
with Android v2.3 Gingerbread.
For completeness the diagram also shows a few other apps, running alongside NoiseTube
Mobile, some of which may contain native code. It is interesting to compare this diagram
with that in ﬁgure 6.10, which summarises the dependencies of NoiseTube Mobile for Java
ME – for an explanation of the diﬀerences and similarities, refer to section E.4.6.
As explained in section E.4.3, the usage of some device features by Android apps is
restricted by means of a permissions system. Contrary to Java ME CLDC/MIDP devices,
Android devices always ask the user to grant all permissions an app needs upon its
installation. If the user does not agree with all permissions, the app is simply not installed.
Concretely, our app requires permission to use the following restricted features: audio
recording, write access to the memory card or built-in storage, querying of the phone
state (to detect phone calls), Internet access, and accurate positioning (i.e. GPS).
46 For app development purposes Android uses another versioning scheme of so-called API levels [223].
NoiseTube Mobile for Android requires an API level ≥ 7 (corresponding to v2.1.x/Eclair) on mobile
phones, and ≥ 11 (corresponding to v3.0.x/Honeycomb) on tablets.
47 There is no speciﬁc version to worry about because this library follows the versions of Android itself.
48 I.e. we have not used any compiled-in libraries, like we did in the Java ME app (see section 6.4.1.2).
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v2.3.3 "Gingerbread"
Android Applications
Home, Contacts, Phone, Browser, ..., NoiseTube Mobile for Android v1.3.0
Android Application Framework
Android Runtime
Dalvik Virtual Machine
v1.4.0
Core Libraries
Apache Harmony subset, JUnit, SAX, ...System Libraries
(including Hardware Abstraction Layer)
Linux Kernel
v2.6.35 + Android-specific patches
Hardware
HTC Desire Z firmware 2.42.405.2
External Libraries
Google Maps External Library
Native
code 
parts
(of some apps)
Figure 6.11: Overview of the dependencies of the Android variant of NoiseTube Mobile,
running on a HTC Desire Z smartphone
6.5 Design & Implementation
In this section we discuss the design of the NoiseTube Mobile applications as well as some
interesting implementation details. First we clarify the considerations that have inﬂuenced
the design. Then, we discuss three principal parts of the design and implementation: the
entry-point & conﬁguration classes, the I/O classes and the measuring pipeline. Next,
we look at some speciﬁc problems and solutions related to bugs or limitations of certain
devices. Finally, we brieﬂy discuss some of the ways in which (components of) the
software could be reused or extended. Throughout the section, UML [191] diagrams and
code snippets serve to clarify the architecture and certain implementation details.
As mentioned in section 6.2, this discussion is based on the current state of the code,
including some unreleased features and refactorings. We should also note that we have
made some simpliﬁcations49 in the UML diagrams to keep them uncluttered and compact,
and thereby focus the attention of the reader on the important aspects.
6.5.1 Design considerations
Before we discuss the current design and implementation of NoiseTube Mobile below, we
elaborate on some important concerns that have inﬂuenced our decisions.
49 E.g. hiding ﬁelds, methods, method arguments or return values, and sometimes even whole classes.
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6.5.1.1 Cross-platform architecture
When we decided to make an Android variant of NoiseTube Mobile written in Java, it was
obvious that we would try to reuse as much code from the Java ME variant as possible.
Instead of just taking reusable bits and adapting them to be Android compatible, we
opted for an approach in which both apps share part of their code. While this approach
also has some disadvantages50, we preferred it because it avoids code-duplication, which
in turn allows us to at least partially maintain and improve both apps simultaneously,
rather than in parallel. A more thorough motivation for this choice is discussed in [497].
However, this approach may sound easier than it is. For one thing, despite the fact that
both platforms use Java, their runtime environments support diﬀerent versions of the
language: while the Android Runtime supports apps written in accordance with the 3rd
edition of the Java language speciﬁcation [229], CLDC only supports the 2nd edition [228].
For another, there is only a small set of standard classes that are available on both
platforms. We refer to section E.4 for a more detailed discussion of these diﬀerences.
Consequently, the source code of NoiseTube Mobile was reorganised in three codebases:
two for the platform-speciﬁc parts of each app, and a third, shared one containing a
platform agnostic implementation of the main, deﬁning behaviour of NoiseTube Mobile.
In order to be platform agnostic, the shared codebase can only rely on language features
and classes that are supported by both platforms. A more formal speciﬁcation of what
that entails exactly is given in section E.5.1.1.
To realise this cross-platform architecture and establish the shared codebase, the original
Java ME codebase was refactored [192]. Wherever possible (and sensible) we extracted
generic program logic and thereby separated it from Java ME-speciﬁc code. In the process
we also took the opportunity to rethink several past design and implementation choices.
Hence, apart from reusable code for the new Android variant, this eﬀort also brought
signiﬁcant improvements to the existing Java ME variant. The ﬁrst Java ME app version
based on the cross-platform architecture is v2.0.0 (released in April 2011).
As explained in section E.4 and section E.5.1.1, the set of classes that are available
on both platforms51 – and can thus be relied on in the shared codebase – covers little
more than the most fundamental functionalities52, while the platforms’ app development
frameworks53 are completely diﬀerent. Because it only relies on fundamental Java classes,
we refer to the shared codebase as a “pure Java” implementation of NoiseTube Mobile.
50 For instance, both apps now span more classes and lines of code than separate implementations would.
51 These classes are situated at the level of CLDC on Java ME and the Core Libraries on Android (see
ﬁgures 6.10 and 6.11), the intersection of both is illustrated by ﬁgures E.4 and E.5 on page 337.
52 Most of these classes are closely tied to the language: e.g. data types, collections, streams & exceptions.
53 MIDP+Optional Packages on Java ME vs. Android Application Framework (see ﬁgures 6.10 and 6.11).
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Of course, there is only so much we could express in pure Java. The implementation
of the UI, and of more or less all core functionalities – i.e. audio recording, positioning
through GPS, ﬁle system access, network communication – requires platform-speciﬁc
class libraries/APIs, which cannot be dealt with directly from the shared codebase.
Hence, such things had to be at least partially implemented in platform-speciﬁc code.
Therefore, we let the shared codebase specify all deﬁning behaviour on an abstract level,
while leaving any concrete, platform-speciﬁc details to be ﬁlled in by the platform-speciﬁc
codebases. As we will show below, we applied the Gang of Four’s Abstract Factory
design pattern [198: pp. 87–95] to govern the interaction between abstract/shared and
concrete/platform-speciﬁc classes. Figure 6.12 illustrates the structure of this design
pattern and mentions to which codebase each class belongs.
+createProductA() : AbstractProductA
+createProductB() : AbstractProductB
«Shared codebase»
AbstractFactory
-productB
-factory
-productA
+createProductA() : AbstractProductA
+createProductB() : AbstractProductB
«Platform 1 codebase»
ConcreteFactory1
+createProductA() : AbstractProductA
+createProductB() : AbstractProductB
«Platform 2 codebase»
ConcreteFactory2
«Shared codebase»
Client
«Shared codebase»
AbstractProductA
«Platform 2 codebase»
ConcreteProductA2
«Platform 1 codebase»
ConcreteProductA1
«Shared codebase»
AbstractProductB
«Platform 2 codebase»
ConcreteProductB2
«Platform 1 codebase»
ConcreteProductB1
Figure 6.12: UML class diagram illustrating the Abstract Factory design pattern
6.5.1.2 Robustness & testability
As we explain in detail in section E.5.2, device variability is an underestimated challenge
of mobile app development. When an app has to be deployed across a wide range of
device brands and models, developers have to take certain soft- and hardware diﬀerences
into account because they can undermine the robustness of the app. These diﬀerences
may apply to the versions of the platform or its components, the concrete implementation
of the platform, undocumented limitations or bugs, and hardware details.
During the development and maintenance of NoiseTube Mobile, especially regarding the
Java ME variant, the need to resolve complications caused by device variability has taken
up considerable amounts of time. As we show below, these complications have aﬀected
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the design of the software in multiple areas. Generally speaking, our approach to make
the apps robust was to check all (possibly) relevant device parameters – brand, model,
platform (component) version(s), support for various APIs or features, user permissions,
etc. – during the start-up procedure. This allows to detect and signal problems early –
i.e. show an error message if required functionality is unavailable – and to conﬁgure or
adapt the app – e.g. trigger work-arounds for known bugs (see section 6.5.5).
A related concern is testability. Because it is not feasible to test the apps ourselves on
devices of all brands and models, we ensured that the users can help us. Therefore, both
apps save all information regarding device parameters and any problems that occur in a
log ﬁle. When a user reports a problem the log usually helps us to ﬁnd the cause.
6.5.1.3 Dealing with audio signals
The need to record, interpret and process digital audio signals represents a speciﬁc device
variability problem. In section 6.3.1 we already mentioned that, due to the fact that dif-
ferent mobile phone models have diﬀerent microphones, our software must be calibrated
for each model. However, the situation is more complex than that because, besides the
microphone, there are other diﬀerences and uncertainties regarding how audio is recorded
by diﬀerent phones. A general introduction to audio signals is provided in section A.4.
Of particular interest is ﬁgure A.6 on page 289, which summarises the stages of digital
audio recording and playback. Below, ﬁgure 6.13 illustrates the situation for NoiseTube
Mobile by mapping the recording stages onto the hard- and software of a mobile phone54:
Software (OS + Middleware)
Hardware
Analogue/Digital
Convertor
Digital
signal processors
Analogue
signal processors
Recorder EncoderWrapper Digitalsignal processors
NoiseTube Mobile
Microphone
Figure 6.13: Digital audio recording path on mobile phones
In this diagram, the boxes with a dashed outline represent components which may or may
not be present on a particular device, and whose presence may be undetectable from the
54 Note that on some devices the encoder and wrapper may be implemented in hard- instead of software.
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perspective of the app. Labels in italics signify that the parameters or properties of the
component in question are unknown or uncontrollable from the perspective of the app.
Here is an overview of the stages/components and the problems they can pose:
Microphone
Mobile phone manufacturers rarely (if ever) publish the speciﬁcations of the mi-
crophones they integrate in their products. Hence, although parameters such as
dynamic range and frequency response (see section A.4) vary among phone models,
they cannot be known upfront, nor queried programmatically.
Analogue & Digital Signal Processors
The audio signal can be ﬁltered, ampliﬁed or otherwise processed, before (by an
ASP) and/or after (by a DSP) being digitised. Whether or not this is the case,
and what the parameters of any ASPs or DSPs are, is usually not documented and
may be hard or impossible to determine or change programmatically. Particularly
troubling for our purposes is that some phones may apply signal processing to cancel
echoes or noise, or to emphasise voice frequencies.
Analogue/Digital Convertor
As explained in section A.4.2.1, the main ADC parameters are sampling rate and bit
depth. To maximise ﬁdelity to the analogue signal, and hence the original sound,
both should be set as high as possible. Moreover, to correctly interpret the result-
ing audio stream, NoiseTube Mobile must be able to specify or at least determine
these parameters. In principle, both Java ME and Android provide a way for apps
to specify the sampling rate and bit depth of recorded audio. However, supported
values, especially for sampling rate, tend to vary between models55. Moreover, we
have come across models that either refuse to record audio if these parameters are
speciﬁed, or that ignore what is speciﬁed and thus produce streams with unexpected
properties. In both cases, the correct properties must be either determined from the
stream itself, or, if that is impossible, must be hardcoded for the speciﬁc brand/-
model. There are two cases in which the parameters cannot be determined from
the stream. One is that the stream is “header-less” or “raw” (see below), which is
common on Android. The other is that the values indicated by the stream (header)
are incorrect, as we experienced on some Java ME devices from Sony Ericsson.
Encoder & Wrapper
As discussed in section A.4.2.2, there are many diﬀerent digital audio formats,
which can be either encodings or containers. On some phones the stream produced
by the ADC, usually a PCM – the de facto uncompressed audio encoding – stream,
is or can be converted by an encoder into another, usually compressed, encoding;
and the raw stream, whether ﬁrst encoded or not, is or can be wrapped in a
55 Requiring a trial-and-error approach to ﬁnd working settings.
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container, one of the purposes of which is to describe the properties of the contained
stream using a header. Hence, in order to process the recorded audio stream
NoiseTube Mobile must be able to parse (i.e. “unwrap”) and possibly decode it.
This implies that the app can specify – which is possible on both platforms – or
determine – to handle unexpected results – the encoding and container format
of the stream, and that it supports, or can be easily extended to support, various
encoding and container formats, requiring speciﬁc decoding and parsing algorithms.
Recorder
The recorder component in ﬁgure 6.13 represents a class (or classes) from the
phone’s application framework56 that exposes the audio recording functionality to
apps, and may or may not allow them to specify the abovementioned audio stream
parameters. Because these classes are diﬀerent in both platforms, we cannot con-
trol audio recording from within the shared codebase.
Our solution to deal with these problems consists of four parts:
• We have pursued a thorough separation of concerns in all dealings with audio signals.
Concretely, we have spread the tasks of recording, parsing, decoding and processing
audio streams across diﬀerent classes. Moreover, we have relied on inheritance and
polymorphism to delegate the parsing and decoding of diﬀerent audio formats to
separate, interchangeable subclasses.
• We have introduced a dedicated class to pre- and describe audio stream parameters.
As we will show in section 6.5.4.2, this AudioSpecification class serves as a
“contract” for audio recording: it prescribes expected stream parameters, against
which the resulting stream can be checked, and it describes (raw) streams such
that they can be correctly parsed, decoded and processed.
• Testing and conﬁguring of audio recording takes place during the apps’ start-up
procedure (also see section 6.5.1.2 above). This allows to signal problems early, for
instance when the device refuses to record audio, or it can only record in formats
that are not (yet) supported. Moreover, both apps always pick the best, working and
supported conﬁguration for the device in question, such that when SPL measuring
is started, signal ﬁdelity is maximised and the app knows what to specify/expect.
• To compensate for microphone (and possibly ASP/DSP) chacteristics NoiseTube
Mobile can be calibrated for speciﬁc models. As explained in section 6.3.1, both
apps come with built-in settings for a number of models and can automatically
download additional ones. When there is no match for the exact model, a calibration
for another model of the same brand is taken, and when there are no settings from
that brand an overall default setting is used. More details, including how exactly
measurements are corrected based on the calibration, are given in section 6.5.4.2.
56 Java ME’s MIDP and MMAPI, or the Android Application Framework (see sections 6.4.1.2 and 6.4.2.2).
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6.5.1.4 Reusability & extendibility
As indicated in section 3.5.2, it is our intention to contribute to the tackling of mobile
sensing challenge 5 (see section 3.4) by designing the NoiseTube system with reusabil-
ity and extendibility in mind, and by releasing the source code under permissive terms.
In NoiseTube Mobile, the cross-platform architecture discussed above represents a major
eﬀort to enable code to be reused, rather than copied or rewritten. But what may be
more relevant to outsiders is that, by adhering to software engineering principles such as
separation of concerns [129] and low coupling & high cohesion [503], the current design
also provides many options for extension and reuse of components in other contexts.
Some concrete possibilities are sketched in section 6.5.6.
6.5.2 Entry-point & conﬁguration classes
The class diagram in ﬁgure 6.14 shows the entry-point and conﬁguration classes of both
apps, and indicates to which codebase – shared, Java ME or Android – or underlying
platform – Java ME or Android – each class belongs. This is a ﬁrst illustration of how we
have applied the Abstract Factory design pattern [198: pp. 87–95] (see section 6.5.1.1).
The shared NTClient class takes a central position in NoiseTube Mobile. First and
foremost, it acts as the AbstractFactory in the eponymous pattern: it declares an ab-
stract interface for the creation of AbstractProducts, such as the conﬁguration classes
Device and Preferences, by methods createDevice() and createPrefer-
ences(). In the platform-speciﬁc codebases the role of ConcreteFactory is played
by its subclasses JavaMENTClient or AndroidNTClient, which respectively create
instances of the ConcreteProducts JavaMEDevice and JavaMEPreferences, or
AndroidDevice and AndroidPreferences, by implementing the abstract interface.
The role of the Client in the pattern is played by MainMIDlet or MainActivity,
respectively the entry-point of the Java ME or Android app. Immediately after being
created themselves these classes create an instance of respectively JavaMENTClient or
AndroidNTClient, in turn this calls the initialize() method of the NTClient
superclass. This method contains the shared start-up procedure: it instantiates the
conﬁguration classes using createDevice() and createPreferences()57, it logs
device parameters and checks if all require functionalities are available, using methods of
the Device class such as supportsAudioRecording() (see section 6.5.4.2).
To provide global access to a single instance of itself – via the static getInstance()
method – NTClient also plays to role of the Singleton in the eponymous design
57 This means NTClient in fact also acts as the (or its own) Client in the Abstract Factory pattern.
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NoiseTube Mobile for Android:
Android-specific classes
NoiseTube Mobile for Java ME:
Java ME-specific classes
NoiseTube Mobile:
Shared classes (“pure Java”)
Android platformJava ME CLDC/MIDP platform
+getInstance() : nt.core.NTClient
#initialize()
#createDevice() : nt.config.Device
#createPreferences() : nt.config.Preferences
+getDevice() : nt.config.Device
+getPreferences() : nt.config.Preferences
#INSTANCE : nt.core.NTClient
«AbstractFactory, Singleton, Client»
nt.core.NTClient
#createDevice() : nt.config.Device
#createPreferences() : nt.config.Preferences
«ConcreteFactory»
nt.core.android.AndroidNTClient
#onCreate()
#onPause()
#onResume()
#onDestroy()
-ntClient : nt.core.NTClient
«Client»
nt.ui.android.MainActvity
#onCreate()
#onPause()
#onResume()
#onDestroy()
android.app.Activity
#createDevice() : nt.config.Device
#createPreferences() : nt.config.Preferences
«ConcreteFactory»
nt.core.javame.JavaMENTClient
"nt" is an abbreviation for "net.noisetube"
(root package of all NoiseTube Mobile classes).
#identifyDevice()
+supportsAudioRecording() : boolean
+supportsFileAccess() : boolean
-brand : String
-model : String
«AbstractProduct»
nt.config.Device
#setDefaults()
+isUseGPS() : boolean
+saveToStorage()
+loadFromStorage()
-useGPS : boolean
«AbstractProduct»
nt.config.Preferences
#identifyDevice()
+supportsFileAccess() : boolean
«ConcreteProduct»
nt.config.android.AndroidDevice
#identifyDevice()
+supportsFileAccess() : boolean
«ConcreteProduct»
nt.config.javame.JavaMEDevice
#setDefaults()
+saveToStorage()
+loadFromStorage()
«ConcreteProduct»
nt.config.android.AndroidPreferences
#setDefaults()
+saveToStorage()
+loadFromStorage()
+isBlockScreensaver() : boolean
-blockScreensaver : boolean
«ConcreteProduct»
nt.config.javame.JavaMEPreferences
#startApp()
#pauseApp()
#destroyApp()
javax.microedition.midlet.MIDlet
#startApp()
#pauseApp()
#destroyApp()
-ntClient : nt.core.NTClient
«Client»
nt.core.javame.MainMIDlet
#device1
#INSTANCE1
#device1
#preferences
1
1-ntClient1 -ntClient
Figure 6.14: Entry-point & conﬁguration classes
pattern [198: pp. 127–134]. Indirectly this also creates a global access point to the con-
ﬁguration class instances – i.e. via getDevice() and getPreferences().
NoiseTube Mobile has two levels of conﬁguration, the device-level, represented by the
Device, and the user-level, represented by the Preferences. The former class, and
its platform-speciﬁc subclasses, contains all the code that checks device parameters,
which the app should take into account (see section 6.5.1.2). The latter class holds the
preferences of the user – e.g. whether or not GPS can be used. The platform-speciﬁc
subclasses of Preferences hold additional platform-speciﬁc settings – e.g. screensaver
blocking on Java ME – and implement the persistent storage of all user settings.
6.5.3 Input/Output classes
The diagram in ﬁgure 6.15 shows the 3 types of I/O classes used in NoiseTube Mobile:
• The FileWriter class handles write access to locally stored ﬁles. It supports
creation, renaming, deletion and writing of textual data. This is used for local
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storage of measurement in track ﬁles, logging of device parameters and debugging
information, and storage of downloaded calibration settings (see section 6.5.4.2).
• The HttpClient class handles the communication with Web servers via the
HTTP protocol. It only supports the basic HTTP request types GET and POST.
This class is used to communicate with the NoiseTube Community Memory.
• The ResourceReader class handles the of compiled-in resource ﬁles. We use
this to access the compiled-in calibration settings (see section 6.5.4.2)
Because the required APIs for these I/O functionalities are diﬀerent on both platforms,
each of these classes is an AbstractProduct, subclassed by a ConcreteProduct for
each platform. Again, NTClient and its subclasses play the role of respectively the
AbstractFactory and the ConcreteFactories.
NoiseTube Mobile for Android:
Android-specific classes
NoiseTube Mobile for Java ME:
Java ME-specific classes
NoiseTube Mobile:
Shared classes (“pure Java”)
+getFileWriter() : nt.io.FileWriter
+getHttpClient() : nt.io.HttpClient
+getResourceReader() : nt.io.ResourceReader
+getFileInputStream() : java.io.InputStream
«AbstractFactory, Singleton»
nt.core.NTClient
+getFileWriter() : nt.io.FileWriter
+getHttpClient() : nt.io.HttpClient
+getResourceReader() : nt.io.ResourceReader
+getFileInputStream() : java.io.InputStream
«ConcreteFactory»
nt.core.android.AndroidNTClient
+getFileWriter() : nt.io.FileWriter
+getHttpClient() : nt.io.HttpClient
+getResourceReader() : nt.io.ResourceReader
+getFileInputStream() : java.io.InputStream
«ConcreteFactory»
nt.core.javame.JavaMENTClient
+fileExists() : boolean
+rename(in newName : String)
+open()
+write(in str : String)
+close()
+dispose()
#fullPath : String
«AbstractProduct»
nt.io.FileWriter
+fileExists() : boolean
+rename(in newName : String)
+open()
+dispose()
«ConcreteProduct»
nt.io.android.AndroidFileWriter
+fileExists() : boolean
+rename(in newName : String)
+open()
+dispose()
«ConcreteProduct»
nt.io.javame.JavaMEFileWriter
+getRequest(in url) : String
+postRequest(in url, in body, in mime)
#agent : String
«AbstractProduct»
nt.io.HttpClient
+getInputStream() : java.io.InputStream
«ConcreteProduct»
nt.io.android.AndroidResourceReader
+getInputStream() : java.io.InputStream
«ConcreteProduct»
nt.io.javame.JavaMEResourceReader
+getRequest(in url) : String
+postRequest(in url, in body, in mime)
«ConcreteProduct»
nt.io.android.AndroidHttpClient
+getRequest(in url) : String
+postRequest(in url, in body, in mime)
«ConcreteProduct»
nt.io.javame.JavaMEHttpClient
+getInputStream() : java.io.InputStream
-path : String
«AbstractProduct»
nt.io.ResourceReader
Figure 6.15: Input/Output classes
Another I/O functionality is the reading of local ﬁles. We did not introduce a dedicated
“FileReader” class, because, once opened, ﬁles can be read with an InputStream,
which is a fundamental Java class available on both platforms. In their implementation
of the getFileInputStream() method the subclasses of NTClient use platform-
speciﬁc APIs to locate and open a ﬁle and then return an InputStream. We use this
to read previously downloaded calibration settings (see section 6.5.4.2).
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6.5.4 Measuring pipeline
Now we discuss the structures and interactions that implement the main functionalities of
NoiseTube Mobile. We call this the measuring pipeline. As discussed in section 3.3.1.1,
the functionality of mobile sensing systems can usually be split in 3 stages: sensing,
learning and “closing the loop”. These same stages can also be found in the measuring
pipeline, as illustrated by the sequence diagram in ﬁgure 6.16:
a Track the TrackUI
start()
the Saverthe SoundLevelMeter
start()
For every processor
GeoTagger,
CoordinateInterpolator,
…
a Processor
create [unless created by NTClient]
receiveAudioStream(audioStream)
audioStream
is processed
to calculate Leq
which is stored in
a Measurement
Every 1-2 seconds
a Measurement
create
newMeasurement(aMeasurement)
save(anOlderMeasurement)
For every processor
process(aMeasurement, aTrack)
newMeasurement(aTrack, aMeasurement)
start()
Set location, interpolate coordinates, add tags, ...
addProcessor(aProcessor)
“Closing the loop”Sensing & LearningModels
Figure 6.16: Interactions of the main objects in the measuring pipeline
6.5.4.1 Model & processing classes
The diagram in ﬁgure 6.17 shows the classes that represent data at runtime (i.e. models),
and analyse or process it (i.e. processors). These are all part of the shared codebase.
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1
-mBff*
+newMeasurement(in m : Measurement)
+addTaggedInterval(in ti : TaggedInterval)
-startTime : long
-trackID : int
-mBff : CyclicQueue<Measurement>
-tiBff : Vector<TaggedInterval>
-processors : Vector<Processor>
-stats : TrackStatistics
Track
+addUserTags(in tags : String)
+addAutomaticTag(in tag : String)
-timeStamp : Date
-LeqDBA : double
-location : NTLocation
-userTags : Vector<String>
-automaticTags : Vector<String>
Measurement
-beginIdx : int
-endIdx : int
-tags : Vector<String>
-automatic : boolean
TaggedInterval
1
-tiBff0..*
-numMeasurements : int
-avrDBA : double
-logAvrDBA : double
-maxDBA : double
-minDBA : double
-distanceMeters : float
TrackStatistics
+process(in m : Measurement, in t : Track)
«interface»
Processor1
-processors
*
1
-statistics
1
CoordinateInterpolator
GeoTagger
+setTags(in tags : String, in time : long)
SingleMeasurementTagger
More processors possible…
(e.g. automatic taggers)
-tag : String
-coordinates : NTCoordinates
NTLocation
-coordinates
0..1
-location0..1
+getLongitude() : double
+getLatitude() : double
+getAltitude() : double
+distanceTo(in elsewhere : NTCoordinates) : double
«interface»
NTCoordinates
+newMeasurement(in m : Measurement)
«interface»
MeasurementListener
Figure 6.17: Model and processing classes
Measurement
Each instance of this model class holds a single SPL measurement – i.e. an LAeq,1s
value expressed in dB(A) – and a timestamp. If the measurement is geo-tagged its
instance also holds an NTLocation instance (see below). If it has been (individ-
ually) tagged by the user or by a Processor, those tags are respectively stored
in the userTags or automaticTags Vectors. An instance of Measurement
is thus a local representation of a measurement record, with associated tagging
records, as stored in the NoiseTube CM (see section 5.5.2).
NTLocation & NTCoordinates
An instance of the NTLocation class describes a location, either by a “location
tag”, an instance of NTCoordinates, or both. Geo-tagging by means of user-
typed location tags is only exposed in the UI of the Java ME app (see section 6.3.2).
The NTCoordinates interface declares getters for long-, lat- and altitude ﬁelds
and methods to compute the distance and course to another NTCoordinates in-
stance. The interface is implemented by JavaMENTCoordinates and Android-
NTCoordinates (see ﬁgure 6.21). This extra abstraction is needed due to the
incompatible coordinates/location representations of both platforms.
TaggedInterval
This model represents a tagged interval of measurements of a track: the interval
is delimited by means of two indexes, tags are stored in a Vector and the type
of tagging (user/social or automatic) is stored in a boolean. An instance of this
model class is thus a local representation of a taggedinterval record, with associated
tagging records, as stored in the NoiseTube CM (see section 5.5.2).
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Track & Processors
An instance of the Track model represents a measuring session, and is thus a local
representation of a track record as stored in the NoiseTube CM (see section 5.5.2).
Track implements the MeasurementListener interface in order to take part
in a publish-subscribe interaction with SoundLevelMeter, from which it regu-
larly receives new Measurement instances, as shown in ﬁgure 6.1658. A Track
instance holds a collection of Processor instances. The Processor interface
is implemented by any class that needs to analyse, modify, tag or otherwise pro-
cess measurements. This can fall under either the sensing or the learning stage.
As shown in ﬁgure 6.16, whenever a new measurement is received the Track calls
the process() method of each of its Processors, passing the new measure-
ment as wells as itself as arguments. A Track also holds a ﬁxed-size buﬀer with
up to 60 Measurement instances. When a new measurement is received and
the buﬀer is full, the oldest measurement is removed and saved to ﬁle or trans-
mitted to the CM, to make room for the new one. The buﬀer is thus a sliding
window of measurements that have yet to be saved/transmitted. This serves two
purposes: on the one hand it is used to draw the SPL graph in the UI (see ﬁg-
ure 6.2), on the other it allows the Processors to consider (and possibly modify)
the recent history of measurements, rather than only the last one. Although new
TaggedIntervals are immediately saved/transmitted they are also kept in a
buﬀer in order to highlight them in the graph (see ﬁgure 6.6). When the last
measurement to which an interval applies is saved/transmitted the corresponding
TaggedInterval instance is removed from the buﬀer.
TrackStatistics
This class implements the Processor interface and is used to keep statistics
about the on-going measuring session. Every time it receives a new measurement,
via the process() method, the TrackStatistics updates these statistics:
• the number of measurements made so far;
• the maximum and minimum LAeq,1s value measured so far;
• the arithmetic mean (i.e. simple average) of all LAeq,1s values measured so far;
• the logarithmic composite average or overall LAeq,T59, computed from all LAeq,1s
values measured so far, as speciﬁed by equation A.27 on page 303;
• the total distance travelled so far60.
This information is used in the UI of both apps, as shown in ﬁgures 6.2 and 6.3.
58 This interaction is similar to the Observer design pattern [198: pp. 293–303]: Track acts as
the subscriber or ConcreteObserver, MeasurementListener is an (Abstract)Observer, and
SoundLevelMeter is the publisher or (Concrete)Subject.
59 In whichT is current the duration of the track.
60 Only if the measurement is geo-tagged with GPS coordinates.
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6.5.4.2 Sound level measuring
NoiseTube Mobile’s main sensing functionality is of course the measuring of the ambient
sound pressure level (SPL). In section 6.3.1 we described this functionality from the
perspective of the user, here we discuss how it is implemented. This code is also used in
our NoiseTube Phone Tester apps, which we use to determine calibration settings.
Recorder EncoderWrapper Digitalsignal processors
Software (OS + Middleware)
Hardware
Analogue/Digital
Convertor
Digital
signal processors
Analogue
signal processorsMicrophone
-timeStamp : Date
-LeqDBA : double
«Savable»
Measurement
#record() : AudioStream
-aS : AudioSpecification
-aSC : AudioStreamCorrector
«Recorder»
AudioRecorder
+apply(in s : double[]) : double[]
«Digital signal processor»
Filter
- : double[]aCoef
- : double[]bCoef
NoiseTube Mobile
-mBff : CyclicQueue<Meas.>
-stats : TrackStatistics
-ui : TrackUI
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«MeasurementListener»
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«Display»
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+save(in s : Savable)
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-data : byte[]
«Stream, Parser»
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-aR : AudioRecorder
-aD : AudioDecoder
-AFilter : Filter
-c : Calibration
«Digital signal processor»
SoundLevelMeter
-computeLeq( sin :double[]) double:
Figure 6.18: Chain of device hard- and software components and NoiseTube Mobile classes
involved in sound level measuring
The main involved classes are shown in ﬁgure 6.18. Rather than to use a conventional
UML class or sequence diagram, we have opted to emphasise the task each class fulﬁls
in recording, parsing and decoding of digital audio signals (see section 6.5.1.3) and in
processing them to measure SPL like a SLM (see section A.5.1). For proper understand-
ing, it may help to compare this diagram with those in ﬁgures A.6 and A.7 on pages 289
and 290, which respectively illustrate the stages of digital audio recording/playback, and
the components of a typical SLM. The hard- and software components in the lower half,
and most classes61 in the upper half of ﬁgure 6.18, fulﬁl the same task as a component in
ﬁgure A.6 or A.7. All classes shown in ﬁgure 6.18 are part of the shared codebase, but,
since the audio recording APIs of Java ME and Android are diﬀerent, some of them have
platform-speciﬁc subclasses. As shown in ﬁgure 6.19 we have again applied the Abstract
Factory design pattern [198: pp. 87–95] to instantiate these subclasses.
61 As indicated by the stereotypes.
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Figure 6.19: Shared and platform-speciﬁc classes involved in audio recording
Now we take a more detailed look at each of the classes involved in sound level measuring:
AudioSpecification & testing procedure
As motivated in section 6.5.1.3, this class serves to pre- and describe audio stream
parameters such as sampling rate, bit depth, channel count and encoding. The
subclasses, JavaME- and AndroidAudioSpecification, handle the details of
how audio stream parameters are represented on both platforms.
AudioSpecification plays a central role in the testing of audio recording
capabilities during app start-up. The testing procedure starts when NTClient
calls the supportsAudioRecording() method of Device, which in turn calls
its getSuitableAudioSpecification() method, provided by a platform-
speciﬁc subclass. Here the phone’s audio recording capabilities (e.g. supported
encodings) are queried, and a bunch of AudioSpecification instances are
created, sorted by desirability (e.g. favouring higher over lower sampling rates),
and tried out in that order. To try out an AudioSpecification it is passed to
the testAudioSpecification() method, which requests a platform-speciﬁc
AudioRecorder instance, conﬁgured with the speciﬁcation, from NTClient and
then calls testRecord() on it (see below), returning the boolean result back
to getSuitableAudioSpecification(). If the result is true the Audio-
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Specification in question is returned and remembered by the Device as the
one to use for SPL measuring (see below), if not the next AudioSpecification
is tried. If no suitable speciﬁcation is found supportsAudioRecording() will
return false and the user will see an error message.
AudioRecorder
This class is responsible for recording bits of audio, in the format speciﬁed by an
AudioSpecification instance, and of a duration indicated by recordTimeMS
(for SPL measuring this is 1000ms, for testing shorter times can be used). The ab-
stract record() method is implemented by subclasses JavaME- and Android-
AudioRecorder using platform-speciﬁc APIs. Here the actual recording is done
and the data is packaged in a suitable AudioStream instance (see below) and
then returned. Due to platform-speciﬁc limitations the record() implementation
of JavaMEAudioRecorder starts and stops recording every time, leaving a gap
of up to 1 s during which nothing is recorded (and thus no SPL measured). In con-
trast, AndroidAudioRecorder can record continuously to a buﬀer, from which
record() reads a segment of 1 s every time it is called. The testRecord()
method makes a short recording using record() and then checks whether result-
ing the AudioStream is valid with respect to the speciﬁcation, has the expected
duration, and whether a suitable AudioDecorder (see below) is available, if all
conditions are met it returns true. During SPL measuring AudioRecorder
works asynchronously. To start measuring the SoundLevelMeter (see below)
calls the getTimerTask() method and schedules the returned TimerTask to
run every second on a separate tread. This task executes the record() method
and sends the AudioStream instance to the SoundLevelMeter.
AudioStream
This class acts both as a stream and a parser for it. Each instance holds a byte
array with the data of an audio stream, and an AudioSpecification that was
used to record it. The AudioStream class is abstract and must be subclassed
to add parsing support for diﬀerent audio container formats. Currently two sub-
classes are available, WAVEAudioStream and RawAudioStream. The former
implements support for the popular WAVE container format [595], which is com-
monly used on Java ME devices. Here the parseHeader() method checks if the
stream is conformant to the WAVE format and reads the properties of the con-
tained stream (e.g. sampling rate, bit depth, etc.) such that they can be checked
with respect to the speciﬁcation. The latter subclass is used to hold raw audio
streams, which are common on Android. These do not need to be parsed – hence
parseHeader() does nothing meaningful here – just decoded. Because a raw
stream does not describe itself the AudioSpecification cannot be used to
validate its properties, and thus only serves to describe the (expected) properties
such that the stream can be decoded and processed.
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AudioStreamCorrector
This interface is to be implemented by classes that apply corrections to an Audio-
Stream. If it has been conﬁgured with an AudioStreamCorrector instance
the AudioRecorder passes every recorded AudioStream to the correct()
method, before it is checked for validity and/or sent to SoundLevelMeter. This
was introduced to resolve a problem on some Java ME devices from Sony Ericsson
(e.g. the W995 [486]). On these phones the WAVE header reports a sampling rate
of 8 kHz while the actual contained stream is sampled at 16 kHz. Therefore, the
SEAudioStreamCorrector class, which implements the interface and is only
used when running on an aﬀected device, corrects the header.
AudioDecoder
The role of this class is to decode AudioStreams. It foresees methods to decode
a single or a series of samples (i.e. amplitude values) to either a double precision
integer or double precision ﬂoating point62 number or an array thereof. The class
is abstract and must be subclassed to add decoding support for diﬀerent audio
encoding formats. Currently the only supported encoding is (L)PCM [588] (see
section A.4.2.1) which is decoded by the PCMAudioDecoder subclass. While a
large majority of Java ME devices (e.g. those of Nokia and Sony Ericsson) are able
to record audio in PCM, some others (e.g. those from Samsung) can only record in
other, compressed formats such as AMR [574], which are not supported. Although
the current architecture makes it easy to add decoders for such formats63, it is
unlikely that we will invest time in that because most (if not all) Java ME devices
on sale today64, and all Android devices, can record PCM-encoded audio.
Filter
This class contains a digital ﬁlter [262: pp. 317–341] implementation which we use
to apply frequency weighting to the audio signal (see section A.5.1.2). As motivated
in section 6.3.1, we apply A-weighting in order to get SPL measurements in dB(A).
Currently the Filter class contains 6th order coeﬃcients to apply A-weighting to
signals sampled at 8, 16, 22.05, 24, 32, 44.1 or 48 kHz – which covers all common
rates used for audio signals on mobile phones. We determined these coeﬃcients us-
ing the Octave toolbox for MATLAB by Couvreur [103]. As an example, tables 6.2a
and 6.2b respectively list the coeﬃcients for sampling rates of 16 and 48 kHz.
Because the Filter class is implemented as a generic, digital inﬁnite impulse re-
sponse (IIR) ﬁlter [262: pp. 454–578], adding support for other frequency-weightings
(e.g. C-weighting) and/or other sampling rates would just be a matter of adding
the right coeﬃcients. Box 6.1 shows the main part of the implementation.
62 With a value from [−1.0, +1.0].
63 Whether the decoding algorithm is documented and easy to implement is of course another matter.
64 For instance, Samsung no longer makes Java ME devices.
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Index a-coefficients b-coefficients
0 1.0 0.53148982982355708
1 -2.867832572992166100 -1.0629796596471122
2 2.221144410202319500 -0.53148982982356319
3 0.455268334788656860 2.1259593192942332
4 -0.983386863616282910 -0.53148982982355686
5 0.055929941424134225 -1.0629796596471166
6 0.118878103828561270 0.53148982982355797
(a) fs = 16 kHz
Index a-coefficients b-coefficients
0 1.0 0.2343017922995132
1 -4.113043408775872 -0.4686035845990264
2 6.5531217526550503 -0.23430179229951431
3 -4.9908492941633842 0.9372071691980528
4 1.7857373029375754 -0.23430179229951364
5 -0.24619059531948789 -0.46860358459902524
6 0.011224250033231334 0.23430179229951273
(b) fs = 48 kHz
Table 6.2: A-weighting coeﬃcients for diﬀerent sampling rates (fs)
As discussed in section A.5.1.2, the requirements for A-weighting ﬁlters are speci-
ﬁed in national and international norms for SLMs. The current international SLM
standard is IEC 61672-1:2002 [268]. For selected frequencies, from 10Hz to 20 kHz,
this document lists the weighting (a positive or negative dB oﬀset) along with a tol-
erance limit for Class 1 and Class 2 SLMs [268: p. 16]. To evaluate the performance
of our ﬁlter we have compared it with these requirements. We did this by feed-
ing artiﬁcially generated pure tone signals to the ﬁlter and comparing the applied
weightings with those speciﬁed by the standard. The result is shown on chart 6.1.
The chart shows that, at a sampling rate of 48 kHz, our A-weighting ﬁlter meets
the tolerance limits for Class 1 SLMs at all frequencies except those between 10
and 12.5Hz. We should stress that this test did not involve audible sounds cap-
tured with a microphone. Instead, the signals were generated in software. Hence,
here we only tested the performance of the A-weighting ﬁlter itself. In chapter 7
we discuss the evaluation of the accuracy of NoiseTube Mobile as a whole.
.
public double[] apply(double input[])
{
double[] output = new double[input.length];
for(int i = 0; i < input.length; i++)
{
//take sample:
double x_i = input[i];
//filter it:
double y_i = x_i * bCoef[0] + conds[0];
//store filtered sample:
output[i] = y_i;
//adjust all but the last condition:
for(int j = 0; j < order - 1; j++)
conds[j] = x_i * bCoef[j + 1] - y_i * aCoef[j + 1] + conds[j + 1];
//adjust last condition:
conds[order - 1] = x_i * bCoef[order] - y_i * aCoef[order];
}
if(!keepConds) //conditions may be kept for continuous signals
conds = new double[order]; //clear conditions
return output;
}
Box 6.1: The apply() method of the Filter class, used to apply frequency weighting
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Chart 6.1: Comparison of the A-weighting ﬁlter in NoiseTube Mobile with the speciﬁcation
according to IEC 61672-1:2002 [268: p. 16]65
SoundLevelMeter
As its name suggest this class works like an SLM: it processes audio signals to calcu-
late SPL values. When instantiated it receives an AudioSpecification (i.e. the
one that was selected during testing), possibly a Calibration (see below), and
a MeasurementListener66. When the start() method of SoundLevel-
Meter is called it requests a platform-speciﬁc AudioRecorder instance from
NTClient (conﬁgured with the AudioSpecification), asks it for a Timer-
Task and schedules that to run every second. From then on the AudioRecorder
regularly calls SoundLevelMeter’s receiveAudioStream() method to pass
newly recorded AudioStreams. For every received stream, SoundLevelMeter
uses the decoder, which is gets by calling the getDecoder() method of Audio-
Specification, to decode as many double precision ﬂoating point samples as
the sampling rate in Hz (denoted fs), representing exactly 1 s of sound. The samples
are then processed by a Filter instance with A-weighting coeﬃcients for the right
sampling rate. Next, the A-weighted samples are passed to the computeLeq()
method, shown in box 6.2, to compute the LAeq,1s. That value is then corrected with
the Calibration (if there is one) and stored in new Measurement instance, to
be passed to the MeasurementListener, as shown in ﬁgure 6.16.
As formulated by equation A.24 on page 301, calculating LXeqT involves an integra-
tion step, which, in case of a digital audio signal (composed of discrete samples),
can be approximated with a Riemann sum, as shown by equation A.25 on page 302.
65 Note that the negative tolerance limit for Class 1 SLMs at 10, 12.5 and 20,000Hz is −∞ [268: p. 16].
66 In NoiseTube Mobile the listener is a Track, but in the Phone Tester apps it is a Calibrator, as
shown in ﬁgure 6.20, which explains the need for the MeasurementListener interface.
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private double computeLeq(double samples[]) throws Exception
{ //samples.length = sampling rate (samples contains exactly 1s of audio)
double sumsquare = 0.0d, leq;
for(int i = 0; i < samples.length; i++)
sumsquare += samples[i] * samples[i];
leq = (10.0d * MathNT.log10(sumsquare / samples.length)) +
93.97940008672037609572522210551d;
if(Double.isNaN(leq) || leq <= 0)
throw new IllegalResultException("Leq␣is␣NaN,␣negative␣or␣zero:␣" +
Double.toString(leq));
return leq;
}
Box 6.2: Calculation of the LAeq,1s by SoundLevelMeter
For LAeq,1s (i.e. X = A and T = 1 s), equation A.25 becomes equation 6.1, and by
ﬁlling in the value of p0 that can be reduced to equation 6.2, which is exactly how
the computeLeq() method shown in box 6.2 works.
LAeq,1s = 20 · log10
√ 1fs ∑fsi=1 p 2A(i )
p0
 (6.1)
= 10 · log10( 1fs ∑fsi=1 p 2A(i )p 20
)
= 10 · log10(1fs
fs∑
i=1 p
2
A(i ))− 10 · log10 (p 20 ) With:p0 = 0.00002Pa
= 10 · log10(1fs
fs∑
i=1 p
2
A(i ))+ 93.9794… [dB(A)] (6.2)
As discussed in section A.2.3, the p0 value was chosen as the approximate threshold
of human hearing at 1000Hz. In a sense, the +93.9794… in computeLeq() is
unimportant because the calculated values still have to be adjusted to account for
the characteristics of the microphone, which happens in the Calibration class
discussed below. Still, the addition ensures the values are positive and more or less
in the expected range for decibels. Although we could have used another oﬀset
(e.g. +100), for aesthetic reasons we have implemented the calculation entirely as
deﬁned by acoustical conventions and standards [268], with the oﬀset based on p0.
While negative SPL values are possible67, computeLeq() throws an exception if
the result is ≤ 0 dB(A). This is because practical experience has shown that such
values are only computed if the AudioStream data is corrupt due to a device
malfunction. After catching 4 such exceptions SoundLevelMeter automatically
stops and restarts the AudioRecorder, which usually solves the problem.
67 I.e. for very quiet sounds, usually inaudible to humans (see section A.2.3).
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Calibration & CalibrationFactory
To correct SPL measurements to account for the properties of the microphone, and
possibly other components of the phone’s audio recording path (see section 6.5.1.3)
we have introduced the Calibration class. The diagram in ﬁgure 6.20 shows
this and related classes such as CalibrationFactory.
+correctSPL(in spl : double) : double
-deviceBrand : String
-deviceModel : String
-brandDefault : boolean
-overallDefault : boolean
-credibility : char
-calibrPoints : double[][]
Calibration
+getCalibration(in b : String, in m : String) : Calibration
-calibrations : Vector<Calibration>
CalibrationFactory
1
-calibrations
*
#computeLeq(in s : double[]) : double
-listener : MeasurementListener
-audioSpec : AudioSpecification
-audioRec : AudioRecorder
-audioDec : AudioDecoder
-AFilter : Filter
-calibration : Calibration
SoundLevelMeter
-calibration
0..1
#identifyDevice()
+getCalibration() : Calibration
-brand : String
-model : String
Device
+newMeasurement(in m)
-slm : SoundLevelMeter
Track
+newMeasurement(in m)
«interface»
MeasurementListener
-listener
1
+newMeasurement(in m)
-slm : SoundLevelMeter
Calibrator
Calibrator class is only used in
NoiseTube Phone Tester apps
-slm
1
-slm
1
Figure 6.20: Calibration, CalibrationFactory, and related classes
A Calibration instance holds an array of calibration points speciﬁc to a certain
phone, identiﬁed by its brand and model. These points are to be determined ex-
perimentally in a process that is explained, motivated and evaluated in chapter 7.
For now it suﬃces to say that each calibration point is a pair of SPL values: one
that was measured on the phone in question by SoundLevelMeter without any
correction being applied68; and another that was measured, at the same time and
at the same distance from the sound source, by a trusted reference device69. Ideally
this process is repeated with sounds of increasing SPL (e.g. from 30 to 100 dB(A) in
steps of 5 dB) such that we get a series of calibration points, speciﬁc to the phone.
Chart 6.2 shows the calibration points for a Nokia 5230 [386] (a Java ME device)
and an HTC Hero [587] (an Android device).
For a given calibration point, we call the value that was measured on the phone
the input and the one that was measured by the reference device the output.
As illustrated by the chart, the points give us a level-dependent indication of the
(systematic) measuring error made on a particular phone with respect to the refer-
ence. This information allows us to correct measurements by adding or subtracting
an oﬀset to compensate for the error. For instance, if we measure 60 dB(A) on
a Nokia 5230 then the calibration point (60.0, 65.0) tells us we should add 5 dB.
This is the principal idea behind our SPL correction algorithm, implemented in
the correctSPL() method of Calibration. However, because in general
the to-be-corrected SPL value does not exactly match one the calibration points,
68 This is done with the NoiseTube Phone Tester apps, whose Calibrator class (see ﬁgure 6.20) uses
a SoundLevelMeter instance but does not conﬁgure it with a Calibration.
69 I.e. a properly calibrated (semi-)professional SLM, which – for the sake of the calibration of the phone –
is assumed to produce correct measurements.
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Chart 6.2: Linear interpolation between calibration points for a Nokia 5320 & an HTC Hero
we calculate the corrected value by linearly interpolating between the closest two.
Graphically this is equivalent to connecting consecutive calibration points with a
straight line, as shown by the full lines on chart 6.2. The dashed lines in the chart
illustrate our treatment of borderline cases: if the uncorrected SPL is smaller than
the input value of the ﬁrst calibration point (and hence of all others), then we
interpolate between the origin – where 0 dB(A) stays 0 dB(A) – and the ﬁrst point;
if it is larger than the input value of all points, then we interpolate between the last
two points. A more formal description of the algorithm is given in box 6.3 and its
implementation by the correctSPL() method is shown in box 6.4.
Note that our SPL correction algorithm only applies a level-dependent adjustment,
not a frequency-dependent one. In other words, our approach to calibration and
correction relies on the assumption that we can achieve suﬃciently accurate re-
sults without considering the frequency domain. As we will discuss in chapter 7,
this choice was made after careful consideration and is based on the speciﬁc type of
sound (i.e. white noise) used to determine calibration points. A second assumption,
again supported by experiments discussed in chapter 7, is that the characteristics
of the microphone of one instance of phone model are suﬃciently similar to those
of another instance of the same model, in order to use the calibration points deter-
mined on the former to correct measurements made on the latter. In other words,
if someone takes the eﬀort to calibrate NoiseTube Mobile for a particular model,
all owners of such phones can beneﬁt from that, which is essential for scalability.
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.
We have an array of n calibration points, speciﬁc to the phone or its brand/model, which are
sorted by increasing input values:
Cphone = {(c IN0 , cOUT0 );…; (c IN( n−1), cOUT( n−1))} with ∀i ∈ [0, (n− 1)] : c IN( i−1) < c INi
For every Lp,phone (an uncorrected SPL measurement) ﬁnd the index of the ﬁrst calibration
point whose input is bigger or equal, take the last index if Lp,phone is bigger than all inputs:
i =

0 if Lp,phone ≤ c IN0
j if c IN( j−1) < Lp,phone ≤ c INj
n− 1 if Lp,phone > c IN( n−1)
Determine the coordinates of the calibration points between which we will interpolate:
x0 = { 0.0 dB(A) if i = 0c IN(i−1) if i > 0
y0 = { 0.0 dB(A) if i = 0cOUT(i−1) if i > 0
x1 = c INi
y1 = cOUTi x0 x1
y1
y0
Lp,phone
Lp
Input
Ou
tpu
t
Apply linear interpolation to compute the corrected Lp value:
Lp = (Lp,phone − x0) · (y1 − y0)(x1 − x0) + y0 (6.3)
Box 6.3: SPL correction by linear interpolation between calibration points
To facilitate the interchanging and distribution of calibrations we have designed
a simple, human-readable and -editable ﬁle format. This XML-based format is
described in section D.3. As shown in ﬁgure 6.20, Calibration instances are
created by the CalibrationFactory. This is done by parsing a calibrations ﬁle
which can come from three sources. One is included in the apps themselves and
CalibrationFactory uses a ResourceReader to load it (see section 6.5.3).
Every time a new version of either NoiseTube Mobile app is released we include the
latest ﬁle. However, to enable us to add support for new models without having
to release new app versions, and to reach users who keep on using an outdated
version, the latest calibrations ﬁle is also hosted on the NoiseTube website [376].
If the app can access the Internet, CalibrationFactory uses the download-
Calibrations() method of NTWebAPI (see ﬁgure 6.23 below) to download it.
That ﬁle is then used instead of the compiled-in one and is also saved locally, such
that later on, if the Internet cannot be accessed, the previously downloaded ﬁle
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private double correctSPL(double spl)
{ //INPUT = phone; OUTPUT = reference; points sorted in increasing order
int i = 0;
while(i < calibrPoints.length && spl > calibrPoints[i][INPUT_IDX])
i++;
if(i == calibrPoints.length)
i--; //use last two calibration points
double x0, y0, x1, y1; //INPUT -> x; OUTPUT -> y
if(i == 0)
{ //interpolate between the origin and the first (0th) calibration point
x0 = 0.0d;
y0 = 0.0d;
}
else
{ //interpolate between the (i-1)th and (i)th calibration point
x0 = calibrPoints[i-1][INPUT_IDX];
y0 = calibrPoints[i-1][OUTPUT_IDX];
}
x1 = calibrPoints[i][INPUT_IDX];
y1 = calibrPoints[i][OUTPUT_IDX];
//x = spl; y = return value (i.e. the corrected spl)
return ((spl - x0) * ((y1 - y0) / (x1 - x0))) + y0;
}
Box 6.4: The correctSPL() method of the Calibration class
can be used. Hence, the compiled-in calibrations ﬁle is only actually used when no
Internet access is possible and there is no previously downloaded ﬁle.
The getCalibration() method of CalibrationFactory handles the task
of picking a suitable Calibration to use for the phone on which the app runs,
based on the brand and model. If there is no match for the exact model, a cali-
bration for another model of the same brand is returned, and when there are no
calibrations from the brand an overall default calibration is used70. For this purpose
the Calibration class and the calibrations ﬁle format foresee ﬁelds to mark a
calibration as the brandDefault or overallDefault. Additionally there is
a ﬁeld that indicates the “credibility” of the calibration71, which refers to the cir-
cumstances in which the calibration points were determined, whether or not the
values have been independently veriﬁed, whether or not the calibration matches the
model, only the brand or neither, etc. As mentioned in section 6.3.1 the credibility
of the used calibration is stored/transmitted along with SPL measurements.
In section 6.6.2 we discuss the correction methods applied in SLM apps developed
by others. In chapter 7 we return to the matter of determining calibration points
for NoiseTube Mobile and the accuracy it can achieve on calibrated phones.
This concludes our discussion of the classes involved in sound level measuring.
70 It is reasonable to assume that the microphones of diﬀerent models of the same brand may have similar
characteristics, and that all mobile phone microphones are similar to some extent. Hence it is generally
better to use the calibration for another model/brand than to use no calibration at all.
71 The possible values of the credibility ﬁeld are documented in section D.3.
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6.5.4.3 Geo-tagging
The diagram in ﬁgure 6.21 shows the classes that implement the geo-tagging function-
ality (see section 6.3.2). We used the Abstract Factory pattern because the platforms’
positioning APIs and coordinates classes are incompatible. Again, NTClient and its sub-
classes play the role of respectively the AbstractFactory and the ConcreteFactories.
The GeoTagger class is an AbstractProduct, subclassed by the ConcreteProducts
JavaMEGeoTagger and AndroidGeoTagger, which rely on the APIs oﬀered by the
respective platform to start and stop listening for new GPS coordinates72.
NoiseTube Mobile for Android:
Android-specific classes
NoiseTube Mobile for Java ME:
Java ME-specific classes
NoiseTube Mobile:
Shared classes (“pure Java”)
#createGeoTagger() : nt.location.GeoTagger
«ConcreteFactory»
nt.core.android.AndroidNTClient
#createGeoTagger() : nt.location.GeoTagger
«ConcreteFactory»
nt.core.javame.JavaMENTClient
#startGPS() : boolean
#stopGPS()
+process(in m, in t)
+setLocationTag(in tag : String)
#lastLocation : nt.model.NTLocation
«AbstractProduct»
nt.location.GeoTagger
#startGPS() : boolean
#stopGPS()
«ConcreteProduct»
nt.location.android.AndroidGeoTagger
#startGPS() : boolean
#stopGPS()
«ConcreteProduct»
nt.location.javame.JavaMEGeoTagger
+getLongitude() : double
+getLatitude() : double
+getAltitude() : double
+distanceTo(in elsewhere) : double
nt.location.android.AndroidNTCoordinates
+getLongitude() : double
+getLatitude() : double
+getAltitude() : double
+distanceTo(in elsewhere) : double
nt.location.javame.JavaMENTCoordinates
-tag : String
-coordinates : NTCoordinates
NTLocation
+getLongitude() : double
+getLatitude() : double
+getAltitude() : double
+distanceTo(in elsewhere) : double
«interface»
nt.model.NTCoordinates
-coordinates0..1
#lastLocation0..1
#createGeoTagger() : nt.location.GeoTagger
+getGeoTagger() : nt.location.GeoTagger
#geoTagger : nt.location.GeoTagger
«AbstractFactory»
nt.core.NTClient
#geoTagger1
+process(in m, in t)
«interface»
Processor
+process(in m, in t)
CoordinateInterpolator
Figure 6.21: Geo-tagging classes
Every time new GPS coordinates are obtained they are stored in a new instance of either
JavaMENTCoordinates or AndroidNTCoordinates, which is in turn stored in a
new NTLocation. The latter then becomes the new value of the lastLocation
ﬁeld of GeoTagger. As noted in section 6.3.2, the Java ME app allows users to geo-
tag measurements with manually typed a location tag. When this happens the UI calls
GeoTagger’s setLocationTag()method. Here the tag is either added to the last-
Location if there is one and it is not too old, or it is stored in a new NTLocation
72 In their dealings with underlying positioning APIs these classes specify sharp timing and accuracy criteria
to force the use of GPS (rather than an alternative technology), and to be able to (ideally) tag each
new measurement with new coordinates, although that is not always possible (see section 6.5.5.2).
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instance (without coordinates) which is then set as lastLocation. The GeoTagger
class implements the Processor interface. Every time its process()method is called,
the new measurement is tagged with the lastLocation, unless it is too old. Up to
20 consecutive measurements can be tagged with the same coordinates until they are
discarded (location tags can be reused indeﬁnitely). The purpose of the Coordinate-
Interpolator class shown in ﬁgure 6.21 is discussed below in section 6.5.5.2.
6.5.4.4 Social & automatic tagging
As discussed in section 6.3.3 the Java ME app only allows users to tag one measurement
at the time, while the Android app lets them to tag measurement intervals instead.
The former functionality is provided by the SingleMeasurementTagger class, which
implements the Processor interface as shown in ﬁgure 6.17. This class receives a
String with tag(s) and an associated timestamp from the UI via its setTags()method
and passes them on to the most ﬁtting measurement (closest to the timestamp) the next
time its process() method is called. The Measurement instance receives the tags in
its addUserTags() method, where the comma-separated string is split such that each
tag can be stored separately. When the user tags measurements in the Android app the
UI creates a new TaggedInterval instance, in which the tag(s) are stored, and passes
it on the currently running Track using the addTaggedInterval() method.
Although most of the “learning” stage actually happens on the server-side (i.e. through
automatic tagging by the CM, see section 5.5.1.1), we have also foreseen a way for data
to be automatically analysed and subsequently tagged on the client-side. As discussed in
section 6.3.4, there are currently two such features, which are respectively implemented
by the HighExposureTagger and the PeakTagger classes73. Both implement the
Processor interface and analyse and possibly tag measurements in their process()
method. To keep automatic tags separate from user (i.e. social) tags they are passed to
the Measurement instance using the addAutomaticTag() method. If we would add
additional automatic taggers in the future these could also create TaggedIntervals.
6.5.4.5 User interface
The implementation of the UI cannot happen in the shared codebase because, as explained
in section 6.5.1.1, the UI toolkits oﬀered by Java ME and Android are completely diﬀerent.
Therefore, the measuring pipeline classes (most notably Track itself), which are part of
the shared codebase, can only interact with UI through the TrackUI interface, shown
in the diagram in ﬁgure 6.22.
73 Even though these classes are part of the shared codebase they are only activated in the Java ME app.
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NoiseTube Mobile for Android:
Android-specific classes
NoiseTube Mobile:
Shared classes (“pure Java”)
Android platform
-tabs : HashMap
nt.ui.android.MainActvity android.app.Activity
+setTrack(in t : Track)
+draw()
-track : Track
-gui : nt.ui.SPLGraph.GUI
nt.ui.SPLGraph
+getHeight() : int
+getWidth() : int
+drawLine(in c : nt.ui.NTColor, in coords)
+drawText(in c : nt.ui.NTColor, in t : String, in coords)
+drawSurface(in c : nt.ui.NTColor, in coords)
«interface»
nt.ui.SPLGraph.GUI
+newMeasurement(in t : Track, in m : Measurement)
+measuringStarted(in t : Track)
+measuringPaused(in t : Track)
+measuringResumed(in t : Track)
+measuringStopped(in t : Track)
«interface»
nt.ui.TrackUI
-splG
1
+onDraw(in canvas : Canvas)
+onTouchEvent()
android.view.View
+onDraw(in canvas : Canvas)
+onTouchEvent()
-splG : nt.ui.SPLGraph
nt.ui.android.views.SPLGraphView
+getARGBValue() : int
+getRGBValue() : int
-alpha : int
-red : int
-green : int
-blue : int
nt.ui.NTColor
-gui1
+update(in m : Measurement, in t : Track)
«interface»
nt.ui.android.tabs.Tab
1
-tabs*
nt.ui.android.tabs.TabGraphActivity
nt.ui.android.tabs.TabMapActivity
android.app.MapActivity
-graphView1
Figure 6.22: User interface classes, showing only shared and Android-speciﬁc parts
We will not go into the details of the implementation of the UI of both apps, except for
one aspect: the drawing of the SPL graph shown in ﬁgure 6.2. Despite the diﬀerence
between the platforms, we have implemented this on an abstract level, such that the
code could be shared and to ensure that the graph looks same in both apps. Figure 6.22
illustrates how this is done on Android, the situation in the Java ME app is analogous.
The shared drawing routine is contained in the draw() method of the SPLGraph class.
This method constructs the entire chart: both axes, the decibel labels and coloured lines,
the plot of the measurements currently held in the buﬀer of the Track and the indications
of tagged measurements and intervals. While the draw() method handles all pixel-level
calculations the actual drawing requires platform-speciﬁc APIs and is therefore delegated
to an instance of the SPLGraph.GUI interface, which declares primitive operations for
the drawing of lines, text and surfaces. Because both platforms use a diﬀerent way
to express colour values we have introduced the NTColor class to pass colours to the
drawing operations. The SPLGraph.GUI interface is to be implemented by a platform-
speciﬁc widget class. In the case of the Android app this is SPLGraphView, which is
a subclass of View, the super class for all Android widgets. Upon being instantiated
the platform-speciﬁc widget creates an instance of SPLGraph and passes a reference
to itself, typed as SPLGraph.GUI, such that both instances hold references to one
another. Whenever the widget gets the order to update itself (on Android this means the
onDraw() method is called), it calls SPLGraph’s draw() method do redraw the graph.
These interactions are similar, yet not identical, to the Adaptor [198: pp. 139–150] and
Template Method [198: pp. 325–330] design patterns.
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6.5.4.6 Data saving
As discussed in section 6.3.5, NoiseTube Mobile supports three data saving models:
storage in local ﬁles (one per track), submission to the NoiseTube CM, and disabled
saving. The diagram in ﬁgure 6.23 shows the classes that are involved in this functionality.
+getInstance() : nt.core.NTClient
+getSaver(in t : Track) : Saver
+getFileWriter() : FileWriter
+getHttpClient() : HttpClient
#INSTANCE
-preferences : Preferences
«AbstractFactory, Singleton»
nt.core.NTClient
+open()
+write(in str : String)
+close()
#fullPath : String
«AbstractProduct»
FileWriter
+getRequest(in url : String) : String
+postRequest(in url : String, in body : String, in mime : String)
#agent : String
«AbstractProduct»
HttpClient
-api1
+ping() : boolean
+login(in user : String, in passw : String) : NTAccount
+startTrack(in t : Track)
+sendSaveable(in t : Track, in s : Saveable)
+sendBatch(in t : Track, in c : HttpSaver.Cache)
+endTrack(in t : Track)
+downloadCalibrations()
-httpClient : HttpClient
-ntAccount : NTAccount
«Client»
NTWebAPI
-httpClient1
-fileWriter1
-saver
1
#INSTANCE 1
1
-savers
*
1
*
-m
B
ff
+newMeasurement(in m : Measurement)
+addTaggedInterval(in ti : TaggedInterval)
-trackID : int
-mBff : CyclicQueue<Measurement>
-tiBff : Vector<TaggedInterval>
Track
+toXML() : String
+toURL() : String
+toJSON() : String
«interface»
Saveable toXML()
+toXML() : String
+toURL() : String
+toJSON() : String
Measurement
+toXML() : String
+toURL() : String
+toJSON() : String
TaggedInterval
-track1
toURL()
toJSON()
+start()
+save(in s : Saveable)
+stop()
Saver
+start()
+save(in s : Saveable)
+stop()
-api : NTWebAPI
-queue : net.noisetube.util.BlockingQueue
-cache : HttpSaver.Cache
HttpSaver
+start()
+save(in s : Saveable)
+stop()
-fileWriter : FileWriter
«Client»
FileSaver
+start()
+save(in s : Saveable)
+stop()
-savers : Vector<Saver>
MultiSaver
1
*
-t
iB
ff
getFileWriter()
getHttpClient()
-userName : String
-apiKey : String
NTAccount
-ntAccount1
Figure 6.23: Data saving classes
When a new Track instance is created it will request a Saver instance from the NT-
Client via the getSaver() method. What is returned by the NTClient depends on
the user’s data saving preference (as stored in a Preferences instance)74:
• If the user has selected local storage an instance of FileSaver is returned;
• If the user has select to submit data to the CM a MultiSaver instance, containing
a FileSaver and an HttpSaver instance, is returned;
• If the user has select to not save data a null pointer is returned.
As explained in section 6.5.4.1, every time a Track needs to make room in its buﬀer
the oldest Measurement is removed and saved. This means it is passed to the Saver
via the save() method. Moreover, every time it receives a new TaggedInterval the
74 As noted in section 6.3.7.1, at some point we also supported submitting data via SMS, which was
implemented by the now deprecated SMSSaver class.
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Track immediately passes it on to the Saver via the same method. Both Measure-
ment and TaggedInterval implement the Saveable interface, which obliges them
to implement the toXML(), toURL() and toJSON() methods. Each of these returns
a serialised String representation of the model instance, respectively formatted as an
XML node, a series of URL parameters, or a JSON expression.
The FileSaver class saves Saveables to a locally stored track ﬁle using the XML
format described in section D.2. The class obtains XML node representations of Save-
ables by calling their toXML() method. Because creating and writing data to ﬁles
requires platform-speciﬁc APIs the FileSaver delegates that to a FileWriter in-
stance, which it gets from the NTClient factory class, as discussed in section 6.5.3.
To implement the backup feature mentioned in section 6.3.5, which requires that while
submitting data to the CM is also saved to a local ﬁle, we have used the Composite design
pattern [198: pp. 163–173]. The role of the Composite is played by the MultiSaver
class, which holds a collection of other Saver instances – i.e. its Components – and
passes on all commands – e.g. start(), save(), stop(), etc. – to each of them.
The HttpSaver class submits Saveables through the Internet. However, to make
it easier to let future NoiseTube Mobile derivatives submit data to other Web services,
we implemented the actual interaction with the NoiseTube CM in an separate class,
namely NTWebAPI. In turn, NLWebAPI delegates the actual HTTP communication to
an HttpClient instance because this requires platform-speciﬁc APIs. As discussed in
section 6.5.3, the HttpClient instance is obtained from the NLClient factory class.
To avoid slowing down the whole application data submission happens asynchronously: in
its save() method the HttpSaver adds each Saveable to a queue, from which they
are taken out by a separate thread that handles the actual submission75. As explained in
section 6.3.5, we have also taken precautions to avoid that unstable network connections
cause data to be lost. Concretely, HttpSaver has two operating modes: real-time and
batch submission. In the former, which is the default, Saveables are sent one at the
time via NTWebAPI’s sendSaveable()method. In latter, Saveables are ﬁrst cached
and later sent in batches of (multiples of) 30 via NTWebAPI’s sendBatch() method.
If real-time submission fails, we switch to batch mode to buy time for the connection to
be restored. If submission of a batch succeeds we switch back to real-time mode, if it
fails we stay in batch mode and cache the next 30 Saveables before trying again.
The NLWebAPI class uses the API described in section D.1 to authenticate the user, start
and end tracks, and send Saveables. Upon successful authentication the login()
method returns an NLAccount instance containing the user’s API key which is needed
to submit data. The NTAccount in then persistently stored via Preferences such
that the next time the used does not need to enter his/her username and password. In
75 FileSaver works synchronously because local ﬁle I/O is much faster than HTTP communication.
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the sendSaveable() method, a Saveable is encoded – using parameters obtained by
calling toURL() – in the URL of an HTTP GET request, executed using HttpClient’s
getRequest() method. In the sendBatch() method, the contents of the cache
are encoded as a single JSON expression (assembled by calling toJSON() on each
Saveable) which is then sent in the body of an HTTP POST request, executed using
HttpClient’s postJSONRequest() method.
6.5.5 Dealing with bugs & limitations
During the development and maintenance of NoiseTube Mobile we have come across
some problematic device-level bugs or limitations. Because these issues cannot be ﬁxed
at the application level we have had to devise ways to work around them. One example,
the sampling rate bug on some Sony Ericssons, was already covered in section 6.5.4.2.
Here we discuss two others.
6.5.5.1 Memory leak in Nokia’s MMAPI implementation
The Java ME variant of NoiseTube Mobile is especially used on Nokia devices running
Symbian [519]. Unfortunately the Java ME runtime environment on these phones [380]
contains a bug that has caused us considerable trouble. The problem is a memory leak
in the MMAPI [283] implementation which causes the runtime to run out of memory
after an app has been recording audio for some time. When this happens, the app either
freezes, crashes or displays an “out of memory” error and then exits.
Through extensive testing we found out that on a given model, the problem always occurs
after more or less the same time, and that this running time depends on the sampling rate
(i.e. when recording at a lower rate it takes longer for the problem to occur). Moreover,
if the app is manually exited and restarted (before the problem occurs) the “timer is reset”
(i.e. the running time is not shortened by the previous run of the app). All of this conﬁrms
that the problem is indeed caused by a memory leak. Later we found out that others had
run into the same problem when recording audio on Nokia phones [292, 351], conﬁrming
that it was not caused by our own code. As far as we have been able to check, even the
latest Symbian devices from Nokia still have this problem.
As the bug is situated in the runtime environment itself, it cannot be easily avoided, ﬁxed
or bypassed at the Java level. To work around it, others have either partially [351] or
completely [292] implemented their apps in C++ instead of Java. Although we have also
brieﬂy experimented with a partial implementation in C++76, we have not further pursued
76 Similarly to [351], our approach was to do the audio recording in a native Symbian application (written
in C++) which communicates with the MIDlet (written in Java) through a local socket connection.
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this because it makes the distribution, installation and usage of the app more complex
(because it consists of two parts), and would be incompatible with non-Symbian Java ME
phones. Although a full rewrite in Symbian C++ might have been the best solution we
did not pursue it because we rather spent time on porting NoiseTube Mobile to more
modern platforms such as Android and iOS.
Because we had already invested in a series of Nokia devices to conduct experiments
with, we were obliged to ﬁnd a workaround for the problem. As a ﬁrst step we have
experimentally determined “safe” running times for various sampling rates77. We did this
on a fairly cheap, low-end device (the Nokia 5230 [386]) to avoid overestimating running
times for other devices78. For example, at 16 kHz the running time is ±19 minutes, but
at 48 kHz, the highest supported rate, it is only about 7 minutes. With this information
we have implemented two slightly diﬀerent workarounds. Both are based on a timer
that counts down the running time for the sampling rate that is being used, such that
appropriate action can be taken before the app freezes or crashes.
For the experiments discussed in chapter 7, in which we wanted to evaluate and improve
data quality, lowering the sampling rate to stretch the running time was not an option,
so we stuck with 48 kHz. To allow tracks longer than 7 minutes to be made, we have
implemented a mechanism that, when the time is up, saves the program state to a
temporary ﬁle, schedules the app to restart automatically a few seconds later, and then
exits properly. When the app restarts, the state ﬁle is read and measuring continues as
if nothing happened. While this does not exactly result in a seamless user experience
(i.e. the app disappears from the screen for up to 10 s), it requires no user intervention
and we informed the experiment participants such that they knew what to expect. The
API for scheduling automatic (re)starts of a MIDlet requires user permission79. However,
this permission is, at least on Nokia devices, mutually exclusive with that to access the
Internet (i.e. users cannot grant both at the same time). Consequently this workaround
rules out communication with the NoiseTube CM and thus forces data to be saved to
track ﬁles. While unfortunate, this was not problematic for our experiments, because
most analysis could only happen after the measuring campaign had ﬁnished.
This solution is unsuitable for the app that is oﬀered for download, because Nokia own-
ers would no longer be able to submit data to the CM from within the app, and auto-
matic restarts would likely be confusing. Therefore, since v2.0.0 (released in April 2011)
the publicly available Java ME app includes a diﬀerent workaround. We have taken a
pragmatic decision to use a lower sampling rate to stretch the running time. Concretely,
we use 16 kHz instead of the highest rate supported by the device. This means audio sig-
nal ﬁdelity is traded in for running time, because, as formulised by the Nyquist–Shannon
77 By which we mean a conservative estimate of the duration the app can be expected function properly
(i.e. not crash or freeze) on an aﬀected device while recording audio at a speciﬁc sampling rate.
78 On pricier devices with more RAM it may take longer before available memory runs out.
79 Refer to section E.3.4 for an explanation of MIDlet permissions.
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sampling theorem (see section A.4.2.1), when sampling at 16 kHz one can only capture
frequencies up to 8 kHz (instead of 24 kHz at 48 kHz). When the time is up, the app
automatically stops measuring and exists, but not before informing the user of the reason
and suggesting him/her to manually restart it. If the app is restarted within 5 minutes
it will continue with same track instead of starting a new one. We should note that the
lowering of the sampling rate and the timer function are only part of the Java ME app
(not the Android one) and are only activated when it actually runs on a Nokia device.
6.5.5.2 Slow GPS updates
As mentioned in section 6.5.4.3, the platform-speciﬁc subclasses of GeoTagger ask the
underlying positioning API to supply GPS coordinates at a rate that allows to tag each new
SPL measurement with new coordinates. This requires an update rate of about 0.5Hz
in the Java ME and 1Hz in the Android app. However, GPS receivers in mobile phones
sometimes have trouble keeping up with this rate, especially if signal reception is poor
(e.g. in urban canyons [252]). When this happens there are two possible scenarios. One
is that GeoTagger will reuse previously received coordinates (up to 20 times) because
it has not yet received new ones. The other is that the device itself reuses coordinates to
be able to send location “updates” to the app at the requested rate80. Either way, we end
up with a track that contains series of measurements with identical coordinates. When
such a track is visualised on a map, identically geo-tagged measurements are drawn on
top of each other. When the track was made while walking, the map could give the
impression that, instead of keeping a constant pace, the user stood still for a while, then
took a big leap to a place some 30m away, then stood still again, etc.
So solve this problem, and hence produce more realistic maps, we have implemented the
CoordinatedInterpolator, shown in ﬁgure 6.21. This Processor class scans the
buﬀer of the running track for series of measurements with repeated (or missing) coordi-
nates, and replaces these with interpolated ones. For example, representing coordinates
by integers, the series [7, 7, 7, 4] and [7, null, null, 4] would both become [7, 6, 5, 4].
To interpolate coordinates we divide the distance between the series’ end points (which
remain unchanged) according to the exact timestamps81 of the intermediary (to be inter-
polated) measurements. We implemented two algorithms for this. One uses Euclidean
distance to interpolate coordinates along a straight line. The other uses the great-circle
distance and course [585] to interpolate coordinates along an arc over the surface of the
WGS84 ellipsoid model of the earth82. The current app versions use the second algorithm
because it is more accurate, although also more computationally intensive.
80 This technique is called point clamping, and may be implemented at the level of the GPS chip or the
OS/middleware. The Sony Ericsson W995 [486] is one device which applies point clamping.
81 I.e. we assume a constant travel speed, but not necessarily a constant distance between points.
82 WGS84 is the reference system used by GPS coordinates [597].
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6.5.6 Possibilities for reuse and extensions
In section 6.5.1.4 we noted that facilitation of reuse and extensions was a concern during
the design and refactoring of NoiseTube Mobile. Here we brieﬂy look at some options:
SLM library
We have ensured that the coupling between the classes involve in sound level mea-
suring (see section 6.5.4.2) and the rest of the apps’ source code is very low.
Hence, it is straightforward to reuse these classes in other contexts. To encourage
this we have packed them as the NoiseTube SLM Library for Android. This library,
which will soon be published on Google Code [378] under the same LGPL license,
allows SLM functionality to be added to any Android app with just a few lines of
code83. It works independently from the rest of the NoiseTube system except for
the downloading of calibration settings (which can be disabled). At the Software
Languages Lab we have recently used this library to add SLM functionality to the
Android client of the SenseTale system, a platform for DIY-style development of
sensor-driven applications created by Alcatel-Lucent Belgium [10] in the scope of
the DiYSE project [132], in which our lab was also involved.
Additional Processors
The Processor interface makes it simple to add classes that analyse, annotate,
correct or otherwise process individual or series of measurements. For instance, a
new Processor could monitor various sensors and use machine learning algorithms
as described in [350–352] to infer the phone context and user activities and save
that information as automatic tags. By simply extending the Measurement class
with a ﬁeld for an AudioStream and adding one line in the SoundLevelMeter
class it would because possible for Processors to apply further analysis to the
audio signal. A promising usage could be (semi)-automatic classiﬁcation of sound
sources, as demonstrated on smartphones by Lu et al. [327].
Additional sensor inputs
The measuring pipeline (see section 6.5.4), is also ﬂexible regarding the addition
(or replacement) of sensor inputs. Currently the driving input is the SoundLevel-
Meter class but the Track could just as well receive Measurements from one
or more other sources. For instance, students working under our supervision have
extended NoiseTube Mobile with support for external weather or air quality sensors
(see chapter 8). To handle such new types of data the Measurement class can be
extended, subclassed, or, even better, an abstract superclass can be extracted such
that diﬀerent types of measurement become siblings. None of the Saver classes
have to be changed to deal with the new data because Saveables are responsible
for generating String representations of themselves (see section 6.5.4.6).
83 It would be trivial to make an equivalent library for Java ME if there would be an interest for that.
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6.6 Related work
Here we discuss the main examples of related work and compare it with our own research
and its artefacts. First we look at projects and/or mobile apps that are to some extent
similar to NoiseTube (Mobile) in purpose – i.e. the use of mobile phones as sound level
meters and tools to assess environmental noise in a participatory fashion. Next, we look
at how these apps tackle the problem of calibration.
6.6.1 Phones as SLMs and noise mapping tools
We were not the ﬁrst, nor the last, to have the idea to use mobile phones to measure
environmental noise. In their inﬂuential paper from 2006, Burke et al. already suggested
that participatory sensing could be applied to let  citizens […] join a data-collection
campaign to document noise levels in a community  [71: p. 4]. Yet when the NoiseTube
project started in the spring of 2008 we were not aware of any working solutions. However,
as it turned out, ours was not the only eﬀort to change that. For instance, early on we
learned that a group at Cambridge University [542] was doing similar work (see below).
Since then, several researchers have launched similar projects. Moreover, the boom of the
market for smartphones and apps has inspired people outside academia to also develop
(mostly) simple SLM apps. Below we give a chronological overview of what we consider
to be the most relevant related work, especially within academia. Table 6.3 summarises
the main characteristics of each project or application in comparison with ours.
MobSens / NoiseSPY
MobSens, ﬁrst called MobGeoSen, was an experimental mobile sensing system
developed by the universities of Nottingham and Cambridge [293, 294]. It used
external sensors to assess air quality and allergen levels and measures the ambient
sound level through the phone’s built-in microphone. This was most likely the ﬁrst
system to measure SPL on a mobile phone. Later that functionality was put in
a dedicated mobile app for the Symbian platform, called NoiseSPY [292, 293].
NoiseSPY records audio at a sampling rate of just 8 kHz [292], even though the
devices the creators have used to test it support rates up to 48 kHz. This choice
is not motivated, which is remarkable because it may severely lower the accuracy
of the SPL measurements84. No details are provided about how the system was
calibrated or how corrections are applied. In [292] the authors state that the
deviation between NoiseSPY and a reference SLM is  very small , but this claim
is not backed with an error estimate. The papers show screenshots of the maps
84 The reason is that the frequencies that can be captured are eﬀectively limited to 4 kHz or less, covering
only about 20% of the human hearing range (see section A.4.2.1).
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the MobSens system can generate, but little information is given about the central
(server) infrastructure. NoiseSPY is not available for download85 and hence there
is also no publicly accessible platform to share, aggregate or visualise data.
BikeNet
BikeNet, by Eisenman et al. of Columbia University and Dartmouth College, was
an experimental mobile sensing system aimed for cyclists [147, 149, 150]. Using a
GPS-equipped smartphone and various external sensors attached the bicycle or the
cyclist, BikeNet monitored parameters such as covered distance, speed, calories
burned, roughness of the terrain, CO2 levels and the noisiness of the surroundings.
Data could be submitted to a simple Web portal called BikeView to visualise routes
and sensor measurements on a map [147]. Very little information is given about how
SPL measuring was implemented and it is unclear whether eﬀorts were undertaken
to evaluate or improve (e.g. through calibration) measurement accuracy.
Santini et al.
As an extension of their work on monitoring of environmental noise by means of
dedicated wireless sensor networks [180, 460] – mentioned in section 4.3.2.8 –
Santini et al. from ETH Zurich also investigated the use of mobile phones in this
context [458, 459]. They focused solely on an experimental evaluation of the achiev-
able SPL measurement accuracy. Hence usability aspects were largely left aside
– for instance, concerns such as privacy, transparency and context-detection are
mentioned but not addressed. Moreover, they did not develop an infrastructure for
sharing, aggregating and visualisation of data. The authors developed two SLM
apps, one written in Java (ME) and the other in Python, neither app has been
made available to the public. Both apply A-weighting and Fast-time weighting (see
section A.5.1.3.1). The Java ME app recorded audio at 41 kHz86 while the Python
app could only record at 8 kHz due to API limitations. The apps were tested on
three Nokia N95 8GB [385] phones running side-by-side with a professional Class 2
SLM in a laboratory environment using diﬀerent test signals (white noise, pure
tones and a recording of a traﬃc jam). The authors report on many of the same
problems we discussed in section 6.5.1.3, such as the inﬂuence of the sampling rate,
the presence in the audio recording path of signal processors which may or may not
be bypassable, and the diﬀerences between the audio recording APIs on diﬀerent
platforms. They note that to achieve more accurate results the sampling rate must
be high enough (the Java ME app performed much better than the Python one)
and processing steps such as low-pass ﬁlters should be bypassed if possible.
85 In 2008 a rudimentary test version was brieﬂy oﬀered for download, but was later taken down.
86 As this is not a common sampling rate for audio signals we think this was probably 44.1 kHz.
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Project / App name Creators Type of initiative
Project
started in
Project
on-going
Open source
MobSens / NoiseSPY Kanjo, University of Cambridge Research 2006 Yes(?) No
BikeNet Eisenman et al., Dartmouth College Research 2007 No No
NoiseTube / NoiseTube Mobile Sony CSL Paris & VUB BrusSense Research 2008 Yes Yes
n/a (Santini et al.) Santini et al., ETH Zurich Research 2008 No No
WideNoise WideTag / EveryAware project (since 2011) Commercial / Research 2008/2011 (v3.0) Yes Yes (since v3.0)
Ear-Phone Rana et al., University of New South Wales Research 2009 No No
CycleSense / Biketastic Reddy et al., CENC, UCLA Research 2009 Unclear No
OpenNoiseMap / NoiseDroid Foerster et al., University of Münster Research 2010 Yes No
da_sense / NoiseMap Schweizer et al., TU Darmstadt Research 2011 Yes No
Eye on Earth / NoiseWatch European Environment Agency & Microsoft Authority 2011 Yes No
AirCasting HabitatMap & Lunar Logic Polska NGO 2011 Yes Yes
(a) Project details
Project / App name Mobile app platform
App available 
for download
Annotations A-weighting
MobSens / NoiseSPY Symbian (C++) Not anymore No(?) Yes
BikeNet Symbian No No No
NoiseTube / NoiseTube Mobile Java ME, Android, iOS Yes Yes (social tagging) Yes
n/a (Santini et al.) Java ME / Symbian (Python) No No Yes
WideNoise iOS, Android (since v3.0) Yes Yes (since v3.0) No
Ear-Phone Java ME No No Yes
CycleSense / Biketastic iOS, Android Yes Yes (notes, photos, videos) No
OpenNoiseMap / NoiseDroid Android Yes Yes (rating, tags, notes) No
da_sense / NoiseMap Android Yes Yes (categories, label) No
Eye on Earth / NoiseWatch iOS, Android, Windows Phone Yes No No
AirCasting Android Yes Yes (notes, tags & photos) No
(b) Technical details (1)
Project / App name Calibration/correction features Calibration/Correction
Data sharing 
features
Noise mapping 
features
Publicly accessible 
community platform
MobSens / NoiseSPY Mentioned but no details given Unclear Unclear Yes No
BikeNet No details given / no correction applied No Yes Yes No (only as a demo)
NoiseTube / NoiseTube Mobile Linear interpolation, built-in & downloadable settings Yes Yes Yes Yes
n/a (Santini et al.) Possibility of trimming was evaluated n/a No No No
WideNoise v3.0: linear interpol., same setting used for all phones No Yes Yes Yes (everyAware)
Ear-Phone Trimming, no built-in settings Yes Unclear Yes No
CycleSense / Biketastic No details given / no correction applied No Yes No(?) Yes
OpenNoiseMap / NoiseDroid No details given / no correction applied No Yes Yes Yes
da_sense / NoiseMap User-accessible trimming setting (?), no built-in settings Yes Yes Yes Yes
Eye on Earth / NoiseWatch No details given / no correction applied No Yes Yes Yes
AirCasting User-accessible trimming setting, no built-in settings Yes Yes Yes Yes
(c) Technical details (2)
Table 6.3: Comparison of NoiseTube (Mobile) and similar projects/apps created by others
WideNoise
WideNoise is an app developed, initially only for the iPhone, by a company called
WideTag [573]. Rather than making one SPL measurement after the other, like
NoiseTube Mobile does, WideNoise makes one at the time (i.e. the user has to
click a button every time). Measurements are computed over 5 s intervals. To
help users interpret the decibel values the app associates each measurement with a
prototypical example (e.g. a sleeping cat for 40–50 dB, a car for 70–80 dB, etc.)87.
87 Similarly to the examples we list in table A.1 on page 271.
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Measurements are geo-tagged and can be posted to the WideNoise website, where
they are shown on a map, or to social networks. In mid-2011, development of a
new version was started under impulse of the EveryAware project [175]. In this v3.0,
which is also available for Android, annotation features were added. Users can rate
measurements along 4 dimensions: love vs. hate, calm vs. hectic, alone vs. social,
and nature vs. man-made. All data is now also sent to the EveryAware community
platform. The source code of WideNoise v3.0 for both iOS and Android has been
released under an open source license. By reviewing the code we found out that
WideNoise applies a linear interpolation algorithm to account for microphone sen-
sitivity, similarly to – and quite possibly inspired by – NoiseTube Mobile. However,
the apps for both platforms (iOS and Android) “correct” measurements using the
same, hard-coded array of calibration points, no matter on which device they run.
Hence, although we have not done any side-by-side comparisons, we have serious
doubts about the accuracy these apps can achieve. The WideNoise creators have
not provided ﬁgures on the (estimated) accuracy.
Ear-Phone
Ear-Phone is an experimental mobile sensing system aimed at noise mapping and
was created by Rana et al. from the University of New South Wales, Australia [438].
In [438] the authors provide a fairly detailed technical description of their system,
which is in many ways similar to ours. Like NoiseTube Mobile, the Ear-Phone app
computes series of LAeq,1s values from A-weighted audio samples and constantly
updates an overall LAeq,T value (where T is the duration of the measuring session).
Measurements are corrected using a constant oﬀset, to be determined per phone or
model. As we will discuss below, this is sometimes called “trimming”. The authors
have evaluated the accuracy of their system in diﬀerent circumstances. For (pre-
recorded) roadside noise they achieved an accuracy within 2.7 dB of a reference
SLM while the phone was held in hand. The most innovative feature in the Ear-
Phone architecture is the use of a technique called compressive sensing [437] by the
central server to reconstruct sound levels at diﬀerent places/times from aggregated
data coming from multiple participants. The Ear-Phone system has only been
tested on a small scale and the app has not been oﬀered for download, hence there
is also no publicly accessible community platform.
CycleSense / Biketastic
Biketastic [81, 443], developed by Reddy et al. of the CENS group at UCLA in the
scope of the CycleSense project [83], is another mobile sensing system for cyclists.
It aims to help them to document and share biking routes. The Biketastic app uses
the phone’s GPS to infer distance and speed, and combines the accelerometer and
microphone to assess the roughness of the terrain and the noise level along the
route. Routes can be further documented with notes, photos or videos. Everything
can be shared and visualised online [81]. Although the app measures SPL and the
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online platform can show the maximum, minimum and average level measured along
a route, the Biketastic system is not aimed at the assessment of environmental noise
as such. No details are provided about the way SPL measuring works, nor about
matters like frequency weighting, calibration or accuracy.
OpenNoiseMap / NoiseDroid
OpenNoiseMap is a project by Foerster et al. of the University of Münster [183–185].
With an Android app called NoiseDroid people can measure SPL and annotate the
measurements with ratings, tags or notes. The data can be submitted to a website
that generates noise maps. The creators provide no information on the way SPL
measuring is implemented, nor about frequency weighting, calibration or accuracy.
da_sense / NoiseMap
The Darmstadt Sensor Netzwerk, shorted to da_sense, is an urban sensing platform
created by Schweizer et al. of the Technische Universität Darmstadt. The platform,
which currently focusses exclusively on the city of Darmstadt, uses WSNs to mon-
itor gas concentrations at diﬀerent places in the city and a participatory sensing
app, called NoiseMap, to collect sound level measurements [466, 467]. An interest-
ing aspect of the NoiseMap app, which is only available for Android, is a game-like
“achievements” feature that awards users with titles (e.g. ”explorer”, “expert”, etc.)
and star ratings depending on the amount of data they collect, whether or not
to go into previously uncovered areas, etc. Moreover, the system regularly sends
out “challenges” to the users. In [467] the creators mention, but do not motivate,
that the app records audio at a sampling rate of 22050Hz, which is well below
the maximum rate supported by most, if not all, Android devices. Moreover, they
explain the app computes the Leq of intervals of 0.5 s each and does currently not
apply any frequency weighting, although they plan to implement A-weighting in the
future. The paper mentions a user-adjustable trimming setting and stresses the
importance of easy calibration to increase participation. However, the version of
the app that is currently oﬀered for download does not seem to have this setting.
No accuracy estimates are provided.
Eye on Earth / NoiseWatch
Eye on Earth is a Web-based platform created by the European Environment
Agency, Microsoft and other partners. As already mentioned in section 2.4.3.5, the
goal is to enable citizens to explore and reuse environmental data made available by
authorities [169]. Under the name Eye on Earth Watches the platform has recently
been extended with mobile sensing features to allow citizens to not only consume
but also contribute data. Three environmental monitoring apps are currently avail-
able: AirWatch, WaterWatch and NoiseWatch [170]. The latter app allows users
to measure SPL over an interval of 10 s. Like in WideNoise, users have to manually
initiate each measurement. After making a measurement it can be submitted, along
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with GPS coordinates and a time stamp, to the Eye on Earth platform. No details
on the SPL measuring algorithm, calibration or accuracy are provided.
AirCasting
AirCasting is a recent initiative of an NGO based in New York [235]. In collaboration
with a Polish subcontractor they have developed a noise mapping app for Android.
Users can annotate data with notes, tags and photos and can submit it to a commu-
nity platform. Both the mobile app and the Web platform are open source. Users
can calibrate the app with a trimming setting. No accuracy estimates are given.
Other SLM apps
Since the NoiseTube project got underway in the summer of 2008 the market for
smartphones and associated apps has grown explosively (see section E.2). This has
led several (mostly) independent software developers to create apps that provide
(or promise) basic sound level meter functionality. Whether some of them were
inspired by NoiseTube or other research projects is hard to tell, yet not unlikely.
In a quick survey of the major app stores88 we found over 30 such apps. Some
are free, in which case they usually display ads, others have to be bought. As is
typical on app stores, most of free ones also come in a paid-for version without ads
and possibly with extra features. Generally these apps are stand-alone, in the sense
that there is no way to upload or share data, nor any noise mapping functionality.
The majority of these apps are little more than novelty gadgets, made with little
regard for accuracy. Information provided prior to purchase or download is often lim-
ited, incorrect, contradictory89 or poorly formulated. Moreover, some creators re-
sort to inﬂated promises90 and questionable sales techniques91 to attract attention.
Since most apps are neither well documented, nor open source, it is hard to verify if
SPL measuring is properly implemented. Of the about 15 apps we have personally
tested many left us with the suspicion that the creators had a ﬂawed understanding
of acoustics and SLMs. For instance, only 3 apps applied frequency weighting, and
while some allow the user to switch between a “fast” and “slow” mode most do
not apply actual time-weighting (see section A.5.1.3.1) and instead just change
the refresh rate of the display. Moreover, although it is simple to implement on
smartphones, most apps do not support data logging.
However, there are a few notable exceptions among these poor oﬀerings. For in-
88 Google Play [219], Apple’s iTunes app store [31] and the Nokia Store [382].
89 For example, one Android app is called Professional dB (SPL) Meter, even though the creator notes
that  [it] is intended for personal (not industrial or professional) use only .
90 For instance, the SPL Meter, another Android app, is being called  a professional-grade sound level
meter , as if any professional acoustician would use a €0.69 mobile app as his/her tool of choice.
91 Most likely to boost sales, one developer, Darren Gates, oﬀers no less than 15 equally-priced SLM apps
with virtually identical functionality on Google Play.
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stance, SoundMeter [177], an iPhone app by Faber Acoustical, and AudioTool [33],
an Android app by Armchair Applications, are properly documented and oﬀer ad-
ditional functionalities found on professional SLMs, such as A- and C-weighting,
switching between Leq, fast/slow time-weighted SPL and peak sound level92, fre-
quency spectrum visualisation and analysis, etc. Then again, at respectively € 15.99
and €4.72, these two are also considerably more expensive than the other apps93.
Most apps we tried out included a user-accessible calibration function. Usually
measurements are corrected by trimming, although some apps instead use “scaling”
or a combination of trimming and scaling. Below we explain what this means.
We found only 4 apps with built-in calibration settings for diﬀerent phone models
(never more than 7), none allowed additional settings to be downloaded.
We were not the ﬁrst, and certainly not the last, to think up, design and develop a
mobile sensing system for sound level measuring and assessment of environmental noise.
However, as is clear from the overview in table 6.3 and the discussion of other SLM apps
above, ours is the most complete solution to date. For instance, our app was the ﬁrst
to introduce social tagging, remains one of the few to support A-weighting and the only
one that can be calibrated remotely via downloadable settings. Moreover, we were the
ﬁrst to develop a platform (i.e. the NoiseTube CM) that facilitates sharing, aggregation
and exploration of measurement data and annotations (i.e. tags), as well as noise map
production. Only the more recent projects, some of which may well have been inspired
by ours, seem to have similar attention for the collective side of things. Perhaps most
importantly, we were the ﬁrst to open our solution to the public by allowing anyone to
download the app and use the CM, and by actively stimulating participant recruitment94.
In doing so we have experienced ﬁrst-hand that, as pointed-out in section 3.3.1.2, manag-
ing a viable and growing mobile sensing system and community, involving participants the
world over, poses organisational and technical hurdles that should not be underestimated.
In a sense, the fact that the initiators of the projects listed in table 6.3, whether they are
researchers, authorities or NGOs, have all developed their own separate system – none of
which is technically superior to ours – constitutes a duplication of eﬀort. Perhaps things
would have turned out diﬀerently if we had released the NoiseTube source code earlier95,
though we cannot be certain of that. On the other hand, the fact that similar projects
and apps keep on appearing conﬁrms that the goals we set in the summer of 2008, and
the research and development eﬀorts that have followed, remain highly relevant today.
92 Not to be confused with maximum sound level (see sections A.5.1.4 and A.5.1.5).
93 Faber Acoustical also oﬀers a free simpliﬁed derivative of SoundMeter called dB [176], which lets users
share geo-tagged SPL measurements, along with annotations (photo and notes), via e-mail and Twitter.
94 By presenting at non-scientiﬁc events and by reaching out to mainstream media (see appendix G).
95 Even though the decision to go open source had been taken at least a year earlier, the code was only
released on June 2011 due to pending approval from Sony France.
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6.6.2 Calibration & correction methods
Of the SLM apps discussed in the previous section, only WideNoise corrects measure-
ments in a similar manner as our linear interpolation algorithm described in box 6.3.
However, since WideNoise uses a single hard-coded array of calibration points this cor-
rection is rather arbitrary and the app cannot be calibrated for speciﬁc phone models.
Quite a few of the other apps either do not have calibration/correction support at all,
or their creators did not mention/document it. In the apps with calibration support,
measurements are corrected using trimming, scaling or a combination of both methods.
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Chart 6.3: Calibration & correction methods found in related work, applied to a Nokia 5230
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Trimming
Uncorrected SPL values are adjusted by adding a (possibly negative) oﬀset speciﬁc
to the device or model:
Lp = Lp,phone + ∆phone (6.4)
The ∆phone oﬀset is constant for all levels and frequencies. To choose its value
only a single calibration point is needed. For instance, if the mobile app measures
35 dB(A) while the reference indicates 50 dB(A) we get ∆phone = 50− 35 = 15 dB.
Of course it is possible to do comparisons at multiple levels and then take ∆phone as
the average diﬀerence. Either way, as shown by chart 6.3a the resulting graph is a
straight line parallel to the “perfect ﬁt” (i.e. where no correction is needed/applied).
Scaling
Uncorrected SPL values are adjusted by multiplying them with a scale factor speciﬁc
to the device or model:
Lp = Sphone · Lp,phone (6.5)
The Sphone factor is constant for all levels and frequencies. To choose its value only a
single calibration point is needed. For instance, if the mobile app measures 35 dB(A)
while the reference device indicates 50 dB(A) we get Sphone = 5035 ≈ 1.43. Alter-
natively when comparisons at multiple levels are made Sphone can be taken as the
average ratio, or determined by means of linear regression (with y -intercept = 0).
Either way, as shown by chart 6.3b the resulting graph is a straight line through
the origin and with a slope of Sphone.
Scaling–Trimming
Uncorrected SPL values are adjusted by multiplying them with a scale factor and
by adding a (possibly negative) oﬀset, both of which are speciﬁc to the device or
model:
Lp = Sphone · Lp,phone + ∆phone (6.6)
The Sphone factor and the ∆phone oﬀset are constant for all levels and frequen-
cies. At least 2 calibration points are needed to apply this method, in which case
the values of Sphone and ∆phone are found by solving the linear equation of the
line that connects both points. For instance, if the mobile app measures 35 and
68.5 dB(A) while the reference respectively indicates 50 and 70 dB(A), the line’s
slope is Sphone ≈ 0.597 and its y -intercept is ∆phone ≈ 29.104. Alternatively Sphone
and ∆phone can be found by means of linear regression across more than two calibra-
tion points. Either way, as shown by chart 6.3c the resulting graph is a straight line.
Apps that have a user-accessible calibration setting typically suggest that users calibrate
at 50, 60 or 70 dB96. As shown by the charts, the choice of the calibration point(s) can
signiﬁcantly aﬀect the results.
96 As for the sound source, some suggest white or pink noise [589, 596], others do not specify anything.
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The problem with these methods is that they assume the systematic error can be approx-
imated by a linear function (i.e. a straight line). Looking at the calibration points for the
Nokia 5230 we see the error varies from ±1.5 to almost 16 dB, and that it ﬁrst increases,
then decreases, and then increases again. On devices of other brands/models which we
have tested [376] the error is usually not constant either, nor linearly in-/decreasing across
the level range97. Hence, approximating errors with 1 straight line over a range of up to
100 dB always produces less accurate results than our linear interpolation method. More-
over, at some levels these methods exaggerate rather than reduce errors98. However, our
method requires more calibration points to be determined, which takes more time99.
6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we provided a detailed discussion of the functionality, design and imple-
mentation of NoiseTube Mobile. Moreover we gave an overview of related (research)
projects and applications developed by others in- and outside academia.
NoiseTube Mobile is one of the main contributions of this thesis. The app allows anyone
to turn their mobile phone into a reasonably accurate sound level meter. It supports
measuring the equivalent continuous sound level, data logging, data submission via the
Internet and geo-localisation, features that are only available on very expensive SLMs.
As motivated in section 3.5 this participatory sensing app can be used as a tool for
personal, group or mass sensing. In other words, users are in full control of where and
when measurements are made, whether or not they are geo-tagged with GPS coordinates,
and whether or not they are shared with others through the NoiseTube Community
Memory in order to contribute to local noise mapping eﬀorts. Moreover, users can enrich
the measurements via social tagging. NoiseTube Mobile is currently available for the
Java ME and Android platforms and will soon be released for iOS, at which point it will
run on roughly 80-90% of the smartphones sold in 2011 (see section E.2.2).
In developing, refactoring, testing and deploying this app we have sought to tackle three
of the primary challenges identiﬁed in section 3.5.2. First and foremost we have helped
to move mobile sensing research into practice (challenge 1). In the last two years alone
NoiseTube Mobile has been downloaded over 12000 times and it is being used by citizens
from all over the world. Secondly, we have ensured that the app can produce data
97 We should note that the HTC Hero, for which calibration points are shown in chart 6.2, is the best
model we have come across so far, in terms of both the size and the linearity of the error.
98 For example, consider the red line in chart 6.3b.
99 In fact our linear interpolation algorithm requires just 1 calibration point – in which case it basically
applies scaling along a line between the origin and that point. But for good results we advise to calibrate
every 5 dB – in which case our algorithms basically applies scaling–trimming over intervals of 5 dB –
from 30 to 100–105 dB(A), resulting in 15–16 points.
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of acceptable quality (challenge 4). We did this by closely following the speciﬁcations
for (integrating-averaging) SLMs, such that we are able to measure the A-weighted
equivalent continuous sound level (LAeq), and by devising a calibration/correction method
that is superior to those used in related work. In the next chapter we will discuss the
calibration process and the evaluation of the achievable accuracy in more detail. Thirdly,
we have contributed to the availability of reusable, open source components for mobile
sensing (challenge 5). We did this by applying various software engineering best practices,
including many design patterns, throughout the development and refactoring of the app.
As a result we have facilitated variability and reuse on three dimensions:
• Platform variability
The current two variants of NoiseTube Mobile – targeting Java ME and Android –
are built on a cross-platform architecture in which a signiﬁcant part of the source
code is shared (i.e. reused), which makes it easier to maintain and co-evolve the
apps in parallel. Moreover, the strict separation of core functionality and platform-
speciﬁc code has simpliﬁed porting the software to the iOS platform.
• Device variability
Despite standardised software platforms there is a lot of variation among the smart-
and feature phones on the market today. To make our software robust we made
sure it can deal with diﬀerences in hard- and software functionalities, platform com-
ponent versions, bugs and limitations at the platform level, and, most importantly
for our purposes, variations in the audio recording path.
• Application variability
The architecture can be easily extended to support the collection, processing and
storage/transmission of other types of sensor data besides SPL measurements.
Moreover, the sound level measuring classes were designed to be nearly independent
from rest of the NoiseTube system, and can thus be easily reused in other contexts.
Because NoiseTube Mobile is open source others can make contributions of their own – by
verifying, improving and extending it – or beneﬁt from our eﬀorts – by reusing parts of it.
Our discussion of related work has made it clear that, while ours was not the ﬁrst,
nor the last, attempt at creating a mobile sensing system for sound level measuring
and assessment of environmental noise, the combination of NoiseTube Mobile and the
Community Memory is the most complete solution to date, and in all probability also
the most widely used one. Moreover, the appearance of many similar projects and apps,
some of which were likely (in)directly inspired by NoiseTube, conﬁrms that our eﬀorts
were visionary and remain highly relevant.
In the next chapter we explain how we have evaluated and improved the NoiseTube system
and associated strategies for collaboration and coordination, through extensive experi-
mentation in the lab and in the ﬁeld. In chapter 8 we discuss a number of opportunities
for future improvements of the NoiseTube system.
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Chapter 7
Validation
7.1 Introduction
In the previous two chapters we have introduced the NoiseTube system and the participa-
tory approach to environmental noise assessment it enables. In line with our ambition to
move mobile sensing into everyday practice (see challenge 1 in section 3.4), it is essential
that we validate our proposed solution – in terms of suitability and usability – through
experiments in laboratory and real-world conditions, which is the goal of this chapter.
The main hurdle that must be overcome for participatory sensing to be accepted as a suit-
able method for environmental monitoring has to do with data quality (see challenge 4).
This means we should formulate an answer to the widely-held view, especially among
governmental oﬃcials and institutions, that data collected through participatory sensing
is neither precise (due to random errors) nor accurate (due to systematic errors) enough
to inform policy decisions. There is a technical and a human side to the challenge of data
quality. The technical side pertains to the performance (in terms of accuracy and preci-
sion) of the devices used and how the data is aggregated (e.g. to produce noise maps).
The human side relates to the skill, dedication and compliance of those doing the ac-
tual ﬁeldwork (i.e. measuring noise) and the way eﬀorts are coordinated (challenge 3).
It is certainly true that individual sensors (i.e. mobile phone microphones) are less accu-
rate than equipment used by professionals, and that user behaviour may have detrimental
eﬀects on data quality as well. However we hypothesise that the former can be com-
pensated by rigorous calibration (to reduce systematic errors), and that both can be
compensated by statistical reasoning (to reduce random errors and increase representa-
tiveness) over large datasets with dense spatio-temporal granularity, which participatory
mobile sensing allows to amass at low cost. To test this hypothesis, and thereby validate
our approach, we conducted a series of laboratory and real-world experiments.
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We ﬁrst report on lab and ﬁeld experiments in which we tested, improved (through
calibration and averaging), and validated the performance of mobile phones as sound level
meters, while taking applicable norms and regulations into account insofar as possible.
This work served a twofold purpose. First, the calibration experiments were needed
in preparation of later participatory noise mapping experiments (see below). Second,
they allowed us to test and conﬁrm a number of assumptions lying at the basis of how
NoiseTube Mobile corrects measurements using calibration points (see chapter 6). As a
result we can now provide insight in the accuracy one can expect to achieve, before
and after calibration, for artiﬁcial sounds of diﬀerent frequencies and amplitudes, as well
as for real-world sounds in real-world conditions. Moreover we can now quantify how
microphone characteristics vary among devices of the same model and how that aﬀects
calibrations. As noted in section 3.4, to tackle challenge 1 it is useful to forge partnerships
with domain experts. Therefore these experiments were carried out in collaboration with
professional acousticians from the VUB’s Department of Mechanical Engineering.
To evaluate our participatory approach for the assessment of environmental noise (see
section 5.3) in practice – in terms of usability, data quality and organisational aspects –
we set up a two-phased noise mapping campaign which ran for 3 weeks in the city of
Antwerp, in collaboration with a local grassroots environmental activism organisation –
making it a realistic community science experiment. A total of 13 members volunteered to
carry out measurements in an area of ±1 km2. That allowed us to investigate the perfor-
mance of the NoiseTube system in the hands of end-users, try out diﬀerent coordination
strategies, and to assess the validity and utility of the resulting participatory noise maps
by means of qualitative comparison with oﬃcial, simulation-based noise maps of the area.
Because the adoption by the wider public is so important for participatory noise mapping
to become successful, we also conducted a small user study to evaluate the NoiseTube
system and our noise mapping approach from the users’ perspective. This was done by
means of a questionnaire ﬁlled out by the participants of the experiment in Antwerp.
While the group is too small to draw general conclusions, the feedback gathered – re-
garding usability of the tool, participant motivations, etc. – is still extremely useful to
ﬁne-tune the software and future (experimental or operational) noise mapping campaigns.
At the same time it was an opportunity to test the questionnaire as an evaluation tool
for future use with other NoiseTube users.
The experiments to assess the performance of mobile phones as sound level meters and
the ﬁndings regarding achievable accuracy and precision are reported on in section 7.2.
Section 7.3 covers our participatory noise mapping experiment in Antwerp, discusses the
pros and cons of participatory vs. simulation-based noise maps, and summarises the main
ﬁndings of the user study. We conclude this chapter in section 7.4.
This chapter is based on an article [127] that is due to appear in the Pervasive and Mobile
Computing journal.
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7.2 Mobile phones as sound level meters
The ﬁrst thing we need to evaluate is the equipment used to collect data in the ﬁeld.
In other words, this means we need to test, and if necessary improve – primarily through
calibration – how mobile phones perform as sound level meters.
7.2.1 Requirements
If we want to compare our results to those of oﬃcial assessments it is important to
play by the same rules insofar as possible. As in chapter 4, we focus on the legislative
situation in the EU. The EU’s Environmental Noise Directive [173] (END), although
written with simulation-based approaches in mind, allows strategic noise maps to be
based on measured rather than calculated values [173: Annex II]1. When authorities opt
to use measurements they are bound by additional European [157] or national [488] norms
and recommendations. Such regulations are primarily aimed at supporting strategic noise
mapping policies (as required by the END and/or national legislation), which is apparent
from the fact that separate guidelines are prescribed for diﬀerent sources of noise. Hence
measurements made in the ﬁeld serve mainly as a basis for the calculation of more
general (long-term) noise exposure values and input parameters for simulation models.
As an example, box 7.1 summarises the equipment requirements for the measuring of road
traﬃc noise, as prescribed by the Dutch government in its 2006 regulation on calculation
and measuring of environmental noise [488], which is also used in Flanders [313: p. 7].
.
1. A-weighting;
2. direct read-out of sound levels in dB(A);
3. computation of “overall” LAeq values2 over arbitrary time intervals;
4. calibrated with respect to microphone parameters;
5. microphone with omnidirectional sensitivity and a windscreen;
6. a wind direction meter;
7. a wind speed meter;
8. a device to measure the speed of passing vehicles.
Box 7.1: Oﬃcial Dutch equipment requirements for the measuring of road traﬃc
noise [488: Bijlage III, pp. 28–29]
1 Refer to sections 4.3.2.7 and 4.3.2.8 for a discussion of the END strategic noise mapping policy and
the conventional methods authorities apply to implement it.
2 Refer to section A.5.1.3.2 for the deﬁnition of LAeq and the calculation of “overall” LAeq values.
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Requirements 1 to 5 correspond to common features of integrating-averaging sound
level meters3. The Dutch regulations [488: Bijlage III, p. 29], as well as those in many
other countries, require measurements to be made with Class 1 SLMs [268]. In order to
compute generalised exposure values or parameters for simulation models, the prescribed
calculation methods account for local meteorological and traﬃc conditions, hence the
need for requirements 6 to 8.
As explained in chapter 3, participatory mobile sensing assumes that citizens collect data
using multi-purpose, oﬀ-the-shelf devices – typically mobile phones. Moreover, partici-
pation in a sensing campaign should not render “normal”, everyday usage of the device
impossible4. For this reason requirements 5 to 8 are incompatible with our approach.
NoiseTube users should be able to carry out measurements where- and whenever they
want – typically during their everyday journeys – using only an oﬀ-the-shelf phone – ide-
ally their own. Hence we cannot expect them to carry (let alone purchase) additional
devices, nor ask them to modify their phone (e.g. cover it with a windscreen).
Requirements 1 and 2 are satisﬁed by NoiseTube Mobile, which displays series of LAeq,1s
measurements and can log them to a ﬁle. The acrapp also displays the overall LAeq for the
running track and alternatively this can be computed from logged LAeq,1s series, possibly
from multiple subsequent tracks. Hence we can comply to requirement 3. This leaves us
with requirement 4, to which we pay special attention here.
7.2.2 Equipment selection
For the experiments discussed here we have used a set of 11 Nokia 5230 [386] handsets.
The Nokia 5230 is a fairly cheap feature phone5 but is nevertheless able to run NoiseTube
Mobile (Java ME variant). To compare devices we have given each a number from 0 to 10.
Henceforward we refer to a particular one as “Nokia 5230 #i ” or just “phone #i ”.
While focusing on a particular model, we have not acquired all 11 phones in one batch.
Instead, four of them (#0 to #3) were bought new and the rest were bought second hand.
Phone #0 was bought in April 2010 and #1, #2 and #3 were bought together in June
2010, all 4 at the same shop in Brussels. Phone #1, #2 and #3 presumably originate
from the same manufacturing lot. The second hand phones were bought separately
between July and November 2010, through eBay and similar websites from individual
sellers in Belgium and in Germany – hence these have diﬀerent dates of manufacture and
diverse usage histories.
3 Refer to section A.5.1 for a thorough introduction to sound level meters (SLMs).
4 As discussed in section 3.3.4, this concern is referred to as transparency in mobile sensing literature.
5 Refer to section E.1 for an explanation of the vague diﬀerence between smart- and feature phones.
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The main reason for working with this heterogeneous set of mostly second hand devices
is that we consider it a realistic example of what a citizen’s organisation might put
together to set up a participatory noise mapping campaign. Moreover it allows us to test
the assumption that the microphone characteristics of diﬀerent instances of the same
phone model are suﬃciently similar to correct measurements made on one instance using
calibration settings determined on another (see below). Getting second hand phones also
meant we could lower costs – the new phones cost € 150 a piece6 while we paid only
€98 on average for the used ones – which was a bonus.
7.2.3 Calibration
As explained in appendix B, calibration is a procedure to detect and correct systematic
errors of a measuring device by comparing its measurements with those of a trusted refer-
ence device. In our case, we must compare the SPL measurements made with NoiseTube
Mobile on mobile phones, with those made (at the same time and place) by a professional,
calibrated SLM – i.e. the reference – which we consider to be correct (i.e. true). By ex-
posing diﬀerent phones and the reference to sounds of varying amplitudes (i.e. sound
levels) and possibly frequencies we can determine the microphone characteristics of each
phone, which boils down to an estimation of the systematic error at diﬀerent amplitudes
and frequencies. This information, which we have called “calibration points” in chapter 6,
can then be used to correct for such errors later on.
Below we discuss a series of calibration experiments which have served a dual purpose.
On the one hand they were conducted in preparation of the real-world participatory
noise mapping experiments discussed in section 7.3, for which we used the same set of
(then calibrated) devices. On the other hand, as announced in chapter 6, we needed
to test a number of assumptions lying at the basis of how NoiseTube Mobile corrects
measurements using calibration points (see pages 184 to 187).
This is reﬂected in our choice to calibrate each of our 11 Nokia 5230s individually, even
though they are of the same model. In preparation of our real-world experiments – in-
tended to evaluate the full potential of participatory noise mapping including the accuracy
of the resulting maps – this makes sense because it allows us to maximise accuracy at the
level of individual devices7. Moreover, as mentioned above, comparison of experiment
results for the 11 phones lets us test the assumption that instances of the same model be-
have suﬃciently similar to warrant, for general purposes, the correction of measurements
using calibration points determined for the model8, rather than the individual device.
6 The Nokia 5230 was recently discontinued, the last retail price was as low as €69.
7 This means we take control of an otherwise ignored parameter (i.e. device-speciﬁc systematic errors).
8 As in the publicly available version of NoiseTube Mobile, which choses a calibration setting by detecting
the brand and model of the phone on which it runs (see pages 184 to 187).
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A second assumption, mentioned in chapter 6, is that we can achieve suﬃciently accurate
results without considering the frequency domain9. In principle information about the
microphone’s frequency response could be used to design a digital ﬁlter that would (if
added to NoiseTube Mobile) correct10 measurements through adjustments depending on
both frequency and level. While this approach could produce more accurate results than
our current solution9 there are some important downsides – which we list below – to using
a digital ﬁlter. In other words, the second assumption boils down to the suspicion that a
digital ﬁlter is just not worth the trouble. To test whether this is valid we ﬁrst subjected
two phones to pure tone calibration experiments, giving us insight in their frequency
responses, before moving on to white noise calibration for all 11 phones.
A third, implicit assumption in the way we handle calibration and correction is that
microphone characteristics remain stable over time, or at least do not change enough to
necessitate recalibration, such as is done with professional SLMs (see section A.5.1.1).
We tested this assumption by repeating a white noise calibration experiment on the same
phone after 5 months.
7.2.3.1 Setup & procedure
Calibrating phones requires a controlled, quiet environment to carry out sound level mea-
surements, a signal generator, and a calibrated SLM to be used as a reference.
We have been able to conduct our calibration experiments in the best possible conditions
by using the acoustic lab facilities of the VUB’s Department of Mechanical Engineering.
There we have used an anechoic chamber11, a HP Agilent 33120A [8] waveform gen-
erator to produce pure tone signals – sounds consisting of a single frequency – and a
Brüel&Kjær Type 1405 noise generator to produce white noise. The signals were ampli-
ﬁed using a Brüel&Kjær Type 2706 ampliﬁer and then fed to a loudspeaker to produce the
actual sound in the anechoic chamber. The reference sound level meter setup consisted
of a Microtech MK250 high-end condenser microphone [347], an LMS Scadas III data
acquisition station [322], and a PC running the LMS Test.Lab software [323]. The signal
generators, LMS station and PC were positioned outside the anechoic chamber, while
the ampliﬁer, loudspeaker, reference microphone and the mobile phones were positioned
inside it. Obviously we also made sure that the reference microphone and those of the
phones were directed at the loudspeaker and positioned at the same distance from it.
On the phones we ran the NoiseTube Phone Tester (Java ME variant) with sound being
recorded at 48 kHz, the highest supported sampling rate for the Nokia 5230. As explained
9 The correction algorithm in NoiseTube Mobile (see pages 184 to 187), only considers the measured
sound level and uses calibration points indicating systematic errors at diﬀerent levels (not frequencies).
10 Much like an A-weighting ﬁlter corrects for the frequency response of human hearing.
11 A sound-proof, echo-free room, ideal for calibration experiments.
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in chapter 6 the NoiseTube Phone Tester acrapp was derived from NoiseTube Mobile for
testing and calibration purposes. It uses the exact same sound level measuring code but
does not apply any corrections to the measured values.
The general procedure we followed in our experiments went as follows. We produced a
sound of a particular type (pure tone of a certain frequency, or white noise) and constant
level over an interval of about 1 minute, during which the sound level measured by the
reference was read directly from the PC (and written down), and the values measured
on each tested phone were time-stamped and logged to a ﬁle by the Phone Tester app12.
When the interval was over the sound level and/or frequency was changed and then
again kept constant for ±1 minute, until all relevant levels and/or frequencies were tested.
Afterwards the log ﬁle from each phone was analysed. Using the timestamps we identiﬁed
the measurements corresponding to each interval and then averaged them to eliminate
random errors, resulting in a single SPL value measured by that phone for that type and
level of sound. These averaged values were then compared with the corresponding values
measured by the reference in order to compute (systematic) measuring errors.
We should note that in absence of an anechoic chamber and dedicated signal generation
and SLM hardware this procedure can also be carried out in a quiet room (preferably with
little echo), using a PC to generate the signals13, a loudspeaker (preferably ampliﬁed and
of high quality) and a portable SLM device to use as a reference. However, the less ideal
environment and less accurate equipment may aﬀect the accuracy of the results.
7.2.3.2 Pure tone calibration experiments
To investigate the frequency response of their microphones we subjected two14 of our
phones (#0 and #1), as well as the reference microphone, to signals with frequencies
spanning about the entire human hearing range (see section A.3.2).
Concretely, we produced pure tones at every third octave band from 50Hz to 20 kHz,
for a total of 27 tones. This sequence was traversed a total of 7 times, for sound levels
from 60 to 90 dB with intervals of 5 dB. Each sequence was started at 1 kHz with the
ampliﬁer adjusted such that the reference measured exactly that level (e.g. 65 dB). Then,
the frequency was adjusted – down to 50Hz and up to 20 kHz – while the ampliﬁer was
left untouched. At each frequency, which was kept constant for about 1 minute, the
12 Remember that NoiseTube Mobile and the Phone Tester create series of LAeq,1s measurements, and
that on the Java ME variants there is a gap of about 1 s between subsequent measurements. Hence,
in the log ﬁles we get ±30 LAeq,1s measurements per minute.
13 For instance with free software like Audacity [34].
14 When we conducted this experiment we had only 4 phones (the 2nd hand ones had not been bought yet).
Because we were uncertain about whether pure tone calibration was at all necessary, we started with
just 2 – enough to compare device-speciﬁc characteristics.
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level measured by the reference level was written down (while the measurements made
on the phone were logged constantly). This experiment resulted in 189 (= 27× 7) SPL
measurements per device. Chart 7.1 shows the results for phones #0 and #1.
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Chart 7.1: Pure tone calibration results for Nokia 5230 #0 and #1
Visual and numerical comparison of the results for phones #0 and #1 led us to conclude
there are no signiﬁcant frequency-dependent diﬀerences between both devices. Hence for
comparison with the reference microphone we focus on the characteristics of one phone.
Chart 7.2 shows the results for phone #0 and the reference.
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Chart 7.2: Pure tone calibration results for Nokia 5230 #0 and the reference
Looking at chart 7.2b the ﬁrst thing we notice is that, contrary to what one might expect,
the graph lines are not ﬂat. In theory, if the reference microphone had perfect frequency
response we should get a straight horizontal graph line for each sound level in chart 7.2b.
However, besides the fact that truly “perfect” microphones do not exist, the results are
likely also caused by imperfections in other parts of the setup. One suspect being the
loudspeaker – as speakers with “perfect” reproduction at all frequencies do not exist either.
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Although we were initially surprised by these results, acousticians assured us that they
were to be expected and that the reference could be used to calibrate our phones against.
By comparing charts 7.2a and 7.2b we can clearly see a diﬀerence in spread between
subsequent sequences for the phone, while those of the reference are spaced equally
(±5 dB apart). This tells us that there is a signiﬁcant dependence on amplitude, or, in
other words, that the microphone of the phone is not equally sensitive at all sound levels,
ruling out correction by a constant oﬀset (see appendix B).
By comparing the form (rather than the height) of corresponding lines in charts 7.2a
and 7.2b we see that the frequency responses of the phone are quite similar to those
of the reference, although the variations are more exaggerated (e.g. the dip at 4 kHz).
The main diﬀerence occurs at frequencies below 100Hz and levels below 75 dB. A smaller
but noticeable deviation happens at 12.5 kHz, where the phone exhibits a peak that is
not present in those of the reference.
These results indicate that in all likelihood the Nokia 5230 (fortunately) does not contain
signal processing hard-/software15 to amplify or dampen certain frequencies. Moreover,
the results show that sound levels have a more signiﬁcant impact on systematic errors than
frequencies do. We therefore concluded (together with acousticians) that, while far from
perfect, the frequency responses of Nokia 5230 #0 and #1 are probably “ﬂat enough”
in order to achieve suﬃciently accurate results with level-dependent correction alone. In
other words, designing a digital ﬁlter would not be necessary.
This is good news because there are several arguments against digital ﬁlters, especially
when looking beyond our validation work and considering what would be feasible for others
to repeat on their own. For one thing, designing16 such a ﬁlter is a complex undertaking
that requires knowledge of digital signal processing, which we cannot expect our end-
users to have. Although it may be possible to automate that process17, the calibration
experiment itself takes a considerable amount of time and dedication. Not counting the
time to set up equipment beforehand and to analyse log ﬁles afterwards, it takes at least
189 minutes, whereas the white noise calibration experiments discussed below only take
about 16 minutes. Since (white noise) calibration is already a bottleneck to adoption of
participatory noise mapping, we should be careful not to make it even more complicated
– and out of reach of average citizens and their organisations – without good reason.
Another argument is that correcting measurements using such a ﬁlter would be more
computationally intensive than the current linear interpolation algorithm. While today’s
smartphones would probably have no trouble with the extra workload it would nevertheless
(slightly) increase the power consumption.
15 Such as a low-pass ﬁlter, as warned about by Santini et al. [459].
16 This boils down to determining the coeﬃcients for a FIR or IIR ﬁlter [262] based on the results of pure
tone calibration experiments.
17 Such that end-users could compute coeﬃcients using a desktop application or Web service.
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7.2.3.3 White noise calibration experiments
Having decided not to pursue the development of digital ﬁlters for the correction of sys-
tematic measurement errors, it was not necessary to submit the other 9 phones to a pure
tone calibration experiment and the level-dependent correction algorithm implemented in
NoiseTube Mobile could be left unchanged. However, this left us with the choice of a
type of sound to calibrate against – i.e. to determine the “calibration points”.
The frequency responses for phone #0 and #1 indicate that it would be a bad idea to
calibrate against a single pure tone18, since that might introduce a bias for that frequency.
Instead we should account for multiple frequencies at once. The standard way to do
that is to calibrate against an artiﬁcially generated signal composed of a ﬁxed mix of
all frequencies in the range considered. The most common options are white and pink
noise [589, 596]. The diﬀerence between both is that in white noise all frequencies have
equal intensity, whereas in pink noise intensity is inversely proportional to the frequency.
Pink noise is often used when there is a focus on low frequency sounds. Following the
advice of acousticians we decided to calibrate against white noise signals with a frequency
spectrum up to 20 kHz, in order to avoid any frequency bias.
The procedure we followed is similar as above. Instead of exposing the 11 phones (and
the reference) to pure tones at diﬀerent frequencies and diﬀerent levels, we used white
noise at 16 diﬀerent sound levels, from 30 to 105 dB(A) (as measured by the reference)
in steps of 5 dB, for about 1 minute per level. Afterwards the measurements made on
the phones during each 1 minute interval were averaged (to eliminate random errors),
resulting in 16 SPL measurements per device. Chart 7.3 shows the results for each phone.
Each of the dots on this chart represents a calibration point: a couple of SPL values,
one measured by the reference19, the other being the average of the measurements made
by the NoiseTube Phone Tester on the phone in question20. We should note that the
variability before averaging was very low (standard deviation < 0.15 dB, for phone #1).
As explained in chapter 6, NoiseTube Mobile uses such points to apply level-dependent
adjustments to compensate for systematic errors, with each adjustment being calculated
by linear interpolation between a suitable pair of points. As argued in section 6.6.2 this
method is superior to the trimming, scaling and scaling–trimming used in related work,
namely because the calibration points do not form a straight line, as is clear from chart 7.3.
Chart 7.3 also provides insight in the variability among the 11 Nokia 5230s. Overall,
they behave very similarly, with the notable exception of phone #9 which is further oﬀ.
18 Although that is what happens when a professional SLM is calibrated using a “slide-on” calibrator device,
which typically produces a pure 1 kHz tone at a ﬁxed sound level (see section A.5.1.1).
19 We have called this value the output.
20 We have called this value the input.
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Chart 7.3: Calibration points for our 11 Nokia 5230 handsets (based on white noise
calibration), plus the “average” calibration points for a generic Nokia 5230
Still our assumption that devices of the same model have similar microphone characteris-
tics seems to largely hold. However, to know to what extent accuracy would be aﬀected
if measurements made on one phone are corrected using calibration points determined on
another, we simulated the outcome of every combination. The procedure went as follows.
We took the calibration points Cx of phone x and the calibration points Cy of phone y.
For every point (c INx,i , cOUTx,i ) from Cx, we took the input value c INx,i (an uncorrected mea-
surement made on phone x) and applied our correction algorithm21 to it, using Cy as the
calibration. Then we computed the absolute diﬀerence of the corrected value and the cor-
responding output value cOUTx,i (measured by the reference when phone x measured c INx,i ).
Then the 16 absolute diﬀerences were averaged and we moved on to the next combination
of phones. Table 7.1 lists the results of this simulated “cross-calibration”. For comparison
we also included the average absolute diﬀerence (w.r.t. the reference) for the calibration
points of each a phone22 – indicative for measurement accuracy without calibration.
21 As implemented in NoiseTube Mobile (see pages 184 to 187).
22 For phone x with calibration points Cx this is calculated as 116
15∑
i=0 |cOUTx,i − c INx,i |.
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#0 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 Generic
8.1881 9.9356 7.6563 7.5394 10.1544 7.8375 8.9194 10.3863 8.6925 12.3300 9.5738 9.1780 9.2012
#0 0.0000 2.1519 0.7149 1.2196 2.5882 0.7944 0.9701 2.7894 0.9485 4.8764 1.7806 1.2194 1.8834
#1 2.2577 0.0000 2.7486 2.8324 0.6846 2.5479 1.4769 0.7076 1.6388 2.8042 0.7576 0.8361 1.8456
#2 0.7286 2.7548 0.0000 0.7282 3.1663 0.6771 1.6195 3.2721 1.5278 5.4050 2.4073 1.9287 2.2287
#3 1.0332 2.8843 0.5076 0.0000 3.4071 0.5756 1.6250 3.4089 1.4796 5.5188 2.0663 2.0317 2.2506
#4 2.6381 0.6280 3.1412 3.2242 0.0000 2.9355 1.8544 0.6865 1.9760 2.3320 1.0964 1.1973 2.0512
#5 0.7223 2.5689 0.4668 0.4321 2.9992 0.0000 1.2555 3.1344 1.0693 5.1762 1.7730 1.6466 1.9598
#6 1.0924 1.5576 1.4330 1.4525 1.9615 1.0983 0.0000 2.0023 0.5934 4.1097 1.0016 0.7151 1.6302
#7 2.8124 0.5836 3.2970 3.3817 0.6580 3.0940 2.0153 0.0000 2.0814 2.4403 1.2823 1.3416 2.1646
#8 0.8155 1.7127 1.2438 1.3475 2.1212 0.9655 0.6215 2.0838 0.0000 4.2780 1.0607 0.8372 1.6250
#9 4.9644 2.8124 5.5167 5.5881 2.4510 5.2851 4.1544 2.2047 4.1681 0.0000 3.2892 3.6115 4.0434
#10 1.6257 0.7428 2.1661 2.1342 1.1275 1.9663 1.1131 1.2747 1.1273 3.3140 0.0000 0.5952 1.6592
Generic 1.2791 1.0024 1.8707 2.0713 1.3046 1.7931 0.7591 1.5389 0.8939 3.5917 0.7009 0.0000 1.5278
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Table 7.1: Average absolute errors w.r.t. the reference, over 16 white noise levels
(30–105 dB(A)), without calibration and after simulated cross-calibration
Each value in this table is the average absolute error (w.r.t. to the reference) one can
expect when measuring white noise between 30 and 105 dB(A), on the phone indicated on
top, either without correction or after correction using the calibration points determined
for the phone indicated on the left. The values are colour coded to highlight the size of
the error. To interpret the values it may also help to consider that 3 dB is the smallest
diﬀerence perceptible to the human ear23. Looking at the top row we see that without
correction the average absolute error varies from 7.5 (for phone #3) to 12.2 dB (for #9).
To study the eﬀect of cross-calibration we now take a look at the 110 combinations of
2 diﬀerent phones (#0–#10). At ﬁrst glance the colour coding already reveals that,
regardless of the chosen calibration points, the errors drop signiﬁcantly after correction.
In just over half ( 57110) of the cases the error is < 2 dB, which is very small. For± 37% ( 41110)
of combinations it is between 2 and 4 dB. In the remaining 11% ( 12110) of cases, all of
which unsurprisingly involve phone #9, the error is between 4 and 5.6 dB, which may be
too big for some purposes, but is still signiﬁcantly better than without correction.
Based on these results we can conclude that, in about 89% of the cases, in which one of
our Nokia 5230s is calibrated with points determined for one of the others, the average
absolute error stays below 4 dB, which we consider acceptable for general usage24. Hence
our assumption that it is suﬃcient to calibrate per model – rather than per individual
device – can be considered correct in a vast majority of cases, at least for the phones
we tested. While plausible we do not know whether the variability in our set of 11
Nokia 5230s is representative of that among devices of other models and brands.
If one can test only a single instance of a particular model, it is of course impossible to
know to what extent it is representative for its peers. In other words, one cannot know
23 See table A.3 on page 279.
24 If we ignore the cases involving phone #9, 100% of the combinations result in an error below 4 dB.
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whether the device is an outlier, such as Nokia 5230 #9, whose calibration points could
produce poor results on other instances. However, if one has calibration points for multiple
instances of the same model, it is not only possible to compare device characteristics, but
also to compute an “average” set of calibration points. Because reference levels in diﬀerent
experiment runs may diﬀer, it is not always possible to just average the levels measured
by each phone per reference level. Instead one should use polynomial regression to ﬁnd
a function the provides the best ﬁt to all calibration points. By sampling the function at
regular intervals one then obtains a new set of calibration points which is representative
of the tested devices. Because this set encompasses information about multiple instances
of the model in question, it can be considered an approximation of the behaviour of a
random or “generic” instance of that model. Hence, if one has to pick a single set of
calibration points to correct measurements on all instances of a particular model25, such
a “generic” set is a better choice than one determined for an individual instance.
For our 11 Nokia 5230s, or rather their 176 calibration points (11 × 16), we found that
a 10th degree polynomial regression resulted in the best ﬁt26. In chart 7.3 the resulting
function is shown as a red line and the new calibration points as red circles. In the
bottom row of table 7.1 we see the result of using these “Nokia 5230 generic” calibration
points to correct measurements made on our 11 actual devices27. In the last column of
table 7.1 we see that, on average, this indeed produces a better result that any of the
calibration point sets determined for individual instances. Therefore the calibrations ﬁle
that ships with NoiseTube Mobile28 now includes these generic calibration points for the
Nokia 5230, instead of a set determined for one instance [376].
Note that for our participatory noise mapping experiments, discussed in section 7.3, each
of the phones was calibrated with its own calibration points, in order to maximise accuracy.
The simulation approach described above cannot provide a meaningful estimate of the
average error after such a device-speciﬁc calibration29. Therefore we conducted additional
validation experiments in the lab and the ﬁeld, which are discussed in the next sections.
In order to ﬁnd out whether the microphone characteristics of mobile phones remain stable
over time – another assumption we needed to test – we have submitted one of our phones
(#1) to 2 white noise calibration experiments, in June and November 2010. During the
intervening 5 months the device was regularly used in- and outdoors. As expected the
diﬀerence in the performance of the phone was negligible: the average absolute diﬀerence
25 This is necessary when using the publicly available version of NoiseTube Mobile, which only deals with
model- or brand-speciﬁc calibrations, not device-speciﬁc ones.
26 Coeﬃcient of determination (R 2) = 0.9933; adjusted coeﬃcient of determination (R 2) = 0.9929.
27 In the second-to-last column of table 7.1 we see the error one can expect when measurements made on
a hypothetical random Nokia 5230 are corrected using calibration points determined for the individual
instances. These values are not considered for the averages in the last column.
28 And which the app automatically downloads from the NoiseTube website when it can access the Internet.
29 If phone x = phone y the input values of Cx would be corrected using Cx as the calibration, resulting in
an unrealistic average absolute error of 0 – which is why we left the diagonal cells in table 7.1 blank.
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between corresponding measurements – after correcting for slight diﬀerences in the refer-
ence levels – was just 0.29 dB. Hence this phone did not require recalibration. Of course,
we cannot draw ﬁrm conclusions based on experience with a single device. Moreover, 5
months may be too short and the way the phone was used in the meantime (mainly for
noise mapping experiments) is probably not representative of typical mobile phone usage.
Therefore additional testing is required to answer this question with more conﬁdence.
7.2.4 Validation in the lab
To verify whether white noise calibration works as expected we set up a validation ex-
periment in the anechoic chamber. The goal was the assess which systematic errors
remain after (device-speciﬁc) calibration. We did this experiment with Nokia 5230 #0,
on which we ran NoiseTube Mobile, conﬁgured to correct measurements using the cali-
bration points for that particular phone. We followed the same procedure as before: the
phone and the reference setup were exposed to 16 diﬀerent levels of white noise, for
about a minute per level, afterwards the measurements made by NoiseTube Mobile were
averaged per interval30. This results in 16 points of comparison, as shown in chart 7.4.
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Chart 7.4: Measurements of white noise made by the calibrated Nokia 5230 #0 and the
CEM DT-8852 SLM, in function of those made by the reference
30 Again the variability before averaging was low (standard deviation < 0.38 dB).
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We see that the measurements made by the phone now almost perfectly match those of
the reference. Over the 16 comparison points we get an average absolute error of just
1.07 dB, and for those below 100 dB(A) that is just 0.56 dB. Considering that 3 dB is the
smallest audible SPL diﬀerence, these average errors are very small indeed. However,
at 100 dB(A) and above the error is more signiﬁcant, indicating that the microphone of
the Nokia 5230 becomes saturated – something we need to keep in mind when assess-
ing very loud sounds. For comparison we also tested a calibrated Class 2 [268] SLM,
namely a CEM DT-8852 [473]. As shown in chart 7.4, below 100 dB(A) the calibrated
Nokia 5230 #0 performs as good, or even slightly better, than the SLM. Yet, as we discuss
below, that does not mean NoiseTube Mobile meets the requirements for Class 2 SLMs.
In chart 7.5 we see the measuring error at diﬀerent reference levels as they occurred in the
validation experiment with Nokia 5230 #0. Also shown are the uncorrected result of the
experiment – which we computed from the corrected one by simply applying the correction
algorithm in reverse31 – and the results of some cross-calibration simulations, in which
the measurements made on phone #0 were (re)corrected using the calibration points for
4 other Nokia 5230s and those for a generic one. The chart makes it clear that while
device-speciﬁc calibration gives in the most accurate result, model-speciﬁc calibration
based on multiple instances (i.e. Nokia 5230 generic) performs almost as good.
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31 By using input values as output values and vice-versa.
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Although the outcome of the validation experiment is certainly satisfying, we must stress
it was carried out in a controlled environment – free of external inﬂuences such as wind –
using an artiﬁcial sound source (i.e. white noise), neither of which is representative of the
situations in which NoiseTube Mobile is used in reality. Therefore, we also conducted an
outdoor validation experiment, which is discussed in the next section.
While not representative of real-world conditions either, it is interesting to evaluate how
NoiseTube Mobile, with a device-speciﬁc calibration based on white noise, would per-
form when measuring pure tones of diﬀerent frequencies and levels. Therefore we have
simulated the outcome of such an experiment. We took the results of the pure tone
calibration experiment performed on phone #0 and fed the 189 (27 tones × 7 levels)
measurements to the correction algorithm as it is implemented in NoiseTube Mobile,
using the calibration points for phone #0. The resulting 189 values tell us what would
have been measured if the phone had been running the calibrated NoiseTube Mobile app.
With this simulated data it is possible to investigate how white noise calibration aﬀects
the systematic error at diﬀerent frequencies and levels. This is illustrated by chart 7.6,
which shows the errors (w.r.t. the reference) at diﬀerent frequencies and levels of 60, 75
and 90 dB (as measured by the reference at 1 kHz). Chart 7.6a shows the original, un-
corrected results32, whereas chart 7.6b shows the simulated, corrected ones. Additional
statistics, also for the 65, 70, 80 and 85 dB sequences, are provided in table 7.2.
60 dB 65 dB 70 dB 75 dB 80 dB 85 dB 90 dB
Average absolute error 10.02 8.69 7.01 4.64 5.04 6.01 6.62
Standard deviation of absolute error 5.04 5.24 5.60 3.90 3.05 3.48 2.47
Maximum absolute error (@ frequency) 19.96 (16000 Hz) 18.87 (16000 Hz) 19.84 (50 Hz) 14.67 (50 Hz) 12.65 (50 Hz) 15.7 (63 Hz) 12.96 (63 Hz)
Average absolute error 3.18 2.98 2.99 2.51 2.54 3.00 3.45
Standard deviation of absolute error 2.61 2.18 2.10 2.35 2.25 1.85 2.45
Maximum absolute error (@ frequency) 11.58 (20000 Hz) 9.57 (20000 Hz) 8.25 (20000 Hz) 8.65 (20000 Hz) 8.44 (20000 Hz) 7.42 (50 Hz) 8.32 (3150 Hz)
Reference level @ 1 kHz
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Table 7.2: Statistics calculated over 27 frequencies for each of the 7 level sequences in the
pure tone calibration experiment on Nokia 5230 #0, before and after simulated correction
by means of device-speciﬁc white noise calibration
As shown by the chart and the table, both the size and the variability (standard deviation)
of the errors are signiﬁcantly lower after white noise calibration. However, the maximum
absolute errors remain large and as expected they tend to occur either at very low or very
high frequencies. To put these results into perspective, chart 7.6 also shows the error
tolerance limits for Class 1 and 2 SLMs, as speciﬁed per frequency in the international
standard IEC 61672-1:2002 [268: p. 16]. While NoiseTube Mobile does not meet the
overall requirements for Class 2 SLMs33, after device-speciﬁc white noise calibration the
responses at 75 dB are almost completely within the limits. At 60 and 90 dB it also
gets rather close, especially in a broad region in the middle of the frequency spectrum.
32 This is just another view on results of the actual pure tone experiment, previously shown in chart 7.2.
33 And consequently neither the stricter requirements for Class 1 SLMs.
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Chart 7.6: Measuring errors on Nokia 5230 #0 (w.r.t. the reference) for diﬀerent
frequencies along sequences of 60, 75 and 90 dB, before and after simulated correction by
means of device-speciﬁc white noise calibration
Considering that the microphone we deal with is not at all designed for this purpose – nor
is the rest of the phone’s hardware – this is a surprisingly good result. We should also note
that it is plausible that other (smart)phones on today’s market have microphones with
ﬂatter frequency responses than the Nokia 5230, and would thus perform even better.
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7.2.5 Validation in the ﬁeld
When used for real noise mapping campaigns phones do not ﬁnd themselves in an anechoic
chamber with pure white noise coming in from one particular direction. Rather, they are
exposed to the elements and to sounds, composed of very diﬀerent and diverse mixtures
of frequencies, coming from all directions. Consequently, in real-world conditions we
should expect a lower accuracy compared to the results of our validation experiment in
the lab (and to simulated outcomes based on lab results). To get an idea of the real-
world performance of NoiseTube Mobile, with device-speciﬁc white noise calibration, we
conducted a validation experiment in the ﬁeld.
For this experiment we took a long walk in a (sub)urban area, while carrying the calibrated
Nokia 5230 #0 as well as the CEM DT-8852 [473] SLM34. Both devices were held close
together with the microphones facing forward35. The experiment took place on 2010-
12-09 in the Linkeroever neighbourhood of Antwerp36. Chart 7.7 shows the sound levels,
as measured by the phone and the SLM, during the ﬁrst ±25 minutes of the walk.
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Chart 7.7: A-weighted SPL measured by Nokia 5230 #0 (green) and a
CEM DT-8852 (blue) during an outdoor walk
It is immediately apparent that the accuracy of the phone (w.r.t. the SLM) varies sub-
stantially. In some intervals there is a very good match (e.g. from minute 4 to 8), while in
34 This Class 2 SLM advertises an accuracy of ±1.4 dB [473], but we found that – at least for white noise
– it performs even better, with an average absolute error of just 0.77 dB (see chart 7.4).
35 I.e. pointing away from the carrier and in the walking direction.
36 The same area where the participatory noise mapping experiments, discussed in section 7.3, took place.
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others the diﬀerences are much bigger (e.g. the ﬁrst 3 minutes and from minute 9 to 13).
While fairly moderate37 the wind was an important factor here because, unlike the SLM,
the phone did not have a windscreen. As the building density in the area varies and we
regularly changed walking direction, exposure to the wind and the orientation of the mi-
crophones (w.r.t. to the dominant wind direction) changed regularly along the itinerary.
Hence even if the speed and direction of the wind were constant its inﬂuence was not.
Another factor to take into consideration is that both devices were not measuring the
same sound level descriptor38. As explained in chapter 6, NoiseTube Mobile acts as a
so-called integrating-averaging SLM, measuring A-weighted equivalent continuous sound
level (also called time-average sound level) over 1 s intervals, noted as LAeq,1s. In the
Java ME variant, which was used in this experiment, there is a gap of ±1 s between sub-
sequent measurements, resulting in a rate of about 30 LAeq,1s measurements per minute.
On the other hand, the CEM DT-8852 is a so-called conventional SLM, measuring A-
weighted time-weighted sound level, noted as LAτ , in which τ is a time constant that
controls how fast the meter responds to sound level changes. For this experiment we set
the time constant to 1 s, known as S(low) time weighting, and logged 1 measurement per
second, resulting in a rate of 60 LAS measurements per minute. While both sound level
descriptors are measures of the same physical condition (i.e. SPL) there are inherent,
slight diﬀerences in their values. Consequently comparison of individual corresponding
LAeq,1s and LAS measurements is not a good way to quantify the accuracy of the phone39.
Instead, we should compare logarithmic averages40 for corresponding intervals.
Over the entire itinerary, which lasted ±81 minutes, the calibrated Nokia 5230 #0 mea-
sured an average sound level of 71.05 dB(A), while the DT-8852 measured 70.90 dB(A).
For the ﬁrst ±25 minutes, shown in chart 7.7, the averages are respectively 70.01 and
69.82 dB(A). Over the interval between minute 4 and 8, in which the phone matches the
SLM very well (at least visually), we ﬁnd average sound levels of 70.57 and 72.94 dB(A)
respectively, which is not as good as for the longer intervals but still very close. For the
windy interval between minute 9 and 13 the phone overestimated sound levels substan-
tially, measuring an average of 68.34 dB(A) compared to 58.90 dB(A) on the SLM.
This indicates that the lack of wind protection can cause temporary systematic errors
of up to 10 dB. Although besides the wind, other factors may have played a role as well
(e.g. diﬀerent types of sound). Still, regardless of what caused the measurement errors,
their eﬀect all but disappears if we average the sound level over suﬃciently long periods,
as demonstrated by the negligible diﬀerences for the 25 and 81 minute intervals.
37 On that day the average wind speed, maximum wind speed and maximum gust speed, as observed at
the nearby Antwerp airport, were respectively 15, 28 and 35 km/h [565].
38 Refer to section A.5.1.3 for a full explanation of the diﬀerence between the relevant sound level de-
scriptors (including formulae) and the kinds of SLMs that measure them.
39 In fact, even if both devices produced LAeq,1s measurements at the same, consecutive rate, comparing
measurements one by one would still be ﬂawed due to inevitable (slight) timing diﬀerences.
40 Also called “overall Leq”. Refer to section A.2.6 and section A.5.1.3.2.
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7.2.6 Preliminary conclusions
Through calibration experiments in the lab and subsequent simulations we have studied
4 types of variability – devices, frequencies, amplitudes and times – in order to answer
questions regarding the way calibration should be handled in general, and to prepare our
devices for the real-world experiments discussed in the next section.
Through pure tone calibration experiments on two of our phones we found that the
frequency responses of the Nokia 5230 are suﬃciently ﬂat for level-dependent corrections
to give reasonably accurate results. Hence we have made a pragmatic decision not
to develop digital ﬁlters (for frequency- and level-dependent corrections), as not avoid
making the need to calibrate an even bigger bottleneck to adoption then it already is.
Next we submitted the 11 phones to white noise calibration experiments. In white noise
all audible frequencies are present in equal proportions, allowing to calibrate devices in
function of amplitudes alone, while avoiding a bias for particular frequencies. We cali-
brated each phone separately in order to reduce systematic errors on each phone to a
minimum (in preparation for real-world experiments), and to assess the diﬀerence in re-
sponse (to various levels of white noise) among devices of the same model. While outliers
do occur we found that in general responses are very similar. Through simulations we
then investigated the errors one can expect when correcting measurements on one device
using calibration points determined on another of the same model. We found that, for
combinations of distinct pairs from our set of 11 phones, such “cross calibration” leads
to errors below 4 dB in 89% of cases and below 2 dB in 52% of cases. We therefore
conclude that, for general usage, it is acceptable to calibrate per model, rather than
per individual device. This is important because we cannot expect all individual, casual
users of NoiseTube Mobile to go to the process of calibrating their own device. In other
words, device-speciﬁc calibration does not scale, while model-speciﬁc calibration does41.
We also established a method to “average” the calibration points sets determined for
multiple instances of a model, resulting in a single “generic” set. Through simulation we
showed than such a generic set allows to make model-speciﬁc calibration more accurate.
We found no evidence of signiﬁcant shifts in amplitude responses over time, hence we did
not need to recalibrate the tested device. However, because we only compared responses
for one phone, after a intervening period of (just) 5 months, we cannot rule out the
possibility of such shifts completely without further testing.
In our validation experiments in the lab we found that device-speciﬁc white noise calibra-
tion (in combination with our linear interpolation-based correction algorithm) results in
almost negligible errors for white noise below 100 dB(A). Above that level the microphone
41 Especially because we can distribute model-speciﬁc settings from a central point [376].
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of the Nokia 5230 saturates and hence accuracy worsens. Simulations also showed that
the accuracy for pure tones also signiﬁcantly improves after calibration using white noise.
Of course these lab experiments and simulations are not representative of conditions
in the real world, in which mobile phones are exposed to the elements and in which
sounds are of a very diﬀerent nature than pure tones or white noise. Hence we have set
up a validation experiment in the ﬁeld. One important observation in this experiment
was that gusts of wind caused signiﬁcant errors – due to the lack of a windscreen on
the phone – while in absence of direct exposure to the wind errors were very small.
This underlines the importance of attaching a quality factor to collected data based on
contextual factors such as the weather. To some extent that is already possible with the
automatic contextual tagging feature on the NoiseTube CM (see section 5.5.1.1); as well
as through social tagging42. Yet this is likely insuﬃcient since, as demonstrated in the
experiment, the detrimental inﬂuence of the wind can appear and disappear in a matter
of meters or minutes. However, another important ﬁnding was that, precisely because
the inﬂuence of the wind (and possibly other disturbances) varies constantly, its eﬀect
disappears when measurements are averaged over longer intervals (e.g. > 15 minutes).
In fact over such intervals the error became almost negligible.
Based on lab experiments and simulations, we conclude that white noise calibration signif-
icantly improves the accuracy – through correction of level-dependent systematic errors
– of individual SPL measurements of white noise and pure tones. In the ﬁeld experiment,
we found that if suﬃcient amounts of data are considered, errors on average sound levels
all but disappear. While circumstantial this result supports the hypothesis put forward in
section 7.1, namely that the errors on individual measurements taken with mobile phones
– due to imperfections of the hardware (which calibration can only partially correct for),
external inﬂuences (e.g. wind) and user behaviour – can be compensated through aggre-
gation and statistical reasoning over large amounts of data with dense spatio-temporal
granularity, which participatory mobile sensing – at least potentially – allows to collect at
low cost. Besides averaging measurements over time, as we have done here, the same
can be over space (e.g. per area unit), as we discuss in the next section.
To our knowledge this is the ﬁrst time the calibration and accuracy evaluation of mobile
phones as sound level meters has been carried out so extensively and thoroughly. In [438]
Rana et al. report on the testing and correction of amplitude responses of 2 devices of
diﬀerent models without specifying the nature of the test signal. In [292] Kanjo et al.
mention that they calibrated 1 device but do not specify the procedure; the resulting
accuracy was only tested in an irreproducible manner (measuring the conversation of
two people in an oﬃce). In [467] Schweizer et al. mention the possibility of calibration
using pink noise, but do not discuss concrete experiments or results. An exception is
the work of Santini et al. [459] who investigate both amplitude and frequency responses
42 As we saw in section 5.6, some users spontaneously tag data with information on weather conditions.
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of 3 phones (of the same model) using diﬀerent test signals. Yet they do not give a
systematic overview of the frequency-sound level domain as we have done. While they
evaluated the possibilities, no actual calibration (i.e. correction) was tried out. What
is interesting however is that they conducted lab experiments in which phones and a
reference SLM were exposed to pre-recorded sounds, typical of urban situations. While
probably not suitable for calibration purposes (due to inevitable biases), such recordings
are deﬁnitely suitable for validation purposes, because, contrary to validation in the ﬁeld,
such experiments are reproducible and allow to study accuracy for real-world sounds in
absence of real-world disturbances such as wind. Hence, it would be a useful intermediate
step between white noise or pure tone validation in the lab and outdoor validation.
7.3 Participatory noise mapping
Having thoroughly tested and analysed the performance of phones as sound level meters,
the next step is to use them in a realistic participatory noise mapping campaign. In this
section we discuss a two-phased experiment in which a group of volunteering citizens,
trained and coached by us, used the NoiseTube system to carry out a coordinated mea-
suring campaign. As explained in section 5.3, initiatives to set up such campaigns can
come from both citizens or authorities. In this experiment we have taken the perspective
of citizen-led initiatives (assisted by scientists) – typically motivated by concerns about
local problems, which (in the eyes of initiatives takers) are not or inadequately assessed by
oﬃcials. However, most ﬁndings are equally relevant to authority-led sensing initiatives.
7.3.1 Context
We were fortunate in that we could collaborate with one of the best-known citizen-led
environmental activism groups in Belgium43, Ademloos44 [5]. This non-proﬁt association,
founded in response to controversial plans for reorganising road traﬃc around Antwerp,
has been ﬁghting for the past ten years for a more sustainable solution to the city’s
congestion problems and related environmental issues including noise and air pollution.
We were ﬁrst contacted by Ademloos in March 2010. They had heard – through the
media and word-of-mouth – about the NoiseTube project and were keen to try out
the technology to collect evidence on noise pollution. We convinced them to set up a
collaboration in which they would help us to validate and improve the technology, such
that, in a later stage, they would be able to use it for their own purposes with our support.
43 Or at least in Flanders.
44 “Ademloos” is Dutch for “breathless”.
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In total 13 Ademloos members voluntarily participated in our experiment. We got to know
these people as being highly motivated, environmentally-concerned and community-driven
individuals. In other words, they were an ideal public for a community/citizen science
experiment. However, most of them had little scientiﬁc domain knowledge and many had
a limited level of literacy in ICT – in fact, some did not even own a mobile phone.
7.3.2 Planning & protocol
A ﬁrst meeting with the chairman/spokesman and the secretary of Ademloos resulted in
a list of requirements both for the citizens as for us researchers. The group had the main
say in practical issues such as the measurement dates and times and the area of focus,
namely the Linkeroever45 neighbourhood, highlighted on the map in ﬁgure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: The city of Antwerp and the Linkeroever neighbourhood (circled in red)
From our side we structured the actual experiment in a way that allowed us to maximise
research outcomes. As this was the ﬁrst time NoiseTube was used in a coordinated
45 Linkeroever is Dutch for “left bank”.
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measurement campaign, we decided to run the experiment in two phases. Phase 1 con-
sisted of a small (in terms of participants involved and covered area), strictly coordinated
experiment allowing us to test and ﬁne-tune procedures. This phase ran over a period
of 10 days. Phase 2 involved more volunteers and less constraints, thus corresponding
more closely to a (loosely coordinated) participatory noise mapping eﬀort at a city level,
where data accumulates as citizens use NoiseTube where- and whenever they see ﬁt.
This phase ran for a period of 5 days. While the ﬁrst phase guarantees enough data
(per space/time unit) for statistical averaging to make sense, in the second phase it is
more diﬃcult to produce complete noise maps as there may be gaps in time as well as
in space. However, we shall see below that the maps produced are still valuable, as they
oﬀer insight in noise pollution patterns as well in user behaviour under less constraints.
Speciﬁcs and outcomes of both phases are discussed below, in respectively section 7.3.4
and section 7.3.5. In each case we make a qualitative comparison of the resulting maps
with oﬃcial noise maps of the area, demonstrating if and how the two can and cannot
be compared, and indicating where the most obvious commonalities or diﬀerences are.
As per our suggestion, the secretary of Ademloos, who lives in Linkeroever, acted as
the main communication channel between us and participants, his ﬁrst task being to line
up a list of interested Ademloos members located in that area. Meetings were set up at
each stage of the experiment. First, we organised an introductory meeting with interested
members, after which volunteers for the actual experiment phases were recruited and their
main constraints summarised, which allowed us to concretise times and areas. Second,
training meetings were set up right before each phase, to distribute phones and to specify
how, where and when measurements were to be carried out. We gave precise instructions
on how to use the phones and the NoiseTube Mobile acrapp – which was crucial as about
half of the volunteers had limited experience with mobile phones, and almost none were
familiar with mobile apps. In these meetings we also asked participants to adhere to
guidelines related to data quality. Concretely we asked them to:
• always keep the phone in their hand with the microphone pointing away from them-
selves, making sure that it was never covered by clothing;
• not to use other phone functionality while measuring (e.g. type or read SMS mes-
sages, make phone calls, etc.);
• not to talk while measuring – in case they ran into other participants or acquain-
tances we asked them to only politely wave.
Prior to each phase users were also given a short document in which the measurement
protocol and all instructions46 were summarised in simple terms and with lots of pictures.
The document also contained contact details of us, the secretary and all participants.
46 Including troubleshooting steps, such as what to do when the application would crash.
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Due to their limited experience with mobile phones we let participants work with a sim-
pliﬁed version of NoiseTube Mobile (Java ME variant), in which the UI is entirely focused
on sound level measuring. Support for social tagging was disabled because we feared it
might confuse these users47 and too much ﬁddling with the phones could lead to dis-
torted measurements. Other features we removed are the ability to disable geo-tagging
through GPS (as this is essential in order to make noise maps) and the ability to dis-
able data saving (for obvious reasons). This version also included a workaround for the
memory leak bug discussed in section 6.5.5.1. To keep the acrapp from crashing we
let it automatically restart at regular intervals. However, because automatic restarts are
mutually exclusive with Internet access, data could only be stored locally and not be sent
to the NoiseTube CM in real-time. As not all participants had a home computer, or the
necessary skills, we did not ask them to upload track ﬁles to the CM – say, every evening.
Instead, after the experiment phase was over we collected the phones and recovered the
track ﬁles from them. Because it was not possible for the participants to see the data
collected by their peers during each phase and results would be discussed with the group
in “oﬄine”, face-to-face meetings, we did not ask them to use the NoiseTube CM.
At a meeting in May 2011 we presented the noise maps and other outcomes resulting from
both phases of the experiment, leaving ample time for discussion, feedback and questions.
During this meeting we also let the attending participants ﬁll out a questionnaire on their
experience with NoiseTube and participatory noise mapping. The results of this survey
are discussed in section 7.3.7.
7.3.3 Grid-based aggregation
The NoiseTube CM software currently supports the generation of 3 types of “city-level”
noise maps (see section 5.5.1.3). However, none of these is really suitable to visualise the
results of our Linkeroever experiments48. In the default type individual measurements are
represented by coloured circles without any aggregation49. Considering the amount of
data collected in this relatively small area, such a map would be overly dense and almost
unreadable. But more importantly it would not be possible to visualise the average sound
level measured at diﬀerent places within the area, which is more representative and, as
discussed in section 7.2.6, potentially more precise than showing individual measurements.
In the other types of maps the CM generates50 average sound levels are shown for either
districts or street segments. The district map is not suitable because it would be too
general – as the whole focus area falls within one district (i.e. Linkeroever). While better
47 Due to the somewhat unintuitive way it was implemented in the Java ME variant (see section 6.3.3).
48 Nor those of similar highly localised noise mapping campaigns.
49 As in the maps the CM generates for individual tracks (see section 5.5.1.2).
50 Provided that we would have added a digital map of districts and streets in Antwerp – e.g. sourced
from OpenStreetMap [399] – to the database.
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than the default map, the street map is not suitable either because we want to measure
and show noise levels in places that are not directly adjacent to streets (e.g. in a park).
Instead we have chosen to create noise maps using an approach we call “grid-based ag-
gregation”. This means the area of study is divided by a grid with cells of equal size
(e.g. 20m × 20m). Then each individual measurement is assigned to a cell based on
its geographical coordinates. Statistics such as average, standard deviation, minima and
maxima are then computed for the data in each cell. Finally a map is generated repre-
senting the average sound level measured in each cell, along with additional metadata.
One of the factors we have to take into account when deciding on a suitable size for
the grid cells is the inherent error on geographical coordinates obtained from GPS. Such
errors tend to vary with the time of day (due to GPS satellite positions), atmospheric
conditions, and especially the density and height of nearby buildings. To get an idea of
the precision of GPS coordinates, obtained on our Nokia 5230s in the relevant area, we
conducted some in situ tests. We positioned ourselves at 7 locations in Linkeroever and
took 100 GPS readings at each (with the phone lying on the ground). Then we computed
the spread (w.r.t. the averages) on longitude and latitude coordinates obtained. We found
an average spread of 2.76m on latitude and 2.23m on longitude. Maximal diﬀerences
measured were 8.25m for latitude and 7.94m for longitude. We should note that this only
tells us something about the precision of the coordinates, not their (absolute) accuracy51,
but this is enough for our purposes. Hence, cells smaller than 10m × 10m make no sense.
To aggregate the collected data (stored in track ﬁles as described in appendix D) on a
grid, compute statistics and generate maps we have developed a tool chain consisting of:
• a program, written in Scheme, that parses track ﬁles coming from multiple phones
and categorises all measurements (or subsets based on time periods) across grid
cells, calculates statistics for each cell, and saves the result as a CSV52 ﬁle;
• a program written in Java which converts such CSV ﬁles to maps in either the
Shapeﬁle [152] format – for use in desktop GIS software – or the KML [298]
format – for use in Google Maps/Earth [215, 217] or other online GIS applications;
• a Web application written in Javascript and PHP, using the OpenLayers library [398],
that allows the KML maps to be consulted online in an interactive manner – see [65].
Users can click on grid cells to see further statistics such as minimum, maximum
and average sound levels, standard deviation, and sample size.
For practical reasons this tool chain was developed separately from the NoiseTube CM.
However, we see it as a prototype for features that will likely be integrated in the CM
software later on.
51 To assess accuracy we would need to compare with reference points on the ground or a trusted reference
device such as a Diﬀerential GPS [580] receiver.
52 Comma-Separated Values.
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7.3.4 Phase 1
In the ﬁrst phase of the experiment we wanted to control as many free parameters as
possible in order to be able to focus on the quality of the collected data. Therefore
we have chosen to let our volunteers measure noise along a ﬁxed, predeﬁned route, at
ﬁxed, predeﬁned times. While this is but one, rather dull way to coordinate measurement
campaigns, we felt it was the best way to guarantee enough data would be collected for
a limited number of speciﬁc times and places.
Figure 7.2: Walking route for phase 1
The chosen route, which is shown on the
map in ﬁgure 7.2, is circular, covers a dis-
tance of about 2 km and is conﬁned within
an area of roughly 400m × 400m centred
around one of the busiest intersections in
Linkeroever. It was mapped out to con-
tain a composite of typical urban and sub-
urban soundscapes, such as a busy inter-
section, a park, and residential streets –
all near the area were the volunteers lived.
Walking the route takes about 30 minutes.
Its length was chosen such that that four
people, measuring one hour a day (walk-
ing the route twice) would produce enough
data so as to represent the statistical sam-
ple space adequately. We did not deﬁne a
ﬁxed starting point along the route. Hence each participant could pick his/her own. This
way we avoided having too much overlap in the measurements – which would be the re-
sult of 4 people walking the same route within a few meters of another – and we limited
the temptation for participants to talk while measuring. Moreover it allowed participants
to limit the distance they needed to walk by starting from a point close to their home.
The experiment spanned 2 working weeks in July 2010. During the ﬁrst, four people were
asked to walk the route twice between 21:00 and 22:00, outside the peak hours for road
traﬃc, for 5 consecutive days. The next week four diﬀerent people did the same between
7:30 and 8:30, a peak hour for road traﬃc. A quick calculation shows that in theory a total
of about 36000 measurements should be gathered in each week53, which gives an average
of 180 measurements per 10m of the along the route – ample for statistical analysis.
In ﬁgure 7.3 we see two noise maps, generated with the tool chain discussed above, based
on data collected during phase 1. The map in ﬁgure 7.3a shows average sound levels for
the peak hour and is based on 30977 measurements, while the one in ﬁgure 7.3b shows
53 30 measurements / minute × 60 minutes × 5 days × 4 people.
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(a) Peak hour
(7:30–8:30; 20m × 20m; min. 50/cell) (b) Oﬀ-peak hour(21:00–22:00; 20m × 20m; min. 50/cell)
< 55
55–60
60–65
65–70
70–75
> 75
Legend [dB(A)]
(c) Oﬃcial Lden map (detail)
Figure 7.3: Phase 1 maps, (a) and (b), using the colour scale of the oﬃcial Lden map for
road traﬃc, the corresponding detail of which is shown in (c)
average sound levels for the oﬀ-peak hour and is based on 36394 measurements. Hence
for each week the number of measurements is close to the theoretical estimate above.
Measurements were made during diﬀerent days of the week, but are aggregated together
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to obtain averages for the chosen hours. On each map the chosen route is clearly
recognisable. Both maps use the same colour scale as the oﬃcial Lden map for road
traﬃc in Antwerp [557], the corresponding detail of which is shown in ﬁgure 7.3c.
Peak hour 
map
Off-peak 
hour map
Number of grid cells
(meeting the requirement of ≥ 50 measurements)
172 192
Average # measurements / cell 164 167
Minimum average sound level 56.7 dB(A) 55.3 dB(A)
Maximum average sound level 71.9 dB(A) 69.7 dB(A)
Average average sound level 63.6 dB(A) 60.8 dB(A)
Average standard deviation 5.2 dB(A) 5.0 dB(A)
Table 7.3: Statistics about the peak and
oﬀ-peak hour noise maps for phase 1
For these maps we have chosen a grid with
cells of 20m × 20m, excluding cells with less
than 50 measurements to ensure signiﬁcance.
Note that there is always a trade-oﬀ between
these values, as a smaller grid size requires
more data to achieve statistically signiﬁcant re-
sults. Moreover, it does not make sense to
use grid cells smaller than the error margins of
the GPS positioning. The maximal GPS er-
rors mentioned above suggest that one could
increase the resolution of the grid up to cells
of 10m × 10m. However, by experimenting with values for cell and minimal sample size
we found the above combination to be best in terms of balancing clarity with signiﬁcance.
Table 7.3 summarises statics about both maps. The diﬀerence of 2.8 dB in average sound
level is reﬂected by a clear visual discrepancy between the maps for both time periods –
e.g. there is much more yellow on the oﬀ-peak map. High noise levels along the main
busy road – traversing west–east through the middle of the area – are clearly recognis-
able on each map. An interactive version of these maps, and others generated from data
collected in phase 1 (e.g. with diﬀerent grid cell sizes), can be consulted online [65].
Comparison with oﬃcial noise maps for the area is diﬃcult due to the diﬀerence in
approach (measuring vs. modelling) and in the quantities that are represented. As per the
END [173] requirements54 the oﬃcial strategic noise maps for the city of Antwerp [557]
represent either Lden or Lnight, and this for road traﬃc, air traﬃc, train traﬃc or industry
separately. Hence there are 8 diﬀerent maps, all generated using the simulation method
discussed in section 4.3.2.8. Ideally we should compare our peak and oﬀ-peak hour maps
with respectively an Lday and an Levening map. Unfortunately such maps are not mandated
by the END and have therefore not been made – or at least not published – for the city of
Antwerp. Nevertheless it is useful to attempt at least a qualitative comparison, if only to
highlight immediately obvious commonalities and/or diﬀerences. The most suitable map
to compare with is the Lden map for road traﬃc, shown in ﬁgure 7.3c. This is because
ﬁrst, the main noise source in this area is without any doubt road traﬃc, there being
no airport or railways in the immediate neighbourhood and industry also being somewhat
farther away. Second, because all our data was collected during the day and the evening
comparison with the Lnight map would be ﬂawed. However, because Lden is a weighted
average55 it is one step further away from (measured or simulated) LAeq values. The map
54 See section 4.3.2.7.
55 Of Lday, Levening and Lnight, with a bias for evening and night noise (see section 4.3.2.2).
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dates from January 2010 but relies on traﬃc statistics going back to 2006. It represents
the Lden noise level in an average 24 hour day, at a height of 4m above the ground –
again per END requirements. Whereas our maps are based on measurements of all noise
(or rather sound) sources, taken at a height of about 1 to 1.5m.
Despite the diﬀerences in approach and represented quantities56 there are a few notewor-
thy observations we can make by visual comparison. First and foremost we notice that
in terms of overall sound level distribution our maps are quite similar to the oﬃcial map.
While this is not a proof of accuracy (see below), it is certainly reassuring, especially
because the general patterns align well with expectations – e.g. the fact that the main
west–east road and the intersection are the noisiest places. While there is little doubt that
simulated maps can capture such general trends well, this has not been demonstrated
before for participatory noise maps. Yet apart from the overall similarity there also some
marked diﬀerences between our participatory noise maps and the oﬃcial, simulated one.
One particularly interesting diﬀerence appears in the park area in the south-east quadrant,
for which our maps indicate signiﬁcantly higher noise levels than the oﬃcial map. We think
this cannot be explained simply by the diﬀerence in represented quantities. Instead we
see 3 possible explanations: (1) an overestimation, by our maps, of the actual average
sound level in this place, or at least the portion of it that is caused by road traﬃc;
(2) an underestimation, by the simulated map, of the road traﬃc noise that reaches this
area from surround streets; or (3) a combination of both (1) and (2). Explanation (1)
could be due to the lower height (i.e. closer to the traﬃc), the inﬂuence of the wind, the
presence of other sound sources, or the behaviour of the measurers themselves. Yet the
inﬂuence of the wind is unlikely to have been constant during both weeks, and should
thus be largely averaged out given the amount of data collected. The same goes for
talking and other occasional disturbances caused by the measurer. We can also more or
less rule out the presence of a constant, secondary sound source (besides road traﬃc)
related to the location itself. What is more plausible is that measurements taken in this
place were to some extent inﬂuenced by the measurers’ footsteps. While the sound level
caused by footsteps varies – e.g. depending on the walking pace/technique of the person,
his/her footwear, the nature of the surface or objects on it57 – the sound never entirely
disappears as long as one keeps walking. Hence, there where the ambient sound level is
fairly quiet58, as one would expect in this particular place, footsteps may cause slight, yet
systematic59 overestimations60. However, comparison of our two maps reveals that the
average sound level measured in the park was signiﬁcantly higher during the peak hour
56 I.e. peak/oﬀ-peak averages vs. Lden.
57 For instance, one participant noted that the crisping sound of dry leaves under his feet caused mea-
surements to peak.
58 In noisier spots – e.g. next to a busy road – the sound of footsteps would be drowned out.
59 I.e. which cannot be averaged out.
60 We should note that the eﬀect of footsteps was not investigated in the validation experiment discussed
above, as both the phone and the SLM were exposed to their sound.
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than in the oﬀ-peak hour. Because footsteps sound equally loud in the morning as they
do in the evening there must be another factor, one that is, given the timeframes, is in
all likelihood related to a diﬀerence in traﬃc intensity on nearby roads – which points in
the direction of explanation (2). Hence, apart from the diﬀerence in height, we ﬁnd little
support for explanation (1). While we do not have suﬃcient data to be certain, we are
inclined to believe that explanations (2) or (3) are the more likely hypothesises.
Another noticeable diﬀerence is that the average sound level our volunteers measured
along the main busy road is actually somewhat lower that what is shown on the oﬃcial,
simulated map (especially in the middle of the road). This is however easily explained.
While our participants only walked on the sidewalk next to this particularly wide road,
the simulated map also shows the sound level on (or rather 4m above) the road itself.
Moreover while our maps use grid cells of 20m × 20m, the simulation model internally
uses a grid of 10m × 10m. This goes to show that there will always be places (as well
as times) for which participatory sensing cannot provide data, whereas simulation models
can – which underscores the complementarity of both approaches.
7.3.5 Phase 2
For the second phase of our experiment we imposed a less strict coordination. Instead
of specifying a ﬁxed route and timeframe we allowed participants to measure at will –
albeit within a particular area and with a daily minimum, so as to ensure enough data
was gathered. Loosening up space-time restrictions is reasonable because the results
obtained during phase 1 indicate that the data gathered with NoiseTube Mobile is credible.
Figure 7.4: Focus area for phase 2
(framed in red)
Instead of data quality we can now focus
on data collection patterns, for instance
to get an idea of how the freer movement
of contributors aﬀects the completeness
of the maps. In comparison with phase 1
this situation corresponds to a more real-
istic NoiseTube use case, namely a partic-
ipatory noise mapping campaign at a city
level, loosely coordinated by a local NGO
or authority. In such campaigns data accu-
mulates as a larger group of citizens (with
varying levels of dedication and willingness
to coordinate their eﬀorts) use NoiseTube
in the context of their daily lives. Hence
the data gathered in phase 2 is likely also
more representative of what Linkeroever
residents experience on a daily basis.
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Concretely, we asked 10 volunteers to measure for at least 1, not necessarily continuous,
hour a day, without mandatory time slots, during 1 working week in November 2010 and in
an area of about 1 km× 1 km – encompassing that of phase 1. All participants lived within
this area, which is shown in ﬁgure 7.4. This larger eﬀort should in theory result in at least
90000 measurements61, which gives an average of just 36 measurements per grid cell over
the whole week if we use a grid of 20m × 20m as above. Of course this number is just
an indication since measurement activity is unlikely to be uniformly distributed over the
area; still, it seems likely we may have to increase cell size to compensate for sample size.
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Chart 7.8: Data collected per hour of the day in phase 2
When the experiment was
over a total of 84309 mea-
surements had been gathered,
which is fairly close to what
we predicted. As illustrated
by chart 7.8, almost all the
data was collected during the
day and the evening, with
peaks at 11:00, 17:00 and
22:00, and dips around 13:00
(lunchtime) and 19–20:00 (din-
nertime). Unsurprisingly, very
little measurements were made
between midnight and 8:00.
Day period 
map
Evening 
period map
Number of grid cells
(meeting the requirement of ≥ 50 measurements)
329 90
Average # measurements / cell 77 76
Minimum average sound level 44.0 dB(A) 38.2 dB(A)
Maximum average sound level 70.5 dB(A) 68.8 dB(A)
Average average sound level 61.1 dB(A) 58.0 dB(A)
Average standard deviation 4.5 dB(A) 5.4 dB(A)
Table 7.4: Statistics about the day and
evening period noise maps for phase 2
As the total data set is too small to study
shorter intervals, while still maintaining signif-
icance, we focus on the day and evening pe-
riods. Consistent with the way the END is
implemented in Flanders [353, 556: p. 10], we
let the day period run from 7:00 to 19:00
and the evening period from 19:00 to 23:00.
Concretely, 62853 measurements were made
during the day, and 17513 during the evening.
With these numbers and the larger area to
cover we found the best map representation
to be one with grid cells of 40m × 40m and a minimum of 50 measurements per cell.
Even so, the resulting map for the evening period, shown in ﬁgure 7.5b, is very sparse.
While many gaps remain, the map for the day period, shown in ﬁgure 7.5a, covers a
much greater portion of the focus area. Statistics about both maps are summarised in
table 7.4. Our maps use the same colour scale as the oﬃcial Lden map for road traﬃc in
Antwerp [557], the corresponding detail of which is shown in ﬁgure 7.3c. Again an inter-
61 30 measurements / minute × 60 minutes × 5 days × 10 people.
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(a) Day period
(7:00–19:00; 40m × 40m; min. 50/cell) (b) Evening period(19:00–23:00; 40m × 40m; min. 50/cell)
< 55
55–60
60–65
65–70
70–75
> 75
Legend [dB(A)]
(c) Oﬃcial Lden map (detail)
Figure 7.5: Phase 2 maps, (a) and (b), using the colour scale of the oﬃcial Lden map for
road traﬃc, the corresponding detail of which is shown in (c)
active version of our maps can be found online, complemented by a number of alternative
maps, based on the same data but focusing on diﬀerent users and time intervals [65].
For comparison we again juxtapose our noise maps with the oﬃcial Lden map for road
traﬃc. The choice remains unchanged because almost no data was collected at night
and – also in this larger area – road traﬃc is the main source of noise. For the same
reasons as discussed above comparison of our maps with oﬃcial ones is diﬃcult. However
it further complicated due the fact that the data for phase 2 is much sparser, especially
in the evening. Therefore we only attempt a visual comparison of our day period map.
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Again we see areas for which our map shows markedly higher noise levels than the oﬃcial
map does. The clearest example is the northernmost west-east road on the map. Accord-
ing to the oﬃcial map road traﬃc noise along this road (which was likely not modelled)
stays below 55 dB(A), but the data collected by our measurers strongly refutes that.
The same holds, to a lesser extent, for the areas in the north–east and south–east cor-
ners of the map. It is precisely in such areas, away from the busiest roads (which the
simulations capture well), where participatory sensing is able to make a diﬀerence.
Another thing we notice is a zone, towards the west side of the map and just north
of the main west–east road, for which our day period map shows sound levels that are
suspiciously (given the road’s proximity) lower than on the oﬃcial map. Upon inspection
of the raw data we learned that almost all measurements assigned to these cells originate
from a single, very long track. Visualising the track revealed that the measurements
in question were almost certainly taken while the phone was in a quiet, indoor place62.
Of course it is trivial to remove this sort of faulty data from the set and then generate
a new map. However, we did not do that because this case is a helpful reminder of the
fact that unintentional user behaviour63 is a potential source of anomalies, especially if
there is little spatio-temporal overlap in the data collected by diﬀerent people and/or at
diﬀerent times. A general solution is to collect much more data at the same as well as
diﬀerent times and places, ideally by multiple people. But if scaling up the campaign is
not possible, coordinators, possibly aided by technology64, need to be wary of suspicious
patterns – but one could argue that the same is true for simulated maps.
Finally we should note that the gaps in the day map, and eventually also in that for the
evening, would likely have become much rarer if we had increased the number of partici-
pants and/or the duration of the experiment. However, without very strict coordination
(e.g. “person A must measure in streets M and N between times X and Y”), or a truly
massive number of participants, it may be diﬃcult to ﬁll all gaps – i.e. to achieve full
coverage of the area. One way to ﬁll gaps without measuring may be to apply spatial
interpolation techniques. However, as noted in [159: p. 45] and conﬁrmed by our own
unsatisfying attempts, standard interpolation algorithms oﬀered by GIS software65 are
not suitable for modelling sound propagation. A more suitable solution could be to ﬁll
gaps in participatory maps with data from simulated maps – which once again indicates
that both noise mapping approaches can be complementary. For obvious reasons it may
also be infeasible to create participatory maps for night noise, especially over large areas.
Hence also for that purpose the simulation approach remains useful and necessary.
62 When a GPS receiver does manage to get a signal indoors the obtained coordinates tend to be very
jittery, which explains why these measurements are scattered over a relatively large area, even though
the device was not moving.
63 In this case the person probably simply forgot to stop measuring when he or she came back home.
64 For instance it should be feasible to develop an algorithm that detects whether a device spent time
indoors based on jittery GPS coordinates.
65 E.g. Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) and Kriging.
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7.3.6 Assessing noise map accuracy
Through visual comparison of our maps for phase 1 and 2 with the oﬃcial Lden map, we
have found strong indications that support the validity (e.g. the capturing of expected
trends) and value (e.g. the detection of traﬃc noise that is apparently underestimated
by the oﬃcial map) of our participatory approach and its complementarity with the
conventional simulation-based method.
Visual observations alone are not enough to draw ﬁrm conclusions about the accuracy of
our maps – nor of oﬃcial ones. Besides the diﬀerences in represented quantities, another
complicating factor is that, due to the colour bands of 5 dB, a lot of spatial variability
(which may or may not reﬂect reality) remains hidden. Based on the data collected
in phase 1 and 2 we could easily generate maps with narrower bands, or compare the
aggregated data numerically instead. Yet for the oﬃcial map that is not possible because
the responsible authorities do not provide access to the data behind the map66, hence
we are stuck with the end product. Still, even if we had access to raw data, or even
if we had oﬃcial Levening and Lday maps to compare with instead of the Lden map, that
would not mean we could use it as a “reference” 67 – because it is based on source-speciﬁc
simulation, not actual measurements.
It would be interesting to know the (estimated) error margins on the output of the
simulation model, but to our knowledge no such information has been released with
regards to the Antwerp noise maps. In the case of Brussels, the BIM/IBGE, the regional
environmental agency, claims that the errors on their END-type noise maps are within±2 dB [64: p 11]. While such error margins can be estimated [159: pp. 105–109], the
BIM/IBGE bases them on comparisons with actual Lden or Lnight measurements made
using the sensor network they operate [429] – which once again stresses the importance
of having a proper reference. If we assume that the Antwerp maps have similar error
margins68, then this is not better than the error of < 1 dB we found over the duration of
our validation experiment discussed in section 7.2.5. However, we should conduct more
such side-by-side experiments before we can make ﬁrm claims about the error margins
of our maps. One way to assess accuracy in future noise mapping experiments would
be to collect reference measurements for a subset of the data – by letting some of
the volunteers use NoiseTube Mobile side-by-side with a SLM, or by temporarily placing
stationary SLMs at spots where measurers pass by. Another way to assess uncertainty
(also for the data we already have) may be to apply descriptive statistics techniques, such
as cross-validation and split-sample validation, which we have yet to look into.
66 In fact our contacts in the Antwerp city administration tell us that even they cannot easily access this
data because the actual noise maps are produced by a subcontractor.
67 As we used a calibrated SLM as a reference to assess the accuracy of measurements made using
NoiseTube Mobile on a single phone.
68 Which is not necessarily the case given the fact that the Antwerp maps are the responsibility of another
agency and, at least in Linkeroever, the urban density is much lower than in Brussels.
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7.3.7 User study
We consider it important to also evaluate NoiseTube, as a system for participative citizen-
led noise mapping campaigns, from the user perspective. Therefore we need an evaluation
tool. The feedback gathered with this tool can be used to guide further development of
NoiseTube and similar participatory sensing systems for environmental monitoring.
Considering the limited number of people who took part in our Antwerp experiments we
could have taken an interpretative qualitative approach to evaluate the experience during
the diﬀerent phases. But since we plan to reuse the evaluation tool with a larger audience
(e.g. students who tested NoiseTube or registered users of the NoiseTube CM) we have
chosen a methodology that can be scaled up more easily, namely that of a standardised
questionnaire. Hence, the Ademloos members are not only a pilot group for testing the
NoiseTube system but also for the evaluation tool. To design this questionnaire we built
on dimensions found in literature on participative/mobile sensing, in combination with
open issues regarding data representation [22, 98]. We kept some open questions since
we are still exploring the dimensions of the experience of sensing. Building on the results
with the Ademloos group, and possibly other pilot groups, we should be able to revise the
questionnaire to have closed categories for these dimensions as well. The questionnaire
(which is in Dutch) is included in appendix F.
The questionnaire was ﬁlled out by the group at the start of the ﬁnal feedback session
in May 2011, during which we presented the results of the measuring campaigns. All 13
participants of the experiment completed the questionnaire – those who could not attend
the meeting ﬁlled it out at home. These are 7 men and 6 women with an average age
of 62 (standard deviation of 13 years). From a methodological point of view we learned
that some questions should be reconsidered because the answers do not show a lot of
variation. For example a ranking question, instead of a Likert item scale, would have
given more insight in prioritisation of the kind of information to be shown on noise maps,
as well as on the motivation to take part in a mapping campaign. Although this was a
ﬁrst test of the questionnaire as an evaluation tool, besides methodological insights it
has also provided valuable feedback concerning the NoiseTube system as it was tested.
Below we summarise the most important indications. We must however stress that
statistical signiﬁcance is not possible with this limited and opportunistic sample of testers.
Hence, while the feedback provided by this particular group is certainly helpful, it cannot
be used to draw general conclusions.
Looking at the motivational factors for taking part in the campaign, most agreement was
on a general concern about noise pollution (11 out of 13 considered it “very important”),
followed by personal experience of noise pollution ( 813 indicated this was “very important”),
and supporting the Ademloos activism group (also 813 “very important”). Supporting
scientiﬁc research was also seen an important ( 513) or very important (also 513) motivation.
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Factors which were less important drivers for this particular group were an interest in
technology, or that the campaign was a fun or a useful pastime. When asked about
possible concerns regarding privacy, only one participant said he was worried because
 there is a log of where I was at which moment . A lack of general concern about
privacy can be hypothetically attributed to the fact that participants were part of an
existing group that know and trust each other69, who consciously took part in a scientiﬁc
experiment and who got time to get acquainted with the researchers is person.
With open questions we asked for the 3 most pleasant and 3 most annoying things
they experienced taking part in the campaign. Some unexpected dimensions appeared.
The immediate feedback provided by the acrapp was seen as pleasant because it gave
insight in sound (level) and in the problem of noise (relativity, locality). Several people
mentioned that they liked the team spirit the campaign created in their group. Multiple
participants enjoyed the fact that walking was an integral part of the sensing activity,
which was seen as beneﬁcial for physical ﬁtness and general health. However one partic-
ipant found it annoying that the campaign obliged him to walk through unhealthy areas
polluted by heavy traﬃc. Less annoying experiences were mentioned than pleasant ones.
Other annoying experiences were: stability of the app70, the need to constantly hold the
phone, the dullness of ﬁxed routes (in phase 1), and not being able to have conversations
while measuring (one person even noted that she regretted having to pass by acquain-
tances, which indicates how committed she was to the experiment). Regarding the ﬁxed
hours in phase 1 and the freely chosen times in phase 2, opinions seemed to be mixed.
For instance, one user who took part in both phases mentioned that the ﬁxed timeframe
was easier to keep up (comparing phase 2 to 1), while another who also took part in
both phases mentioned the ﬁxed timeframe as an annoying aspect (of phase 1).
We also asked for feedback on features of the NoiseTube system which these users had
not been given access to. For instance, we left the social tagging feature out of the acrapp
used by the participants. In the questionnaire we asked whether they would have liked
to be able to indicate sources of noise while measuring. The group was very positive
about this (1013 answered “Yes”). Also popular was the idea of being able to comment
on the measurements made by their group through a website ( 613 “Yes”, 313 “Maybe”).
The proposed possibility of commenting on measurements made by other NoiseTube
users (outside of their group), was seen as much less interesting ( 813 “No”, 113 “Maybe”).
Finally we asked questions about the information that is, or could be, presented on noise
maps. We found two interesting things. On the one hand, sound level was preferred ( 913)
to be displayed in categories (as on conventional noise maps) rather than as exact values.
On the other, a slight majority ( 713) preferred maps to show peak values rather than
averages, which may indicate a ﬂawed understanding of the dynamics of sound perception.
69 In line with common expectations for mobile sensing at a group scale, as discussed in section 3.3.3.
70 Related, for the most part, to due to the automatic restarts which were confusing and sometimes failed.
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7.4 Conclusion
The challenge of collecting data of acceptable quality, primarily in terms of accuracy and
precision, represents the main hurdle that must be overcome for participatory sensing to
be accepted as a suitable method for environmental monitoring. We hypothesised that
this can be achieved by rigorous calibration of devices (to reduce systematic errors) and
by statistical reasoning over large amounts of data with dense spatio-temporal granularity
(to reduce random errors and increase representativeness). To test this hypothesis, and
thereby validate our participatory approach for the assessment of environmental noise,
we have conducted a series of laboratory and real-world experiments.
Mobile phones as sound level meters
By means of pure tone and white noise experiments in the lab and subsequent simulations
we conﬁrmed the two main assumptions that underpin the way measurement correction
is implemented in NoiseTube Mobile. First, we found that the frequency responses of the
tested phones are suﬃciently ﬂat for level-dependent corrections to give reasonably accu-
rate results. Hence the decision not to develop digital ﬁlters is appropriate. Second, we
found that amplitude responses of diﬀerent instances of a single mobile phone model are
very similar and that, for general usage, it is acceptable to calibrate per model, rather than
per individual device. We also established a method to “average” the calibration points set
determined for multiple instances of a model, resulting in a “generic” set that allows to
make model-speciﬁc calibration even more accurate. Based on validation experiments in
the lab and additional simulations we concluded that white noise calibration signiﬁcantly
improves the accuracy of SPL measurements made by NoiseTube Mobile, although we
do not meet the formal requirements for Class 1 or Class 2 SLMs. However, the ﬁeld
validation experiment, conducted in a realistic, outdoor setting, demonstrated that when
measurements are averaged over longer intervals errors with respect to a Class 2 SLM
are negligible. While still circumstantial this result clearly supports our hypothesis.
These reassuring ﬁndings, as well as the fact that the calibration and validation of mobile
phones as sound level meters has never been carried out so extensively before, makes this
work one of the main contributions put forth in this dissertation.
Participatory noise mapping
To evaluate our participatory noise mapping approach in practice we set up a two-phased
experimental campaign which ran for 3 weeks in the city of Antwerp. We collaborated
with a local environmental activism organisation, 13 members of which volunteered to
carry out measurements using NoiseTube (on calibrated phones) in an area of ±1 km2.
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In the ﬁrst phase we focused on the quality of the collected data. To ensure dense spatio-
temporal granularity, we let our volunteers measure noise along a ﬁxed, predeﬁned route,
at ﬁxed, predeﬁned times. In the second phase we focused on data collection patterns
in a more realistic, loosely coordinated campaign involving more volunteers and less con-
straints. The data collected in both phases was used to produce noise maps for diﬀerent
timeframes using a grid-based aggregation technique. By averaging measured sound lev-
els per grid cell and discarding cells that contain insuﬃcient numbers of measurements,
we obtain values that are more representative of the typical sound level at each place/-
time than individual measurements are, while at the same time controlling for random
errors (e.g. due to the wind or measurer behaviour) and thus improving data quality.
While additional analysis and experiments are required before we can make quantitative
statements about the absolute accuracy of the resulting maps, qualitative comparison
with the oﬃcial road traﬃc noise map of the area provided strong indications that support
the validity (e.g. the capturing of expected trends) and value (e.g. the detection of
traﬃc noise that is underestimated by the oﬃcial map) of our participatory approach, as
well as its complementarity with the conventional simulation-based method. This result
demonstrates that, when taken seriously (i.e. using calibrated phones, ensuring spatio-
temporal density, etc.), participatory sensing can serve as an alternative or complementary
approach to oﬃcial END-mandated strategic noise mapping eﬀorts – especially when
the focus is on speciﬁc local issues occurring in reasonably-sized areas or timeframes.
While there are several other (research) projects which, like NoiseTube, focus on applying
participatory sensing to the assessment of environmental noise (see section 6.6), to
the best of our knowledge none of our peers have conducted experiments to validate
participatory noise mapping at this level of scale and realism before we did. Therefore,
this work represents another of the main contributions of this dissertation.
In order for participatory environmental monitoring to be successful it is crucial that we
take end-user opinion71 into account in the ongoing eﬀort to improve the NoiseTube
approach and system. As a ﬁrst step we have carried out a small user study in which we
polled volunteers for their motivations to participate, their experiences in using the tool,
and their opinions about noise assessment and mapping in general. Even if this survey is
too limited to draw general conclusions, it does demonstrate the motivation and ability
of untrained citizens to participate in this type of community science campaigns.
The noise mapping experiments and the user study undertaken in Antwerp represent
research that is radically diﬀerent and an essential complement to the analysis – discussed
in sections 5.6 and 5.7 – of the largely uncoordinated usage of the NoiseTube system
by hundreds of anonymous individuals across the world. For one thing, here we have
worked directly with a group of likeminded neighbours who have a real stake in the shared
commons that is the soundscape of their neighbourhood. For another, the campaign was
71 Regarding the usability of the tool but also the conceptual and organisational aspects of the campaigns.
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locally coordinated, primarily through face-to-face meetings. This has allowed us to study
a situation that is much closer to the initial community memory vision (see section 2.5)
and the group sensing scale (see section 3.3.3). Moreover, by taking control of more
parameters – e.g. choice and calibration of devices and measurement protocol – we have
followed a more direct route to reproducible and comparable results. Today these results
are already helping us to convince other citizens’ organisations and authorities of the
potential of participatory noise mapping (see chapter 8). Last but not least, the ﬁrst-hand
experience obtained in setting up the campaign and the feedback provided by participants
(informally or through the questionnaire) enable us to make informed choices about
future improvements, extensions or adaptations of the NoiseTube system, and about
organisational aspects of future experimental or operational noise mapping campaigns.
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Conclusion
In this concluding chapter, we revisit our research goals and we highlight the main con-
tributions of our work, and reﬂect on its scientiﬁc and societal impact. We also provide
an overview of on-going and future research eﬀorts related to our work.
8.1 Restating the goals
Our research is driven by the ambition to make a meaningful contribution to the search for
solutions to achieve sustainable development at global and local scales. More concretely,
we investigate how the latest developments within computer science and ICT can be
applied to establish tools and practices that allow us to better understand, manage and
ultimately protect our environment, and thereby our quality of life. As explained in
chapter 2, most sustainability problems can be seen as examples of the overexploitation of
a commons. There is a growing consensus among social scientists and policymakers about
the fact that sustainable exploitation of commons, and the tackling of environmental
issues in general, requires broad participation and awareness of the general public.
This led to the following problem statement, originally presented in section 1.2:
.
How can contemporary ICT be applied to establish participatory, low-cost
tools and practices that enable communities to monitor, raise awareness
about, and sustainably manage the commons they rely on?
Box 8.1: Problem statement of this thesis
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In section 1.3 we set out the three principal goals of our research. We repeat them here:
Goal 1: Formulate a general approach
It is our ambition to formulate a general approach that constitutes an answer to
the problem statement. This approach should be abstract enough to transcend the
context of speciﬁc communities facing speciﬁc commons issues, but at the same
time concrete enough to serve as a blueprint for solutions that can be implemented
and deployed in practice to help speciﬁc communities deal with speciﬁc problems.
Goal 2: Apply it to a speciﬁc, socially relevant case
We intend to conduct applied, interdisciplinary research aimed at turning our gen-
eral approach into a concrete, ICT-based solution for a speciﬁc, socially relevant
problem. To design and implement this solution we must apply state of the art tech-
nology and make advances where necessary. This eﬀort is interdisciplinary because
it requires us to gather domain knowledge relevant to the chosen case, in order to
understand the needs of potential users and the expectations of domain experts.
We intend to deploy and validate this solution in real-world conditions to prepare
for operational – as in, non-experimental – usage in the relatively short term.
Goal 3: Aim for broad societal impact
Driven by a sense of urgency, regarding the sustainability challenges humanity
faces, it is our ambition to conduct research that has real societal impact early on.
This way we intend to contribute to the raising of public, academic and govern-
mental awareness about the speciﬁc problem we focus on, as well as sustainability
challenges in general. This inﬂuences the way we conduct research, as well as how,
where and to whom we communicate about it.
In section 3.4 we listed nine challenges for mobile sensing research and applications.
As discussed in section 3.5.2, tackling or taking into account the following subset of 5
challenges is of primary importance in order to achieve our goals:
Challenge 1: Putting mobile sensing into practice
Challenge 2: Recruiting & retaining users
Challenge 3: Collaboration & coordination
Challenge 4: Data quality
Challenge 5: Reusable components
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8.2 Main contributions
Here we list the seven main contributions we have made in this dissertation, and relate
them to speciﬁc goals and challenges.
The ﬁrst contribution tackles goal 1:
Contribution I: Community memories for sustainable societies
By following guidelines distilled from theory and practice regarding the governance
of commons and environmental policy in general (section 2.3), and by taking ad-
vantage of the opportunity presented by recent social, technological, scientiﬁc and
cultural trends (section 2.4), we have developed a vision for ICT-supported so-
lutions that enable citizen communities to lead or participate in the governance
of commons they are concerned with (section 2.5). The principal elements are
community memories – as central data repositories and points of interaction for
community members and other stakeholders – and the novel combination of mobile
sensing and social tagging – as a low-cost means to collect quantitative and qual-
itative data about the state of the commons and the health, well-being, behaviour
and opinions of those that depend on it. Based on a thorough review of the state
of the art and open challenges in the ﬁeld of mobile sensing (sections 3.3 and 3.4),
we have reﬁned our vision into a general approach, involving speciﬁcations for
mobile sensing systems in a community memory context, as well as a prioritisation
of research challenges to tackle (section 3.5). What is required are participatory,
multi-scale systems that apply mobile sensing and social tagging to monitor local
environmental conditions as well as the health and well-being of citizens. Our vi-
sion and approach transcend speciﬁc commons challenges, and are thus relevant for
other (research) projects concerned with mobile sensing in environmental contexts.
To tackle goal 2, we have focused on the problem of environmental noise, commonly re-
ferred to as noise pollution. This work has resulted in the following six contributions, each
of which also relates to one or more of the primary challenges outlined in section 3.5.2:
Contribution II: The NoiseTube approach
By building on contribution I and applying the gathered domain expertise – regarding
physical aspects of sound (appendix A); and cultural, psychological, health, socio-
economic and policy aspects of (environmental) noise, as well as current methods
for its assessment (chapter 4) – we have proposed a novel, participatory solution to
the assessment and mapping of environmental noise and its impact on the quality
of life of local communities (section 5.3). The combination of community mem-
ories, participatory sensing and social tagging allows for a solution that can be a
viable alternative for, or a valuable complement to, conventional methods. In com-
parison, the NoiseTube approach is cheaper, is entirely based on ﬁeld observations
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(rather than simulations), provides a people-centric (rather than location-centric)
perspective on exposure, and allows to augment quantitative measurements with
qualitative input – regarding sound sources, context, and perception. As opposed
to conventional methods which focus on noise alone, our approach allows commu-
nities to construct richer representations of soundscapes they are concerned with.
Moreover, through the direct involvement of citizens in the assessment and inter-
pretation process, we support the raising of public awareness regarding the issue of
environmental noise. The NoiseTube approach can be applied at diﬀerent, nested
scales – by individuals as well as groups, who may or may not contribute to larger,
mass sensing eﬀorts. At the group and mass scales we foresee both citizen- and
authority-led initiatives for (coordinated) participatory noise mapping campaigns.
Contributes to the tackling of challenge 1.
Contribution III: The NoiseTube system
To underpin the NoiseTube approach we have designed, implemented and itera-
tively improved a fully functional mobile sensing and community memory system
(section 5.4). The NoiseTube system consists of:
Contribution III.a: NoiseTube Community Memory
The NoiseTube Community Memory (CM) handles the processing, storage
and aggregation (per user, city or by tags) of data submitted by users of
NoiseTube Mobile. Moreover it serves as a Web portal that oﬀers tools to
explore, visualise (using maps, charts and tag clouds), analyse, search through
and disseminate results. It was the ﬁrst online community platform aimed at
environmental noise and soundscape assessment (section 5.5).
Contribution III.b: NoiseTube Mobile
The NoiseTube Mobile app (chapter 6) allows anyone to turn their mobile
phone into a sound level meter (SLM). While not on par in terms of accuracy
(see below), it supports various features that are only found in the most
expensive SLMs. Besides measuring sound level, users can add qualitative
information via social tagging. The (geo-)tagged data can be submitted in
real-time to the (or a) NoiseTube CM (instance). However, users are in full
control of where and when measurements are made and whether those are geo-
tagged and shared. So the app can also serve as a standalone, personal SLM.
NoiseTube Mobile is currently available for the Java ME and Android platforms
and will soon be released for iOS, at which point it will run on ±85% of the
smartphones sold in 2011 (see section E.2.2). We have ensured the app
can produce data of acceptable quality by closely following SLM standards
and devising a calibration/correction method that is superior to related work.
By applying software engineering best practices we have facilitated variability
and reuse on 3 dimensions: platforms, devices and applications (section 6.7).
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Because the NoiseTube system is open source others can beneﬁt from our eﬀorts or
make contributions of their own. While ours was not the ﬁrst, nor the last, attempt
at creating a mobile sensing system for sound level measuring and assessment of
environmental noise, the NoiseTube system is the most complete solution to date,
and in all probability also the most widely used one (section 6.6).
Contributes to the tackling of challenges 1, 4 and 5.
Contribution IV: Multi-scale deployment in practice
As opposed to most mobile sensing systems developed by academics, we have
pushed the NoiseTube system well beyond the prototyping and demonstration stage.
Since the service was opened up to the general public in May 2009, it has and con-
tinues to be used by hundreds, if not thousands, of citizens from across the world.
Given the emphasis we have put on designing for multiple sensing scales, it is impor-
tant to note that we have not just foreseen but also reached these diﬀerent levels.
The NoiseTube Mobile app has been downloaded over 12000 times, which is signif-
icantly more than the number of registered NoiseTube CM users, which indicates
that many people have indeed chosen to use the app as a personal sensing tool. The
eﬀorts of the ±1300 registered NoiseTube users, who are spread over 75 countries
and tend to use the app on their own, form a clear example of (uncoordinated)
mass sensing. While locally coordinated group sensing eﬀorts have not emerged
spontaneously (see below) we have deployed our system at this scale as part of the
noise mapping campaigns in Antwerp (section 7.3).
Contributes to the tackling of challenges 1 and 2.
Contribution V: Lessons from usage at the mass sensing scale
By analysing 3 years’ worth of data contributions to the NoiseTube CM (sections 5.6
and 5.7) we have been able to draw interesting lessons regarding usage of mobile
sensing systems at a mass scale. First of all we found that our user community
exhibits a similar degree of participation inequality as what is considered [370] to
be typical of online communities, which generally do not involve outdoor activities.
Second, we found that the contributing portion of our users is too geographically
distributed for implicit, uncoordinated collaboration to result in useful noise maps.
Third, as it stands, we have not found evidence of lasting, spontaneous (as in,
without our direct involvement) coordinated collaborations. This underscores the
diﬃculty of recruitment and the importance of local, “oﬄine” coordination of sensing
eﬀorts. Fourth, our data shows that the social tagging feature is being used for the
purposes we had foreseen, including the expression of positive sound perceptions.
This indicates that, at least in the minds of our users, social tagging indeed brings
added value to soundscape assessment.
Contributes to the tackling of challenges 1, 2 and 3.
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Contribution VI: Validation of mobile phones as sound level meters
By means of rigorous experiments in the lab and the ﬁeld, well beyond earlier eﬀorts,
we have evaluated the suitability (in terms of precision and accuracy) of mobile
phones as SLMs (section 7.2). This has allowed us to conﬁrm the main assump-
tions that underpin the way measurement correction is implemented in NoiseTube
Mobile. We are now conﬁdent that model-speciﬁc white noise calibration, in com-
bination with our linear interpolation algorithm, enables a level of accuracy close to
that of Class 2 SLMs. Accuracy can be further improved by means of device-speciﬁc
calibration or model-speciﬁc calibration based on multiple instances. The validation
experiment in the ﬁeld demonstrated that, when measurements are averaged over
longer intervals errors with respect to a Class 2 SLM are negligible, despite the in-
ﬂuence of external factors such as wind. This result supports the main hypothesis
regarding data quality in participatory sensing systems, namely that the inherent
imprecisions and inaccuracies of individual sensors can be compensated through cal-
ibration and by statistical reasoning over large datasets with dense spatio-temporal
granularity, which participatory sensing allows to collect at low cost.
Contributes to the tackling of challenges 1 and 4.
Contribution VII: Validation of participatory noise mapping
By means of a two coordinated measuring campaigns with volunteering citizens,
followed by a user study, we have evaluated – in terms of data quality, usability
and organisational aspects – our participatory noise mapping approach in realistic
conditions (section 7.3). Through qualitative comparison of the resulting noise
maps with an oﬃcial, simulation-based map, we found strong indications that sup-
port the validity (e.g. capturing expected trends) and value (e.g. detection of noise
that is underestimated by the oﬃcial map) of our approach, as well as its com-
plementarity with conventional assessment methods. In other words, “participatory
noise mapping works!” [127]. This is the ﬁrst time participatory noise mapping was
validated at this level of scale and realism. More generally (cf. goal 1), this result
also demonstrates that, when taken seriously (i.e. using calibrated devices, ensur-
ing spatio-temporal density and overlap, etc.), participatory sensing can serve as an
alternative or complementary approach to oﬃcial environmental monitoring eﬀorts.
Contributes to the tackling of challenges 1, 3 and 4.
In the light of the design principles put forth by Elinor Ostrom, and the other guidelines
discussed in section 2.3, the contributions listed above represent a signiﬁcant eﬀort to
support the raising of public environmental awareness and especially to facilitate active
participation of the public in environmental monitoring (e.g. see principle 4 in box 2.1),
by means of CMs, low-cost mobile sensing technology and community science.
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8.3 Impact
In the past 4 years we have made substantial eﬀorts to disseminate our work well beyond
scholarly publications and venues. Partially because of that, we have been fortunate to
receive press coverage on regular occasions. In appendix G we provide a comprehensive
overview of scholarly and popular publications, event contributions, and media mentions.
Here we give a brief summary of the academic and societal impact of our work:
• as of 2012-04-13 there have been 60 citations of our papers (h-index = 4);
• we have presented or demonstrated our work at a total of 33 events, aimed at
academic, industrial, governmental, artistic, or general public audiences;
• our research has been the subject of at least 56 mentions in mainstream media
(in 7 countries and 4 languages), concretely there have been 25 mentions in online
media, 21 in printed media, 5 appearances on TV, and 5 on the radio;
• the NoiseTube Community Memory [375] has over 1300 registered users from
over 650 cities in 75 counties, spread across all continents except Antarctica;
• the NoiseTube Mobile app has been downloaded over 12000 times.
Beyond the conventional academic motivation to “publish rather than perish”, our dissem-
ination eﬀorts have served two other purposes. First, because anything “participatory”
obviously requires participants, we have sought to attract (potential) users for the Noise-
Tube system, and potential initiative takers or partners for participatory noise mapping
campaigns. Second, motivated by goal 3, we intended to contribute to the raising of
public, academic and governmental awareness about environmental noise in particular and
sustainability challenges in general. In view of the statistics listed above we are conﬁdent
to say that we have tackled this goal with great success.
Last but not least, it is noteworthy that the work covered in this thesis has eﬀectively
introduced a brand new research theme within the VUB’s Computer Science department.
8.4 On-going and future work
Here we provide an overview of on-going research eﬀorts that have spun oﬀ from the
work covered in this dissertation, as well as directions for future research, some of which
are the subject of concrete plans or projects. To categorise these we use a slightly altered
version of the challenges listed in section 3.4.
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Challenge 1: Putting mobile sensing into policy practice
In the experiments discussed in chapter 7 we took the perspective of bottom-
up, citizen-led initiatives, although most ﬁndings are equally relevant to top-down,
authority-led initiatives. However, before participatory noise mapping can become
an integral part of environmental noise policy it is necessary to consider the speciﬁc
requirements of authorities. For instance regarding speciﬁc data formats, or the
general need to integrate with existing systems and practices. We have concrete
plans to tackle this policy-oriented challenge in the scope of 2 new research projects.
First there is the i-SCOPE project [277], which is funded by European Commission’s
ICT Policy Support Programme and is carried out by a consortium which includes,
besides academic and industrial partners, 9 local or regional authorities from 7
countries. The goal of the project is to create an open source toolkit for 3D
urban information models (based on the CityGML [394] standard) and associated
services, targeted at city administrators and citizens. On top of a joint integrated
platform, diﬀerent policy support services will be developed to address the following
three scenarios: improved inclusion and personal mobility of elderly and diversely
able citizens; energy dispersion and solar energy potential assessment; and noise
mapping and simulation. The latter service will incorporate NoiseTube technology
and data collected with NoiseTube. The platform and services will be evaluated in
pilot studies organised in the involved cities and regions. We expect this project,
which was kicked oﬀ in January 2012, to be an ideal context to learn what local
authorities expect and how our technology can be adapted to suit their needs.
Second there is the CART-ASUR project [311], which is funded by the French na-
tional agency for the environment and energy management and involves a consor-
tium of French academic1 and governmental institutions – specialised in acoustics
and cartography – as well as the Paris city council. The objective is to address the
limitations of current strategic noise maps as mandated by the EU’s Environmen-
tal Noise Directive [173]. As discussed in sections 4.3.2.7 and 4.3.2.8, such maps,
despite being intended to inform policymakers as wells as the general public, often
fail to capture the urban soundscape as it is experienced by citizens. Concretely the
project will propose new indicators, and cartographic representations thereof, that
better reﬂect citizens’ soundscape perception, thereby making noise maps more
readable and useful for policymakers and citizens alike. The project, which is due
to start in the course of 2012, involves three stages. First, a mobile app derived
from NoiseTube Mobile will be used to let citizens of a Parisian neighbourhood
collect data on perceptive (by means of questionnaires) and acoustic (by means of
sound level measurements) aspects of the soundscapes at predeﬁned places. More-
over statistics on traﬃc ﬂows and other known noise sources will be gathered from
existing databases. In the second stage, both datasets will be combined to produce
1 In this project the VUB acts as a subcontractor of Université de Cergy-Pontoise.
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a map prototype which can be dynamically adapted to suit diﬀerent users. In the
third stage, semiological and sociological methods will be applied to evaluate and
iteratively improve the prototype in terms of usability for diﬀerent stakeholders.
Essentially the CART-ASUR project will develop a new noise mapping approach
incorporating elements of both participatory and simulation-based mapping – which
are, as argued at various points in this dissertation, inherently complementary.
Challenge 2: Facilitate recruiting & retaining users
As noted in section 3.4, work by Reddy et al. [439] indicates that schemes in which
contributors are provided with monetary or other incentives can facilitate recruit-
ment and retention in participatory sensing systems. In section 5.3 we argued that
this may be especially worthwhile, or perhaps even necessary, in the context of
(mass scale) participatory noise mapping campaigns initiated by authorities. So far
we have not experimented with such incentives. However, in the scope of the above-
mentioned CART-ASUR project [311], a budget has been allocated to compensate
participants with monetary (calling minutes) or material (smartphones) incentives.
Besides helping to ensure that the necessary data is collected (see above), this
may provide an opportunity to investigate which incentives work best to motivate
or increase compliance for diﬀerent categories of users.
Another possible avenue for future eﬀorts to tackle this challenge is the introduction
of elements of competition and gaming in the NoiseTube system. As mentioned
in section 6.6, Schweizer et al. have introduced such elements in their NoiseMap
app [466, 467], which could be a source of inspiration here.
Challenge 3: Better support for collaboration & coordination
Up to now we have approached the challenge of collaboration and coordination from
an organisational and human perspective, focusing especially on the group sens-
ing scale. However, especially at a mass scale participatory environmental monitor-
ing campaigns may beneﬁt from automated, or at least technically supported, ef-
forts to encourage explicit collaboration and coordination thereof (see section 3.4).
In a 2010 workshop paper [499] we already hinted on the possibility of introducing
a central, a (semi)-automatic coordination subsystem that analyses users’ mobil-
ity patterns and sends out route suggestions to ﬁll coverage gaps or avoid double
work. We have yet to experiment with such a solution. However, table 8.1 below
lists further ideas for tackling this challenge. We consider two dimensions: timing
and coordination. The ﬁrst diﬀerentiates cases where the division/organisation of
work is planned in advance, and those where collaboration opportunities are spot-
ted and grasped in real-time. The second draws a distinction based on whether
collaboration is locally (LC) or centrally (CC) coordinated.
Especially in mass sensing, but possibly also in group sensing, we envision work
to be divided/organised by means of “push” messages, sent from the server to
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Beforehand / Planned Real-time / Spontaneous
Online discussion (mass & group scale):
forum, wiki, mailing list, social network, …
Client-to-client push (especially mass scale)
Offline discussion (group scale only):
face-to-face meetings
Client-to-client push (especially mass scale)
Data collection “calls” (especially mass scale):
posted online, or as a server-to-client push
(to all or some subset of users)
Server-to-client push (especially mass scale)
Example:
“Request: We need 5 users to measure in streets A, B & C 
between time 1 & 2, any takers?”
Example:
“Dear Bob, you seem to be in neighbourhood M at an 
interesting time, would you mind collecting data in streets A, 
B & C? Thanks!”
C
o
o
rd
in
at
io
n
Local (LC)
Locally coordinated
by users
Timing
Example:
“Hi Alice, I’m Bob, a fellow user of system X. You seem to be 
in the same neighbourhood and maybe we can divide the 
work. How about today I measure in streets A, B & C, while 
you take care of streets D, E & F?”
Central (CC)
Centrally coordinated 
by the system and/or 
its owners/operators
Table 8.1: Ideas for the stimulation/facilitation of explicit collaboration among users of
participatory mass or group sensing systems
clients (CC), or between clients (LC), which invite users to take on certain tasks.
For this to work in real-time, at least some users must be willing to, more or less con-
stantly, disclose their location2 to the server (CC) and/or other users (LC)3. In case
of LC, the client app could include a dynamic map showing the whereabouts/activity
of users in the immediate neighbourhood, and let users contact one another. In case
of CC, the spotting of collaboration opportunities and sending of invitations may
happen manually (i.e. via human intervention4), semi- or fully automatically.
Challenge 4: Further assessment and improvement of data quality
To investigate further the accuracy and precision of mobile phones as SLMs we
could conduct additional ﬁeld validations experiments in which measurements made
on phones are compared with those made by nearby SLMs (as in section 7.2.5).
This could provide further insights in the accuracy under diﬀerent real-world condi-
tions. Taking inspiration from the work of Santini et al. [459] it may also be useful
to conduct laboratory experiments with pre-recorded sounds. This would allow us
to assess measurement accuracy for various typical urban sounds in a reproducible
manner, without external inﬂuences such as wind. As noted in section 7.3.6, one
way to assess further the quality of participatory noise maps could be to apply de-
scriptive statistics techniques. Another would be collect data over 24 hour periods
in order to make Lden maps that can be compared directly with oﬃcial ones.
Avenues that can be pursued to (potentially) improve the quality of participatory
noise maps include (semi-)automatic data clean-up algorithms5, reputation systems
2 Possibly obfuscated.
3 Clearly, such solutions require the matters of privacy and context-awareness to be considered as well
(see challenges 6 and 7).
4 By the system’s owners and/or designated operators (possibly members of the user community).
5 Which could possibly solve problems such the cluster of indoor measurements discussed in section 7.3.5.
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such as proposed in [261], or perhaps “Wikipedia-style” community-driven reviewing
of data contributions at the CM level.
Challenge 5: Reusable Web-based components
Reusability and platform-independence have been an important concern in the
design, implementation and refactoring of NoiseTube Mobile (see section 6.5.6
and contribution III.b). Nevertheless the current, fragmented landscape of smart-
phone platforms (see appendix E) makes it diﬃcult to target all popular devices
using the same code – for instance, the new iOS variant of our app has been written
from scratch because this platform does not support Java. Therefore we are look-
ing for new ways to make mobile sensing apps more platform-independent. As the
line between locally installed and Web applications continues to blur, and powerful
new APIs are being drafted as part of (or related to) the emerging HTML5 stan-
dard [605], there is hope that soon it will become possible to build advanced mobile
sensing apps such as ours using only platform-independent Web-technologies.
To explore some initial possibilities we let one of our bachelor students implement
a subset of the NoiseTube Mobile functionality using a Web-based, cross-platform
mobile application framework called PhoneGap [373].
Challenge 6: Improved privacy
While the NoiseTube system includes a few simple, common sense features to
increase user trust and control (see sections 5.3 and 6.3.6.2), we have initially
refrained from developing more advanced solutions. However, thanks to a recent
collaboration with cryptography specialists we have been able to tackle concerns
over the disclosure of personal location traces in an entirely new way. The solution
consists of two parts. First, we introduce the notion of personal software agents
representing NoiseTube users. Each agent runs on a system (remotely) controlled
by the user – separately from NoiseTube Mobile and the CM. Typically agents would
be hosted on a commercial cloud computing infrastructure. The agents serve two
main purposes: providing secure, encrypted storage for the user’s sensor data and
representing the user when responding to data aggregation requests. Up to here
the solution is similar to the notion of a personal data vault, proposed in [153].
However the second part of the solution goes well beyond that. Using a Web
application, campaign coordinators can send out a data aggregation request to a
set of agents. This initiates a distributed computation process in which the agents
collaborate to produce an aggregated noise map in an entirely privacy-preserving
fashion, through the use of a homomorphic encryption scheme. The system is
able to generate identical grid-based noise maps (along with statistical metadata)
without any personal location tracings being disclosed to anyone, including the
cloud service provider(s) on which the agents run. This work, the results of which
have yet to be integrated in the NoiseTube system, is described in a co-authored
paper [135], which is due to be presented at the COMPSAC 2012 conference.
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Challenge 7: Context-awareness
Apart from some simple features to increase transparency6, NoiseTube Mobile does
not provide context-aware features. However, we have some (partially tested) ideas
for new features that would leverage context-awareness.
In a 2009 position paper [547] we argued that participatory sensing could beneﬁt
from apps that are aware of nearby devices (and their users) and can engage in
seamless, ad-hoc communication with those. That could, for example, enable
new ways to collaborate and share resources in a peer-to-peer (i.e. server-less)
manner. In 2011 an initial investigation of this potential was conducted in the scope
of a master’s thesis [39] prepared, under our guidance, by Sander Bartholomees.
The main contribution of this work is a framework that allows mobile sensing apps
to dynamically detect the presence of other devices – “peers” as well as external
Bluetooth-connected sensors such as as [470] and [371] – and provide and/or
subscribe to peer-to-peer services. Examples of such services are the sharing of
sensor data (e.g. when a device has sensors that are not available on other, or
when readings of multiple sensors of the same type are to be combined), processing
of data collected on other devices (i.e. sharing CPU capacity), or relaying of data
(e.g. to allow devices without Internet connectivity to send data to a server through
another nearby, Internet-connected device). This framework was implemented in
AmbientTalk [14, 548], a programming language that is speciﬁcally designed to
simplify the development of distributed, context-aware applications operating over
mobile ad hoc networks (e.g. Wi-Fi or Bluetooth)7. With his framework Sander
created an experimental extension of NoiseTube Mobile for Android and tried out 3
validation cases (data relaying, GPS sharing, and sharing of SPL measurements).
Another possibility could be to make NoiseTube Mobile aware of the so-called phone
context [310], and more speciﬁcally the device’s position with respect to the carrier
(e.g. in a pocket or bag, in the hand, on the hip or arm). In [350] Miluzzo et al.
propose a machine learning algorithm that makes this possible by relying on multiple
sensors (e.g. microphone, camera or light sensor, accelerometer, gyroscope and
compass). Using such an algorithm NoiseTube Mobile could automatically pause
measuring when the user puts his/her phone away (when the user forgets to do
so manually) and resume measuring when the phone is taken back out – thereby
avoiding unreliable sound level measurements.
6 For instance automatically pausing measuring when the app is put in the background or when the user
makes or receives phone calls (see section 6.3.6.1).
7 AmbientTalk is developed at the VUB’s Software Languages lab, which also hosts the BrusSense team.
Hence this master thesis was an excellent opportunity to marry two research tracks pursued in the lab
(i.e. ambient oriented programming and mobile sensing).
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Challenge 8: Continuous sensing vs. Autonomy
Because NoiseTube users can themselves decide when and for how long they make
measurements, there was no immediate need to develop technical solutions to re-
duce energy consumption (and thereby increase device autonomy). Nevertheless
it could be worthwhile to evaluate some potential solutions proposed in literature,
most of which rely on duty-cycling – the interleaving of sensor sampling, compu-
tation and communication with periods of inactivity. Some possible starting points
or sources of inspiration are [328, 359, 562, 607].
Challenge 9: Sensing & Learning more
In view of contribution I it should be possible to apply our general approach to
other commons challenges besides environmental noise. Within the Innoviris-funded
BrusSense project [124] we aim to do precisely that. Concretely the project calls
for a broader focus in which air pollution and urban microclimates are monitored
in parallel with environmental noise. We do this by building on the concepts and
technologies developed in the NoiseTube project and discussed in this dissertation.
To monitor atmospheric pollutants and weather conditions we use wearable or
portable sensors [371, 470] which communicate with mobile phones via Bluetooth.
On the phones we use an app, extended from NoiseTube Mobile, that combines
locally collected sound level measurements with data collected by the external sen-
sors. This once more conﬁrms the application variability allowed by the architecture
of NoiseTube Mobile (see section 6.5.6 and contribution III.b). A ﬁrst measurement
campaign, targeting the typical tourist route in Brussels, took place in April 2012.
Preliminary results can be seen in [67]. These new sensor types will necessitate new,
and arguably more complex, assessments of data quality.
8.5 Closing remarks
To wrap up this dissertation, we once more stress that the contributions presented here,
in combination with our extensive dissemination eﬀorts, have allowed us to achieve all
three of the goals we set out to achieve in section 1.3. Moreover, as demonstrated
above, the work covered in this dissertation is a fruitful basis for interesting – as well as,
dare we say, exciting – on-going and future research eﬀorts.
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Appendix A
All about sound
A.1 Introduction
The goal of this appendix is to explain what sound is and how it is perceived (i.e. heard),
captured (i.e. recorded or transmitted) and measured. With this we intend to provide
the reader with the essential insights, as well as adequate background information, for a
proper understanding of the discussion of (environmental) noise in chapter 4 and of our
NoiseTube system in chapters 5 to 7.
First we introduce the physical phenomenon of sound and some relevant properties and
measures in section A.2. Next, section A.3 treats how humans perceive sounds and
what inﬂuences their loudness. Then, section A.4 explains how sound is represented with
analogue and digital audio signals, which can be stored or transmitted in various formats.
This is meant to support the comprehension of the technical aspects of sound level
meters and of our NoiseTube Mobile application, which is discussed in chapter 6. Finally,
section A.5 explains how sound is measured using sound level meters and dosemeters.
The content of sections A.2, A.3 and A.5 was assembled and cross-checked using a variety
of sources. Besides those cited in the text, notable ones are the Little Red Book of Acous-
tics by Watson & Downey [564], the AIHA Noise Manual edited by Berger et al. [50], the
Cambridge IGCSE Physics Coursebook by Sang [457] and the syllabus of the VUB course
on acoustics and noise nuisance by Vanlanduit & Van Overmeire [550]. Furthermore some
online sources were consulted, notably the Physics Classroom [251] and acoustics-related
entries in the Wikipedia encyclopaedia [598]. The content of section A.4 is based on per-
sonal expertise in the matter of digital audio, complemented with two additional sources,
Principles of Digital Audio by Pohlmann [424] and audio-related entries in the Wikipedia
encyclopaedia [598].
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A.2 Physics of Sound
In this section we explain what sound is and discuss a number of important acoustic
properties and measures. This account is by no means exhaustive. The goal is only to
provide readers without a background in acoustics with suﬃcient information to support
the understanding of the next sections and the main chapters. For a more comprehensive
introduction to acoustics we kindly refer the reader to the abovementioned sources.
A.2.1 Sound Waves
Simply put, sound is nothing but the vibrations, also called oscillations, of a medium,
typically the air that makes up the atmosphere around us. A sound source, such as
a tuning fork or a loudspeaker, produces sound by vibrating. The object’s vibrations
are picked up by the surrounding medium (gas, liquid or solid), causing them to travel
through the medium as a mechanical, or material, wave of forward and backward moving
molecules. Along the way such sound waves can be reﬂected, refracted, or attenuated
by the medium or any obstacles in it. When such a wave reaches us and is detectable –
or rather, audible – by our ears, we call it a sound.
To gain more insight into the propagation of sound waves in air, imagine the following
experiment. Suppose we take a tuning fork and set it to vibrate, by striking it against
a surface or with an object. The fork’s outer ends, called tines, vibrate back and forth
causing the surrounding air to vibrate along. If we place the fork in a central position in
an open space, sound waves spherically radiate away from it, as shown in ﬁgure A.1.
Figure A.1: Sound waves generated by a tuning fork, propagating in all directions
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Now suppose we have a tube which is open on both ends. We hold the tube close to the
vibrating tuning fork with one opening facing it. Figure A.2 illustrates what happens.
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Figure A.2: Propagation of a sound wave through the air in an open tube
Each outward extension of a tine pushes neighbouring air molecules away from the fork,
causing them to push on their neighbours (and so on), creating a compression, an area
where the molecules are pressed together. Each inward retraction of a tine creates
a low-pressure area, allowing air molecules to move back towards the fork and thus
creating a rarefaction, an area where the molecules are spread apart. So as the air
molecules are pushed back and forth by the vibrating fork, local and temporal changes
in air pressure occur in the tube. If we assume that our experiment takes place at an
ambient atmospheric pressure of patm, then the local air pressure in compressions and
rarefactions is respectively higher and lower than patm. Sound is thus a pressure wave,
an alternating pattern of higher- and lower-pressure regions travelling through a medium.
We now study this pressure wave in the space domain and in the time domain.
To look at the space domain, suppose we measure the local air pressure (ptotal) in diﬀerent
locations in the tube at the same point in time, and then plot these values in function of
the distance from the tuning fork. The result is shown on the chart in ﬁgure A.2, with
the horizontal axis representing distance1.
1 With each plotted value corresponding to the location directly above it in drawing of the tube.
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Because the sound produced by our tuning fork approximates a so-called pure tone, the
plotted waveform follows a sinusoidal pattern. The length of one complete cycle of the
wave – for example measured from the beginning of one compression to the next, as
indicated on the chart – is called the wavelength and is denoted by λ.
To study the time domain, suppose we measure the local air pressure (ptotal) at diﬀerent
points in time at a single, ﬁxed location in the tube, and then plot these values in function
of their measurement time. If the measurement site is at a distance of z · λ away from
the tuning fork, with x ∈ ℤ, we get exactly the same waveform as before. The result is
shown on the chart in ﬁgure A.2, but now the horizontal axis represents time.
The passage of the pure tone sound wave through the measurement site thus causes air
pressure ﬂuctuations which over time follow the same sinusoidal pattern that appears in
the space domain. At one moment a high pressure is measured, corresponding to the
arrival of a compression at the site. At the next a normal pressure (= patm) is measured.
And then a low pressure is measured, corresponding to the arrival of a rarefaction at the
site. Then a normal pressure is measured again and the cycle repeats itself. The duration
of one complete cycle of the wave is its period and is denoted by T. The wavelength we
discussed above is thus the distance the sound travels during one period, as deﬁned by
the speed of sound, denoted by c, for the medium being traversed. For dry air2 at 20℃
this is about 343m/s. The reciprocal of a wave’s period is its frequency, denoted by f,
the number of cycles per unit of time. Equations A.1 and A.2 summarise the relations
between these parameters:
f = 1T (A.1)
c = λT = λ ·f (A.2)
The SI unit for frequency is the hertz (Hz)3. Pure tones, which consist of only a single
frequency, are usually generated artiﬁcially – even our tuning fork does not produce a
“perfect” pure tone. Most other sounds around us are composed of multiple frequencies
and hence do not have a sinusoidal waveform, such as in chart A.1. The frequencies
present in sound waves are related to pitch, which is the subjective measure of how high
or low(-pitched) particular sounds appear to our ears and brains (see section A.3.3).
2 The speed of sound in air (cair) varies with temperature and (to a lesser degree) humidity. An approxi-
mation of cair at a given temperature t (in ℃) can be calculated as: cair,t ≈ 331.3+ 0.606t [m/s].
3 1Hz = 1s (cycles per second).
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A.2.2 Sound Pressure
The chart in ﬁgure A.2 also indicated the wave’s amplitude4. For a sound wave this is the
sound pressure or acoustic pressure, denoted by p. It is the deviation from the ambient
air pressure occurring at each location, when looking at the space domain, or at each
moment, when studying the time domain. In the latter case we call it the instantaneous
sound pressure5, and for any instant t it is given by:
p(t ) = ptotal(t )− patm [Pa] (A.3)
The relation between p, patm and ptotal is illustrated once more by chart A.1. The SI unit
for sound pressure is the pascal (Pa)6. Compared to the average sea-level atmospheric
pressure of 101325 Pa, the pressure deviations caused by a sound wave – i.e. the sound
pressure – are very small (see table A.1 on page 271 for some examples). Note that the
instantaneous sound pressure can be negative, as illustrated by instant tx in the chart.
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Chart A.1: Atmospheric pressure and (instantaneous) sound pressure
Sound pressure is related to loudness, which is the subjective measure of how loud par-
ticular sounds appear to us (see section A.3). However, when we perceive any sound as
having a constant loudness this does not at all mean that the sound pressure is constant
over time. As the sound wave completes a full cycle during each period, the instanta-
neous sound pressure (i.e. the wave’s amplitude) ﬂuctuates continuously and is negative
roughly half of the time. Because of this instantaneous sound pressure is not a good
measure to describe the eﬀect of sounds and neither is its arithmetic mean (which could
be zero). Also, human hearing is fairly insensitive to the minimum and maximum sound
pressure (i.e. positive and negative peak amplitudes). However, we are sensitive to the
4 In fact, the chart in ﬁgure A.2 indicates the peak amplitude.
5 While it is not a commonly done, one could deﬁne a space domain counterpart, the “local sound
pressure”, which for any distance d from the source is given by: p(d ) = ptotal(d )− patm [Pa].
6 1Pa = 1 Nm2 (Newtons per square metre).
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energy conveyed by sound waves7. This has led to the use of the eﬀective sound pres-
sure (ESP) as a means to quantify the strength of sound. This measure is denoted by
peﬀ (sometimes prms) and is deﬁned as the root-mean-square (RMS) of the time-varying
sound pressure over a certain time interval. For a given averaging time8 T it is calculated
as follows:
peﬀ = prms =
√
1
T
∫ T
0
p 2(t ) dt [Pa] (A.4)
The term under the square root sign is the mean-square sound pressure: the squared
instantaneous sound pressure, p 2(t ), averaged over an interval with duration T.
A.2.3 Sound Pressure Level
Human hearing can perceive sound pressure from about 20 µPa (micropascals) to 200Pa.
This huge range – spanning 7 orders of magnitude – has led to the deﬁnition of a more
practical, logarithmic measure called sound pressure level (SPL), often shortened to just
sound level. This measure is denoted by Lp and uses the decibel (dB)9 notation to express
the ratio of the eﬀective sound pressure to the reference sound pressure, denoted by p0
(sometimes pref), which is taken as 20 µPa for measurements in air10. For a given ESP
value peﬀ the SPL Lp is calculated11 as follows:
Lp = 10 · log10(peﬀ2p02
)
[dB]
= 20 · log10(peﬀp0
)
[dB]
With: p0 = 20 µPa = 2×10−5 Pa (A.5)
Table A.1 lists SPL values from 0 to 140 dB, in steps of 10 dB, with the corresponding
ESP values. To facilitate the interpretation of SPL values we added examples of sources
which produce sounds at particular levels, or places where the ambient (background)
sound can be expected to ﬂuctuate about certain levels. Note that in principle SPL
values can be negative, namely for ESP values below the reference sound pressure12.
7 The energy of sound waves per time unit is the sound power (expressed in watts), while sound intensity
is deﬁned as sound power per unit area (expressed in watts per m2). In free-ﬁeld conditions both sound
power and sound intensity are proportional to p 2eﬀ = 1T ∫T0 p 2(t ) dt (the mean-square sound pressure).
8 Interval duration T in equation A.4 should not be confused with wave period T in equations A.1 and A.2.
9 The decibel is a dimensionless quantity based on the logarithm of the ratio of two quantities related to
power. The level of two quantities A and B is deﬁned as: L = 10 log10 ( AB ) [dB]. Besides SPL, decibels
are also used with other acoustic measures (e.g. sound power level and sound intensity level; which are
outside the scope of our discussion), as well as in non-acoustic contexts.
10 The value of p0 was selected to approximately equal the threshold of normal human hearing at 1000Hz.
11 The ESP represented by a given SPL value can be found by reversing equation A.5: peﬀ = p0 ·10 Lp20 [Pa].
12 Such sounds are generally too silent to be heard by humans, except for a narrow band of frequencies
which may be audible to slightly below 0 dB for young people with undamaged hearing (see section A.3).
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Effects on hearing
Gunshot at close range Fireworks at < 10 m ≥ 140 dB: Immediate hearing damage
≈ 125 dB: Threshold of pain (may vary)
Car horn at 1 m
Yelling directly in one's ear
Helicopter at 30 m
Heavy truck at 10 m
Pneumatic drill at 15 m
Vacuum cleaner at 1 m
TV set (at home level) at 1 m
Dish washer at 1 m
Quiet library
Quiet rural area
Soundproof room (e.g. TV or music studio)
Leafs rustling in the distance; calm breathing Barely audible
140 dB
130 dB
120 dB
110 dB
100 dB
90 dB
80 dB
70 dB
60 dB
50 dB
40 dB
30 dB
20 dB
10 dB
0 dB Auditory threshold at 1 kHz
Jet aircraft at < 50 m
(during takeoff) Thunderclap
(close to ground stroke)Alarm siren at 1 m
Very calm room;
whisper at < 5 m
≥ 85 dB: Hearing damage possible
(long-term exposure)
≥ 120 dB: Hearing damage possible
(short-term exposure)
Factory hall with
heavy machinery
Disco; amplified
music concert
Traffic on a busy
road at 10 m
Examples
(sound sources or places)
Passenger car at 10 m
Conversational
speech at 1 m Moderate rainfall;average home
Sound Pressure
Level (Lp)
Effective Sound
Pressure (peff)
-4 Pa
200 Pa
≈ 63.2 Pa
20 Pa
≈ 6.32 Pa
2 Pa
-1 Pa
-1 Pa
-2 Pa
-2 Pa
-3 Pa
-3 Pa
-4 Pa
≈ 6.32×10-5 Pa
-5 Pa2×10
≈ 6.32×10
2×10
≈ 6.32×10
2×10
≈ 6.32×10
2×10
≈ 6.32×10
2×10
Table A.1: Sound pressure levels with corresponding eﬀective sound pressures, practical
examples and hearing eﬀects
As a consequence of the decibel notation, multiplications (or divisions) of sound pressure
correspond to additions (or subtractions) of sound pressure level, and vice-versa:
p ′eﬀ = α ×÷ peﬀ (A.5)⇐=⇒ L′p = Lp ± 20 · log10 (α) [dB] (A.6)
So when the ESP of a sound is doubled or halved13, the corresponding SPL respectively
increases or decreases by about 6 dB (since 20 · log10 (2) ≈ 6.02); and when the ESP
goes up or down tenfold, the SPL respectively increases or decreases by exactly 20 dB.
Chart A.2 shows additional “rule of thumb” tricks for (approximate) conversions.
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Sound Pressure, peff [Pa] Sound Pressure Level, Lp [dB]
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Chart A.2: Relation between sound pressure and sound pressure level
13 Which does not at all mean that the sound will be perceived twice or half as loud (see section A.3.4).
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A.2.4 Distance attenuation
As we all know, sounds become quieter the further one moves away from their source14.
When talking about the sound pressure (level) produced by a particular sound source
it is therefore important to always specify how far away from the source the value was
measured. To formalise this property of sound waves, we must diﬀerentiate between two
theoretical types of sound sources: point sources and line sources.
A.2.4.1 Point sources
In this case the sound radiates as a spherical wave out of a single point is space. Examples
of sources behaving roughly as point sources are a tuning fork or a single car. For point
sources, the distance attenuation is formalised by the 1/r-law or distance law, which states
that, in free-ﬁeld conditions (i.e. without any obstacles blocking the sound path), the
sound pressure p is inverse-proportional to the distance r from the sound source:
p ∝ 1r (A.7)
So for a single point source, the ESP value p2 which would be measured at a distance r2
can be calculated from another ESP value p1 measured at a known distance r1 as follows:
p2 = p1 · r1r2 [Pa] (A.8)
By applying equation A.5 we ﬁnd that, based on an SPL Lp1 measured at a distance r1,
the SPL Lp2 at a distance r2, can be calculated as:
Lp2 = Lp1 + 20 log10(r1r2
)
[dB] (A.9)
For example, if a TV set causes an SPL of 60 dB at 1m the SPL is ≈ 54 dB at 2m and≈ 48 dB at 4m. A practical thing to remember is that doubling the distance from a
point source decreases the SPL by about 6 dB.
A.2.4.2 Line sources
In this case the sound radiates as a cylindrical wave out of a single line in space. A
typical example of a source that is broadly similar to a line source is a busy road. For
line sources, again in free-ﬁeld conditions, the sound pressure p is inversely proportional
14 For the sake of simplicity we have ignored this fact in our discussion of the space domain behaviour of
sound waves in section A.2.1.
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to the square root of the distance r from the sound source:
p ∝ 1√r (A.10)
So for a single line source, the ESP value p2 which would be measured at a distance r2
can be calculated from another ESP value p1 measured at a known distance r1 as follows:
p2 = p1 ·√r1r2 [Pa] (A.11)
By applying equation A.5 we ﬁnd that the corresponding SPL can be calculated as:
Lp2 = Lp1 + 10 log10(r1r2
)
[dB] (A.12)
For example, suppose we measure an SPL of 90 dB at 10m away from a highway, we
would still measure ≈ 87 dB at 20m and ≈ 84 dB at 40m. In other words, per doubling
of the distance from a line source the SPL decreases by about 3 dB.
A.2.5 Addition of sounds
In practical situations we are rarely exposed to the sound of a single source, rather what
we usually hear is a mix of sounds originating from diﬀerent sources. Therefore it is
useful to know how multiple sources with individual sound pressures (levels) combine into
a sound pressure (level) measured at a given location.
When px is the ESP measured from a source x (in isolation) at a particular location, and
py is the ESP measured from a source y (again in isolation) at that same location, then
the ESP measured at that location when both sources are active would be:
p(x+y ) = √px2 + py2 [Pa] (A.13)
By applying equation A.5 we ﬁnd that the corresponding SPL is to be calculated as the
logarithmic addition (which we will denote with ⊕) of the individual SPLs Lpx and Lpy:
Lp(x+y ) = Lpx ⊕ Lpy = 10 · log10 (10 Lpx10 + 10 Lpy10 ) [dB] (A.14)
For example, suppose we measure an SPL of 90 dB coming from a truck at 10m away,
then the arrival of a second, similar truck, at the same distance, would cause the SPL to
rise to ≈ 93 dB. So, per doubling of the amount of equal sources at equal distance, the
SPL increases by about 3 dB.
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By generalising equation A.14 for n sources we get:
L n∑
i=0 pi
= Lp1 ⊕ Lp2 ⊕…⊕ Lpn = 10 · log10( n∑
i=1 10
Lpi
10
)
[dB] (A.15)
For example, suppose we have a vacuum cleaner, a TV set and a dish washer, which in
isolation respectively produce an SPL of 70, 60 and 50 dB at 1m, then the SPL measured
at 1m when the appliances are simultaneously active would be ≈ 70.5 dB.
A.2.6 Averaging of sound pressure levels
Because decibel is a logarithmic unit, average sound pressure levels are typically not
computed as an arithmetic mean (although that is not necessarily wrong [50, 564]).
Instead, the average of a series of SPL measurements, Lp1 to Lpn, is usually taken as15:
Lp = 10 · log10( 1n n∑i=1 10 Lpi10
)
[dB] (A.16)
For example, the average SPL of 50, 60 and 70 dB is ≈ 65.7 dB.
A.3 Hearing: Perception of sound
To interpret measurements of physical properties of sound, it is useful to have a basic
understanding of the anatomy of the human ear, the range of our hearing and some of
the psychological aspects of sound perception.
A.3.1 Anatomy of the human ear
As mentioned in section A.2, the deviations in air pressure caused by sound waves are
very small compared to the atmospheric pressure. Still we are able to sense them because
the human ear, the anatomy of which is illustrated in ﬁgure A.3, cancels out the ambient
air pressure via the eustachian tube, which connects the throat to the inside of the ear.
When we yawn or swallow this tube opens, equalising the pressure on both sides of the
eardrum or tympanic membrane. In this equalised state our ears can sense the small air
pressure ﬂuctuations due to sound waves. As sound waves impact on our eardrums they
make them vibrate. On the inside of the eardrum, three little bones, the auditory ossicles,
15 This is the same as taking the RMS of the corresponding ESPs and converting the result back to SPL.
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Figure A.3: Anatomy of the human ear, with a mapping of cochlear
areas to frequencies
transfer the vibrations
of the eardrum to the
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pick up vibrations in
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A.3.2 Human hearing range
As we learned in section A.2, sound waves can contain various frequencies and can vary
in amplitude. To be audible by humans sounds must contain frequencies within our
frequency range and have a sound pressure level above our auditory threshold for the
frequencies in question. In chart A.3 the typical human hearing range is shown as an area
in the frequency-SPL plane, with frequency being represented on a logarithmic scale and
sound pressure level (itself a logarithmic measure) on a linear scale.
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Chart A.3: Typical range of human hearing in terms of sound pressure level and frequency
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The range of human-audible frequencies is generally taken to be from 20Hz to 20 kHz,
although there is considerable variation between individuals, especially at the high end
of the range. Also, sensitivity to high frequencies gradually declines as we get older.
The range of human-perceivable amplitude levels, the dynamic range of our ears, spans
roughly 130–140 dB for young people with undamaged hearing. It is bounded from below
by the auditory threshold, which depends on the frequency. Our hearing is most sensitive
in the frequency band between 2 and 5 kHz and the threshold reaches its lowest point
at about 3.5 kHz, where sounds as low as -10 dB may be audible. The dynamic range is
bounded from above by the threshold of pain, above which sounds become so powerful
that they cause physical pain (see table A.1 for examples). The precise level at which
the pain sets in varies from person to person but is typically between 120 and 140 dB.
Sounds above this threshold may still be audible but cause quasi-immediate (and possibly
permanent) hearing damage. The risk of hearing damage depends on the level, frequency
and duration of exposure, and the susceptibility of the individual [182: p. 204]. For long
exposures – e.g. a few hours – the risk kicks in at about 85 dB (at 1 kHz).
A.3.3 Pitch
As indicated in ﬁgure A.3 diﬀerent areas of the cochlea are responsible for sensing diﬀerent
frequencies. The lower or higher the frequency of a sound, the lower or higher-pitched it
respectively appears to us. We should note that while the psychological and musical term
pitch is closely related to frequency, both are not equivalent. Frequency is an objective,
scientiﬁc measure, whereas pitch is a subjective measure part of our auditory sensation.
A.3.4 Loudness
Loudness is a psychological term for the attribute of auditory sensation in terms of which
sounds can be ordered on a scale extending from “quiet” to “loud” [485]. In a sense,
loudness is to sound pressure what pitch is to frequency: the former is a subjective
measure while the latter is an objective, scientiﬁc measure to which the former is related.
The correlation of loudness and sound pressure is complex. For one thing, besides sound
pressure, loudness also depends on the frequencies present in a sound. In other words,
our hearing is not equally sensitive (or responsive) to all frequencies.
A.3.4.1 Frequency-dependency
Pioneering research into loudness was conducted in 1930s by Fletcher & Munson (F&M).
Most notably they studied the inﬂuence of sound pressure and frequency. Their main
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experiment can be summarised easily16. A group of listeners were exposed to a pure
tone of 1 kHz at a particular SPL. Then, the tone’s frequency was changed multiple
times (between 20Hz and 20 kHz) and each time all subjects were asked to indicate
the SPL at which the new tone sounded equally loud as the original one. By averaging
the answers a so-called equal-loudness contour was then deﬁned, speciﬁc to the SPL at
which the experiment started. This is a curve that connects points in the frequency-SPL
plane – representing pure tones of a speciﬁc frequency played at a speciﬁc SPL – which
humans perceive as equally loud. By repeating the experiment for other starting points,
F&M established equal-loudness contours for SPLs of 0 to 120 dB in steps of 10 dB [181].
Later, many others have improved upon this work, eventually leading to the publication of
a reﬁned and extended set of contours in ISO standard 226 (last revised in 2003) [271].
Chart A.4 shows a subset of the standardised contours along with the corresponding
originals deﬁned by F&M, which diﬀer quite signiﬁcantly from the former.
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Chart A.4: Equal-loudness contours according to ISO 226:2003 [271] (in red) and the
original Fletcher-Munson contours [181] (in blue)
The chart shows that loudness is indeed highly frequency-dependent. Consider the second
ISO-contour from the bottom: even though there is considerable variation in physical
strength (the SPL ranges from 15 to 90 dB) all tones on the curve sound as loud, or
rather as quiet, as a 1 kHz tone at 20 dB. Because the curves become ﬂatter at higher
16 This description is a simpliﬁcation (reproduced from [550]), see [181] for a full discussion of the protocol.
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levels, we see that the frequency-dependency lessens with increasing sound pressure.
Equal-loudness contours in fact describe the frequency response of our hearing, but that
term is more commonly used in regard to man-made devices17 than to biological systems.
A.3.4.2 Loudness measures
Each contour in chart A.4 is labelled with its loudness level, a measure denoted by LN
and expressed in phon. This unit was introduced by H. Barkhausen in 1925 [366]. By its
current deﬁnition [269, 271] the loudness level of a sound is x phon when it is judged to
be equally loud – by a person with normal hearing under speciﬁc listening conditions – as
a 1 kHz tone at an SPL of x dB (i.e. the “starting points” in the described experiment).
Equal-loudness contours, also known as isophons, are thus “lines of equal phons” and
obviously the 0 phon-contour corresponds to the auditory threshold.
It is important to note that equal-loudness contours merely indicate an ordinal relation.
For example, when a sound V has a loudness level of 70 phon and another sound W has
a loudness level of 50 phon, a look at the chart tells us that V will be perceived louder
than W, but not how much louder. It is not true, for instance, that sound V would
be judged 40% louder (since 7050 = 1.4), nor that it would be heard 10 times as loud
(since at 1 kHz, peﬀ,Vpeﬀ,W = 10). Instead, to most people, sound V will appear about 4 times
as loud as soundW. Clearly then, there is no linear relation between (perceived) loudness
and the loudness level in phon (or SPL in dB), nor between loudness and sound pressure
in pascal. This has led to the introduction in 1936, by S. S. Stevens [502], of the sone, a
unit which expresses loudness, denoted by N, on a scale proportional to our perception.
By deﬁnition 1 sone is equivalent to the loudness of a 40 phon sound [269], for loudness
level values LN > 40 phon18, the loudness N is calculated as:
N = 2 LN−4010 [sone] (A.17)
And consequently, for loudness values N > 1 sone18, the loudness level19 LN is given by:
⇔ LN = 40+ 10 · log2 N [phon] (A.18)
This deﬁnition was chosen such that doubling a sound’s loudness (in sone) eﬀectively
causes it to be perceived twice as loud by a person with normal hearing. When we apply
equation A.17 to our example sounds V and W we ﬁnd that they respectively have a
loudness of 8 and 2 sone, thereby proving that V indeed sounds 4 times louder than W.
17 E.g. a microphone or loudspeaker is said to have a “ﬂat frequency response” when it is able to respectively
capture or reproduce various frequencies present in a sound with (relatively) uniform accuracy.
18 Formulas applicable for LN < 40 phon and N < 1 sone can be found in [469].
19 In a sense, loudness level (in phon) is to loudness (in sone) what sound pressure level (in dB) is to
sound pressure (in Pa): the former expresses the latter on a logarithmic scale.
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Loudness (N)
140 phon
130 phon
120 phon
110 phon
100 phon
90 phon
80 phon
70 phon
60 phon
50 phon
40 phon
1024 sone
512 sone
256 sone
128 sone
64 sone
32 sone
16 sone
8 sone
4 sone
2 sone
1 sone
Loudness Level
(LN (
Table A.2: Loudness level values
in phon and corresponding
loudness values in sone
Table A.2 lists loudness levels between 40 and 140 phon
with the corresponding loudness in sone.
Equations A.17 and A.18 and the deﬁnition of the phon
allow us to map loudness onto a physically measurable
quantity – i.e. the SPL of a 1 kHz tone – and vice-versa.
For example, 32 sone is the loudness of a 1 kHz tone at
90 dB. But what about pure tones at other frequen-
cies? In that case we can rely on the equal-loudness
contours. For a given pure tone sound, measuring the
frequency and SPL allows us to look for the contour
which passes through that point (or is the closest). This
tells us the loudness level of the sound in question, which
can then be converted into loudness by applying equa-
tion A.17. Conversely, for a given loudness, applying
equation A.18 gives the loudness level, allowing us to pick the closest contour which
connects all frequency-SPL pairs matching the loudness (level) in question. And what
about sounds which, unlike pure tones, but like almost everything we hear in our daily
lives, consist of multiple frequencies? To label such sounds in terms of loudness, we can
experimentally look for the SPL at which a 1 kHz tone sounds as loud as the sound in
question, which is inevitably a subjective judgment. When the SPL is x dB, the loudness
level is x phon and applying equation A.17 gives the corresponding loudness.
Because loudness and loudness level are diﬃcult to measure directly for anything but
pure tones, these measures are not commonly used outside the lab. Instead, what is
typically being measured in real-world contexts is SPL (as well as some derived mea-
sures which we will discuss in section A.5). However, for practical purposes it is of
course convenient to have a general idea of how changes in sound pressure are perceived.
Change in
Sound Pressure Level
¼ as loud
A lot quieter
Half as loud
Noticeably quieter
Slightly quieter (just perceptible)
Slightly louder (just perceptible)
Noticeably louder
Twice as loud
A lot louder
- 20 dB
- 15 dB
- 10 dB
- 5 dB
- 3 dB
+ 3 dB
+ 5 dB
+ 10 dB
+ 15 dB
+ 20 dB
÷ 10
÷ 5,62
÷ 3,16
÷ 1,78
÷ 1,41
× 1,41
× 1,78
× 3,16
× 5,62
× 10 4 times as loud
Change in
Sound Pressure
(approximate)
Perceived loudness change
Table A.3: Typical perception of sound pressure (level)
changes
Therefore table A.3 lists dif-
ferences in sound pressure
(level) with corresponding
changes in perceived loud-
ness which are (roughly) valid
for much of the frequency
range of our hearing. Useful
things to remember are that
the smallest perceivable SPL
change is about 3 dB and
that an increase or decrease
of 10 dB respectively doubles
or halves perceived loudness.
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A.3.4.3 Other loudness-inﬂuencing factors
Although some aspects, like frequency-dependency, are relatively well understood, loud-
ness is inherently a subjective concept – i.e. perception may vary from person to person
– and remains the subject of active research20. It has been shown that, besides sound
pressure and frequency, loudness perception is also aﬀected by the duration of exposure
as well as by various non-acoustical factors. The latter can be of a semantic, contextual
or cognitive nature and are of particular importance when assessing the annoyance (or
enjoyment) sounds may cause, which is often closely related to loudness itself. We will
come back to this topic in our discussion of noise in chapter 4.
A.3.5 Psychoacoustics
The study and modelling of attributes of sound perception, such as loudness and pitch,
is part of the wider ﬁeld of psychoacoustics [178], the branch of science focused on
the psychological and physiological responses associated with sound. The ﬁeld has many
practical applications in digital signal processing and audio compression (see section A.4),
speech recognition and synthesis, etc.
A.4 Audio signals
The word “sound” is used well beyond its physical deﬁnition of audible vibrations of the air
(or another medium). For example, gramophone records, audio cassettes, CDs or MP3
ﬁles are said to contain or carry sound21 and telephone lines or radio waves are said to
transmit it. Each of these 19th and 20th century inventions is founded on the same basic
principle: the representation of sound as an audio signal (often simply called audio).
A.4.1 Analogue audio
An audio signal is an analogue representation of sound, usually as an electrical voltage.
An analogue (or analog, in American English) signal is any continuous signal for which
the time-varying feature is a representation of some other time-varying quantity, i.e.
analogous to another time-varying signal. In the case of an audio signal the time-varying
20 A recent and comprehensive overview of the state of the art in loudness research is provided by [182].
21 In Dutch we call these “geluidsdragers”, which translates to “sound carriers”, but English prefers the less
evocative “sound recording media/formats”.
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feature is (usually) electrical voltage and the time-varying quantity being represented is
sound pressure (see section A.2.2). Audio signals can be synthesized directly (i.e. with
an analogue synthesizer) or may be generated by a transducer22 such as a microphone
or a musical instrument pickup (like on an electric guitar). A microphone is an acoustic-
to-electric transducer: it converts actual (audible) sound into an electric signal. While
there are many types of microphones they usually have a membrane or diaphragm which
is set to vibrate by impacting sound waves, this in turn produces a wave of voltage
changes corresponding to the air pressure ﬂuctuations of the sound wave. Of course this
correspondence is never prefect and microphones can have a diﬀerent dynamic range23,
frequency response23 and polar pattern (e.g. directional vs. omnidirectional).
Audio signals can be transmitted over electrical wires or radio waves, processed using
analogue circuitry (e.g. ampliﬁers or equalizers), recorded on analogue storage media
(e.g. audio cassettes or gramophone records) and/or fed back to loudspeakers24 to re-
produce the original sound (usually after being was ampliﬁed, such as in a concert setting).
To capture and reproduce the reverberation, ambience and spatial properties of live sound
more accurately, it is common practice to use 2 or more independent audio signals in
parallel. Each such channel is usually captured with a separate microphone and played
back through a separate loudspeaker. Setups which involve only a single audio channel
are said to produce mono(phonic) sound. Multi-channel setups are said to produce
stereo(phonic) sound (from 2 channels) or surround sound (from more than 2 channels).
A.4.2 Digital audio
Nowadays virtually all transmission, processing and storage of audio happens by means
of digital audio signals. These are sequences of discrete values, timed at speciﬁc (usually
equal) intervals, which are electronically transmitted (i.e. in a binary representation).
Analogue audio signals can be converted into digital ones and vice-versa. The digit(al)ising
of analogue signals (regardless of whether they convey audio) is performed by an elec-
tronic component called an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC or A/D). The reverse
operation is done by means of a digital-to-analogue converter (DAC or D/A). Because
there is no such thing as a digital microphone25, all digital audio signals, except for syn-
thetic ones (generated with a digital synthesizer), originate from digitalised analogue
22 A transducer is a device that converts one form of energy into another.
23 We explained this terms of human hearing in section A.3, the meaning in this context is analogous.
24 A loudspeaker is an electric-to-acoustic transducer: it converts an electric signal into audible sound.
25 In fact some companies do sell products labelled as “digital microphones” or “digital loudspeakers”, but
these devices usually contain a conventional analogue transducer that is coupled to some built-in ADC
or DAC respectively [472].
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audio signals. Similarly, because digital loudspeakers do not exist as such25, digital audio
signals must be converted into analogue ones before they can be played back.
Digital audio signals can be transmitted across digital circuits or radio waves, they can
be processed using digital signal processors (DSPs) and/or recorded on digital storage
media (e.g. CDs, DVDs or any type of computer memory). There are many diﬀerent
formats for the transmission or storage of digital audio, but before we discuss those we
will take a more detailed look at the digitising of analogue (audio) signals.
A.4.2.1 Digitising
An analogue signal is a continuous-time signal which takes values from a continuous
domain. A digital signal is a discrete-time signal which takes only discrete values. An
ADC converts the former into the latter by means of two discretisation steps. First,
the time domain is made discrete in a process called sampling. Here the ADC repeatedly
measures (i.e. samples) the analogue input signal at discrete moments in time. Next, the
value domain is discretised by quantizing each measurement or sample. Quantization is
the process of approximating a continuous range of values (e.g. the voltage of an analogue
audio signal) by a ﬁxed, relatively small set of discrete values (e.g. the integers in [0, 7]).
In other words, digital values outputted by an ADC are chosen from a predeﬁned set.
Figure A.4 illustrates both processes.
t
f(t)
(a) Analogue signal:
continuous time, continuous values
t
f(t)
(b) Sampled signal:
discrete time, continuous values
t
f(t)
(c) Digital signal:
discrete time, discrete values
Figure A.4: Analogue to digital signal conversion by means of sampling and quantization
The de facto way to represent an audio waveform digitally is pulse-code modulation (PCM).
In this method the instantaneous amplitude of an analogue audio signal is sampled – typ-
ically by measuring the voltage – at uniform intervals, with each sample being quantized
to the nearest value within a range of discrete steps. In ﬁgure A.5 we see how an audio
signal is sampled and quantized to produce a 16-step PCM representation26.
26 In fact, this is an example of linear pulse-code modulation (LPCM) [588], a particular type of PCM in
which quantization happens on a linear scale. This means sample values are proportional to the measured
amplitudes. Other techniques may use a logarithmic or some other relation to map amplitudes onto
sample values. Because LPCM is by far the most common form of PCM, the term PCM, though
strictly more general, is often used instead of LPCM. For simplicity, we have henceforth use the term
PCM to refer to what is eﬀectively LPCM encoded audio – as we did in chapter 6 as well.
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Figure A.5: The 4 bit pulse-code modulation (black/gray) of an audio signal (red)
Converting an analogue signal to a digital one (and back) typically results in some infor-
mation loss. For audio this can cause a perceivable degradation of sound quality. Two
basic properties determine the ﬁdelity to the original signal: sampling rate and bit depth.
A.4.2.1.1 Sampling rate
Sampling rate, sample rate or sampling frequency deﬁnes the number of samples taken
per unit of time. It is usually expressed in Hz or kHz. The higher the sampling rate,
the more accurate the (voltage) ﬂuctuations – and thereby the motion of the original
sound wave – are captured and eventually reproduced upon playback. This is expressed
formally by the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem, which states that a signal can be
reconstructed perfectly (in theory) when the sampling rate is greater than twice the
highest frequency present in the signal being sampled, or equivalently, when the highest
frequency in the signal does not exceed the Nyquist frequency (half the sample rate).
By applying the theorem to the range of human hearing, which spans a bandwidth of
about 20 kHz (see section A.3), we see that the minimum sampling rate required for
perfect reconstruction of all audible sounds is around 40 kHz. For this and other technical
reasons the sampling rate used on Audio CDs was chosen as 44.1 kHz. Other common
sample rates for digital audio are 8, 11.025, 16, 22.050, 32, 48, 96 and 192 kHz.
A.4.2.1.2 Bit depth
Bit depth, resolution or sample size deﬁnes the number of bits used to store or transmit
a single sample. This determines the number of possible digital values that each sample
can take. In other words, the higher this number the bigger the set of values which can be
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chosen from during quantization. In the example in ﬁgure A.5 the bit depth is 4, which is
not a common choice for audio signals. This results in 16 possibilities, shown as integers
from [0, 15]. By contrast, the bit depth on Audio CDs is 16, allowing 216 = 65536
distinct voltage levels. Other common audio bit depths are 8, 20 and 24.
A.4.2.2 Digital audio formats
A digital audio format or (bit)stream format deﬁnes how one or more digital audio signals
(i.e. channels), along with any auxiliary information and metadata, are represented as a
single sequence of bits. Digital audio formats are often identiﬁed with an underlying
physical (e.g. a CD) or logical (e.g. an MP3 ﬁle) storage medium. Nevertheless these
are two distinct concepts: strictly speaking the format only applies to the data (i.e. the
binary content of the CD or ﬁle), not the medium itself. An instance of a format (e.g.
the contents of a particular CD or MP3 ﬁle) is called a (bit)stream.
Another distinction we should make is between audio encoding and container formats.
A.4.2.2.1 Audio encoding formats
An audio encoding format deﬁnes how the waveforms of one or more audio channels are
represented as a bitstream. We already discussed one audio encoding format: PCM.
A device (or piece of software) responsible for producing streams in a particular encoding
is called an encoder. In a sense an ADC that produces a PCM stream from one or more
analogue audio signals is a PCM encoder. But usually an encoder takes an already digital
(typically PCM-encoded) signal and converts it into another encoding format (e.g. MP3).
A device (or piece of software) that converts an audio stream encoded in a particular
format (e.g. MP3) to another format (typically PCM) is called a decoder27. Again, it
could be argued that a DAC that converts a PCM stream into one or more analogue
audio signals is in fact a PCM decoder.
Because streams produced by audio encoders only contain a description of the audio itself
they are often called “raw” or “headerless” streams. Raw streams are commonly used for
transmission within a single device but rarely as a means to transmit audio between
devices or for persistent storage. The reason is that such streams typically cannot be
correctly interpreted (i.e. decoded) without additional information about the properties
of the stream. Examples are the number of channels in the stream, the sampling rate,
the bit depth and last but not least the encoding format. One of the main purposes of
27 A related term is codec, this portmanteau of (en)coder-decoder (or compressor-decompressor), is used
to refer to a device (or piece of software) that handles both (or either) the encoding and decoding of a
digital data stream or signal. It is also commonly (but erroneously) used to refer to (en)coding formats.
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container formats (see below) is precisely to incorporate such auxiliary information into
the stream such that it becomes self-describing.
Encoding formats typically support various channel counts, sampling rates and bit depths
(which is why these properties must be known to decode a raw stream). This allows trade-
oﬀs to be made between sound quality and storage space (or transmission bandwidth).
Of course the total size of a stream also depends on the duration of the recorded sound.
Therefore digital audio streams are typically described by their bit rate, which is the
number of bits required per second of sound28.
Many diﬀerent audio encoding formats have been developed. The main distinction we
should make is between uncompressed and compressed formats.
Uncompressed audio
In uncompressed audio encodings each sample of each channel is independently encoded
using the exact amount of bits deﬁned by the bit depth. This means that the bit rate
of an uncompressed audio stream can typically be calculated by simply multiplying the
number of channels, the sample rate and the bit depth. Consequently, changing one of
these parameters has a predictable, linear eﬀect: for example, choosing a sample rate of
16 instead of 32 kHz will half the bit rate and choosing a bit depth of 16 instead of 8,
or using 2 channels instead of 1, will double it. The total size of a raw uncompressed
stream can be calculated by multiplying its bit rate with its duration in seconds.
The (L)PCM format we discussed above is the de facto uncompressed audio encoding.
It is the encoding used on Audio CDs, in which case there are 2 channels at a sample
rate of 44.1 kHz and a bit depth of 16, resulting in a bit rate of 1411.2 kbit/s.
Compressed audio
Because high-quality uncompressed audio takes up considerable amounts of storage space
or transmission bandwidth (e.g. 1 minute of CD-quality audio requires about 10MB),
many compressed audio encoding formats have been developed.
While lowering the channel count, sample rate or bit depth are eﬀective, yet crude, ways of
reducing the bit rate of digital audio, this is not how compressed audio encodings work29.
Instead an encoder applies data compression algorithms to produce a stream with a bit
28 Audio bit rates are usually expressed in kbit/s (= 1000 bits per second).
29 Devices or software applications which change the channel count (though up- or downmixing), sample
rate (through resampling) or bit depth (through requantization) of digital audio do exist but because
their eﬀect cannot be undone they are generally seen as DSPs rather than codecs.
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rate that is lower30 than the product of the channel count, sample rate and bit depth of
the input stream. But when that compressed stream is fed to a corresponding decoder
the latter will reproduce a stream with the same channel count, sample rate and bit depth
as the stream that was fed to the encoder. However, the fact that these properties are
preserved does not mean that the decoded stream is identical to the original. Whether
it is depends on whether the compression scheme is lossless, as opposed to lossy.
Encodings which apply lossless compression allow an exact copy of the original bitstream
to be reproduced upon decoding. As the name suggests, this means no sound quality
is lost. The reduced bit rate is only “paid for” through the computational overhead
caused by additional en- and decoding steps. Their lossless nature makes these audio
encodings similar to general-purpose data compression formats (e.g. such as the ZIP
ﬁle archiving format), but the former achieve better compression ratios31 because the
algorithms applied are speciﬁcally designed, or at least optimised, for the compression of
digital audio. Some examples of lossless audio encodings are shown in table A.4.
Encodings which apply lossy compression eﬀectively throw away information during the
encoding process, such that the original stream cannot be restored exactly upon decoding.
This means that, in exchange for the reduced bit rate, a permanent loss of sound quality is
incurred, on top of a computation overhead. On the upside, this allows lossy encodings to
achieve signiﬁcantly better data compression ratios31 than lossless ones. Moreover, lossy
audio encoders use psychoacoustic techniques to ﬁlter out those parts of a signal which
cause the least perceivable sound quality degradation possible within the space/bandwidth
allotted by a target (average) bit rate. The best-known lossy audio encoding is MP3.
Despite being surpassed in terms of sound quality (at the same or lower bit rates) by
newer formats such as AAC, MP3 remains widely used. Table A.4 shows these and a few
other examples of lossy audio encodings.
There is a wide choice of both lossy and lossless audio encodings out there. Generally they
diﬀer in terms of their intended use (e.g. general-purpose vs. speciﬁc types of audio32)
and in the degree to which bit rate reduction is traded for computational overhead (and
the latency related to that) and/or quality degradation. Most encoders can also be
conﬁgured through numerous settings (e.g. to specify a target bit rate on lossy ones).
30 Besides being decreased, the bit rate can also become variable when a technique called variable bit rate
(VBR) encoding is used (as many audio compression formats do). This enables some intervals of the
stream to be encoded with more or less bits than others, depending on their acoustic complexity. In
such cases the encoded stream is better described by its average bit rate.
31 The compression ratio achieved by a data compression algorithm on a particular piece of data is the
ratio between the size of the compressed data and the size of the original uncompressed data. When
we say a compression tool achieves a “better” compression rate than another this means the former is
able to compress the same piece of data to a lower size than the latter can.
32 For example, there is a whole class of lossy audio compression formats which are speciﬁcally designed
for the transmission of voice signals in telephony systems.
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Encoding format Contained by
Linear pulse-code modulation (LPCM)
Audio CD (CDDA), DVD-Video, Blu-ray Disc
WAVE file, AIFF file
Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) MP4 file/stream
Dolby Digital (A/52, AC-3) DVD-Video, Blu-ray Disc
DTS Coherent Acoustics DVD-Video, Blu-ray Disc
MPEG-1/2/2.5 Layer III (MP3) MP3 file/stream
Vorbis audio compression Ogg file/stream
Apple Lossless Audio Codec (ALAC) MP4 file/stream
Dolby TrueHD Blu-ray Disc
DTS-HD Master Audio Blu-ray Disc
Free Lossless Audio Codec (FLAC) Ogg file/stream
Uncompressed
Lo
ss
le
ss
Lo
ss
y
C
o
m
p
re
ss
ed
Table A.4: Examples of audio encoding formats and common associated container formats
A.4.2.2.2 Container formats
Container or wrapper formats serve to package or wrap raw streams in a single, self-
describing container stream. We call a device (or piece of software) that wraps raw
streams in a container stream a wrapper and one that interprets or unwraps a container
stream a parser.
To make wrapped streams self-describing – to enable decoding without external informa-
tion – parameters such as encoding format and settings, channel count and interleaving,
sample rate, bit depth, byte order (endianness), signedness, etc., must be incorporated
in the container stream itself (usually in a header). Containers often also add other auxil-
iary information such as error correction codes and synchronisation information33. Besides
such technical information most container formats can also store human-readable meta-
data or tags. For example, MP3 ﬁles can be tagged with the name of the artist, the title
of the song and album, the genre, etc. Obviously the addition of auxiliary information
and metadata always causes a (usually minor) overhead in terms of storage space or
transmission bandwidth compared to the raw stream(s).
Many container formats can accommodate multiple parallel streams in the same container
stream though multiplexing. Besides audio, such formats typically handle video streams
as well, and in some cases also other types of streams. For example, on a DVD or Blu-
ray Disc one or more audio streams (for diﬀerent languages), one or more video streams
(diﬀerent angles) and one or more subtitle streams are multiplexed in a single stream.
Some container formats also support chapters, which are lateral subdivisions (e.g. tracks
on an Audio CD, scenes on a DVD) that may cut across multiple parallel streams.
33 Synchronisation information is needed to play back various multiplexed streams together (e.g. a video
and an audio stream) and to enable instantaneous seeking to speciﬁc time points in the stream.
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Table A.4 shows some examples of common container formats. While many containers
can accommodate streams in diﬀerent encodings some cannot. For example, CDDA,
the format used on Audio CDs, only allows PCM-encoded audio streams with ﬁxed
parameters (see above). In some cases the distinction between the encoding format and
the container format is not entirely clear. For example, MP3-encoded audio streams are
typically stored in a dedicated container format only found in MP3 ﬁles.
Some containers are designed for persistent storage, on a physical or logical (i.e. a ﬁle)
medium, while others are devised for transmission or streaming purposes. The formats
used on Audio CDs, DVD-Video and Blu-ray Discs are examples of containers designed
for persistent storage on physical media34. The WAVE [595] and AIFF formats, which
are chieﬂy used to accommodate PCM streams, are examples of container formats in-
tended for persistent, ﬁle-based storage. So are MP3 ﬁles, although techniques have
been developed to stream MP3-encoded audio across the Internet. Container formats
speciﬁcally designed for transmission (also called transport stream formats) are used in
digital radio systems (e.g. DAB), digital television systems (e.g. DVB) as well as IP-based
streaming technologies. Finally some container formats, most notably MP4 and Ogg,
were designed with both persistent storage and streaming in mind.
A.4.3 Summary
Figure A.6 on the next page summarises our discussion of (digital) audio signals, by
illustrating the recording and playback paths for (single-channel) digital audio.
At the top we see how sound is captured by a microphone producing an analogue audio
signal, optionally processed and then digitalised by an ADC. Next, the uncompressed
digital signal or stream may be digitally processed, encoded and/or wrapped and ﬁnally
recorded on some medium by a recording device (or software). At the bottom we see
how a digital audio stream is read from some medium by a playback device (or software)
and is subsequently parsed (unwrapped), decoded and/or digitally processed. Next, a
DAC converts the stream into an analogue audio signal, optionally processed and ﬁnally
converted into audible sound by a loudspeaker.
As an alternative to persistent storage, a transmission or streaming scenario could be
imagined by connecting both paths, by-passing the recorder and player (and thereby
any storage medium). Both ends of the connected path could then reside on diﬀerent
(possibly remote) devices.
34 Note that DVD-Video and Blu-ray Discs in fact use ﬁle-based container formats.
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Figure A.6: Digital audio recording path (top) and playback path (bottom), with some clariﬁcations and examples (middle).
Boxes with a dashed outline represent optional stages.
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A.5 Measuring sound
Now that we have reached a suﬃcient understanding of the physics of sound, its percep-
tion by humans and its representation by audio signals, it is time to discuss the devices
which serve to measure physical properties of sound. We limit this discussion to two such
devices, the sound level meter and the dosemeter. Because it is more relevant for this
dissertation we will especially focus on the former type of device. The account presented
here is by no means exhaustive, more details on these devices can be found in [50, 564].
A.5.1 Sound level meters
The sound level meter (SLM) is by far the most commonly used device to measure
properties of sound. The basic purpose of this device is to measure sound pressure level
– often shortened to sound level – which is a measure of the amplitude of sound waves. By
deﬁnition, sound pressure level, abbreviated as SPL and symbolised as Lp, is twenty times
the logarithm to the base ten of the ratio of the root-mean-square (RMS) of a given sound
pressure to the reference sound pressure [268]. Which is precisely how we have deﬁned it
in equation A.5 on page 270. When it comes to measuring SPL, there are two important
aspects that are not explicit in that deﬁnition. One is the way diﬀerent frequencies in the
sound are treated; the other is how the RMS value is obtained. Based on decisions made
with regard to both aspects, diﬀerent “SPL-like” quantities, called sound level descriptors,
are measured, either using diﬀerent kinds of SLM devices or diﬀerent modes of a single
device. Before explaining these decisions we examine a generic design which applies to
virtually all current-day SLMs, as shown in ﬁgure A.7.
Pre-
ampMicrophone Root
-Mean-Square
detector
Freq. weighting
filter [X: A/C/Z] Level (dB)
Display and/or
Data Logger
eﬀ
Figure A.7: Simpliﬁed design for a generic sound level meter
We see an end-to-end overview of components and connections found in a typical SLM.
Predictably everything starts with a microphone35, through which sound waves are con-
verted into an analogue audio signal, and ends with a display, which shows measurements
to the user. All components between these endpoints are essentially signal processors:
they take an input, process it – thereby fulﬁlling a step in the calculation of the sound
level descriptor – and output the result. Under each connection we have indicated which
(intermediate) quantity is represented by the signal traveling across it. The audio signal
35 Usually of a specialised kind, with a broad dynamic range and a (relatively) ﬂat frequency range.
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coming from the microphone, representing sound pressure (p), is fed to a pre-amp(liﬁer)
in order to make it strong enough to be analysed in the subsequent steps. The condi-
tioned signal (p ′) is then fed to a frequency weighting ﬁlter, of which there are diﬀerent
kinds (typically identiﬁed by a letter code). The choice for a particular one is the ﬁrst of
the decisions mentioned above. The signal, now representing frequency-weighted sound
pressure (pX, where X is the letter code of the weighting ﬁlter), is then fed to an RMS
detector which computes a root-mean-square value of the input, which comes down
to an averaging over time. There are multiple ways to do this and the choice for a
particular RMS detector design, and conﬁguration thereof, is the second of the deci-
sions mentioned above. The signal, now representing the eﬀective frequency-weighted
sound pressure36, is then fed to a component that computes level values in decibel,
namely as 20 times the logarithm to the base ten of the ratio of the input to the ref-
erence sound pressure, as per the deﬁnition of SPL. Finally, these frequency-weighted
SPL values (LpX) are displayed. Apart from a display for direct readout of measure-
ments, some SLMs – typically more expensive ones – also have a data logging feature
allowing series of time-stamped measurements to be stored in memory for later analysis.
Figure A.8:
A conventional sound level
meter
Historically, SLMs were built from analogue circuitry and had
a mechanical display, usually a needle pointer. As we will see
below, relics from that time are still present in some aspects of
current SLM designs and practises. Today many, if not most,
SLMs work with digital (i.e. sampled) audio signals, meaning
that somewhere along the path from the microphone to the
display sits an ADC (not shown in ﬁgure A.7) to convert the
analogue signal into a digital one. All subsequent processors
are then DSPs, implemented in hard- or software.
Most sound level meters are easily portable and can be used
either while being held in hand or mounted on a tripod. Fig-
ure A.8 shows a photo of a typical device. The black foam ball
on top is a windscreen that is placed over the microphone to
avoid interference from blowing wind while measuring outside.
Usually it can be detached for indoor measuring.
As noted above the main decisions deﬁning which sound level
descriptor is being measured are the choice of a frequency
weighting ﬁlter and the way the RMS detector averages the
signal over time. In terms of the second criterion SLMs are split
in two kinds: conventional and integrating-averaging SLMs.
The latter kind is more advanced and thus usually more expensive than the former. Before
36 This quantity is comparable to the eﬀective sound pressure (ESP) as we deﬁned it in section A.2.2,
but is based on a frequency-weighted input and depending on the “second decision” the RMS detector
may or may not work like equation A.4 (see section A.5.1.3).
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we point out the diﬀerence between both kinds, we ﬁrst discuss the standardisation and
accuracy of SLMs, and explain what frequency weighting ﬁlters are.
A.5.1.1 Standards & accuracy
Sound level meters, sound level descriptors, and SLM operating procedures are the sub-
ject of various standards and norms, issued by national and international bodies. For our
purposes the most relevant current standards, issued by the American National Stan-
dards Institute (ANSI) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), are:
ANSI S1.4-1983 [15] for conventional SLMs, ANSI S1.43-1997 [17] for integrating-
averaging SLMs and IEC 61672-1:2002 [268] for both kinds37. The corresponding ANSI
and IEC standards are generally compatible, but details may diﬀer.
For measurements to be accurate manufacturers must carefully determine the precise
characteristics of all SLM components, which are inextricable linked to one another38.
Moreover, SLMs have to be calibrated. As explained in appendix B, calibration is a
process in which systematic measuring errors are detected, by comparison with a trusted
reference device, and are then corrected for. In order to meet predeﬁned error tolerance
limits SLMs are usually calibrated in an acoustic lab by the manufacturer or reseller before
it is sold. Devices that underwent such a procedure usually come with a document that
proves their accuracy. Such certiﬁcates are typically sanctioned by an oﬃcial entity and
describe the calibration procedure – for which there are norms as well – and list the results.
The inclusion of a certiﬁcate is often a determining factor in the retail price of an SLM.
Because various factors39 can cause slight changes in accuracy over time, some SLMs
– again, typically more expensive ones – also come with a matching calibrator. This is
a separate accessory which produces sounds with precisely known characteristics40, that
when slid over the SLM’s microphone allows the meter to recalibrate itself.
SLMs are divided into categories based on their accuracy. The ANSI standards [15, 17],
and the old IEC standards [265, 266], specify four categories, Type 0, 1, 2 and 3, with
progressively looser tolerances, respectively ±0.4, ±0.7, ±1.0 and ±1.5 dB. The current
international standard, IEC 61672-1:2002 [268], retains just two categories, Class 1 and 2,
corresponding roughly to Type 1 and 2 respectively. In this standard tolerances are
speciﬁed per frequency and are generally broader compared to Type 1/2 because they
now also include allowances for uncertainties of measurement [268: p. 12].
37 IEC 61672-1:2002 has replaced and uniﬁed two earlier standards, IEC 60651:2001 [265] for conventional
SLMs, and IEC 60804:2000 [266] for integrating-averaging SLMs. IEC 61672-1:2002 has also been
adopted as European Norm EN 61672-1:2003.
38 For instance, the sensitivity and frequency response of the microphone and the gain applied by the
pre-amp cannot be chosen independently.
39 E.g. mechanical shocks and humidity or temperature changes.
40 Typically a 1 kHz pure tone at 94 or 114 dB.
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In terms of intended purposes the diﬀerent categories can be described as follows:
• Type 0 units are meant as a reference for the calibration of other SLMs in labs;
• Class/Type 1 units are high-precision SLMs;
• Class/Type 2 units are general purpose SLMs;
• Type 3 units were only meant for surveys with lower accuracy demands.
Oﬃcial regulations for sound measurements typically demand that an SLM of class/type 2
or better is used.
Conventional 
SLM
Integrating-
averaging SLM
Class 1 € 1500–2250 € 1680–6240
Class 2 € 280–1450 € 1030–5550
Not compliant € 180–340 n/a
Table A.5: Retail prices ranges of IEC 61672-1 class 1 and 2 compliant and incompliant
sound level meters (source: noisemeters.co.uk)
Because it is generally easier to construct a less accurate instrument, the type or class
of a device is usually reﬂected in its price. Table A.5 gives a general idea of retail prices
of IEC 61672-1 compliant SLMs as well as devices which do not meet current standards.
The price of an SLM also depends on whether it is a conventional or an integrating-
averaging device, which additional features (e.g. data logging) it has, which certiﬁcates
and accessories come with it, and so forth.
A.5.1.2 Frequency Weighting
In an eﬀort to let SPL measurements correspond better to subjectively perceived loudness
– which is frequency-dependent (see section A.3.4.1) – SLMs typically apply a frequency
weighting ﬁlter. In general, such a ﬁlter analyses the frequencies present in a signal
and constantly adjusts the signal by applying a relative weight to each frequency. In
case of acoustical frequency weighting ﬁlters, as found in SLMs, this usually means
that frequencies where our hearing is most sensitive (typically 3-6 kHz) are emphasised
and those where it is less sensitive (typically very low and very high frequencies) are
attenuated. For example, if a sound X is comprised of frequencies between 3 and 4 kHz
and a sound Y contains frequencies between 50 and 200Hz, and both sounds are physically
equally powerful, then an SLM with a ﬁlter would rate sound X stronger (i.e. louder) than
sound Y, whereas an SLM without one would rate them equally.
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Various acoustical frequency weighting ﬁlters have been deﬁned, based on diﬀerent models
of the frequency response of human hearing and/or aimed at diﬀerent application domains
(e.g. general purpose, concert settings, industrial settings, etc.). Some examples are the
A-weighting ﬁlter – by far the most commonly used one – and the B-, C-, D- and Z-
weighting ﬁlters. Chart A.5 shows the weighting curves which deﬁne these ﬁlters. For
pure tones between 10Hz and 20 kHz, each curve describes the weighting, as a dB oﬀset41
to be added to the unweighted SPL42, which is applied by the ﬁlter in question.
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Chart A.5: Acoustic weighting curves A (blue), B (green), C (orange), D (gray) and Z (purple)
Typically the use of a frequency weighting ﬁlter is indicated by expressing measurements
in dB(X), instead of dB, where X is the letter code of the ﬁlter. For example, as we can
see in the chart, a 200Hz tone with an SPL of 60 dB would be measured as 49.1 dB(A)
by an SLM which applies A-weighting (as the A-weighting oﬀset for 200Hz is -10.9 dB).
As with research into the frequency-dependency of loudness, the frequency of 1 kHz was
taken as a “neutral” reference point at which the ﬁlters do not alter the signal. This means
that for pure tones at 1 kHz the oﬀset is always 0 dB, such that: y dB⇔ y dB(X).
41 When the oﬀset is positive – meaning the frequency is ampliﬁed – we call it a gain and when it is
negative – frequency is dampened – we call it a loss.
42 Note that while we are describing weighting curves by means of dB oﬀsets (as do the ANSI and IEC
standards), in actual SLMs frequency weighting is applied before the RMS and the level are computed,
as illustrated by ﬁgure A.7, because after these operations all information about frequencies is lost.
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The A- and B-weighting curves are based on the work of Fletcher and Munson [181],
and were ﬁrst published in 1936 by the Acoustical Society of America (ASA) as part of
a tentative American SLM standard adopted by the ANSI [4]. The A-weighting curve is
based on the 40 phon F&M contour (see chart A.4). Basically the weighting curve is an
approximation of the inverted, normalised (i.e. shifted to 0 dB at 1 kHz) equal loudness
contour. Strictly speaking it is thus only valid for relatively quiet sounds43. The ASA
recognised this and recommended that the ﬂatter B-weighting curve, which is based
on the 70 phon F&M contour, would be used for louder sounds. Later ANSI standard
revisions, up to the current one [15], added the even ﬂatter C-weighting curve, that is also
intended for loud sounds (e.g. > 100 dB) and peak measurements (see section A.5.1.5).
The ANSI weighing curves were subsequently adopted by international standardisation
bodies such as ISO and IEC. In 1976 the IEC introduced the D-weighting curve devised for
assessing loud aircraft pass-over noise [264], but that standard has since been withdrawn.
B-weighting has fallen into disuse and while the inclusion of a B-weighting ﬁlter is still
mandatory for full compliance with the American SLM standard [15] it is no longer
required by its international counterpart [268].
The use of A-weighted measurements was cemented into place when, in the late 1960s,
various regulatory agencies began mandating it for the assessment of noise exposure [504].
Today, even though it was never intended to be applied so broadly, and despite being
based on outdated research44 and the existence of ample scientiﬁc evidence of its unsuit-
ability45, A-weighting is used commonly, and often mandatory, for the measurement of
environmental [272, 273] and occupational noise [365: p. 33] (whether loud or not) and
for the assessment of hearing damage risk. As discussed in chapter 4 it is imposed ei-
ther directly, because laws or regulations explicitly require agencies to collect A-weighted
measurements in various contexts, or indirectly, because legal (or other) limits on noise
exposure in various contexts are typically expressed in dB(A), necessitating A-weighted
measurements to be made in order to enforce them (i.e. when looking for violations).
The current international standard on SLMs [268] requires that users can choose between
three weighting modes: A-, C-, and the “new” ZERO or Z-weighting. For selected
frequencies, from 10Hz to 20 kHz, a table lists the weighting oﬀset to be applied in each
mode along with an error tolerance limit per SLM class46. As the name suggests, the
Z(ERO) weighting mode in fact does not apply a weighting at all: the oﬀset is 0 dB
43 And in fact only for pure tones.
44 While loudness research after the 1930s has led to the establishment of improved, standardised equal
loudness contours [271], the deﬁnitions of the A- and B-weighting curves have never been revised
accordingly and remain based on the original F&M contours.
45 Ironically multiple studies have shown that the now obscure B-weighting scale correlates better with
subjective loudness perception than A, C and D-weighting [504].
46 For example, the A-, C- and Z-weighting of a 40Hz tone must respectively result in oﬀsets of -34.6,
-2.0 and 0 dB, with a tolerance of ±1.5 dB on a class 1, and ±2.5 dB on a class 2 device; for a 1 kHz
tone all oﬀsets are 0 dB, with tolerances of ±1.1 and ±1.4 dB; and for a 2.5 kHz tone the oﬀsets are
+1.3, -0.3 and 0 dB, with tolerances of ±1.6 and ±3.1 dB [268: p. 16].
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across the frequency range, as illustrated by the completely ﬂat purple line in chart A.5.
The IEC added Z-weighting to the standard to replace the “ﬂat”, “unweighted” or “linear”
mode, which virtually all SLMs were already ﬁtted with, because the actual frequency
range over which the response was linear47 varied from one manufacturer to another.
Besides deﬁning weightings and tolerance limits for speciﬁc frequencies, the SLM stan-
dards [15, 268] also describe the weighting ﬁlters as mathematical functions. For a
frequency f ∈ [10Hz, 20 kHz], the A-, C and Z-weighting, again as a dB oﬀset, is
respectively calculated from equation A.19, A.20 and A.21:
A(f ) = 20 · log10
 f 4 · f42(
f 2 + f12) ·√(f 2 + f22) · (f 2 + f32) · (f 2 + f42)
+ A1000 [dB]
(A.19)
C(f ) = 20 · log10 [ f 2 · f42(f 2 + f12) · (f 2 + f42)
]+ C1000 [dB] (A.20)
Z(f ) = 0 [dB] (A.21)
Where the frequencies f1, f2, f3 and f4 have the following values:
f1 = 20.598997 Hz
f2 = 107.65265 Hz
f3 = 737.86223 Hz
f4 = 12194.217 Hz
And in which A- and C-weightings of 0 dB at 1 kHz are ensured by the normalisation
constants A1000 and C1000, with values:
A1000 = 1.9997 dB
C1000 = 0.0619 dB
As the ﬁrst acoustic frequency weighting curves were deﬁned during the early days of
electronics, the ﬁlters, and SLMs as a whole, were built from analogue circuitry. Today’s
digital SLMs apply frequency weightings by means of a DSP. Generally speaking this can
work in two ways. One is to convert the signal from the time domain to the frequency
domain – usually through a Fourier transform – after which individual frequencies are
weighted using equations A.19 to A.21. The other is to process the time domain signal
with a digital ﬁlter [262: pp. 317–341, 414: pp. 200–275] which approximates the desired
weighting curve, as we did in NoiseTube Mobile (see section 6.5.4.2).
47 Remember that, just like human hearing, microphones are characterised by a frequency response curve
which is not necessarily ﬂat.
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Even though there may be better alternatives (also beyond the curves discussed here) to
A-weighting in many of its current use cases, for all the reasons given in section A.3.4
it remains inherently diﬃcult to make accurate estimates of perceived loudness from
weighted SPL measurements alone. This is one of the reasons why SLMs aimed at pro-
fessional acousticians often provide additional frequency spectrum analysis features which
may help to estimate loudness48. But such devices tend to be prohibitively expensive and
diﬃcult to use for people lacking appropriate training. When weighted SLP measure-
ments are all one has, interpretation can be facilitated through a scale, established for
the weighting in question, which associates particular levels with examples from daily
situations (like we did for unweighted SPLs in table A.1) and by keeping in mind how
additive changes in SPL tend to be perceived (see table A.3).
A.5.1.3 Averaging sound pressure over time
As we explained in section A.2.2, instantaneous sound pressure is neither a practical nor
a very interesting way to quantify the strength of sound. To measure various sound level
descriptors49 an SLM must therefore somehow average the time-varying sound pressure –
represented by the signal coming from the microphone – before the level can be computed.
Yet, as we explained, the arithmetic mean of the sound pressure is not a suitable average
because it is meaningless and possibly zero. Instead, SPL is by deﬁnition based on
the eﬀective sound pressure, which is computed as the RMS of the time-varying sound
pressure over a time interval.
Squarer Averager Square root
Figure A.9: Detail of the Root-Mean-Square detector from ﬁgure A.7
In an actual SLM, the RMS value is determined, or “detected”, by an RMS detector, the
basic layout of which is shown in ﬁgure A.9. First the frequency-weighted sound pressure
is squared, then somehow averaged, and ﬁnally the square root of the result is returned.
The way the “averager” works depends on the kind of SLM.
In conventional SLMs, also called exponentially averaging SLMs, an exponential average,
characterised by a time constant, is computed. The square root of this exponential
average is a “quasi-RMS” value, an approximation of the true RMS [552]. Computing the
level from the quasi-RMS results in a time-weighted sound level descriptor (see below).
48 A better solution still would be to use a sonemeter or loudness meter [182: pp. 215–216], instead of
an SLM. Such a device analyses the frequency spectrum in a way that goes beyond a simple frequency
weighting ﬁlter, to show loudness values in sone, which more closely correspond to perceived loudness
for most people. However, because sonemeters are a recent innovation they are currently not commonly
used and may be diﬃcult, if not impossible, to ﬁnd commercially.
49 With the notable exception of peak sound level, which we will discuss in section A.5.1.5.
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In integrating-averaging SLMs, also called linear integrating SLMs, a linear average over
a speciﬁc averaging time is computed. The square root of this linear average is a true
RMS value. Computing the level from that then results in a time-average sound level
descriptor, better known as equivalent continuous sound level (also discussed below).
The reason for the existence of both averaging methods is historical. Traditionally, ex-
ponential averaging (also called time weighting) was used because at ﬁrst it was not
technically feasible to compute linear averages [50]. Today, linear averaging is typically
preferred [90] but the conventional method remains widely used as well. This is due to
various regulations which still demand time-weighted sound level measurements to be
made, and to the higher cost of integrating-averaging SLMs compared to conventional
ones. Integrating-averaging SLMs are mainly marketed to professional acousticians and
usually also include the functionality of conventional SLMs – i.e. they can measure time-
weighted as well as time-average sound level, sometimes even simultaneously.
A.5.1.3.1 Time-weighted sound level
In the early days of analogue SLMs it was not possible to compute the true RMS of
the time-varying sound pressure. Because driving the needle pointer directly with the
“levelled” squared time-varying sound pressure would have resulted in an unreadable blur,
an electrical damping resistor was used to literally “slow down the meter” such that it
became readable [50]. This resulted in an RMS detector circuit that computed a continu-
ous moving average which asymptotically rose (or fell) to the true RMS with some delay.
When measuring time-weighted sound level, which is formally deﬁned below, today’s
SLMs still use detectors that apply the same principle50, called exponential averaging or
also (exponential) time-weighting51, to approximate the true RMS. Equation A.22 gives
a mathematical deﬁnition for this “quasi-RMS”, at some observation time t:
pqrms(t ) =
√
1τ
∫ t
−∞ p 2X(ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Squaring
· e−(t−ξ )τ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Exponential
time-weighting
dξ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Exponential integration︸ ︷︷ ︸
Exponential averaging= “Quasi mean-square”︸ ︷︷ ︸= “Quasi root-mean-square”
(A.22)
The squared instantaneous sound pressure is time-weighted through multiplication with
an exponential term52. This causes recent (w.r.t. t) sound pressure values to contribute
50 Yet, thanks to advances in technology, it may be implemented diﬀerently.
51 Looking at equation A.22 we see that (exponential) time-weighting is in fact a pars pro toto name.
52 This is why we talk about exponential averaging and exponential integration.
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more “heavily” to the average than earlier ones. The response time of the detector is only
determined by the (exponential) time constant, τ. Concretely, τ represents the time (in
seconds) it takes for the quasi-RMS to reach
√
1− 1e ≈ 79.5% of its ﬁnal asymptotic
value, i.e. the “real” RMS.
Rise time Decay time
S (Slow)
F (Fast)
I (Impulse) 0.035 s 1.5 s
1.0 s
Tim
e
we
igh
tin
g
Time constant (τ)
0.125 s
Table A.6: Time constants for time weightings
On old SLMs, selecting the desired time
weighting conﬁguration meant switch-
ing between diﬀerent resistor circuits,
each characterised by a speciﬁc time
constant. Since those days there have
been three popular time weightings,
originally called Slow, Fast and Impulse
and now usually identiﬁed simply by the
letter codes S, F and I. Table A.6 lists
their deﬁning time constants. In case of time weighting I a diﬀerent time constant is
used when the squared instantaneous sound pressure is rising than when it is decaying.
Today’s SLMs typically still allow the user to choose between diﬀerent time weightings.
The current international SLM standard, IEC 61672-1:2002 [268], no longer mentions
time weighting I and only requires time weightings S and F to be supported.
When time weighting is used the measured quantity describes time-weighted sound level,
which is formally deﬁned as: twenty times the logarithm to the base ten of the ratio of a
given root-mean-square sound pressure to the reference sound pressure, the root-mean-
square sound pressure being obtained with a standard frequency weighting and standard
time weighting [268]. In symbols, the τ-time-weighted, X-frequency-weighted sound level
at any instant of time t, is given by:
LXτ (t ) = 20 · log10
√ 1τ ∫ t−∞ p 2X(ξ) · e−(t−ξ)τ dξ
p0
 [dB(X)] (A.23)
In which:
• X is the letter code of the chosen frequency weighting ﬁlter, which according to
IEC 61672-1:2002 can be A, C or Z;
• τ in the LHS is the letter code of the chosen time weighting, which according to
IEC 61672-1:2002 can be F or S, and τ in the RHS is the corresponding time
constant in seconds;
• ξ is a dummy variable of time integration from some time in the past, indicated by
-∞, to the time of observation t;
• pX(ξ) is the X-frequency-weighted instantaneous sound pressure at instant ξ ;
• p0 is the reference sound pressure, taken as 20 µPa.
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The numerator of the argument of the logarithm in equation A.23 is the quasi-RMS
we saw in equation A.22. More formally deﬁned, it is the exponential-time-weighted,
root-mean-square, frequency-weighted sound pressure at observation time t.
In terms of sound levels, the meaning of the time constant τ can be understood as follows:
when the “real” SPL of a sound is instantaneously raised to y dB, then the measured time-
weighted sound level will reach ≈ y − 2 dB within one time constant53. After that, if
the SPL is kept at y dB, the time-weighted sound level will continue to asymptotically
approach y dB. The choice of a particular time weighting can thus signiﬁcantly aﬀect the
results one gets, especially when the SPL ﬂuctuates quickly.
Depending on the chosen frequency weighting X and time weighting τ, diﬀerent time-
weighted sound level descriptors, denoted LXτ , can be measured. An IEC 61672-1:2002-
compliant SLM should support at least six of those: LAS, LAF, LCS, LCF, LZS and LZF.
Because each measurement represents a “snapshot” of the current SPL, time-weighted
sound level is sometimes called instantaneous sound pressure level. Moreover, because it
is the traditional way to measure SPL, it is also referred to as conventional sound level or
simply sound level, and denoted by LX, LpX or just Lp. Hence, whenever it is not clearly
indicated one should always check which frequency- and time weighting are being used.
In an analogue SLM the time-weighted sound level is a continuous variable, which can
be used to drive an analogue display such as a needle pointer. In a device with a digital
display or logger, sequences of discrete LXτ (t ) values must be computed or sampled.
The number of values which are generated per unit of time is not deﬁned by the SLM
standards and is independent of the time constant τ. When values are only shown on
a numerical display, the rate is usually about 1Hz (more would hinder readability), but
when there is a graphical display or the data is being logged, it can be as high as 10Hz.
In a device working with digital audio signals, each LXτ (t ) value can be calculated from
discrete frequency-weighted samples, leading up to t, by approximating the integral in
equation A.23 with a Riemann sum, in which case the product of the chosen time constant
(in seconds) and the sampling rate (in hertz) must be taken as the value for τ in the
RHS of the equation. Alternatively, time-weighting of digital audio signals can also be
implemented as an autoregressive–moving-average (ARMA) ﬁlter, such as in [354].
A.5.1.3.2 Time-average sound level
Because they can faithfully follow sound pressure ﬂuctuations, integrating-averaging
SLMs allow to measure SPL based on true RMS values calculated over intervals of a
speciﬁc, ﬁnite duration. Their RMS detector integrates the squared instantaneous sound
53 Because 10 · log10 (1− 1e ) ≈ 2.
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pressure over a ﬁxed interval and divides the result by the interval’s duration to obtain a
linear (i.e. non-time-weighted) average. Hence the name integrating-averaging SLM.
With such a device one can measure time-average sound level, better known as equivalent
continuous sound level or simply “the Leq”, which is deﬁned as: twenty times the logarithm
to the base ten of the ratio of a root-mean-square sound pressure during a stated time
interval to the reference sound pressure, sound pressure being obtained with a standard
frequency weighting [268]. In symbols, the time-average, X-frequency-weighted sound
level over an interval with duration T is given by:
LXT = LXeqT = 20 · log10
√ 1T ∫ tt−T p 2X(ξ) dξ
p0
 [dB(X)] (A.24)
In which:
• X is the letter code of the chosen frequency weighting ﬁlter, which according to
IEC 61672-1:2002 can be A, C or Z;
• ξ is a dummy variable of time integration over the interval ending at the time of
observation t;
• T is the averaging time, the duration of the averaging interval;
• pX (ξ) is the X-frequency-weighted instantaneous sound pressure at instant ξ;
• p0 is the reference sound pressure, taken as 20 µPa.
The numerator of the argument of the logarithm in equation A.24 is the “true” root-
mean-square, frequency-weighted sound pressure over an interval of duration T. When
Z-frequency weighting (i.e. no actual frequency weighting) is used this quantity is identical
to what we deﬁned as eﬀective sound pressure in section A.2.2 (for an equal interval).
Because no time-weighting is involved, all sound pressure values since the start of the
interval are included with equal importance in the computation of a time-average sound
level value – i.e. the averaging and integration are indeed linear, as opposed to exponential.
Depending on the chosen frequency weighting X and the averaging time T, diﬀerent time-
average sound level descriptors, denoted LXT or LXeqT, can be measured. For example,
the A-weighted time-average sound level over 1 hour would be denoted as LA1h or LAeq1h54.
Sometimes only the shorthand Leq is mentioned, in which case one should always check
which frequency-weighting was used and over which interval measurements were made.
Since there is no time constant (τ) involved, by deﬁnition there is no such thing as
“slow Leq” or “fast Leq”. Still, some SLMs (can) compute time-average sound level values
with exponential integration/averaging, or by averaging of sampled time-weighted sound
54 Sometimes commas or spaces are added to improve readability, e.g. LAeq,1s or LAeq 1s.
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level values. While this does not necessarily lead to signiﬁcant errors, especially not if
F(ast)-time-weighting is used, it is not correct with respect to IEC61672-1:2002 [268]
and should not be used unless regulations explicitly call for it.
Because each value is computed over a separate time interval, time-average sound level
is by deﬁnition a discrete variable. Most current integrating-averaging SLMs internally
work with digital audio signals. This means the device contains an ADC that samples
the instantaneous sound pressure – represented by the analogue signal coming from the
microphone – thousands of times per second, such that the digital signal closely follows
its ﬂuctuations. Each LXeqT value is then computed by approximating the integral in
equation A.24 with a Riemann sum over a series of T · fs squared, frequency-weighted
samples, where T is the interval duration in seconds and fs is the sampling rate in hertz.
This gives:
LXeqT = 20 · log10
√ 1(T·fs) ∑(T·fs)i=1 p 2X(i )
p0
 [dB(X)] (A.25)
As noted, time-average sound level is commonly called equivalent continuous sound level,
which derives from the fact that it equals the constant SPL at which an imaginary
sound would produce the same total sound energy as the actual measured sound (with
ﬂuctuating SPL) during the averaging interval. This is illustrated by chart A.6, in which
the continuous (as in non-discrete), F-time-weighted sound level curve (LZF) can be
interpreted as an approximation of the ﬂuctuating SPL of the actual sound.
Time [s]t-T t
LZFmin
LZF
Sound energy
during [t-T;t]
Interval with duration TInterval with duration T Interval with duration T
(Z-weighted)
Sound Pressure
Level [dB(Z) = dB]
LZF10
LZFmax
LZF90
LZF50
LZeqT
Chart A.6: Diﬀerent (Z-weighted) sound level descriptors: F-time-weighted sound level
(LZF), time-average sound level over one interval of T long (LZeqT), maximum (LZFmax) and
minimum (LZFmin) sound level and percentile sound levels (LZF90, LZF50 and LZF10)
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The IEC standard [268] does not specify which interval durations devices should support
(i.e. possible values for T). Usually an integrating-averaging SLM lets the user choose
from a range of durations, also called measuring times, e.g. from 1 second to 24 hours.
Depending on the context or purpose, diﬀerent durations may be preferred or mandated
by various regulations. For example, assessments of exposure to noise in the workplace
are generally conducted over 8 hour intervals, corresponding to a typical working day [96].
In that case the measured value indicates the constant SPL which over 8 hours would
generate the same amount of sound energy as the SLM (and possibly the person who
carried it) was actually exposed to due to sounds with varying SPL, generated by various
sources (e.g. machines, vehicles, voices, etc.) throughout the day; see also section A.5.2.
To give real-time feedback while the interval is still running, the meter usually displays
intermediate Leq values, calculated over increasing durations. For example, when the
meter is conﬁgured to measure LAeq1h and its numerical display has an update frequency
of 1Hz, then the user will ﬁrst see a value that was computed over the ﬁrst second, then
over the ﬁrst two seconds, etc., until the hour is over or the user aborts the session.
Integrating-averaging SLMs with logging support often have a “short Leq” (or similarly
named) mode, in which series of Leq values are taken in succession over contiguous
intervals of equal, short duration (down to 1⁄8 s) and stored in a digital memory. We hinted
upon such a repeated Leq measuring over equal intervals at the bottom of chart A.6.
Short Leq time histories have become the preferred method of storing or transmitting
sound level data. This is mainly because after the measurements have been made, they
can be used to calculate “overall Leq” values over any sub-period of the series. Concretely,
based on a sequence of n equivalent continuous sound level values (LXeq,i) taken over
contiguous intervals with possibly varying durations (ti), the equivalent continuous sound
level over a combined interval with duration T =∑ni=1 ti can be calculated as follows:
LXeqT = 10 · log10( 1T n∑i=1 ti · 10
LXeq,i
10
)
[dB(X)] (A.26)
When all composite interval durations are equal this becomes:
= 10 · log10(1n n∑i=1 10
LXeq,i
10
)
[dB(X)] (A.27)
Which is analogous to the way we averaged SPL values with equation A.16 on page 274.
For the computed overall Leq value to conform to the IEC standard [268] each short
Leq value should too. In earlier times, overall Leq values were computed by averaging of
histories of time-weighted sound level values55. Because this meant results depended on
the time-weighting used, short Leq time histories are preferable.
55 Basically this means using LXτ (t ) values as the exponent in equation A.26 or A.27.
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A.5.1.4 Derived sound level descriptors
SLMs can usually indicate the maximum and sometimes also the minimum and even
various percentile sound levels, derived from the sound level descriptors introduced above.
A.5.1.4.1 Maximum & minimum sound level
The maximum and minimum (time-weighted) sound level are respectively the highest
and lowest value measured by an SLM over a period of time [268, 564]. They are based
on the time-weighted sound level and are respectively denoted LXτmax and LXτmin, where
X is the frequency weighting and τ the time weighting. SLMs compute these values in
real-time and usually they only apply to the running measuring session56. As an example,
chart A.6 on page 302, shows the maximum and minimum of a Z-frequency weighted,
F-time weighted sound level curve.
A.5.1.4.2 Percentile sound level
The percentile sound level, also known as percentile-exceeded sound level or statistical
sound level, is denoted as Ln, where n is a number ∈ [0, 100]. Such descriptors indicate
the sound level that is exceeded during n% of a given period of time [90, 564]. For
example, L10 represents the sound level exceeded 10% of the time. There is no formal
standard which deﬁnes percentile sound levels and therefore SLM manufacturers can
choose to base it either on time-weighted or on time-average (typically short Leq) sound
level measurements. Some devices leave the choice to the user. Either way, to be able
to compute percentile sound levels during or after a measuring session, the meter needs
to keep a time history of the running session. Statistically speaking, an Ln value is the(100−n)th percentile of the data series. When calculated from time-weighted sound level
data, the percentile sound level may be denoted as LXτn or LXn, where X is the frequency
weighting and τ the time weighting. When based on time-average sound level values it
is sometimes denoted as LXeqn. As an example chart A.6 shows three percentile sound
levels of a Z-frequency weighted, F-time weighted sound level curve.
Percentile sound levels are often used to characterise the typical sound level, in a particular
place and during a particular period of time, in a more detailed manner than what is
possible with an overall Leq value alone. For example, when assessing the sound level
generated by traﬃc on a relatively busy road, the L90 value gives an idea of the background
noise, i.e. the sound level that is still heard when there is a pause in the ﬂow of traﬃc.
The L10 value on the other hand, indicates the level that is surpassed only occasionally,
e.g. when an ambulance or multiple heavy trucks are passing by.
56 While less common, integrating-averaging SLMs may also indicate minimum and maximum LXeqT values,
as NoiseTube Mobile does for the LAeq,1s values measured during a track (see section 6.5.4.1).
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A.5.1.5 Peak sound level
Apart from sound (pressure) level descriptors, some SLM devices can also measure the
peak sound level (PSL), which is an expression in decibel of the peak sound pressure.
Peak sound pressure, denoted as ppeak and expressed in pascal, is deﬁned as the greatest
absolute instantaneous sound pressure during a stated time interval [268], as formalised
by equation A.28: ∀t ∈ [0,T ] : ppeak ≥ |p(t )| (A.28)
The more practical peak sound level, denoted by LXpeak (or LXpk), is then deﬁned as
twenty times the logarithm to the base ten of the ratio of a peak sound pressure to
the reference sound pressure (p0 = 20 µPa), peak sound pressure being obtained with a
standard frequency weighting [268]; as formalised by equation A.29:
LXpeak = LXpk = 20 · log10(pXpeakp0
)
[dB(X)] (A.29)
The de facto frequency weighting for PSL measurements is C-weighting, in which case
the descriptor is denoted by LCpeak or LCpk and the unit is dB(C). No time-weighting
is applied for peak measurements. Meters which support this feature indicate the PSL
which occurred since the beginning of the measuring session. Whenever the value is
surpassed later in the session, the displayed value is updated.
The diﬀerence between PSL (see equation A.29) and SPL (see equations A.5, A.23
and A.24) is that the former is based on the sound wave’s absolute peak amplitude (i.e.
the peak sound pressure; equation A.28), while the latter is based on its root-mean-
square amplitude (i.e. the eﬀective sound pressure; equation A.4). Thus, as it is based
solely on a single amplitude spike, a PSL value is not representative for the sound level
at a certain place or period of time. Still, PSL measurements are useful in speciﬁc cases,
for instance to assess short, loud, banging sounds occurring in industrial contexts.
We should note that while they are easily (and often) mixed up, peak sound level and
maximum sound level (see above) are very diﬀerent measures. The latter is not an
expression in decibels of the greatest absolute instantaneous sound pressure (i.e. ppeak),
but rather the highest SPL that was measured, over a period of time. When both are
simultaneously measured, the peak sound level will never be lower than the maximum
sound level over the same period.
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A.5.2 Dosemeters
A dosemeter, dosimeter (in American English), or personal sound exposure meter (PSEM)
is a variant of the sound level meter which is worn on the human body. Such meters are
intended to measure an individual’s exposure to sound (or rather noise) over a period of
time. They are mostly used in occupational settings as part of hearing damage preven-
tion programs or regulations. Because the risk of hearing damage is related to both the
level and the duration of exposure (see section A.3.2 and table A.1), PSEMs assess the
cumulated eﬀect of varying sound levels over a period of time, typically a working day
or week. Usually the device is worn on the belt or carried in a pocket and has a wired
microphone to be clipped on one’s clothing, preferably close to one’s ear, as shown in
ﬁgure A.10a. Some recent types of PSEMs are small enough to be worn on the shoulder,
eliminating the need for a possibly hindering wired microphone [374]; see ﬁgure A.10b.
(a) Dosemeter with wired
microphone
(b) Shoulder-mounted
dosemeter
Figure A.10: Personal
sound exposure meters
Like SLMs, PSEMs have a long development history [468]
and are the subject of various standards and regulations.
The technical aspects of the devices are governed by the
IEC 61252:2002 [267] and ANSI S1.25-1991 [16] standards.
Other norms determine which sound level descriptors must
be measured (i.e. which frequency-weightings, time-weightings
and/or time intervals), how measurements are to be accumu-
lated into an exposure quantity for a working day(/week), and
under which limit that exposure should stay in order to be
safe. In the EU ISO standard 1999:1990 [270] is followed,
as stipulated by directive 2003/10/EC of the European Com-
mission [174], while the U.S. follows its own rules [365, 544].
Because European and American regulations are not compat-
ible many PSEMs have multiple operating modes [374].
While we will not go into the details of the exposure metrics
stipulated by these regulations, it is interesting to note that the
exposure sustained during a day, or up until a certain moment,
can be expressed as a percentage of the maximum safe amount.
This is called the noise dose (denoted by D) and it is the origin
of the term dosemeter/dosimeter. Because the meter tracks
the dose throughout the day, as shown on the display of the
device in ﬁgure A.10a, a single glance at the device gives the
wearer a clear idea of his or her exposure and the associated
risk – i.e. if you reach 100% before the day is over, you know your hearing is at risk.
Despite these simple semantics, noise dose is no longer used as the primary metric on
recent PSEMs. The reason is that if exposure is only expressed as a percentage, instead
of a physical quantity, devices would become obsolete whenever regulations change.
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A.6 Conclusion
This appendix was devoted to the physical phenomenon of sound. First we explained what
sound really is, then we focused on how humans perceive it, how it can be represented
by audio signals and how sound, or rather sound (pressure) level, can be measured.
The most important things to remember are:
• sound travels through a medium as a wave of local/temporal pressure deviations;
• sound waves are described by their amplitude and wavelength or frequency;
• sound pressure is a measure of amplitude, it represents the pressure deviation from
the ambient (air) pressure caused by a sound wave, it is expressed in pascal;
• sound (pressure) level is the ratio of the eﬀective sound pressure (RMS) to the
reference sound pressure, expressed in decibels;
• human hearing has a frequency range of ±20 kHz and a dynamic range of ±130 dB;
• humans are not equally sensitive to all frequencies: the loudness of sounds depends
on the sound pressure and the frequencies present in the sound (and other factors);
• sound waves can be converted into analogue audio signals by means of a microphone
and a loudspeaker converts such a signal back into audible sound;
• the frequency response of microphones (and loudspeakers) is not necessarily ﬂat;
• analogue audio signals can be converted into digital audio signals with an ADC;
• the main properties of a digital audio signal are its sampling rate and its bit depth;
• digital audio can be stored and transmitted in various formats, which are categorised
as encodings and containers;
• sound (pressure) level can be measured with a sound level meter (SLM);
• SLMs compensate (albeit imperfectly) for the frequency response of human hearing
by applying frequency weighting, the most commonly used way is A-weighting;
• SLMs are divided in two kinds, conventional ones and integrating-averaging ones,
which diﬀer in the way they average sound pressure over time. This means there
are also two kinds of sound level descriptors: time-weighted sound-level and time-
average sound level (also known as equivalent continuous sound level or “Leq”);
• from the point of view of non-professional users, standard-compliant SLMs, espe-
cially integrating-averaging ones, are considerably expensive;
• dosemeters or personal sound exposure meters (PSEMs) measure the exposure to
sound of an individual person over a period of time, typically a working day.
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While they are commonly interchanged and even confounded, the terms sound and noise
represent clearly distinct concepts. Sound is a neutral term that applies to all audible
vibrations (see section A.2). Noise, on the other hand, is generally a subjective term that
humans use to label sounds as unwanted. Because the focus was on sound, we have tried
to avoid using the word “noise” in this appendix57. In chapter 4, we turn our attention to
the subject of noise and the problems it causes.
57 For instance, we have refrained from using terms such as noise (level) meter, which is popular but
essentially incorrect because devices such as SLMs cannot make the “human” distinction between wanted
and unwanted sound and consequently measure the level of all sounds.
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Precision, accuracy & calibration
In this dissertation we frequently discuss the topic of data quality and more speciﬁcally
the precision and accuracy of (sound level) measurements. This appendix provides a short
recap of high school physics on the distinction between precision and accuracy, diﬀerent
types of measurement errors and how they can be remedied by averaging or calibration.
B.1 Precision vs. accuracy
While commonly interchanged in everyday speech the terms accuracy and precision have
distinct meanings. To understand the diﬀerence we need to take a closer look at mea-
surement errors. Regardless of what1 is being measured or the device being used, mea-
surement errors can be split in a random and a systematic component.
Random errors are inherently unpredictable diﬀerences between repeated measurements
of a constant attribute or quantity. Aﬀected measurements are scattered about the true
value and the errors tend to have an arithmetic mean of zero. Causes of random errors
include ﬂuctuations in the measurement apparatus itself or in the user’s interpretation of
the readings. Usually random errors are remedied by simply averaging a bunch of readings
to produce one value (i.e. the variations, or “noise”, is “averaged out”).
Systematic errors – also called biased errors or just biases – cause predicable (as in con-
sistent) deviations from the true value of the measured attribute or quantity. As opposed
to random errors, systematic errors cannot be averaged out (i.e. they remain present in
the mean) and are typically remedied by means of calibration instead (see below).
1 For instance distance, weight, sound pressure level, etc.
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The smaller variability (standard deviation) of repeated measurements (i.e. the lower
the random error), the higher the precision of measurement. The smaller the diﬀerence
between the arithmetic mean2 of repeated measurements and the true value (i.e. the
lower the systematic error), the higher the accuracy of measurement.
High precisionLow precision
Low
 ac
cur
acy
Hig
h a
ccu
rac
y
Figure B.1: Precision versus Accuracy
In other words, precision refers to the
“exactness of measurement” whereas
accuracy refers to its “correctness”.
More formally, precision is a measure
of spread and accuracy is a measure
of bias. Figure B.1 illustrates the dif-
ference by means of the analogy of ar-
rows being shot at a target. As shown
it is possible for data to be inaccurate
but precise, or accurate but imprecise.
As a concrete example, consider an
object with known weight that is
repeatedly weighted using the same
scale device. Suppose we ﬁnd that the diﬀerences between the measurements are within
0.25 kg, but all measurements consistently overestimate the object’s true weight by 2 kg.
Then the 0.25 kg margin of random errors tells us something about (im)precision, and
the systematic error of 2 kg w.r.t. the true weight is an indication of (in)accuracy.
B.2 Calibration
Calibration is a comparative procedure in which the accuracy of a measuring device
is evaluated and improved – i.e. detecting and correcting for systematic errors – by
comparing measured values with expected ones. In the example given above the scale can
be calibrated by weighting objects with known weights – or alternatively, weighting objects
with unknown weight on both the scale being calibrated and a second, trusted “reference
scale” – in order to calculate a calibration oﬀset, in this case: subtract 2 kg. This oﬀset
can than be applied to all subsequent measurements to correct for the systematic error.
In the case of our example the systematic error is constant (independent of the weight the
scale always overestimates by 2 kg). However systematic errors can also be proportional to
the true value and/or change in response to external conditions (e.g. temperature). Then
one must devise a more complex calibration function which computes adjustments that
depend on the measured value (e.g. involving a scale factor) and/or external conditions.
2 I.e. after correction for random errors.
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Appendix C
The NoiseTube Prototype
Between June and September 2008 a ﬁrst prototype for the NoiseTube system was
developed at Sony CSL Paris. This prototype was not functionally complete and was only
tested internally at. Almost no code was carried over to the current NoiseTube system.
Nevertheless there are a few noteworthy aspects, especially regarding the functionality
for the tagging functionality.
C.1 Architecture
The architecture of the NoiseTube prototype consisted of 3 software components: a
portable digital audio recorder, a smartphone application called Mobile Noise Tagger
(MNT), a desktop application called NoiseTube Uploader, and a web application running
on a central server. Figure x shows an overview of the architecture. The diagram in
ﬁgure C.1 shows how these components interacted.
As opposed to the current system (see section 5.4) the NoiseTube prototype did not
employ phones as actual noise sensors. Instead, we users had to carry a portable digital
audio recorder to continuously record audio to ﬁle. This meant that the measuring of
the sound pressure level was eﬀectively delayed to a later stage.
From the onset of the NoiseTube project the goal was always to enable the measuring of
sound level on the mobile phone itself. The reasoning behind this diﬀerent architecture
was twofold. On the one hand we were unsure whether the smartphones of back then
would be capable of running a real-time sound level measuring algorithm, hence we want
to prototype that on a desktop instead. On the other, this architecture gave us the
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 Web portal:
ü Introduction to the project
ü Online community
ü Access to raw data
ü Web-based data visualisation
ü Public API for developers
 
 Desktop application:
ü processes audio recordings to extract loudness information, 
perform automatic classifications, …
ü Users can annotate recordings with additional tags (source, 
impression rating, …) and geo-locations
ü Information is sent to NoiseTube server via
       home internet connection
 Mobile application:
ü Tracks locations using GPS
ü Users can tag « sound events » (impression rating, 
classification, soure, time, location, …)
ü Users can mark moments in time or
       places for later annotation
ü Data is stored in MNT XML & KML files, or
       sent to the server directly over GPRS/3G
 
 
Visualising noise and loudness:
Ongoing experimentation with novel ways to 
visualise ambient noise on 3D and 2D maps
(using Google Earth/Maps)
Nicolas Maisonneuve, Sony CSL Paris
Matthias Stevens, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Maria Niessen, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Figure C.1: Architecture of the NoiseTube Prototype (September 2008)
freedom to prototype diﬀerent aspects and components of the NoiseTube system in
relative isolation, while gaining experience with the diﬀerent technologies.
C.2 NoiseTube Mobile Noise Tagger
The NoiseTube Mobile Noise Tagger (MNT) served two principal purposes: tracing the
user’s location by means of GPS and allowing him/her to tag sounds.
In fact the 7-step “sound tag wizard” was much more than a social tagging system.
However, it was way too time consuming to be practical while on the go.
The 9 sound source categories were taken from [230]. We presented them to the user in
a randomised order.
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C.3. NoiseTube Uploader
Figure C.2: The 7-step Sound tag wizard of Mobile Noise Tagger
C.3 NoiseTube Uploader
The NoiseTube Uploader application allowed users to combine the data collected on their
phone (consisting of a series of time stamped geographical coordinates and ”sound event”
descriptions) with the actual sound recorded using the digital audio recorder.
The desktop application would take the audio recording (stored as a WAVE ﬁle) and
the data ﬁle (stored as an XML ﬁle) and present the user with a visualisation of both.
The audio ﬁle was analysed to extract a series of LAeq,1s measurements, which were then
combined with (geo)tags by matching of timestamps.
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Figure C.3: NoiseTube Uploader desktop application
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Appendix D
NoiseTube Data Interchange
Speciﬁcations
Here we document the data interchange APIs and ﬁle formats of the NoiseTube system.
D.1 Web API
All direct communication between the NoiseTube Mobile app and the NoiseTube Com-
munity Memory (CM) happens through the HTTP protocol. To this end, the Community
Memory exposes a simple API which is documented in table D.1:
Required Optional Success Failure
ping [GET] - - - "ok" [200] -
mobilecalibrations [GET] - - -
calibrations list in XML 
format (see below) [200]
-
authenticate [GET] login (username), password - - API key of the user [200] "error"
newsession [GET] key
client, clientversion, 
devicebrand, devicemodel
- "ok <TrackID>" [200]
error 
message
resumesession [GET] key track (track ID) - "ok <TrackID>" [200] [404]
update [GET]
key, time, db (sound pressure level),
l (location: coordinates/tag)
track (track ID), tag (comma-
separated user tags), autotag (comma-
separated automatic tags)
- "ok" [200]
error 
message
upload [GET] key track (track ID)
Batch of measurement and 
tagged intervals encoded as 
JSON (see below)
"ok" [200]
error 
message
taginterval [GET]
key, beginIndex (index of first 
measurement), endIndex (index of 
last measurement)
track (track ID), tag (comma-
separated user tags), autotag (comma-
separated automatic tags)
- "ok" [200]
error 
message
endsession [GET] key track (track ID) - "ok" [200] [404]
search [GET] key
user (ID or username), tag, city (ID), 
geo (geographical bounding box), 
dbmax, dbmin, …
-
Measurements as JSON 
[200]
error 
message
Request body
Response body [HTTP status code]Command
[HTTP request type]
URL parameters
Table D.1: Web API exposed by NoiseTube Community Memory
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All commands (listed in the ﬁrst column) are passed in the URL of an HTTP GET or
POST request. The base URL for all commands is http://noisetube.net/api/. For instance, to
test if the Community Memory can be reached and functions correctly NoiseTube Mobile
will issue a GET request with as URL: http://noisetube.net/api/ping.
Most other commands are only accessible to registered users. To control access these
commands require the key parameter to be passed. The API key is a 160-bit number
that uniquely identiﬁes the user and is generated upon account creation. Users can ﬁnd
it on their proﬁle page. However, they do not need it to use NoiseTube Mobile, since
the app only asks for their username and password. To verify the combination the app
uses the authenticate command. If correct the CM answers with the user’s API key,
which is then stored1 by the app and passed as a parameter with subsequent commands.
For instance, when a new track is started (and submission to the CM is activated)
the app will issue a GET request with as URL: http://noisetube.net/api/newsession?key=<APIKey>.
When measurements and tagged intervals are being sent in real-time (see sections 6.3.5
and 6.5.4.6), the app respectively uses the update and taginterval commands.
When they are sent as a batch the upload command is used. This is the only command
that uses a HTTP POST request, the body of which contains the batch of measurements
and tagged intervals encoded as JSON [104], as shown by the example in box D.1:
.
{ 
    "measures": [ 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:29+01:00",56,"geo:51.03412455,3.71387497","music,relaxing",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:30+01:00",44,"geo:51.03412395,3.71387494","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:31+01:00",33,"geo:51.03409632,3.71394105","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:32+01:00",33,"geo:51.03408499,3.71398757","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:33+01:00",33,"geo:51.03205285,3.71037704","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:34+01:00",33,"geo:51.03406953,3.71408881","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:35+01:00",35,"geo:51.03399937,3.71435226","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:36+01:00",57,"geo:51.0339944,3.714418127","","variation:high"], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:37+01:00",39,"geo:51.03397431,3.71449862","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:38+01:00",45,"geo:51.03394482,3.71457105","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:39+01:00",36,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:40+01:00",40,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:41+01:00",35,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:42+01:00",52,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:43+01:00",57,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:44+01:00",36,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:57+01:00",34,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:58+01:00",34,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:11:59+01:00",43,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:12:00+01:00",36,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:12:01+01:00",45,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:12:02+01:00",48,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:12:03+01:00",35,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:12:04+01:00",51,"","","variation:high"], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:12:05+01:00",34,"","",""],  
        ["2012-02-02T14:12:06+01:00",33,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:12:07+01:00",39,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:12:08+01:00",33,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:12:09+01:00",34,"","",""], 
        ["2012-02-02T14:12:10+01:00",44,"","",""] 
    ], 
    "taggedIntervals": [ 
        [284,312,"quiet,@home",false] 
    ] 
} 
Individually tagged 
measurement    
(by user) 
G
P
S 
re
ce
p
ti
o
n
 lo
st
 
Individually tagged 
measurements (by app) 
Box D.1: Example of a batch of 30 measurements and 1 tagged interval in JSON format
1 The API key is stored persistently such the user does not have to log-in again the next time.
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The search command is not indented for use by NoiseTube Mobile (although it could be).
Instead it provides interested parties with a simple interface through which they can man-
ually or programmatically query the measurements in the Community Memory database
(with a maximum of 500 measurements returned every time). For instance, to get mea-
surements of 70 dB(A) or higher tagged with the word “loud” one would use the following
query: http://noisetube.net/api/search?key=<APIKey>&dbmin=70&tag=loud.
More information about the Web API, including some additional examples, is given here:
http://noisetube.net/api_overview.
D.2 Track ﬁle format
When data is being saved to locally (see sections 6.3.5 and 6.5.4.6) every track is stored
in a separate XML ﬁle created on the phone’s built-in memory or removable memory card.
These track ﬁles can then later be manually uploaded to the Community Memory using
any Web browser. The format of these ﬁles is documented by example in box D.2:
.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<NoiseTube-Mobile-Session startTime="2012-01-23T01:21:56+01:00" 
client="NoiseTubeMobileAndroid" clientVersion="v1.3.0" clientBuildDate="2012-01-23 00:55:44 CET" 
deviceBrand="HTC" deviceModel="Vision" devicePlatform="Android" devicePlatformVersion="10" 
calibration="Calibration for HTC HTC Hero (source: downloaded from NoiseTube.net)" credibility="G"> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:21:56+01:00" loudness="36"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:21:57+01:00" loudness="50"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:21:58+01:00" loudness="72" autotags="variation:high”/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:21:59+01:00" loudness="76"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:00+01:00" loudness="83" tags="loud,plane,@home"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:01+01:00" loudness="75"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:02+01:00" loudness="63"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:03+01:00" loudness="55"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:04+01:00" loudness="60"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:05+01:00" loudness="62"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:06+01:00" loudness="60"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:07+01:00" loudness="61" location="geo:51.03412395,3.71387494"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:08+01:00" loudness="62" location="geo:51.03409632,3.71394105" tags="music,@home"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:09+01:00" loudness="57" location="geo:51.0340849,3.71398757"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:11+01:00" loudness="61" location="geo:51.03407449,3.71403766"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:12+01:00" loudness="65" location="geo:51.03406953,3.71408881"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:13+01:00" loudness="69" location="geo:51.03405031,3.71417284"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:14+01:00" loudness="67" location="geo:51.03402698,3.71423406"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:15+01:00" loudness="74" location="geo:51.03401106,3.71428318"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:16+01:00" loudness="77" location="geo:51.03399937,3.71435226"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:17+01:00" loudness="81" location="geo:51.0339944,3.714418127"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:18+01:00" loudness="84" location="geo:51.03397431,3.71449862"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:19+01:00" loudness="82" location="geo:51.03394482,3.71457105"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:20+01:00" loudness="88" location="geo:51.03391905,3.71465777"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:21+01:00" loudness="92" location="geo:51.03386798,3.71479803"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:22+01:00" loudness="88" location="geo:51.03386750,3.71479899"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:23+01:00" loudness="85" location="geo:51.03385382,3.71486124"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:24+01:00" loudness="80" location="geo:51.03384791,3.71495656"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:25+01:00" loudness="78" location="geo:51.03384284,3.71500853"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:26+01:00" loudness="74" location="geo:51.03384264,3.71506913"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:27+01:00" loudness="68" location="geo:51.03383282,3.71519023"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:28+01:00" loudness="64" location="geo:51.03383274,3.71519091"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:29+01:00" loudness="61" location="geo:51.0338282,3.71524196"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:30+01:00" loudness="64" location="geo:51.03383919,3.71530209"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:31+01:00" loudness="56" location="geo:51.0338481,3.71536325"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:32+01:00" loudness="58" location="geo:51.03385966,3.71542322"/> 
<taggedInterval beginIndex="19" endIndex="31" tags="loud,cars,trucks"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:33+01:00" loudness="56" location="geo:51.03387576,3.71549197"/> 
<measurement timeStamp="2012-01-23T01:22:34+01:00" loudness="60" location="geo:51.03388411,3.7155487"/> 
<!-- ... -->  
</NoiseTube-Mobile-Session> 
tagged
In
terval ap
p
lies to
 
NoiseTube Mobile app info. 
Device hard/software info. 
Calibration info. 
Individually tagged 
measurements  
(by user) 
Individually tagged 
measurement (by app) 
1st GPS fix 
Box D.2: Example of a track XML ﬁle
We intentionally kept the format as simple as possible such that users can make sense of
the data when they want to analyse it “manually”, and to allow even novice programmers
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to write a parser in order to use the track ﬁles for whatever purpose. For the same reason
we chose not to base the track ﬁle format on an existing standard2 which would likely
cause more overhead and could reduce readability for end-users.
D.3 Calibrations ﬁle format
As discussed in section 6.5.4.2 we have introduced a simple, human-readable and -editable
ﬁle format for interchanging and distribution of calibration settings for NoiseTube Mobile.
This XML-based format, along with the “credibility” values, is documented in box D.3:
.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<calibrations lastChanged="2011-11-13"> 
<!-- credibilityIndex values: 
   - B: internal (=SonyCSL/VUB) professional in ideal conditions (verified) 
   - C: internal professional (verified) 
   - D: internal professional (unverified) 
   - E: external professional (unverified) 
   - F: end user (unverified) 
      Not to be used here, but used internally in NoiseTube Mobile apps: 
   - A: same as B but specific to a single physical instance of a device model 
   - G: brand match, model mismatch 
   - H: brand and model mismatch (default used)  
--> 
<!-- Nokia -->  
<calibration deviceBrandID="2" deviceBrand="Nokia" deviceModel="5230" credibilityIndex="B" overallDefault="true" brandDefault="true"> 
<creator>BrusSense-VUB</creator> 
<comment> 
Values obtained by 10th degree polynomial regression of the calibration points of 11 separately 
calibrated Nokia 5230 devices. Calibration done by Ellie D’Hondt in summer-autumn 2010 in an 
anechoic chamber at the VUB. Regression done by Matthias Stevens in November 2011. 
</comment> 
<correction input="24.186232000222276" output="30.00000119605167"/> 
<correction input="25.275949001342457" output="35.000001181492784"/> 
<correction input="26.68680900279276"  output="40.000001006570955"/> 
<correction input="28.784411004949003" output="45.00000087417067"/> 
<correction input="33.424043004659126" output="50.00000027302083"/> 
<correction input="42.25612598236026"  output="54.99999997813444"/> 
<correction input="49.31082896454885"  output="59.99999987210208"/> 
<correction input="58.9337909402532"   output="64.9999998414196"/> 
<correction input="66.33700592156188"  output="69.9999995701437"/> 
<correction input="71.53530390843744"  output="75.0000002167144"/> 
<correction input="76.44825889603342"  output="80.00000046478817"/> 
<correction input="80.82507288498303"  output="85.0000005311158"/> 
<correction input="83.92979787714435"  output="90.00000064296182"/> 
<correction input="86.23962087131261"  output="95.00000048807124"/> 
<correction input="88.26074686620976"  output="99.99999888468301"/> 
<correction input="90.6186978602565"   output="104.90000009140931"/> 
</calibration> 
<!-- ... --> 
</calibrations> 
Box D.3: Fragment of the NoiseTube Mobile calibration settings ﬁle
The “master” calibration.xml ﬁle can be downloaded from the NoiseTube website
at the following address: http://noisetube.net/calibrations.xml.
It can also be requested using the mobilecalibrations command of the Web API,
which is how NoiseTube Mobile downloads it.
2 Such as EEML [244] or KML [298], both of which are XML-based.
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All about platforms
This appendix provides background information on the hardware (i.e. smartphones) and
software (e.g. Java ME and Android) platforms we have targeted with NoiseTube Mobile.
Apart from describing technical aspects, we also spend attention on the evolutions in
the market for smartphones and the software platforms that run on them. Moreover,
based on our experiences we also present generalised guidelines regarding cross-platform
application development for Java ME and Android.
E.1 Smartphones & co
In this dissertation, we wrote a lot of exciting things about smartphones, but what exactly
are these? And what about other phones?
Put simply, smartphones can be deﬁned as high-end mobile phones with advanced com-
puting abilities. Yet it is diﬃcult to support that deﬁnition with a list of speciﬁc hard-
and software technologies or abilities that a device is required to have to deserve the
smartphone label. There are two reasons for this.
First, due to constant technological innovation and market eﬀects, such a list would be
ever changing. As new features are introduced in the latest, most expensive smartphones,
older features trickle down to cheaper models, including devices that are not regarded as
smartphones, although they would have been just a couple of years before.
Second, what constitutes a smartphone has arguably as much to do with the needs and
usages the devices have come to fulﬁl in people’s lives – often by replacing other devices in
the process – than it has with purely technical aspects. The ﬁrst smartphones were born
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by integrating the functionality of the archetypical, late-1990s mobile phone1 with that of
the personal digital assistant (PDA), a type of device that has all but disappeared now.
Since then, smartphones have, to varying degrees, replaced other devices such as portable
media players, digital photo and video cameras and satellite navigation units. Every time,
this has been a process of both integration and improvement: the functionality of an
existing device was adopted but also augmented, usually by leveraging the Internet to
provide personalised, social or location-based services and content. The next device that
smartphones, along with tablet computers2, are starting to replace (to some extent) is
the desktop or laptop PC [144].
A current list of hardware speciﬁcations for high-end smartphones would include: a high-
resolution touch screen, one or two high-resolution cameras, one or two microphones, a
fast CPU (often dual- or even quad-core), about 1GB of RAM, at least 16GB of storage
memory, a GPS receiver, several additional sensors, high-speed data access via Wi-Fi and
mobile broadband (3G/4G), and local connectivity features such as Bluetooth and NFC.
On the software side, smartphones are deﬁned by the capability to run a wide variety of
“apps”, usually distributed through an “app store” service. Typically smartphones have an
OS with multitasking support, allowing to run multiple apps simultaneously.
In recent years, smartphones have come to make up a signiﬁcant and growing share of
the mobile phones in use worldwide3. This is because they have become both more desir-
able and more aﬀordable. Still, prices of the most advanced models have hardly dropped,
even to the contrary4. However, the overall range of (what are called) smartphones has
diversiﬁed and broadened towards lower price points, often helped by carrier subsidies5.
Moreover, because features originally associated with expensive smartphones (e.g. touch-
screens) later appear in cheaper devices – whether they are called smartphones or not –
it could be argued that at smartphones are becoming cheaper “at feature-parity”.
Cheaper mobile phones that do not meet contemporary smartphone expectations are
typically grouped in two categories: feature phones and “dumb” phones. Feature phones
include many smartphone functionalities but are less capable in terms of hardware and
software, although they generally do support user-installable apps. In many ways they
resemble the smartphones of a couple of years before. But the diﬀerence is often vague:
1 Which at that time had just three principal functionalities (i.e. making phone calls, sending/receiving
text messages and storing the phone numbers of contacts) and only a limited set of additional features
(e.g. a clock, an alarm, a calculator and a couple of simple games such as Nokia’s infamous Snake).
2 Which, despite having a bigger form factor and often lacking phone functionality, are very similar to
smartphones in terms of hard- and software.
3 From January 2008 up to and including September 2011 an estimated 932 million smartphones have
been sold, accounting for about 18% of all mobile phone sales [200–204].
4 Which may help to explain why some people have adopted these gadgets as kind of a status symbol.
5 Carrier subsidies are arrangements in which network operators (also called carriers) oﬀer devices at a
discount, or even for free, to subscribers that sign up for a binding (multi-year) plan. This is common
in most countries but not in Belgium due to legal restrictions that were only fairly recently lifted [120].
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what one vendor calls a feature phone another may well call an “entry-level” smartphone.
Dumb phones, on the other hand, are still cheaper and often physically compact mobile
phones, that besides archetypical features may also include things like a low-resolution
camera and ditto colour screen, Bluetooth and simple media player functionality.
Besides their lower price feature phones and dumb phones have the edge on smartphones
in another aspect as well: autonomy. So far, innovations in rechargeable battery tech-
nology have been unable to oﬀset the energy requirements of smartphones’ “advanced
computing abilities” and the intensive usage thereof. Dumb phones can often be used
for up to a week, i.e. to regularly make phone calls and send or receive text messages.
For smartphones, which are used for those as well as many other things, it is not uncom-
mon to run out of juice after a single day6.
It is important to note that, as new features are introduced at the high-end of the market,
many functions once associated with expensive smartphones trickle down to cheaper ones,
feature phones and even “dumb” phones (also see below).
E.2 The market for smartphones & their platforms
The smartphone market – as well as the very deﬁnition of what constitutes a smartphone
(see above) – probably changes quicker than any other consumer electronics segment.
In the last decade no single vendor has been able to remain unchallenged for long. In
parallel with the rapidly shifting market shares of the device vendors there is ﬁerce com-
petition among the software platforms which run on the devices. Most manufacturers
have switched platforms several times and many are hedging their bets by putting out
multiple products powered by diﬀerent platforms. Apart from the hardware manufactur-
ers several large software companies (e.g. Google, Microsoft and Oracle) have meddled
in this struggle in pursuit of a piece of the lucrative market of mobile apps and services.
Below we take a look at the situation in the market at in mid-2008 and how it has evolved
since then. We take the perspective of mobile application developers. Therefore our main
focus is on the software platforms, rather than on brands and vendors.
E.2.1 The situation in mid-2008
In mid-2008, when the NoiseTube project started, the global and European smartphone
markets were dominated by Nokia. To illustrate the then balance of power, let’s take
6 Especially models with a large screen, which is typically the most power-hungry hardware component.
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a look at the market shares of Nokia and its main competitors during Q2 of 2008, as
reported [76] by market research ﬁrm Canalys7. In that quarter 45.5% of worldwide
smartphone sales concerned Nokia devices and the company produced 71.2% of the
units sold in EMEA. Nokia’s main rival at the time was Research in Motion (RIM), the
outﬁt behind the BlackBerry brand, which held 16.7% of the global market and 7.2% of
the EMEA market. A year had passed since Apple unveiled its iconic iPhone to worldwide
media attention, but at a modest 2.1% share of global sales the company’s attack on the
smartphone market was still in a premature stage, although that was about to change.
Almost all Nokia smartphones run on Symbian OS [519, 592], an operating system orig-
inally developed by Symbian Ltd8. Besides Nokia, many other manufacturers – most
notably Samsung, Motorola and Sony Ericsson – have licensed Symbian OS to use it in
some of their product lines [579]. Still according to Canalys [76], an estimated 58.2% of
smartphones sold in the world during Q2 2008 ran Symbian OS.
We should note that there are visual as well as technical diﬀerences between Symbian OS
devices of diﬀerent vendors. Because the OS itself lacks a user interface and applications
(e.g. for basic telephony features) an additional software layer needs to be put on top of it.
The most common example is the Nokia-developed S60 user interface and application
platform [591], which has shipped on virtually all Nokia’s Symbian OS devices and on
some from other vendors (with a changed visual appearance).
At the time there were two main approaches to the development of applications for Sym-
bian OS: one could write a native application in Symbian C++9 or one could program a
so-called MIDlet in Java. MIDlets are applications for the Java ME CLDC/MIDP middle-
ware platform (see section E.3). Native applications are called that way because they
run directly on the operating system and CPU, while MIDlets – like other Java programs
– are interpreted by a virtual machine which is itself a native application. Because they
run “closer to the metal” native applications have the advantage that are generally faster
than MIDlets and can interact with more device-speciﬁc features.
Programming in Symbian C++ has a steep learning curve and deploying native applications
can be cumbersome due to incompatibilities between diﬀerent Symbian OS versions and
the diﬀerent user interface layers (and versions thereof) vendors ship on top of it10.
Developing MIDlets is generally less complicated and there are fewer compatibility or
portability issues due to the fact they are executed by a virtual machine. Moreover,
7 We should note that Canalys bases these percentages on estimated sales ﬁgures.
8 Symbian Ltd. was established in 1998 by Nokia, Ericsson, Psion, Matsushita (the company behind the
Panasonic brand) and Motorola. Over the years ownership changed frequently as Symbian OS licensees
bought or sold stakes in the ﬁrm. Nokia gradually extended its stake and became the sole owner when
it acquired all remaining shares in December 2008 [593].
9 A non-standard variant of C++.
10 Native Symbian applications often need to be recompiled or even adapted in order to work on diﬀerent
devices from multiple or even the same manufacturer.
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MIDlets can run on other mobile operating systems as well. For example, they are
supported on RIM’s BlackBerries and on many non-Symbian OS devices which were sold
at the time by companies like Sony Ericsson, Samsung and Motorola11. Consequently
the Java ME CLDC/MIDP platform had (and has) an even bigger market share than
Symbian OS itself and it was the most popular mobile application platform at the time.
E.2.2 Evolution up to now
In the years since the start of the NoiseTube project, the smartphone market has evolved
at a spectacular pace. The biggest impacts were caused by the emergence of Apple’s
iPhone and Google’s Android platform, which thoroughly shook up the balance of power,
especially in the high-end and mid-level range of the market.
With its large touchscreen and simplicity of use the iPhone [29] was a generation ahead
of the other smartphones on the market in 2007-‘08. Thanks to that, its pretty design
and the sort of well-orchestrated media hype Apple is known for, it became very popular
despite its high price. Initially global sales grew slowly due to limited availability outside
the US12, but once that was sorted the iPhone took the high-end range of the market
by storm. In 2008, Apple’s share of the market for US$ 300+ phones was at 25%, by
2010 it had jumped to 61%13. The iPhone also introduced the general public to mobile
applications, now often simply called apps. The success of the iTunes App Store [31, 32],
Apple’s distribution and sales channel for iOS14 apps, almost made some commentators
forget that user-installable mobile applications had been around for many years.
In late 2008, a partnership headed by Google took up the challenge and introduced
Android [226] (see section E.4), which was the ﬁrst, and possibly still the only, mo-
bile device platform to match iOS in terms of features and ease of use. While being
the driving force behind the platform, Google itself does not manufacture Android de-
vices15. Instead, the software is shipped on products manufactured by a growing group of
companies, many of which previously licensed Symbian OS and/or used proprietary plat-
forms. The choice of Android devices on the market is big and spans a wide price range.
11 Nokia’s Series 40 platform [384], which is not Symbian OS-based and runs on the “dumb” phones and
many feature phones in the company’s product range, also has (limited) MIDlet support.
12 The original iPhone came out in the US in June 2007, but it took until November ‘07 before it was
oﬃcially put on sale in a few other countries. Apple’s smartphone only became widely available when the
iPhone 3G, the 2nd generation model, was released simultaneously across 70 countries in July ‘08 [586].
13 Ironically these ﬁgures were (re)circulated by Stephen Elop, Nokia’s recently appointed CEO, in a public
memo to his employees [561], in which he added: They changed the game, and today, Apple owns
the high-end range .
14 iOS [30] is the operating system which runs on the iPhone and on Apple’s iPod touch and iPad products.
Apple does not license the platform to other vendors.
15 Strictly speaking this might change soon as Google is in the process of acquiring Motorola Mobility [220],
one of the main manufacturers of Android devices.
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All have touchscreens and the more expensive models match or eclipse Apple’s oﬀerings in
terms of hardware speciﬁcations. Google also launched an accompanying app store called
Google Play (formerly Android Market) [219]. While sales of Android phones remained
modest in 2009, they grew with an explosive 888.8% in the course of 2010 [201].
In the meantime, once dominant Nokia has struggled to keep up. After having taken
full ownership of Symbian Ltd. in late 2008, Nokia merged their S60 layer [591] with
Symbian OS to form a complete mobile device platform simply called Symbian [519, 592].
While Nokia, and the Symbian Foundation it had set up, continued to invest in the
platform, Symbian failed to deliver the features and user experience the more exigent
customers had come to expect [561]. This has caused Nokia’s sales to decline, especially
in the upper regions of the smartphone market. Still, the company managed to limit the
damage by focusing on the lower end and by maintaining a strong presence in important
developing markets like India and China16. Meanwhile other vendors have started to ﬂee
the Symbian camp in favour of Android and/or proprietary platforms17. Eventually even
Nokia realised that Symbian is too outdated to compete at the high-end of the market.
In February of 2011 the company announced [381] it has selected Microsoft’s Windows
Phone [346] as its primary platform for future smartphones, although it plans to continue
to sell devices with updated versions of Symbian until at least 2013.
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Chart E.1: Evolution of the global smartphone market from 2008 to 2011
Chart E.1 illustrates how these trends have aﬀected the global market for smartphones
across all price ranges. We based this chart on end-user sales ﬁgures reported by market
research ﬁrm Gartner [200–205]. The dominance of Symbian has been clearly declining,
16 In May 2010, Chris Jones, VP of market research ﬁrm Canalys, put it this way [77]: Aggressive pricing
has enabled Nokia to deliver smartphones that appeal to a broader consumer audience .
17 While there are still Symbian-powered devices from other vendors on sale today, since late 2010 only
Nokia has announced new Symbian-based products.
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but the troubled platform managed to stay in the lead up to 2010, when it ran on 37.6%
of sold devices, down from 46.9% in 2009. In 2010 sales of Android-running smartphones
soared beyond those of Apple’s iPhones and RIM’s BlackBerries, putting the platform in
second position with a market share of 22.7%, up from just 3.9% in 2009. Meanwhile,
Apple’s share grew modestly18 from 14.4 to 15.7% and RIM’s dropped from 19.9 to 16%.
The rise of Android has continued in 2011, according to Gartner’s quarterly assessments,
Google’s oﬀering has outsold all competing smartphone platforms since the beginning of
the year and in Q3 and Q4 it even held slightly more than half of the market [204, 205].
Since 2008, Java ME CLDC/MIDP has lost its momentum as a middleware platform
for smartphones. The platform itself has seen little or no innovation19 and most vendors
have stopped investing in it. Developers have also been deserting the platform [554, 555],
typically in favour of iOS or Android, neither of which can run MIDlets and which oﬀer
superior application development frameworks. Still, even now huge numbers of MIDlet-
supporting devices continue to be sold, although many are not considered smartphones by
today’s standards. Thanks to this evolution, MIDlets that required a high-end smartphone
back in 2008 – such as NoiseTube Mobile for Java ME (see chapter 6) – can now run
on cheap GPS-equipped feature phones20.
E.3 The Java ME CLDC/MIDP platform
Java ME [513], or the Java Platform, Micro Edition in full, is a middleware platform,
based on the Java programming language [515], for the development of applications for
mobile devices – primarily mobile phones and personal digital assistents (PDAs) – and
other embedded systems (e.g. TV set-top boxes).
In the late 1990s, Sun Microsystems21 (hereafter called “Sun”) aimed to extend their
popular Java ecosystem towards the market of handheld devices. This ambition could
not be realised with Java SE [514], their desktop software platform, because it was too
resource demanding, especially in terms of memory footprint, let alone with their enter-
prise platform Java EE [512]. Therefore Sun introduced a third Java platform, tailored
to the needs and limitations of this class of devices. J2ME22, as Java ME was initially
18 It is important to realise that market shares only tell half the story because the overall smartphone
market grew by 72.1% in 2010 (see chart). For example, this means that, while its market share barely
grew, in absolute numbers Apple still sold almost twice as many iPhones in 2010 than it did in 2009.
19 Or it never appeared in commercially available products, such as MIDP v3.0 (see section E.3.2).
20 Such as the Nokia 5230 [386] we used in our validation experiments (see chapter 7).
21 Since an acquisition in 2010 Sun Microsystems is a subsidiary of Oracle Corporation.
22 J2ME stood for Java 2 Platform, Micro Edition. Likewise Sun’s Java oﬀerings for the desktop and
enterprise markets used to be called respectively Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE) and Java 2
Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE). In 2006 the “2” was dropped from all platform names and “Java”
is no longer abbreviated to “J”.
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called and is still frequently referred to, was ﬁrst announced and demonstrated at the
1999 JavaOne conference [340]. Figure E.1 shows an overview of the Java ME platform
and the family of other Java platforms.
Figure E.1: Overview of Java ME and the other Java platforms oﬀered by Sun/Oracle
To enable deployment across devices with diverse features and limitations, Java ME has
a modular architecture based on three layers [507]: at the lowest level a conﬁguration
speciﬁes the capabilities of a Java virtual machine [321] and provides a basic set of class
libraries; on top of that, a proﬁle provides a set of APIs that support a speciﬁc range
of devices; ﬁnally, optional packages can add technology-speciﬁc APIs. By combining
a conﬁguration with a compatible proﬁle (possibility extended with optional packages)
diﬀerent varieties of the Java ME platform have been deﬁned. The Java ME CLDC/MIDP
platform, which is primarily aimed at mobile phones, is arguably the most common variety.
Contrary to Java SE and EE, Sun chose not to market Java ME as a ready-to-use product
to device manufacturers, let alone end-users. Instead, they collaborated with manufac-
turers – in committees working under the Java Community Process23 – to draw up an
ensemble of speciﬁcations, each of which typically covers one of Java ME’s conﬁgura-
tions, proﬁles or optional packages. Usually no reference implementation is provided,
as the task of implementing the speciﬁcations is left to manufacturers. In doing so, a
manufacturer can create a Java ME-compliant runtime environment24 and integrate it
into products to let them run Java ME applications. While the speciﬁcations themselves
can be freely consulted by anyone, the implementation and distribution of a runtime
environment may require licensing patented technologies and possibly trademarks from
Sun/Oracle. In line with the Write once, run anywhere  slogan, with which Sun used to
promote the Java ecosystem, Java ME applications are in principle platform-independent,
in the sense that they can run on any operating system (OS) as long as there is a com-
pliant runtime environment available for that OS.
23 Established by Sun in 1998, the Java Community Process (JCP) [518] allows interested parties to get
involved in the deﬁnition of future versions and features of the Java platform(s).
24 Examples are Nokia’s Java Runtime for Symbian [380] and the Sony Ericsson Java Platform [487], both
of which implement the Java ME CLDC/MIDP platform for use on smartphones.
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To support application developers Sun/Oracle oﬀers the Java ME Software Development
Kit (SDK) [511] which can be downloaded for free. It includes documentation and all
the necessary libraries to compile Java ME applications as well as a device emulator for
testing purposes. Typically manufacturers of CLDC/MIDP devices (e.g. Nokia and Sony
Ericsson) also oﬀer their own SDK, containing documentation speciﬁc to their products
and emulators which are technically closer to the actual devices.
In what follows we will discuss each of Java ME’s layers. We will focus especially on the
speciﬁcations relevant for mobile phone applications.
E.3.1 Conﬁgurations
As shown in ﬁgure E.1 two conﬁgurations have been deﬁned for the Java ME plat-
form: the Connected Limited Device Conﬁguration (CLDC) [509] and the Connected
Device Conﬁguration (CDC) [508]. With the CLDC speciﬁcation Sun was aiming at
small, resource-constrained devices like mobile phones. The more capable CDC was
aimed at larger devices with more capacity, like high-end smartphones, embedded de-
vices, and TV set-top boxes. The class libraries provided by both conﬁgurations are
subsets of standard Java SE libraries, complemented with additional classes speciﬁc to
Java ME and the conﬁguration in question. Because it is aimed at more powerful devices
CDC contains a larger subset of Java SE libraries than CLDC does and it speciﬁes a
virtual machine that is closer (or equal) to the one that powers Java SE [510].
Despite Sun’s eﬀorts, only the CLDC-based variety of Java ME enjoyed wide popularity as
an application platform for mobile- or smartphones. With the Mobile Information Device
Proﬁle (MIDP) layered on top of it (see below), CLDC was adopted by many mobile
phone manufacturers; most notably Nokia, Motorola, RIM, Sony Ericsson and Samsung.
Even as devices became more powerful, CDC was largely left aside, most likely due
to existing investments in CLDC implementations and its popularity among application
developers. The CLDC/MIDP combination became the dominant application platform
for smartphones and feature phones, until the arrival of Apple’s iPhone and Google’s
Android platform thoroughly changed the smartphone market (see section E.2).
The latest version of CLDC is v1.1.1, which is minor update of the earlier v1.1 [284].
In comparison with the ﬁrst version – i.e. v1.0 [279] – v1.1 added many important
features, such as ﬂoating point support. CLDC v1.1 and v1.1.1 require applications to
be written in the Java programming language as deﬁned by the second edition of the Java
Language Speciﬁcation [228]. Language features introduced in the third edition [229] are
not supported. The class libraries deﬁned by CLDC can be divided into two categories.
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The ﬁrst category is a subset25 of the standard Java SE libraries, containing fundamental
classes which are closely tied to the Java language and runtime environment (e.g. data
type, collection and exception classes). Since CLDC v1.1 this subset is derived from
J2SE v1.3.1. The other category is formed by the Generic Connection Framework, an
abstract I/O and networking library which is speciﬁc to CLDC.
E.3.2 Proﬁles
As mentioned above, Java ME conﬁgurations are intended to be complemented with a
proﬁle. To complement CLDC on so-called Mobile Information Devices (MIDs), which
are typically mobile phones or PDAs, Sun and its partners deﬁned the Mobile Information
Device Proﬁle (MIDP) [517].
Apart from an additional trio of Java SE-derived classes26, the MIDP speciﬁes [280] a
set of class libraries that are speciﬁc to the proﬁle. Most importantly it contains a library
which deﬁnes the nature of applications, called MIDlets27, and their interaction with the
runtime environment. Furthermore MIDP contains a user interface (UI) toolkit, called
LCDUI, which is aimed at small LCD screens. Another library extends CLDC’s Generic
Connection Framework to provide, among other things, APIs for HTTP communication.
Last but not least there is a library that deals with persistent data storage (though no ﬁle
system access is provided). In version 2.0 [282] of MIDP all of this was complemented
with APIs that deal with security certiﬁcates, gaming features and a Media API library
which provides support for audio playback. The MIDP speciﬁcation has since received
a minor update to v2.1 [282] and later a major overhaul to v3.0 [288]. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there are no commercially available MIDP v3.0 devices yet28.
To build a MIDlet, one must create a subclass of javax.microedition.midlet.-
MIDlet. That class then serves as the entry point of the MIDlet, which typically spans
multiple additional classes. The whole of one or more MIDlets is packaged for distribution
in a self-contained bundle called aMIDlet suite. This is a .jar archive ﬁle which contains
the compiled classes (.class ﬁles) of the MIDlets and the libraries they may require
25 Regarding this subset, the CLDC speciﬁcation [284] follows the general rules for Java ME conﬁgurations.
These stipulate that each provided class or interface that has the same name and package name as
one from Java SE must be identical to or a subset of the corresponding Java SE class or interface.
Furthermore, its semantics and those of subset-retained public or protected methods and ﬁelds cannot
be changed and no public or protected methods or ﬁelds can be added.
26 Strictly speaking, the classes in question (java.lang.IllegalStateException,
java.util.Timer and java.util.TimerTask) are only in MIDP up to v2.1 [282]. With
the release of the CLDC v1.1.1 [284] and MIDP v3.0 [288] speciﬁcations they were moved “down”
from MIDP to CLDC. Hence, MIDP v3.0 no longer includes any Java SE-derived classes.
27 The word “MIDlet” is a portmanteau of MID and applet, which is a term for small software applications.
28 Possibly that will never change because the spec has been ready since 2009 and even Motorola, which
led its development, never announced MIDP v3.0 devices and has since abandoned Java ME for Android.
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(see below), additional resources (e.g. image ﬁles) and a manifest ﬁle. The .jar ﬁle is
usually accompanied by a .jad descriptor ﬁle. Nowadays, MIDlets are often distributed
through app stores, such as the Nokia Store [382] among others.
E.3.3 Optional packages & vendor APIs
As mentioned above, Java ME foresees optional packages to extend conﬁgurations and
proﬁles with APIs for speciﬁc technologies. As the name suggests, the implementation of
optional package speciﬁcations is non-compulsory, in the sense that device manufacturers
can decide whether or not to support particular packages independent of the decision to
implement a particular conﬁguration and proﬁle. This can cause headaches for developers
and users alike because the fact that a device supports CLDC and MIDP does not always
guarantee that it supports all the optional packages a given MIDlet relies on29.
Like CLDC and MIDP, optional packages are developed as a Java Speciﬁcation Request
(JSR) under the JCP. Hence they are commonly referred to as “JSR-x”, in which x is the
number their speciﬁcation was given under the JCP.
Some commonly used examples of optional packages are:
• JSR-135: Mobile Media API (MMAPI) [283]
This package extends the multimedia functionalities exposed by the MIDP v2.0
Media API. In fact, the MIDP v2.0 Media API is deﬁned as a subset of the MMAPI.
• JSR-179: Location API [285]
This package adds an API that exposes information about the present physical
location of the device, provided that the user authorises this. While devices that
implement JSR-179 commonly obtain this information from a GPS receiver (either
an integrated or an external one), the API itself is agnostic with respect to the used
positioning technology. Instead programmers can specify a set of criteria (in terms
of accuracy, timeliness, cost, etc.) for the selection of a LocationProvider.
• JSR-75: FileConnection Optional Package (FCOP) [281]
This package speciﬁes an API for ﬁle system access. Provided the user allows it,
this enables MIDlets to read and write ﬁles and to create, rename and delete ﬁles
or directories on the device’s internal memory or on removable memory cards.
• JSR-75: PIM Optional Package (PIMOP) [281]
Apart from the FCOP, JSR-75 (called PDA Optional Packages) also deﬁnes this
29 We should note that there have been eﬀorts to counter such fragmentation of the platform by means
of “umbrella” speciﬁcations [286, 287] covering CLDC, MIDP and ﬁxed sets of optional packages.
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separate package which deals with personal information management (PIM) fea-
tures such as contacts and schedules.
Like the other parts of the Java ME platform the speciﬁcations of optional packages can
be updated from time to time. Developers should thus be careful and not only specify
which optional packages their MIDlets require but also which versions thereof.
Some vendors – notably Nokia and RIM – include supplementary, independently developed
class libraries in the Java ME runtime environment they ship on their devices. Such
vendor APIs expose functionalities which are speciﬁc to the vendor’s products (devices
and/or services). In the hierarchy of Java ME layers vendor APIs are on the same level
as the optional packages. But unlike those, vendor APIs are not part of the ensemble of
Java ME speciﬁcations (developed under the JCP). An example of a vendor API is:
• Nokia UI API [383]
Nokia introduced this MIDP extension in order to expose speciﬁc features of their
devices. Being a vendor API, it was not standardised as a JSR, but nevertheless it
is also supported on some Sony Ericsson phones [487].
E.3.4 Permissions
The usage by MIDlets of many features exposed by optional packages – but also of
some functionalities provided at the level of MIDP, such as Internet access – is restricted
through a system of explicit permissions, controlled by the user of the device.
The MIDP permissions system works on a per-application basis and is selective in the
sense that users have the freedom to grant some permissions while declining others
requested by the same application (e.g. “I allow MIDlet X to access the Internet but it
should not know where I am.”). The permissions which a MIDlet requires (along with
optional ones) have to be declared in the manifest of the .jar ﬁle it is distributed in (and
also in the accompanying .jad ﬁle). Unfortunately few devices30 use this information
to let the user grant or decline permissions upon the installation of a MIDlet. Instead,
users can take the initiative and ﬁnd their way through the settings panel of the device to
conﬁgure the permissions of installed MIDlets, although none of the devices we have seen
indicate which permissions are essential or optional to particular MIDlets. Alternatively
users can wait until they are prompted to grant (or decline) permissions during the
execution of the application, which happens every time an application tries to use a
restricted feature for which it has not been granted (permanent) permission beforehand.
30 As far as we know, only recent Nokia smartphones (running v2.1 or later of the Java Runtime for
Symbian [380]) and (some) Sony Ericsson devices oﬀer to help the user with conﬁguring permissions
as part of the MIDlet installation process.
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The selective nature of the permission system, the fact that previously granted permis-
sions can be revoked and that permission requests can happen at runtime all make it
necessary for developers to implement fall-back mechanisms to avoid that their MIDlet
crashes in case a permission is declined. If the declined permission is essential for the
application to do anything meaningful this may mean an error message should be shown,
possibly followed by a graceful exit of the program.
As an additional protection against malicious intent MIDP’s permission system is coupled
with a digital signing process. In short, the set of restricted features a third-party (i.e. not
preinstalled by the manufacturer or a network operator) MIDlet can access, and whether
or not it needs the user’s permission, depends on whether it is trusted or untrusted. For
a MIDlet be trusted the MIDlet suite it is distributed in needs to be digitally signed with a
certiﬁcate that identiﬁes the creator of the software. Such certiﬁcates have to be bought
from a Certiﬁcate Authority (CA) and have a limited validity (typically 1 to 3 years)31.
E.3.5 Additional libraries
Apart from relying on the diﬀerent layers of the Java ME CLDC/MIDP platform, MIDlet
developers can of course use additional third-party libraries, provided these are compatible
with CLDC. Because MIDlet suites must be self-contained, all required libraries have to be
included (in compiled form) in the same .jar package the MIDlet(s) are distributed in.
A popular example of a library used in MIDlets is the Lightweight UI Toolkit (LWUIT) [516].
LWUIT is developed by Sun/Oracle as an open source project32 and constitutes a welcome
alternative for MIDP’s built-in acrLCDUI toolkit, which has many limitations (e.g. the
lack of support for touchscreens). In fact, one of Sun’s motivation to develop LWUIT
was precisely to address the limitations of LCDUI and thus provide a more advanced
widget toolkit for CLDC/MIDP [516].
E.3.6 Summary
Figure E.2 summarises the stack of components typical MIDlets depend on. As a concrete
example, the diagram mentions the names and/or versions of all components in the case
of NoiseTube Mobile for Java ME (see chapter 6) running on the Symbian-based [519]
Nokia 5230 [386]. The orange parts in the diagram constitute the layers of the Java
31 Before a certiﬁcate is delivered the issuing CA does background checks to conﬁrm the identity of the
buyer. We have bought our certiﬁcate(s) from VeriSign, one of the major companies in this business,
for about US$ 500 per year.
32 LWUIT is released under version 2 of the GNU General Public License (GPL) [194] with the “classpath
exception” [584], enabling linking of the library to non-GPL licenced programs.
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ME middleware as it is implemented on this particular device by the Java Runtime for
Symbian [380]. The green parts correspond to the MIDlets which can be installed on the
phone and the additional libraries those might depend on and include. For completeness
the diagram also shows native applications (with an example) which run directly on the
operating system, alongside the Java ME runtime environment.
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Figure E.2: Component architecture of a typical Java ME CLDC/MIDP device running
MIDlets alongside native applications
E.4 The Android platform
Android [226] is a complete, open source software stack for mobile devices. Development
of Android started in 2003 by Android Inc. which was acquired by Google in 2005. Since
then Android has served as the centrepiece of Google’s strategy to bring its portfolio of
Web applications and services to users of mobile devices anywhere. Google leads the
development and promotion of Android in collaboration with the Open Handset Alliance
(OHA) [397], a Google-founded partnership of interested parties33.
Two noteworthy diﬀerences between Android and Java ME come to mind immediately.
On the one hand there is a diﬀerence in scope: while Java ME only oﬀers a middleware
solution for mobile apps, Android also includes an underlying operating system – based on
the Linux kernel [531] – and a suite of core apps [224]. On the other there is a diﬀerence
in the nature of the product: while Java ME was put forward by Sun as an ensemble of
speciﬁcations to be implemented by device manufacturers, Google and the OHA provide
a ready-to-use implementation of Android to manufacturers. However, like Sun/Oracle,
33 Chieﬂy mobile phone manufacturers, network operators, semiconductor and software companies.
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Google does leave the design and manufacturing of actual devices to other companies.
In contrast, Apple’s iOS platform [30], Android’s main competitor in today’s market, is
exclusively shipped on products from Apple itself.
Similarly to iOS, Android is aimed at both smartphones and tablets. The ﬁrst pub-
licly available beta version of Android was released in 2007 and the platform reached
v1.0 in September 2008, in time for the ﬁrst commercially available Android device, the
HTC Dream, which was released in October 2008 [575]. Since then, over 200 diﬀer-
ent Android devices have been released or announced [578]. Currently the main vendors
of Android-powered smartphones are Samsung, HTC, Sony Ericsson and Motorola34.
The current Android version for both smartphones and tablets is v4.0.x, codenamed Ice
Cream Sandwich, which was released in October 2011. Before this version, there were
separate editions for smartphones – v1.0 to v2.3.x – and tablets – v3.0.x to v3.2 [575].
For app development purposes a parallel versioning scheme of so-called API levels [223]
is used. Currently, the most recent API level is 15, which corresponds to v4.0.3.
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Figure E.3: Overview of the Android software stack architecture
Figure E.3 shows an overview of the architecture of the Android software stack. At the
bottom, the Linux kernel forms the core of the operating system. Strictly speaking this is
34 According to ABI Research, a market research ﬁrm, these vendors respectively accounted for 34, 23 11
and 9% of the total 47 million Android smartphones shipped in Q2 2011 [3].
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not the oﬃcial Linux kernel as it incorporates a number of Android-speciﬁc enhancements,
primarily to deal with inter-process communication (IPC) and power management (an
important concern on mobile devices). On top of the kernel sits a layer of C/C++
system libraries which are used by diﬀerent parts of the Android platform and form an
integral part of the operating system. This includes the hardware abstraction layer which
provides the interface between the kernel drivers for various hardware components and
the rest of the system. Quite a few of the system libraries are derived from other open
source projects (e.g. WebKit, SQLite, FreeType, etc.). The capabilities of the system
libraries are exposed to app developers through the Android Application Framework.
Generally speaking, Android apps are developed in the Java programming language [515]
using the Android Software Development Kit [227]. The SDK includes documentation,
libraries for compilation of apps and a device emulator for testing purposes. Despite
employing Java as the main app development language, Android does not align with Java
SE nor Java ME. Instead, the Android open source project has developed its own virtual
machine, called Dalvik, and has assembled its own set of class libraries. Android apps rely
on two layers of class libraries: the Core Libraries, which together with the Dalvik virtual
machine form the Android Runtime, and the libraries provided by the Android Application
Framework (see below). There are some alternatives to Java for programming Android
apps and we will brieﬂy discuss those as well.
Android includes a suite of core apps which are an integral part of the system. These
apps, examples of which are shown in the top layer in ﬁgure E.3, provide the usual
functionalities expected of a smartphone or tablet device (e.g. home screens, making
phone calls, SMS/MMS messaging, contact management, web browsing, etc.). Typically
these come pre-installed on Android devices, although manufacturers have the possibility
to change the “look & feel” or replace some of them with their own alternatives, in an
eﬀort to diﬀerentiate their Android-powered products from those of other manufacturers.
There is little or no diﬀerence between such pre-installed apps and the ones developed
by third-parties (downloaded and installed by users themselves): all apps are executed
by the Android Runtime and rely on the Android Application Framework. Android apps
are packaged for distribution as an .apk ﬁle which contains the compiled app code (see
below), additional resources and a descriptor. The distribution and sales of most apps
happens through the Google Play [219] service, although there are a number of other,
competing services. Users can also be download and install .apk ﬁles from any website,
but then the user must ﬁrst disable a safety setting on the device which by default blocks
the installation of apps downloaded from “untrusted” sources.
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E.4.1 Android Runtime
The Android Runtime consists of the Dalvik virtual machine (VM) and the Core Libraries.
This combination of a virtual machine and a set of class libraries makes the Android
Runtime similar to Java ME’s conﬁguration layer (see section E.3.1). Therefore we will
discuss how the Android Runtime compares to CLDC [284, 509], the conﬁguration found
on Java ME-supporting mobile phones.
The Dalvik VM [52] was developed from scratch for the Android platform. It is optimized
for mobile devices and relies on the Linux kernel and system libraries for underlying func-
tionality such as threading and low-level memory management. Dalvik is used to execute
(or at least bootstrap) all Android apps as well as the supporting Application Framework
and Core Libraries (i.e. all the “Java parts”, shown in blue in ﬁgure E.3). Dalvik was
designed to allow mobile devices to eﬃciently run multiple concurrent VM instances.
This is necessary because Android supports multitasking and every app runs in its own
process, with its own VM instance. Similarly to HotSpot [510], the primary VM powering
the Java SE and EE platforms, Dalvik increases performance though Just-In-Time (JIT)
compilation as of Android v2.2, codenamed Froyo. However, Dalvik diﬀers in a number of
ways from HotSpot and other Java VMs (which follow Sun’s speciﬁcations [321]). Unlike
Java VMs which are stack machines, Dalvik has a register-based architecture. Instead
of Java bytecode, Dalvik uses its own, more compact, instruction set. Consequently
the Java class ﬁle format (with .class extension) is not used either. Instead Dalvik
executes ﬁles in the Dalvik Executable format (.dex extension) which is optimized for
minimal memory footprint. Yet conveniently, developers can continue using existing Java
compilers because after compiling an app’s Java source code to a set of .class ﬁles
(possibly packaged in a .jar archive) these can be transformed into a single .dex ﬁle
using the “dx” tool, which is included in the Android SDK.
The Android Core Libraries (ACL) are built around a subset of the Apache Harmony
Java implementation, complemented with a few Dalvik-speciﬁc classes and a handful of
libraries derived from other open source projects (e.g. JUnit and SAX). Led by the Apache
Software Foundation, Apache Harmony is an open source project [24] which aims to
create a “clean-room” implementation35 of Java (SE), licensed under the Apache License
v2.0 [28]. Harmony achieves close to 100% API completeness with respect to both v5.0
and v6.0 of Java SE [23]. Like the Java SE subset found in CLDC (see section E.3.1),
the Harmony subset in ACL constitutes a set of fundamental classes closely tied to the
Java language (e.g. data type, collection and exception classes). The fact that these are
derived from the Harmony project is entirely transparent to app developers. All classes
(and interfaces) included in the subset carry the same name, are grouped in the same
35 Wikipedia deﬁnes [576] a clean room design (also known as the Chinese wall technique) as the method
of copying a design by reverse engineering and then recreating it without infringing any of the copyrights
and trade secrets associated with the original design.
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package hierarchy and expose a virtually identical set of public and protected methods and
ﬁelds as the “originals” do in the Java SE version the Harmony implementation is based
on. This means that, even though it is – strictly speaking – not Java SE-compatible,
Android quickly makes Java programmers feel “at home”. What’s more, existing Java
code which only relies on classes within the subset typically works on Android without or
with only minor modiﬁcations. Given the huge number of developers with some level of
Java experience36 this is a one of the main strengths of the Android platform37.
The Harmony subset in ACL does not include Java SE’s AWT and Swing libraries. Instead,
Android has its own UI toolkit which is part of the Application Framework (see below).
Similarly, CLDC does not include AWT and Swing either and instead a UI toolkit is pro-
vided by MIDP. Nevertheless, compared to CLDC, ACL contains a much bigger subset of
Java SE38, albeit in “Harmony form”, which, as explained above, hardly matters in practise.
Besides being bigger the Harmony subset also completely encompasses CLDC’s Java SE
subset, meaning that all of CLDC’s Java SE-derived classes/interfaces are also present in
ACL. The internals of Java SE-derived classes/interfaces can also diﬀer between CLDC
and ACL. While in CLDC some methods and ﬁelds have been dropped [284], Harmony’s
implementation of Java SE libraries is virtually complete and no methods or ﬁelds were
left out in the subset included in ACL. Finally there is a diﬀerence in the Java SE version
the subsets are derived from. While even the latest release of CLDC (v1.1.1) still derives
from J2SE v1.3.1 (dating back to 2001), ACL’s subset is derived from Harmony’s im-
plementation of J2SE v5.0 until Android v2.2 Froyo and from Harmony’s Java SE v6.0
branch since Android v2.3 Gingerbread. All of this means that, in terms of fundamental
classes, Android is much closer to Java SE than Sun/Oracle’s own Java ME platform.
The situation of the Java SE subsets in CLDC and ACL – which is the only place where
they overlap – is summarised in ﬁgures E.4 and E.5.
Another noteworthy diﬀerence between the Android Runtime and CLDC is the support
for features of the Java language itself. While CLDC v1.1 and v1.1.1 require programs
to be written in the Java language as deﬁned by the second edition [228] of the Java
Language Speciﬁcation (JLS), released in 2000, the Java code of Android apps can be
written in compliance with the third edition [229], released in 2005 and still the latest
formal JLS. This means Android developers can use powerful language features such as
generics, annotations, foreach loops and enum types. Already in 2004 – with the
release of J2SE v5.0 – Java SE received support for the these third edition features.
Now, almost eight years on, it seems unlikely that they will ever be supported on CLDC.
36 Quoting a 2009 survey conducted by Evans Data Corporation, a market research ﬁrm, Oracle
states [452] there are globally over 9 million Java programmers, more than for any other language.
37 In contrast, Apple’s iOS platform uses the less popular Objective-C as its main app development
language, although this has hardly hindered its success [32].
38 The collection classes are one area where the diﬀerence is clear: while CLDC only includes the Vector,
Stack and Hashtable classes, ACL contains the complete suite of Java SE collection classes.
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Figure E.4: Comparison of the subsets of Java SE (formerly J2SE) class libraries found in
CLDC and the Android Core Libraries
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Figure E.5: Detail of the overview in ﬁgure E.4, showing an example of a Java SE-derived
class from which some ﬁelds and methods (an example of each is shown) were not retained
in CLDC’s Java SE subset, while being supported in the Android Core Libraries
While the choice to develop the Dalvik VM was at least partially motivated by technical
concerns, the use of code from the Harmony project arguably has more to do with
commercial and legal strategies [471]. It is what enabled Google and the OHA to beneﬁt
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from the popularity of Java without having to license technology from Sun/Oracle39,
being restricted by the limitations of Java ME, having to deal with the Java Community
Process or resort to other open source Java implementations with incompatible licenses
such as IcedTea [445, 483].
E.4.2 Android Application Framework
The Android Application Framework (AAF) provides the second class library layer for
Android apps to rely on. Through the AAF app developers have full access to the same
framework APIs used by the core apps (see above). The framework deﬁnes with the
nature of Android apps and their interaction with the platform environment. Furthermore
it provides a UI toolkit and facilitates interaction with a wide variety of device features
(telephony, contacts, media playback and recording, data storage, notiﬁcations, etc.),
network interfaces, Internet services, integrated sensors, etc.
In the previous section we argued that the Android Runtime was similar to Java ME’s
conﬁguration layer and we discussed how it compares to CLDC. Similarly there are good
reasons to say the AAF roughly corresponds to Java ME’s proﬁle layer (see section E.3.2).
However, in comparison to MIDP [282, 517], the Java ME proﬁle for mobile phones, the
AAF is a much more modern and comprehensive mobile application framework. Many
features requiring optional packages (which may not be universally supported) on MIDP
devices are included in the baseline Android platform thanks to APIs exposed by the AAF.
Examples are media recording, sensor readouts, Bluetooth connectivity, access to location
information, etc. We should also note that the AAF class libraries are incompatible with
MIDP and its optional packages40.
Typical Android apps consist of one or more Activities and/or Services. An activity is
created by subclassing the android.app.Activity class and it represents a single,
focused thing that the user can do. The Activity class takes care of creating a window
on the screen in which a user interface can be placed. A service on the other hand is an
app component (a subclass from android.app.Service) which is used to perform
long-running operations while not interacting with the users (or only through sporadic
notiﬁcations) or to supply functionalities for other apps to (re)use.
The AAF’s UI toolkit provides an extensible set of View classes that cover a variety of
layouts and widgets. The toolkit is not based on, nor compatible with, other toolkits
39 This may not it remain without consequences because in August 2010 Oracle started a (still on-going)
lawsuit against Google, claiming that “[…] in developing Android [and Dalvik], Google knowingly, directly
and repeatedly infringed Oracle’s Java-related intellectual property” [369].
40 However, there the are some striking similarities. For example, the AAF classes that deal with locations
and positioning technology (e.g. GPS) seem inspired by the JSR-179 Location API [285].
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such as MIDP’s LCDUI, LWUIT or Java SE’s AWT and Swing. The UI of an Android
app can be deﬁned entirely in Java code or using an XML-based description language,
or a combination of both. The XML form can also be edited in a WYSIWYG-fashion41
using the Visual Layout Editor which is part of the oﬃcial Android Development Tools
plugin [222] for the Eclipse IDE [141]. At runtime UIs are brought to life by the View
System component, shown on ﬁgure E.3, which acts behind the scenes to manage the
UI elements which are in view and to trigger events as users interact with the UI.
Apart from the View System, the backbone of the AAF is formed by a set ofManager and
Provider classes, also called runtime services. Figure E.3 shows some examples of these.
Not to be confused with the app level services mentioned above, runtime services cannot
be directly instantiated by apps. Instead, instances can be requested through a factory
method [198] of the android.content.Context class. The main purpose of the
runtime services is to expose capabilities of underlying system libraries which they invoke
using Java Native Interface (JNI) [319] calls. Informative examples of such interactions
across the layers of the Android stack are discussed in [56].
The only part of the AAF which was not developed from scratch is the HttpClient library.
This one was derived from the Apache HttpComponents project [25] and provides a
standards based, pure-Java implementation of the HTTP protocols.
E.4.3 Permissions
The use by apps of some AAF functionalities is restricted through a system of permis-
sions. Like the MIDP permission system (discussed in detail in section E.3.4), Android’s
permission system works on a per-app basis. Like MIDlets, Android app packages (.apk
ﬁles) contain a descriptor which stipulates the permissions the app requires. However
there is an important diﬀerence between MIDP’s and Android’s permission system. MIDP
has a selective permissions system, which means users can choose to grant some of the
permissions a MIDlet requests while rejecting others. By contrast, Android’s system
follows an all-or-nothing approach which forces users to grant either all or none of the
requested permissions. A related issue is the moment at which the question is asked. On
CLDC/MIDP devices it is common that users are not asked to grant permissions until
during the execution of an app. On Android the question is asked only once, namely upon
installation. During that procedure the user is informed about the permissions an app
needs and, as a literal interpretation of all-or-nothing, the app is only eﬀectively installed
when he/she agrees with the whole proposition (not agreeing cancels the installation).
From the perspective of the user there are advantages and disadvantages to both ap-
proaches. The selective nature of MIDP’s system can increase trust among users because
41 What you see is what you get.
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it gives them ﬁne-grained control over what apps can and cannot do. This can be valuable
in case of apps which provide services users want but do so at the cost of a (perceived)
invasion of privacy42. On the other hand, an all-or-nothing system such as Android’s can
be simpler to use (especially for novice users) because there is only a single choice to
be made and it should only be made once. It also avoids that users are faced with half-
functioning (or even crashing) apps because they did not grant all necessary permissions.
From the perspective of app developers Android’s permission system is clearly favourable
over MIDP’s. The all-or-nothing approach ensures that any running app can use all
restricted features it has asked permission for, because otherwise it simply would not be
installed, let along running. This relieves programmers from the burden of having to write
fall-back routines and helps them to create a consistent user experience.
It should be noted that independently of permission systems developers obviously have the
freedom to include a preferences screen within their app to allow users to disable certain
behaviours on the basis of privacy or other concerns. Of course this implies that the user
trusts the developer to begin with (i.e. that the app respects the user’s wishes). When
this trust is absent, a selective, revocable permission system such as MIDP’s provides
users with an additional safeguard against malicious intent. On Android, by contrast,
mistrusted apps can only be revoked their permissions by removing them altogether.
Like MIDP’s, Android’s permission system is also coupled with a signing process. How-
ever, fortunately for developers the certiﬁcate needed to sign an Android app can be
generated by the creator and so does not need to be bought from an independent CA.
E.4.4 External Libraries
To complement the building blocks discussed above, Android devices typically come with
a preinstalled43, vendor-picked selection of supplementary class libraries which app devel-
opers can use. These external libraries are not shown as a layer in ﬁgure E.3 because, as
the name suggests, they are external to the Android software stack. Generally they are
not developed under the umbrella of the Android project and may not be open source at
all. These libraries roughly correspond to the vendor APIs – and to a lesser extent the
optional packages – found on Java ME devices (see section E.3.3).
Some external libraries are developed by device vendors as part of their eﬀorts to cus-
tomise, replace or add to the set of core Android apps. Others may be created by third
42 This situation is all too common among mobile apps, especially those that deal with location-based
services, social networking or both. However, permission systems are seldom a magical solution here,
for example when the provided service can technically only work if the user is indeed willing to give up
some private information.
43 In some cases end-users can also manually install a missing libraries on their device.
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parties and licensed by vendors for inclusion on their devices. For instance, Google oﬀers
a number of external libraries that provide functionalities – usually tied to one of its web
services – which it has chosen to keep out of Android and its open source license. The
external libraries from Google follow the versions/API levels of Android itself.
A popular example is Google’s Maps External Library [218], which enables apps to inte-
grate a MapView widget that displays maps or satellite pictures provided by the Google
Maps service [216]. Since it is not part of the Android stack itself the library is not nec-
essarily available on all devices. However, as most vendors do indeed license Google’s
external libraries, it is supported by a large majority of Android devices in use today.
E.4.5 Native code & other Java alternatives
Instead of programming them in Java it is also possible to write (portions of) Android
apps in C or C++. In this scenario the Android Native Development Kit [225] is used to
compile C/C++ source code to native machine code which can be executed directly on
the device’s CPU instead of being interpreted by a VM. Typically only speciﬁc parts of an
app are written in C/C++ (if it is used at all) – usually for performance reasons and/or
to reuse an existing code corpus. This allows the Java parts of such mixed apps to still
rely on the APIs provided by the AAF (which are not accessible from native code). The
execution of mixed apps always starts on the Android Runtime, where the Dalvik VM
interprets the compiled Java code, as the native code parts need to be invoked from Java
using JNI [319] calls, similarly to how the AAF’s runtime services invoke system libraries
(see above). Even apps written entirely in C/C++ start life on the Android Runtime as it
executes methods of a generated NativeActivity object, which bootstrap execution
of the native code via JNI calls.
There are a number of free [14, 214, 221, 373] and commercial [606] ways to build
(parts of) Android apps using languages other than Java or C/C++, or even in a visual
programming environment [214]. Such solutions typically rely on either (partial) cross
compilation to Java or C/C++ or interpretation at runtime by an interpreter written
in Java or C/C++ (which is distributed with the app or must be installed beforehand).
apps written in the AmbientTalk language [14, 548] – developed at the VUB’s Software
Languages Lab – are executed on Android using the latter approach. Another interesting
solution is the PhoneGap system [373] which allows relatively simple mobile apps to be
built using only Web technologies (HTML5, CSS and JavaScript) and targeted at up to
7 diﬀerent platforms at once (including, besides Android, Apple’s iOS, RIM’s BlackBerry
OS and Symbian). To support Android devices PhoneGap uses a combination of cross
compilation (to bind JavaScript calls to AAF APIs) and interpretation (by the JavaScript
virtual machine of Android’s built-in browser app).
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E.4.6 Summary
Figure E.6 summarises the stack of components found on a typical Android device. As
a concrete example, the diagram mentions the names and/or versions of all components
in the case of NoiseTube Mobile for Android (see chapter 6) running, alongside a few
other apps (some of which may contain native code parts), on a HTC Desire Z [260], a
smartphone powered by Android v2.3 Gingerbread.
v2.3.3 "Gingerbread"
Android Applications
Home, Contacts, Phone, Browser, ..., NoiseTube Mobile for Android v1.3.0
Android Application Framework
Android Runtime
Dalvik Virtual Machine
v1.4.0
Core Libraries
Apache Harmony subset, JUnit, SAX, ...System Libraries
(including Hardware Abstraction Layer)
Linux Kernel
v2.6.35 + Android-specific patches
Hardware
HTC Desire Z firmware 2.42.405.2
External Libraries
Google Maps External Library
Native
code 
parts
(of some apps)
Figure E.6: Component architecture of a typical Android device running multiple apps
It can be interesting to compare this diagram with that in ﬁgure E.2, which summarises
the components of a typical Java ME CLDC/MIDP device. The diﬀerence in scope
between Java ME and Android is immediately apparent. At the bottom of the stack we
see that Android includes the Linux kernel and a layer of system libraries which together
roughly correspond to the operating system layer in ﬁgure E.2, which falls outside of the
scope of Java ME. At the top of the stack we notice that Android reaches all the way
into the applications layer because it includes a suite of core apps (e.g. the browser). The
Java ME speciﬁcations on the other hand do not describe concrete MIDlets for vendors to
include. The middleware layers are more similar: Android’s Runtime and its Application
Framework (AAF) roughly correspond to respectively the CLDC and MIDP layers in
ﬁgure E.2. However, there are a number of diﬀerences worth remembering. First of all,
as discussed in detail in section E.4.1, compared to CLDC the Android Runtime provides a
bigger and more recent subset of Java SE classes in its Core Libraries and it supports more
Java language features, giving experienced Java programmers a broader set of familiar
tools. Second, the AAF provides many functionalities which require optional packages
on Java ME phones because they are not covered by the MIDP. On the third middleware
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layer, the external libraries – which are strictly speaking not part of Android itself – roughly
correspond to the vendor APIs found on Java ME devices. Finally we should note that
ﬁgure E.6 contains no real counterpart to the libraries layer from ﬁgure E.2. While it is
perfectly possible for developers to use and distribute third-party libraries in their Android
apps, we left this layer out of the diagram because we did not use any additional libraries
to build NoiseTube Mobile for Android.
E.5 App development guidelines
Based on our experience with NoiseTube Mobile (see chapter 6) we present some guide-
lines regarding three aspects of mobile app development.
E.5.1 Cross-platform development for Java ME and Android
Sharing or reusing code across the Java ME and Android platforms sounds easier than it is.
For one thing, despite the fact that both platforms use Java, their runtime environments
support diﬀerent versions of the language itself. For another, there is only a small set
of standard classes that are available on both platforms. We refer to section E.4 for a
more detailed discussion of these diﬀerences. In the following two sections we outline a
solution for the design of cross-platform Java ME/Android apps.
E.5.1.1 Separating platform-dependent & -independent code
When developing an app that targets both platforms44 with an intention to reuse (or
rather share) as much code as possible, it is advisable to organise the source code in 3
codebases: two for the platform-speciﬁc parts of each app variant, and a third, shared
one containing a platform agnostic implementation of the main behaviour of the app.
To decide whether or not a piece of code belongs in the shared codebase we propose the
general rule stated in box E.1.
Platform agnosticism
Exception 1 in box E.1 follows directly from our observations on the diﬀerences between
the Java ME CLDC/MIDP and Android platforms, as discussed in section E.4.
44 Or refactoring and existing Java ME app to support Android as well.
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.
All code should be shared unless one of the following exceptions applies:
Ex. 1: it cannot be expressed in a platform agnostic manner, because either:
Ex. 1a: it is directly tied to platform-speciﬁc class libraries;
Ex. 1b: it uses language constructs that are unsupported by one of the
platforms;
Ex. 1c: it depends on platform-speciﬁc system properties;
Ex. 2: it implements a platform/app-speciﬁc feature which cannot be feasibly or
meaningfully generalised.
Box E.1: Rule for inclusion in the shared codebase
With platform-speciﬁc class libraries, as mentioned by exception 1a, we mean any class
library which is not supported on both platforms. The only place where the platforms’
class libraries overlap is at the fundamental, Java SE/Harmony-derived classes and inter-
faces, respectively speciﬁed by CLDC and provided by the Android Core Libraries (ACL)45.
In terms of included classes/interfaces, as well as methods and ﬁelds thereof, CLDC’s
Java SE subset is smaller than and completely encompassed by ACL’s Harmony subset,
as illustrated by ﬁgures E.4 and E.5 on page 337. Hence compatibility with CLDC im-
poses the most limiting requirement. Therefore exception 1a can be rewritten as follows:
.
Ex. 1a*: it depends on46 classes/interfaces which are outside the shared codebase
itself and outside CLDC’s Java SE subset; or it calls methods or ac-
cesses ﬁelds which are unavailable in CLDC’s Java SE subset, despite
being members of the original Java SE classes/interfaces included in that
subset;
Box E.2: Reﬁnement of exception 1a from box E.1
The situation created by exception 1a* is illustrated once more by ﬁgure E.7, in which the
sets represent the entirety of supported class libraries of each platform. Any shared code
dependency on a class, interface, method or ﬁeld outside the sets’ intersection would
break either one of the apps. For example, relying on java.util.ArrayList – a
Java SE-derived collection class included in ACL’s Harmony subset but not in CLDC’s
Java SE subset – would break the Java ME app. Likewise a reference to javax.-
microedition.midlet.MIDlet – the superclass of all MIDlets – would break the
Android app. In summary, the main test of exception 1a* is successful compilation of the
45 We should note that this comparison is based on v1.1.1 of CLDC. This allows us to ignore the overlap
between MIDP and ACL, because since v1.1.1 the CLDC speciﬁcation includes the trio of Java SE-
derived classes speciﬁed by MIDP up to v2.1 (as explained in footnote 26 on page 328).
46 By “depend on” we mean any statically inferable relationship among classes, interfaces or their instances.
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shared codebase against the class libraries of both platform SDKs. Because exception 1a*
forces the shared codebase to only rely on fundamental Java classes, its contents can be
seen as a “pure Java” implementation of the app’s core functionality.
Androidclasslibraries
Java ME CLDC/MIDPclass libraries
«ACL:Harmony»
java.util.ArrayList
«AAF»
android.app.Activity
«ACL»
org.json.JSONObject
+addElement(in object : Object)
#elementCount : int
#modCount : int
+toArray() : Object[]
«CLDC:JavaSE, ACL:Harmony»
java.util.Vector
«CLDC»
javax.microedition.io.Connector
«MIDP»
javax.microedition.midlet.MIDlet
Figure E.7: The sets of Java ME CLDC/MIDP and Android class libraries and their
intersection, showing some example classes
Exception 1b relates to the fact that, in order to be executable on CLDC devices, the
code has to comply with the 2nd edition of the Java language speciﬁcation [228] – whereas
Android apps can be written in Java as deﬁned in the 3rd edition of the speciﬁcation [229].
Hence, third-edition features – such as generics, annotations or foreach loops – cannot
be used in the Java ME-speciﬁc and in the shared codebase.
In Java, system properties are key-value associations that are queried with the System.-
getProperty()method. This mechanism allows programs to obtain information about
the runtime environment, operating system, hardware capabilities, etc. This is especially
necessary on Java ME. As stipulated by exception 1c, the shared code should not query
system properties that are only supported by one of the platforms. While querying a
non-existent system property does not cause compilation errors, and does not necessarily
crash the program – unless the programmer forgets to check for a null value – the
querying of platform-speciﬁc system properties is best done in platform-speciﬁc code,
possibly upon request of a class in the shared codebase.
Fortunately only the shared codebase is restricted by these exceptions. It is obviously no
problem to use any class/interface, or query any system property, supported by Java ME
CLDC/MIDP in the Java ME-speciﬁc codebase, or to use any class/interface supported
by Android, as well as third edition language features, in the Android-speciﬁc codebase.
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Platform-speciﬁc features
Exception 2 in box E.1 applies to app features that were kept out of the shared codebase
because they are closely tied to properties or capabilities of one of the platforms.
E.5.1.2 Relying on platform-speciﬁc APIs
Since the platforms’ application frameworks – i.e. MIDP+Optional Packages vs. AAF –
are incompatible, things like UI construction, network communication, audio/video play-
back or recording, use of positioning technology, sampling of various sensors, ﬁle system
access, etc., all require class libraries/APIs outside of the intersection in ﬁgure E.7.
In other words, such things cannot be expressed in “pure Java” alone.
However, as we have demonstrated in NoiseTube Mobile (see chapter 6), with a properly
designed architecture it is possible to specify more or less all deﬁning behaviour on an
abstract level in the shared codebase, while leaving any concrete, platform-speciﬁc details
to be ﬁlled in by the platform-speciﬁc codebases. Such a design can be based on the
Abstract Factory design pattern, as described by the so-called Gang of Four (GoF) in
their seminal Design Patterns book [198: pp. 87–95]. Figure E.8 illustrates the structure
of this design pattern and mentions to which codebase each class belongs.
+createProductA() : AbstractProductA
+createProductB() : AbstractProductB
«Shared codebase»
AbstractFactory
-productB
-factory
-productA
+createProductA() : AbstractProductA
+createProductB() : AbstractProductB
«Platform 1 codebase»
ConcreteFactory1
+createProductA() : AbstractProductA
+createProductB() : AbstractProductB
«Platform 2 codebase»
ConcreteFactory2
«Shared codebase»
Client
«Shared codebase»
AbstractProductA
«Platform 2 codebase»
ConcreteProductA2
«Platform 1 codebase»
ConcreteProductA1
«Shared codebase»
AbstractProductB
«Platform 2 codebase»
ConcreteProductB2
«Platform 1 codebase»
ConcreteProductB1
Figure E.8: UML class diagram illustrating the Abstract Factory design pattern
In order to make the factory instance(s) globally accessible without passing it/them
around the Singleton pattern, also described by the GoF [198: pp. 127–134], may be used.
Refer to section 6.5 for concrete examples of how these patterns can be applied.
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E.5.2 Dealing with device variability
Every mobile phone model is diﬀerent: they come in diﬀerent shapes, have diﬀerent fea-
ture sets, carry diﬀerent hardware and software components and employ diﬀerent user-
input mechanisms. Furthermore model lifecycles are short (typically ≤ 1 year). Although
mobile platforms and frameworks provide powerful abstractions to help developers deal
with it, device variability remains – in our opinion – one of the most underestimated chal-
lenges of mobile app development. While many device details can be safely ignored, some
diﬀerences, both in terms of soft- and hardware, have to be taken into account because
they can undermine the robustness of apps. Even when targeting a single platform, devel-
opers of complex (e.g. relying on multiple APIs and/or device features), widely-deployed
apps are likely to run into diﬃculties due to inconsistencies between devices of diﬀerent
vendors and even between products from single vendors. While many diﬀerences are doc-
umented in one way or another, most problems only come to light by testing the app on a
range of diﬀerent devices. Whether through study of vendor documentation or through
testing, gathering information on device variations, determining if they (could) cause
problems, and ﬁnding solutions if they do, is often a time-consuming and complicated
task which strains the development and maintenance of mobile apps.
Our experience with the development of NoiseTube Mobile (see chapter 6) has shown
that device variability is especially problematic on Java ME CLDC/MIDP.
E.5.2.1 Java ME CLDC/MIDP
Despite the fact that the Java ME CLDC/MIDP platform is/was supported across multi-
ple (smart)phone brands and operating systems, the Write once, run anywhere  mantra
(see section E.3) should be taken with some caveats. Due to the sheer variety of MIDlet-
supporting phones sold in the past decade – with many subtle and less subtle diﬀerences
– it can be complicated to deploy a MIDlet across devices of varying brands and models.
Of course this also depends on the concrete set of APIs and device features a MIDlet
relies on. Generally speaking, the main things MIDlet developers should keep in mind are:
Platform component versions
The platform’s components – CLDC, MIDP, and the optional packages – are gov-
erned by separate speciﬁcations (JSRs), most of which were updated a few times.
Support for new speciﬁcation versions or new optional packages, has typically ap-
peared in new devices (after some delay), but old devices were seldom updated.
Moreover, some devices may support additional vendor APIs, which are also up-
dated from time to time. To tell in advance if a MIDlet can be expected to work on
a particular device two bits of information are needed. On the one hand, the mini-
mal versions of all platform components and possibly vendor APIs required by the
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MIDlet must be known. On the other, vendor documentation must be consulted
to know which speciﬁcation( version)s are supported on the device in question.
If there is a match47, the MIDlet could work on that device.
Platform implementation diﬀerences
Compliance with the required speciﬁcations is no guarantee for proper MIDlet func-
tioning because, in a sense, the platform only exists on paper. That is to say there
is no single, common implementation of its speciﬁcations. Instead, several par-
ties have independently developed runtime environments (REs). Despite adhering
to the same, formal speciﬁcations there are many subtle diﬀerences between REs
shipped on devices of diﬀerent vendors and in some cases even between those found
on diﬀerent products of single vendors. The mean reason is that the speciﬁcations
themselves leave some room for interpretation and occasionally declare speciﬁc ca-
pabilities as optional (e.g. support for audio recording is optional in MMAPI [283]).
To avoid complications caused by this second source of diﬀerences, developers
should carefully study those documentation [387, 487] sections which cover the
speciﬁcs of a vendor’s implementation of relevant speciﬁcations. Furthermore,
MIDlets can be programmed – typically by querying system properties – to learn
about a device’s capabilities at runtime (e.g. whether audio recording is supported).
Undocumented limitations & bugs
Arguably the most annoying type of diﬀerences are undocumented limitations, pe-
culiarities and outright bugs present in the REs found on some (or all) devices of
particular vendors. Some examples are discussed in section 6.5.5.
Hardware features
Occasionally it is a good idea to let a MIDlet adapt itself to hardware features,
such as the resolution of the screen or whether or not it is a touchscreen.
E.5.2.2 Android
The Android platform is somewhat less aﬀected by device variability. This is in part due
to the fact that the platform supports a vast amount of features “out of the box” (partially
eliminating the need for vendor APIs or additional libraries). However the rapid succession
of Android platform versions – which manufacturers have a hard time following – and the
growing variety of device form factors may be (or become) problematic.
47 On devices released since 2008, CLDC and MIDP versions rarely pose problems but optional package
support can still be problematic (see section E.3.3).
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E.5.3 Dealing with network failures
Data connections over cellular networks are often volatile. An obvious cause for failures is
when the device moves out of the range. This can happen when traveling through an area
with sparse network coverage (or no coverage at all). But even in well-covered (urban)
areas there are places where the network can be temporarily or permanently unavailable
(e.g. buildings with thick walls, underground areas like tunnels or subway stations, and
other so-called dead zones). Even when contact with the network is not lost – i.e. phone
calls can be made and SMS messages can be sent/received – data connections may be
interrupted or slowed down due to network congestion, varying signal strength and other
factors. Short interruptions can also happen during handoﬀs between diﬀerent network
types48. While most interruptions or delays are short in duration they happen more than
people are (or want to be) aware of. Hence, to avoid a frustrating user experience, apps
that access the Internet should be resilient to network failure, and ideally not bother
the user with it, unless perhaps when the problem turns out to be permanent. As we
demonstrated in chapter 6 one way to increase resilience to network failure is to introduce
a caching mechanism.
48 For example, today’s smartphones often autonomously switch between cellular data connections and
faster, and usually cheaper, Wi-Fi networks.
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Appendix F
Questionnaire for campaign participants
& other NoiseTube users
In order to evaluate the NoiseTube system from the perspective of end-users we assem-
bled a questionnaire. So far this questionnaire has only been used with the member of the
Ademloos activism group who participated in the noise mapping experiments discussed in
section 7.3. The main ﬁndings of that particular user study are discussed in section 7.3.7.
However the questionnaire itself is intended as a ﬁrst step towards a more general eval-
uation tool that (when ﬁne-tuned and translated into English or other languages) could
be used with larger audiences of NoiseTube users.
The questionnaire in it its current form – in Dutch and with some questions that are only
relevant to the volunteers of Ademloos – is included on the following pages.
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Beste deelnemer van de NoiseTube meetcampagne(s),  
 
We willen jullie nogmaals bedanken voor jullie deelname aan de onderzoeksproject.  
 
Om jullie ervaringen met de NoiseTube applicatie beter te begrijpen en de nodige aanpassingen te kunnen 
doen, vragen we jullie nog een half uur tijd om deze vragenlijst in te vullen. 
 
Het is belangrijk dat je deze vragenlijst individueel invult. Er zijn geen juiste of foute antwoorden, het is uw 
persoonlijke mening die telt. 
 
We beginnen met enkele persoonlijke gegevens 
 
1. Postcode :  …………… 
 
2. Hoe lang woont u daar al?  Sinds ……………………………….………………………………. 
 
3. Geslacht:   Man   Vrouw 
 
4. Geboortejaar: …………… 
 
5. Hoogste behaalde diploma: 
 diploma lager onderwijs 
 diploma middelbaar onderwijs 
 diploma hoger of universitair onderwijs 
 post–universitaire diploma 
 
6. Studeert u nog? 
 ja    nee 
 
7. Huidige of laatste beroep: ……………………………….……………………………….…………… 
 
Meetcampagnes 
 
8. Aan welke meetcampagne(s) nam u deel. Duid de passende campagne(s) aan. 
 5-9 juli 2010; 21-22u        (Fase 1 - week 1)  
 12-16 juli 2010; 8u30-9u30      (Fase 1 - week 2)  
 15-20 november 2010; vrij gekozen momenten, 1u per dag (Fase 2) 
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Uw verwachtingen over geluidskaarten 
De geluidsmetingen waaraan u hebt bijgedragen zullen worden voorgesteld op kaarten.  We willen graag 
weten wat uw verwachtingen zijn over deze kaarten. Vandaar de volgende vragen:  
 
9. Welke kenmerkten verwacht u ideaal gezien aan te treffen op een kaart (of kaarten) over 
geluidsmetingen?  
Kies per kenmerk de best passende categorie op de schaal van heel belangrijk tot heel onbelangrijk. 
 
Kenmerken op geluidskaart(en): 
Heel 
belangrijk 
Belangrijk 
Belangrijk 
noch 
onbelangrijk 
onbelangrijk 
Heel 
onbelangrijk 
Straat met naam       
Gebouwen       
Functie van plaatsten of gebouwen (vb: school)      
Gemeten geluidsniveau       
Variatie geluidsniveau naar plaats       
Variatie geluidsniveau naar tijd       
Betrouwbaarheid van de geluidsniveau 
metingen 
     
Oorzaken van de gemeten geluiden      
 
10. Zijn er nog andere kenmerken die u nuttig zou vinden? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
11. Welke weergave op de kaart heeft je voorkeur voor het gemeten geluidsniveau? Kies één van beide 
mogelijkheden. 
 Weergave in klassen (vb: van 55 tot 60 dB, van 60 tot 65, enz.) 
 Exacte weergave van elke meting (vb: 55,4 dB; 67,2 dB) 
12. Welke weergave op de kaart heeft je voorkeur qua variatie in geluidsniveau? Kies één van beide 
mogelijkheden. 
 piekwaarde/hoogste geluidssterkte 
 gemiddelde geluidssterkte  
13. Welke weergave op de kaart heeft je voorkeur qua variatie in tijd ? Kies één van beide mogelijkheden. 
 geluidssterkte per uur 
 geluidssterkte per dagdeel (vb: ochtend, middag, avond, nacht) 
14. Welke weergave op de kaart heeft je voorkeur qua oorzaken van geluid ? Kies één van beide 
mogelijkheden. 
 Oorzaken van geluid door functies van gebied te geven (vb: “fabriek”, …) 
 Oorzaken van geluid vastgesteld ter plaatse (vb: “wegenwerken”, …) 
15. Welke weergave op de kaart heeft je voorkeur qua betrouwbaarheid geluidssterkte ? Kies één van 
beide mogelijkheden. 
 Betrouwbaarheid geluidssterkte door weer te geven wie meting deed 
 Betrouwbaarheid geluidssterkte door aantal metingen weer te geven 
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Motivaties en ervaringen bij het meten 
We willen graag weten wat u motiveerde om deel te nemen aan de meetcampagne(s) en hoe u het meten 
en het daarvoor gebruikte toestel ervaren hebt. 
 
Laten we eerst in gedachten teruggaan naar het moment waarop u toezegde aan de meetcampagne deel 
te nemen. 
 
16. Waarom nam u deel aan het project? Wat was u motivatie?  
Kies per mogelijke motivatie de best passende categorie op de schaal van heel belangrijk tot heel onbelangrijk. 
 
Motivatie:  
Heel 
belangrijk 
Belangrijk 
Belangrijk 
noch 
onbelangrijk 
Onbelangrijk 
Heel 
onbelangrijk 
Persoonlijk ervaren hinderlijke 
geluidsoverlast 
     
Algemene bezorgdheid 
geluidsoverlast 
     
Steun actiegroep      
Nieuwsgierigheid      
Interesse technologie      
Nuttige tijdsbesteding      
Leuke tijdsbesteding      
Steun wetenschappelijk onderzoek      
 
17. Had u andere redenen om deel te nemen aan het project? Zo ja, welke? 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Laten we nu in gedachten teruggaan naar de week (of weken) waarin u deelnam aan een 
meetcampagne. 
 
18. Wat vond u fijn aan het meten? Geef de 3 belangrijkste redenen. 
 
a. ………………………………………………………………….……………………………….….………………………………………………………………… 
b. ………………………………………………………………….……………………………….….………………………………………………………………… 
c. ………………………………………………………………….……………………………….….………………………………………………………………… 
 
19. Wat vond u lastig aan het meten? Geef de 3 belangrijkste redenen. 
 
a. ………………………………………………………………….……………………………….….………………………………………………………………… 
b. ………………………………………………………………….……………………………….….………………………………………………………………… 
c. ………………………………………………………………….……………………………….….………………………………………………………………… 
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20. Geef aan wat u van de volgende aspecten bij het uitvoeren van meetsessies met de NoiseTube 
applicatie vond:  
Kruis per aspect best passende categorie (zeer goed tot zeer slecht) aan. 
 
Aspecten : Zeer goed Goed 
Goed noch 
slecht 
Slecht Zeer slecht 
Duidelijkheid van de instructies die gegeven 
werden om de meetsessie correct uit te voeren 
     
De duidelijkheid van de algemene begeleiding 
door de onderzoekers 
     
De duidelijkheid van de begeleidende informatie       
Keuze van het te wandelen traject/gebied van de 
meetsessies 
     
Het gekozen tijdstip van de meetsessies (fase 1)      
Het starten van een nieuwe meetsessie op het 
telefoontoestel 
     
De informatie op het scherm va het toestel 
tijdens een meetsessie 
     
De informatie op het scherm va het toestel na 
het beëindigen van een meetsessie 
     
Het telefoontoestel zelf      
21. Had je graag kunnen aanduiden wat de oorzaak van een gemeten geluid was (vb: “hier was file”, 
“ambulance”)?  
 ja    misschien    nee 
 
22. Had je graag via een website commentaar kunnen geven over de metingen gedaan door uw groep?  
 ja    misschien    nee 
 
23. Had je graag via een website comment kunnen geven op de metingen gedaan door andere gebruikers 
van NoiseTube?  
 ja    misschien    nee 
 
24. Was u op een bepaald moment (of momenten) bezorgd om uw privacy tijdens het gebruiken van 
NoiseTube? 
 ja   nee 
Zo ja, waarom? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………….…………………… 
 
25. Hebt u  nog suggesties  en opmerkingen ter verbetering van de NoiseTube applicatie zoals u ze testte? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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Wat kan en wil men doen met de door jullie verzamelde geluidsmetingen? 
In de laatste sectie van deze vragenlijst, willen we een aantal vragen stellen over uw visie op het 
verzamelen van dit type van data door burgers.  
We gebruiken in deze sectie volgende termen: 
Met burgers bedoelen we u en ik, als inwoner van een stad, een regio en een land.   
We gebruiken ook het woord professionele expert, daarmee bedoelen we iemand die een erkende 
opleiding heeft genoten om metingen uit te voeren en te interpreteren, en die kan aangesteld worden 
door iedereen die zijn of haar diensten inhuurt.  
Ten slotte verwijzen we naar officiële data of metingen, om de metingen georganiseerd door een overheid 
aan te duiden, zoals de metingen vandaag de dag gebeuren. 
 
26. Welke voordelen ziet u aan het door burgers laten verzamelen van geluids- of andere milieugegevens? 
 
a. ………………………………………………………………….……………………………….….………………………………………………………………… 
b. ………………………………………………………………….……………………………….….………………………………………………………………… 
c. ………………………………………………………………….……………………………….….………………………………………………………………… 
 
27. Welke nadelen ziet u aan het door burgers laten verzamelen van geluids- of andere milieugegevens? 
 
a. ………………………………………………………………….……………………………….….………………………………………………………………… 
b. ………………………………………………………………….……………………………….….………………………………………………………………… 
c. ………………………………………………………………….……………………………….….………………………………………………………………… 
 
28. Door wie mogen deze gegevens geraadpleegd worden? Kruis aan. Meerdere antwoorden zijn mogelijk. 
 
 Iedereen die een deel van de data verzameld heeft  
 Alle geïnteresseerde burgers 
 Professionele experts 
 Officiële instanties die overheidsbeleid ondersteunen 
 Andere: Welke? ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
29. Waarom zou u zelf deze gegevens willen gebruiken? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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30. Hoe zou u dat doen? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
31. Zou je opnieuw meedoen aan een wetenschappelijke studie over geluidsmetingen? 
a.  ja   misschien    nee 
b. Waarom wel of niet? …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
32. Zou u op eigen initiatief willen verder werken meten met dit soort meettoestel?  
a.  ja   misschien    nee 
b.  alleen   in groep    beide 
c. Waarom wel of niet? ………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………… 
 
33. Geef voor volgende stellingen rond geluidsmetingen aan welke categorie uw mening het beste 
weergeeft. Per stelling is er slechts één antwoord mogelijk. 
 
Stellingen ivm geluidsmetingen: 
Helemaal 
eens 
Eens 
Eens noch 
oneens 
Oneens 
Helemaal 
oneens 
1. Er zijn voldoende officiële geluidsmetingen.      
2. Officiële metingen zijn niet representatief 
voor wat mensen dagelijks ervaren. 
     
3. Enkel officiële procedures zorgen voor 
representatieve metingen. 
     
4. Enkel professionele meetapparatuur zorgt 
voor representatieve metingen. 
     
5. Enkel professioneel opgeleide experts zorgen 
voor representatieve metingen. 
     
6. Enkel de professionele experts geven een 
waardevolle interpretatie aan 
geluidsmetingen. 
     
7. Door burgers verzamelde data geeft de 
mogelijkheid om officiële visie aan te vechten. 
     
8. Door burgers verzamelde data geeft meer 
kennis van eigen problematiek. 
     
9. Door burgers verzamelde data geeft de 
mogelijkheid om oorzaken te begrijpen. 
     
10. Door burgers verzamelde data geeft de 
mogelijkheid om door de overheid 
onderbelichte tijdstippen, plaatsen te 
bestuderen. 
     
11. Door burgers verzamelde data helpt niet want 
onwetenschappelijk en gevaarlijk. 
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Stellingen ivm geluidsmetingen (vervolg): 
Helemaal 
eens 
Eens 
Eens noch 
oneens 
Oneens 
Helemaal 
oneens 
12. Met door burgers verzamelde data kan je 
makkelijker media aandacht krijgen voor de 
problematiek. 
     
13. Door burgers verzamelde helpt andere 
burgers aan te zetten om samen actie te 
voeren. 
     
14. Meer meetgegevens gaan de oorzaak niet 
wegnemen, de overheid kent het probleem al 
maar onderneemt te weinig. 
     
15. Mensen gaan enkel de problemen in kaart 
brengen, waardoor de gegevens nooit een 
betrouwbaar beeld zullen weergeven van de 
gehele situatie. 
     
16. De kwaliteit van door burgers verzamelde 
data  is niet controleerbaar. 
     
17. Door burgers verzamelde data is minder 
accuraat want met ze beschikken niet over 
professioneel materiaal. 
     
18. Door burgers verzamelde data is minder 
accuraat want ze missen een professionele 
opleiding. 
     
19. Zelfs minder accurate data kan, in grote 
hoeveelheden, waardevol zijn om relatieve 
verschillen of patronen te ontdekken. 
     
20. Door burgers verzamelde data en officiële 
metingen vullen elkaar best aan om tot goede 
kaarten te komen. 
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Tot slot 
We zijn aan het einde van deze vragenlijst. Nogmaals hartelijk bedankt! 
 
Indien u nog suggesties of opmerkingen heeft, kan u die hier altijd nog kwijt hieronder. 
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Appendix G
Dissemination & impact
Here we give an overview of the dissemination of our work and the impact it has and
continues to have. This includes scholarly and other publications, contributions at events,
and media mentions.
G.1 Publications
Portions of the work discussed in this dissertation have been previously covered in the
following publications:
Journal papers
• Nicolas Maisonneuve, Matthias Stevens, and Bartek Ochab. “Participatory noise
pollution monitoring using mobile phones”. In: Information Polity 15.1-2 (Aug.
2010): Special Issue on “Government 2.0: Making Connections between Citizens,
Data and Government”, pp. 51–71.
issn: 1570-1255
doi: 10.3233/IP-2010-0200
url: http://soft.vub.ac.be/Publications/2010/vub-tr-soft-10-14.pdf
• Ellie D’Hondt, Matthias Stevens, and An Jacobs. “Participatory noise mapping
works! An evaluation of participatory sensing as an alternative to standard tech-
niques for environmental monitoring”. Preprint. Submitted to Pervasive and Mobile
Computing (ISSN: 1574-1192). Conditionally accepted. Dec. 2011.
url: http://www.noisetube.net/publications/partnoisemaps.pdf
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Conference papers
• Nicolas Maisonneuve, Matthias Stevens, Maria E. Niessen, Peter Hanappe, and Luc
Steels. “Citizen Noise Pollution Monitoring”. In: dg.o ’09 – Proceedings of the 10th
Annual International Conference on Digital Government Research (Puebla, Mexico;
May 17-21, 2009). Social Networks: Making Connections between Citizens, Data
and Government. Ed. by Soon Ae Chun, Rodrigo Sandoval, and Priscilla Regan.
ACM International Conference Proceeding Series, vol. 390. Digital Government
Society of North America, pp. 96–103.
isbn: 978-1-60558-535-2
url: http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1556176.1556198
• Nicolas Maisonneuve, Matthias Stevens, Maria E. Niessen, and Luc Steels. “Noise-
Tube: Measuring and mapping noise pollution with mobile phones”. In: Informa-
tion Technologies in Environmental Engineering. Proceedings of the 4th Interna-
tional ICSC Symposium (ITEE 2009; Thessaloniki, Greece, May 28-29, 2009).
Ed. by Ioannis N. Athanasiadis, Pericles A. Mitkas, Andrea E. Rizzoli, and Jorge
Marx Gómez. Environmental Science and Engineering. Springer Berlin Heidelberg,
pp. 215–228.
isbn: 978-3-540-88350-0
issn: 1863-5520
doi: 10.1007/978-3-540-88351-7_16
url: http://soft.vub.ac.be/Publications/2009/vub-prog-tr-09-08.pdf
• George Drosatos, Pavlos S. Efraimidis, Ioannis N. Athanasiadis, Ellie D’Hondt,
and Matthias Stevens. “A privacy-preserving cloud computing system for creating
participatory noise maps”. In: COMPSAC 2012 – Trustworthy Software Systems
for the Digital Society. IEEE Signature Conference on Computers, Software &
Applications (Izmir, Turkey, July 16-20, 2012). Accepted for publication.
Workshop papers
• Nicolas Maisonneuve, Matthias Stevens, and Luc Steels. “Measure and map noise
pollution with your mobile phone”. Instructable. In: DIY::HCI. A Showcase of Meth-
ods, Communities and Values for Reuse and Customization. Ed. by Leah Buechley,
Eric Paulos, Daniela Rosner, and Amanda Williams. Proceedings of the “DIY for
CHI” workshop held at CHI ’09, the 27th International Conference on Human Fac-
tors in Computing Systems (April 4-9, 2009, Boston, MA, USA), pp. 78–82.
url: http://soft.vub.ac.be/Publications/2009/vub-prog-tr-09-03.pdf
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• Jorge Vallejos, Matthias Stevens, Ellie D’Hondt, Nicolas Maisonneuve, Wolfgang
De Meuter, Theo D’Hondt, and Luc Steels. “Context-aware Resource Sharing for
People-centric Sensing”. In: First International Workshop on Software Research and
Climate Change (WSRCC-1), part of Onward! 2009 (co-located with OOPSLA
2009) in Orlando, FL, USA, October 26, 2009. Ed. by Steve Easterbrook.
url: http://www.cs.toronto.edu/wsrcc/WSRCC1/Papers.html
• Matthias Stevens and Ellie D’Hondt. “Crowdsourcing of Pollution Data using Smart-
phones”. In: Proceedings of the Workshop on Ubiquitous Crowdsourcing, held at
Ubicomp ’10 (Copenhagen, Denmark, September 26-29, 2010).
url: http://soft.vub.ac.be/Publications/2010/vub-tr-soft-10-15.pdf
Demos and Posters
With published abstract:
• Ellie D’Hondt and Matthias Stevens. “Community memories for sustainable urban
living”. Poster abstract. In: INNOV 2010 – Proceedings of the 1st International
Multi-Conference on Innovative Developments in ICT (Athens, Greece, July 29-31,
2010). Ed. by Boris Shishkov, George A. Tsihrintzis, and Maria Virvou, pp. 77–80.
Poster displayed at ICGREEN 2010 – International Conference on Green Computing
(part of INNOV 2010).
isbn: 978-989-8425-15-7
url: http://soft.vub.ac.be/Publications/2010/vub-tr-soft-10-16.pdf
• Ellie D’Hondt and Matthias Stevens. “Participatory noise mapping”. Demo abstract.
In: Demo Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Pervasive Computing
(Pervasive 2011), San Francisco, CA, USA, June 12-15, 2011. Ed. by Rafael ‘Tico’
Ballagas and Daniela K. Rosner, pp. 33–36.
url: http://soft.vub.ac.be/Publications/2011/vub-soft-tr-11-03.pdf
Without abstract:
• Nicolas Maisonneuve, Matthias Stevens, and Bartek Ochab. “NoiseTube: Citizen
Noise Pollution Monitoring”. Poster displayed at the Sony CSL Paris Open House
2009 (Paris, France, 8-9 October, 2009).
url: http://soft.vub.ac.be/Publications/2009/vub-prog-tr-09-11.pdf
• Matthias Stevens and Ellie D’Hondt. “Participatory Sensing for Sustainable Urban
Life”. Poster displayed at the MoVES project annual meeting (Université catholique
de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, December 17, 2009).
url: http://soft.vub.ac.be/Publications/2009/vub-soft-tr-09-05.pdf
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• Matthias Stevens and Ellie D’Hondt. “Participatory Sensing for Sustainable Urban
Life”. Poster displayed at the Dag van de Doctorandi event (VUB, Brussels, Bel-
gium, May 28, 2010).
url: http://soft.vub.ac.be/Publications/2009/vub-soft-tr-09-05.pdf
Theses
• Sander Bartholomees. “Context-Aware Urban Sensing”. Promoted by Wolfgang De
Meuter. Advised by Matthias Stevens and Ellie D’Hondt. MA thesis. Vrije Univer-
siteit Brussel, Faculteit Wetenschappen en Bio-ingenieurswetenschappen, Vakgroep
Computerwetenschappen, June 2011. 128 pp.
url: http://brussense.be/Pubs/files/Bartholomees2011.pdf
Popular science
• Matthias Stevens and Ellie D’Hondt. “NoiseTube & BrusSense: Participatory sens-
ing for sustainable urban life”. In:We Can Change the Weather: 100 Cases in Energy
Eﬃcacy to Start Doing So. Ed. by Marleen Wynants and Sara Engelen. Crosstalks.
ASP-VUBPress, 2010, pp. 106–107.
isbn: 978-9054876922
url: http://crosstalks.vub.ac.be/publications/changetheweather/intro.html
As of 2012-04-13 and according to Publish or Perish [248], the scholarly articles listed
above have been cited 60 times (for a total of 4 cited papers, good for an h-index of 4).
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G.2 Event contributions
From 2008 to 2012 we have presented, demonstrated or discussed portions of the work
covered in this dissertation at a variety of events, aimed at academic (A), industrial (I),
governmental (G), artistic (R), or general public (P) audiences.
2008
R/P Cartographies parallèles, rencontre avec Christian Nold (organisation: Villes 2.0)
La Cantine, Paris, June 19, 2008.
Contribution: Matthias Stevens & Nicolas Maisonneuve took part in discussion.
2009
R GeoTales – Locative media workshop
iMAL, Brussels, February 23, 2009.
Contribution title: Realisation of Locative Experiences using Smartphones (by
Matthias Stevens).
A DIY for CHI: Methods, Communities, and Values of Reuse and Customization,
workshop held at CHI 2009, 27th Annual ACM SIGCHI Conference
Boston, MA, USA, April 4-9, 2009.
Contribution title: The NoiseTube project: Measure and map noise pollution with
your mobile phone (presented by Matthias Stevens).
A ITEE 2009, 4th International ICSC Symposium on Information Technologies
in Environmental Engineering
Thessaloniki, Greece, May 28-29, 2009.
Contribution title: NoiseTube: Measuring and mapping noise pollution with mobile
phones (presented by Nicolas Maisonneuve).
A/I/P Sony CSL Paris Open House
Paris, France, October 8-9, 2009.
Contributions: presentation Participatory Mapping and Social Networking for a Sus-
tainable World (by Luc Steels); poster and demo session (by Nicolas Maisonneuve
& Matthias Stevens).
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A/I Energy Eﬃciency: Facing the Facts & Learning to Cooperate; Workshop #6:
Limits to Growth (organisation: Crosstalks, VUB)
Brussels, November 27, 2009.
Contribution title: NoiseTube: Participatory Sensing for Sustainable Urban Life (by
Matthias Stevens).
A/I “Are you ready for the Internet of Things?” (organisation: Council)
iMAL, Brussels, December 4, 2009.
Contribution title: NoiseTube: Participatory Sensing for Sustainable Urban Life (by
Matthias Stevens).
2010
G/P Stadspiratie: Congres stedelijk netwerken (organisation: VGC)
Brussels, 25 February 2010.
Contribution title: NoiseTube: Participatory Sensing for Sustainable Urban Life
(presentation and demo, by Ellie D’Hondt & Matthias Stevens).
A Campustalks Session #06 (organisation: Crosstalks, VUB)
Université Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels, 1 April 2010.
Contribution title: Participatory Sensing for Sustainable Urban Life (presented by
Matthias Stevens).
A Workshop on Understanding, Modelling and Measuring Soundscapes
Universiteit Gent, Gent, 27-28 April 2010.
Contribution title: NoiseTube: Participatory Noise Pollution Monitoring using Mo-
bile Phones (presented by Ellie D’Hondt).
G Studiedag gezondheidsbeleid (organisation: Scholengroep Brussel)
Brussels, May 6, 2010.
Contribution: NoiseTube demonstration session (by Ellie D’Hondt).
I/A Flanders Smart Hub goes Pecha Kucha
Museum M, Leuven, May 27, 2010.
Contribution title: Participatory Sensing for Sustainable Urban Life (invited talk by
Matthias Stevens).
A Dag van de Doctorandi
VUB, Brussels, May 28, 2010.
Contribution title: Participatory Sensing for Sustainable Urban Life (poster).
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R/P E-Culture Fair 2010 (organisation: BAM)
Dortmund, Germany, August 23-25, 2010.
Contribution title: NoiseTube: Participatory Sensing for Sustainable Urban Life
(demo and talk by Matthias Stevens).
A ICGreen 2010, 1st International Conference on Green Computing
Athens, Greece, August 29-31, 2010.
Contribution title: Community memories for sustainable urban living (poster).
A/P/G/I/R Book Release “We can change the weather: 100 cases of changeability”
(organisation: Crosstalks, VUB).
Brussels, September 21, 2010.
Contribution: Matthias Stevens & Ellie D’Hondt talked about their contribution to
the book.
A UbiCrowd 2010, 1st International Workshop on Ubiquitous Crowdsourcing,
held at UbiComp 2010, 12th ACM International Conference on Ubiquitous
Computing
Copenhagen, Denmark, 26-29 September 2010.
Contribution title: Crowdsourcing of Pollution Data using Smartphones (presented
by Matthias Stevens).
A/I 2nd yearly Software Languages Lab Event
VUB, Brussels, December 3, 2010.
Contribution title: The human touch: Environmental sensing and human-computer
interaction (presented by Lode Hoste & Matthias Stevens).
2011
A/G/R/P La Semaine du Son, 1st Brussels edition (organisation: Halolalune Production)
Brussels, January 24-30, 2011.
Contributions: presentation Ecouter et mesurer les bruits dans la ville and demo
Parcours de sensibilisation et de mesures sonores dans la ville (with Matthias
Stevens & Ellie D’Hondt), January 29, 2011.
A Invited seminar (organisation: Dept. of Civil, Environmental and Geomatic Engi-
neering, University College London)
London, UK, March 1, 2011.
Contribution title: NoiseTube: A multi-scale participatory approach to noise mon-
itoring and mapping (by Matthias Stevens).
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A ESF Workshop on The Internet of Things for a Sustainable Future
Vielsalm, Belgium, 9–13 May 2011.
Contributions: organised by Ellie D’Hondt, co-organised by Matthias Stevens, pre-
sentation NoiseTube & beyond: a participatory approach for pollution mapping (by
Matthias Stevens).
A/I Pervasive 2011, 9th International Conference on Pervasive Computing
San Francisco, CA, USA, June 12-15, 2011.
Contribution title: Participatory noise mapping (demo by Ellie D’Hondt).
A BEST Brussels Summer Course 2011: From Wireless Sensor Networks to the
Internet of Things (organisation: Board of European Students of Technology)
Brussels, July 20-30, 2011.
Contribution title: Participatory noise mapping (presented by Ellie D’Hondt, on
July 28, 2011).
P/G Lezing over geluidshinder & -meting (organisation: Gemeente Zwijndrecht)
Zwijndrecht, Belgium, August 23, 2011.
Contribution: Stop dat lawaai! Meet het eerst! Met je gsm bijvoorbeeld! (with
Ellie D’Hondt)
R/P CityBeat project. (co-produced by the Finnish Bioart Society and the European
Public Art Centre)
Helsinki, Finland, August 26 – September 30, 2011.
Contribution: the NoiseTube technology was used as part of an art installation.
I/G/A Round Table: Green ICT and ICT for Green (organisation: Belgacom)
Brussels, September 2, 2011.
Contribution: Ellie D’Hondt took part in a panel discussion with 8 participants from
industry and government.
A/I/P Brussel innoveert! (organisation: Brussels Hoofdstedelijk Gewest)
Exposition for innovative companies and institutions in the Brussels Region.
Woluwe Shopping Center, Brussels, October 16–30, 2011.
Contribution: With exposition stand and interactive NoiseTube demo.
A Invited seminar (organisation: Faculty of Urban Planning, Università Iuav di Venezia)
November 10, 2011, Venice, Italy.
Contribution title: NoiseTube: participatory sensing for sustainable urban living (by
Ellie D’Hondt).
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A/I Research met en voor de geomatica-industrie v.2.0
KaHo Sint-Lieven, Gent, December 13, 2011.
Contribution title: Collaborative monitoring and mapping urban noise pollution
(invited talk by Matthias Stevens).
A/I/G Campustalks #10: Brussel Leefbare Stad (organisation Crosstalks, VUB)
KultuurKaﬀee, VUB, Brussels, December 20, 2011.
Contribution: BrusSense: Participatory Sensing for Sustainable Urban Life (by Ellie
D’Hondt).
2012
A/G/R/P La Semaine du Son, 2nd Brussels edition (organisation: Halolalune Production)
Brussels, January 23-29, 2012.
Contributions: Exposition NoiseTube, January 24-26, vernissage on January 23;
Parcours de mesures sonores, January 23 & 26; Seminar: Noise mapping, Jan-
uary 28 (presentation by Ellie D’Hondt & Marie Poupe, IBGE/BIM); and Contest:
Take part in noise mapping campaign and win a smartphone!, January 1-29.
A/I/G Kick-oﬀ meeting i-Scope project (interoperable Smart City services through an
Open Platform for urban Ecosystems)
January 23 & 25, 2012, VUB, Brussels.
Contribution: local organisation & presentation of BrusSense Team (by Ellie D’Hondt).
A/I/G/P 2nd London Citizen Cyberscience Summit (organisation: Citizen Cyberscience
Centre & UCL Excites)
London, February 16-18, 2012
Contributions: presentation Participatory noise mapping works! An evaluation of
participatory sensing as an alternative to standard techniques for environmental
monitoring (by Ellie D’Hondt), February 17; workshop Noise and the City, Febru-
ary 17; Hackday challenge What can YOU do with Noise Data?, February 18.
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G.3 Media mentions
The research discussed in this dissertation has been mentioned, either directly or indirectly,
in the following online, printed or audio/visual media:
2009
Web Erica Westly. Citizen Science: How Smartphones Can Aid Scientiﬁc Research. Pop-
ular Mechanics. Mar. 13, 2009.
url: http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/research/4308375.html
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/PopularMechanics_13-03-2009.pdf
Print Anil Ananthaswamy. “A crowd-sourced solution to noise pollution monitoring. Why
anti-noise campaigners may learn to love cellphones”. Feature. In: The New Scientist
204.2734 (Nov. 14, 2009), p. 26.
issn: 0262-4079
doi: 10.1016/S0262-4079(09)62989-4
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/NewScientist2009-11-14.pdf
Web Anil Ananthaswamy. Cellphone app to make maps of noise pollution. NewScientist.
Nov. 18, 2009.
url: http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20427346.900 (paywalled)
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/NewScientist.com_2009-11-18.pdf
Web 20 Minutes Online. Les téléphones portables combattent la pollution sonore. Nov. 20,
2009. In French.
url: http://www.20min.ch/ro/multimedia/stories/story/23317149
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/20MinutesOnline2009-11-20.pdf
Radio Pure FM (RTBF). On n’est pas des anges. Nov. 23, 2009. Interview with Matthias
Stevens. In French.
url: http://www.rtbf.be/purefm/emission_on-n-est-pas-des-anges?id=258
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/InterviewRTBF.mp3
Print Elise Dubuisson. “Quand le téléphone traque le bruit. La VUB participe au projet
international NoiseTube ”. Pollution. In: Le Soir 276 (Nov. 27, 2009), p. 31.
In French.
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/LeSoir_27-11-2009.pdf
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Web Elise Dubuisson. Quand le GSM traque le bruit. La VUB participe au projet inter-
national NoiseTube . Pollution. Le Soir. Nov. 27, 2009. In French.
url: http://archives.lesoir.be/?action=nav&gps=740409
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/LeSoir.be_27-11-2009.pdf
Web La Dernière Heure. Quand le téléphone traque le bruit. Nov. 27, 2009. In French.
url: http://www.dhnet.be/infos/societe/article/290629/quand-le-telephone-traque-le-bruit.html
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/LDH_27-11-2009.pdf
Web L’Echo. Quand le téléphone traque le bruit (Le Soir). Nov. 27, 2009. In French.
url: http://lecho.be/r/?t=1&id=8265286 (paywalled)
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/L'Echo_27-11-2009.pdf
Web La Libre Belgique. Quand le téléphone traque le bruit (Le Soir). Nov. 27, 2009.
In French.
url: http://www.lalibre.be/toutelinfo/belga/124397/quand-le-telephone-traque-le-bruit-le-soir.html
(oﬄine)
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/LLB_27-11-2009.pdf
Web Le Vif/L’Express. Quand le téléphone traque le bruit (Le Soir). Nov. 27, 2009.
In French.
url: http://levif.rnews.be/belga/generale/78-6-132656/quand-le-telephone-traque-le-bruit--le-
soir-.html (oﬄine)
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/LeVifL'Express_27-11-2009_(1).pdf
Web Le Vif/L’Express. NoiseTube, ou comment mesurer le bruit ambiant avec son GSM.
Nov. 27, 2009. In French.
url: http://focus.levif.be/loisirs/article-1194669681553.htm
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/LeVifL'Express_27-11-2009_(2).pdf
Web RTBF. Quand le téléphone traque le bruit: Noise Tube. Nov. 27, 2009. In French.
url: http : / /www . rtbf . be / info / belgique / economie /quand - le - telephone - traque - le - bruit - le - soir
(oﬄine)
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/RTBF-INFO_27-11-2009.pdf
Print “VUB wil geluidsoverlast meten met gsm’s”. In: Het Laatste Nieuws (Nov. 28,
2009), p. 23. In Dutch.
Archived: http://www.vub.ac.be/infoover/media/uab20091128.html#doc5
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2010
Print Peter Van Rompaey. “Mobiele telefoon als meettoestel”. Junior onderzoeker. In:
Akademos 13.1 (Feb. 2010), p. 13. In Dutch.
url: http://www.vub.ac.be/downloads/akademosfebruari2010.pdf
TV France 2. Télématin. Mar. 11, 2010. Interview with Nicolas Maisonneuve. In French.
url: http://telematin.france2.fr/?page=chronique&id_article=14987 (oﬄine)
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/Telematin-20100311.mp4
Web De Morgen. ”Ruim 3.000 Antwerpenaren zullen voortijdig sterven door verkeer-
slawaai”. Dossier Oosterweel. Mar. 22, 2010. In Dutch.
url: http://demorgen.be/dm/nl/5216/Oosterweel/article/detail/1083110/2010/03/22/Ruim-3-
000-Antwerpenaren-zullen-voortijdig-sterven-door-verkeerslawaai.dhtml
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/DeMorgen.be_22-03-2010.pdf
Web Het Laatste Nieuws. ”Ruim 3.000 Antwerpenaren zullen voortijdig sterven door
verkeerslawaai”. Mar. 22, 2010. In Dutch.
url: http://www.hln.be/hln/nl/957/Belgie/article/detail/1083110/2010/03/22/Ruim-3-000-
Antwerpenaren-zullen-voortijdig-sterven-door-verkeerslawaai.dhtml
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/HLN.be_2010-03-22.pdf
Print “Herrie om Lange Wapper: de geheime geluidskaart”. In: Humo 3629 | 12 (Mar. 23,
2010), pp. 28–29. In Dutch.
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/Humo2010-03-23.pdf
Print “Meer dan 3.000 Antwerpenaren zullen vroegtijdig overlijden door verkeerslawaai”.
In: Het Nieuwsblad. Antwerpen (Mar. 23, 2010), p. 23. In Dutch.
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/HNBApen23-03-2010.pdf
Print Filip Marsboom. “Ademloos meet geluidsoverlast. Merendeel Antwerpenaars leeft
in ongezond gebied”. In: Het Laatste Nieuws. Antwerpen (Mar. 23, 2010), p. 19.
In Dutch.
Archived: http://www.vub.ac.be/infoover/media/uab20100323.html#doc3
Print “VUB meet verkeerslawaai met gsm”. In: Gazet Van Antwerpen (Mar. 23, 2010),
p. 33. In Dutch.
Archived: http://www.vub.ac.be/infoover/media/uab20100323.html#doc4
Radio BBC World Service. Digital Planet. Sept. 21, 2010. Short interview with Matthias
Stevens.
url: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p009r50h
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/InterviewBBCWorld.mp3
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Print Brandon Bailey. “Keeping watch in the environment: Smartphone apps gather in-
formation on creeks, birds, hazards”. In: San Jose Mercury News (Oct. 18, 2010),
pp. 21–22.
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/SanJoseMercuryNews_18-10-2010.pdf
Web Brandon Bailey. Smartphones used to gather data about San Jose’s urban streams.
MercuryNews.com. Oct. 18, 2010.
url: http://www.mercurynews.com/ci_16350288 (oﬄine)
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/MercuryNews.com_18-10-2010.pdf
2011
TV 3sat. nano. Mit dem Handy gegen Lärm und Schmutz, Brüsseler Forscher sammeln
Daten per App. Apr. 8, 2011. Interview with Matthias Stevens and Ellie D’Hondt.
In German. Rebroadcast on Deutsche Welle TV.
url: http://www.3sat.de/mediathek/?mode=play&obj=24317
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/3sat_nano_2011-04-08.mp4
Web 3sat. nano. Mit dem Handy gegen Lärm und Schmutz, Brüsseler Forscher sammeln
Daten per App. Apr. 8, 2011. In German.
url: http://3sat.de/?153407
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/3sat_nano_2011-04-08Web.pdf
TV 3sat. neues. Mobiles Crowdsourcing, Der Mensch als Sensor. Apr. 10, 2011. In-
terview with Matthias Stevens and Ellie D’Hondt. In German. Rebroadcast on
Deutsche Welle TV.
url: http://www.3sat.de/mediathek/?mode=play&obj=24312 (oﬄine)
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/3sat_neues_2011-04-10.mp4
Web 3sat. neues. Mobiles Crowdsourcing, Der Mensch als Sensor. Apr. 10, 2011. In Ger-
man.
url: http://3sat.de/?153433
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/3sat_neues_2011-04-10Web.pdf
Print “Can ICT save the planet? ICT: part of the problem as well as the solution”. Round
table. In: One 5.13 (Q4 2011). English edition, pp. 28–32.
url: http://www.onemagazine.be/pdf/one-13/ONE13_Q4_EN_2011.pdf
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/One2011Q4EN.pdf
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Print “Kan ICT de planeet redden? ICT: deel van het probleem én van de oplossing”.
Round table. In: One 5.13 (Q4 2011). Dutch edition, pp. 28–32.
url: http://www.onemagazine.be/pdf/one-13/ONE13_Q4_NL_2011.pdf
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/One2011Q4NL.pdf
Print “L’ICT peut-il sauver la planète ? L’ICT : part du problème et de la solution”. Round
table. In: One 5.13 (Q4 2011). French edition, pp. 28–32.
url: http://www.onemagazine.be/pdf/one-13/ONE13_Q4_FR_2011.pdf
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/One2011Q4FR.pdf
Web One. Can ICT save the planet? ICT: part of the problem as well as the solution.
Round table. Oct. 12, 2011. English edition.
url: http://www.onemagazine.be/2011/10/12/can-ict-save-the-planet
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/One2011Q4WebEN.pdf
Web One. Kan ICT de planeet redden? ICT: deel van het probleem én van de oplossing.
Round table. Oct. 12, 2011. Dutch edition.
url: http://www.onemagazine.be/nl/2011/10/12/can-ict-save-the-planet/
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/One2011Q4WebNL.pdf
Web One. L’ICT peut-il sauver la planète ? L’ICT : part du problème et de la solution.
Round table. Oct. 12, 2011. French edition.
url: http://www.onemagazine.be/fr/2011/10/12/can-ict-save-the-planet/
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/One2011Q4WebFR.pdf
2012
Web Lauren Hockenson. How One App Empowers Citizens to Take Control of Urban
Noise Pollution. Mashable. Jan. 11, 2012.
url: http://mashable.com/2012/01/11/noisetube-noise-pollution
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/Mashable.com_2012-01-11.pdf
Print Tuur De Moor. “Op avontuur door het geluidslandschap van de stad”. In: Agenda
1312 (Jan. 20, 2012), p. 27. In Dutch.
url: http://www.bdw.be/nl/agenda/magazine/2012-01-20
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/Agenda_2012-01-20.pdf
Print Geert Van der Speeten. “Brusselse geluidsoverlast meter met je gsm. NoiseTube
brengt probleemgebieden in kaart”. In: De Standaard 89.19 (Jan. 23, 2012), p. D3.
In Dutch.
Archived: http://www.vub.ac.be/infoover/media/uab20120123.html#doc10
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Web Geert Van der Speeten. Geluidskaarten voor Brussel. NoiseTube brengt probleemge-
bieden in kaart. De Standaard. Jan. 23, 2012. In Dutch.
url: http://www.standaard.be/mobilia/cnt/J73L7HRC
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/DS.be_2012-01-23.pdf
Web Brusselnieuws.be. Geluidsoverlast in kaart brengen met smartphone. Jan. 23, 2012.
In Dutch.
url: http://www.brusselnieuws.be/artikel/geluidsoverlast-kaart-brengen-met-smartphone
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/BrusselNieuws_2012-01-23.pdf
TV Télé Bruxelles. Semaine du son: rallye sonore et mesures sonores. Jan. 23, 2012.
Interview with Ellie D’Hondt. In French.
url: http://www.telebruxelles.net/portail/info/info-culturelle/17642-semaine-du-son-rallye-sonore-
et-mesures-sonores
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/TeleBruxelles_2012-01-23.mp4
Radio FM Brussel. Flagey 18. Jan. 24, 2012. Interview with Ellie D’Hondt. In Dutch.
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/FMBrussel_2012-01-24.mp3
Print Maxie Eckert. “‘We staan er niet bij stil hoeveel lawaai we verdragen’. Het geluid
van Brussel in kaart gebracht”. Reportage. In: De Standaard 89.21 (Jan. 25, 2012),
p. 10. In Dutch.
Archived: http://www.vub.ac.be/infoover/media/uab20120125.html#doc3
Web Maxie Eckert. ‘We staan er niet bij stil hoeveel lawaai we verdragen’. Het geluid
van Brussel in kaart gebracht. Reportage. De Standaard. Jan. 25, 2012. In Dutch.
url: http://www.standaard.be/artikel/detail.aspx?artikelid=M03LAN48
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/DS.be_2012-01-25.pdf
TV TV Brussel. Brusselse geluidsoverlast meten met je smartphone. Jan. 26, 2012.
Interview with Ellie D’Hondt. In Dutch.
url: http://tvbrussel.be/video/4/brusselse-geluidsoverlast-meten-met-je-smartphone
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/TVBrussel_2012-01-26.mp4
Print Christian Du Brulle. “Le bruit pisté par les Bruxellois. Une chercheuse traque les
nuisances sonores via les smartphones”. Environnement. In: Le Soir. Bruxelles/Brux-
elles Périphérie/Brabant-Wallon 25 (Jan. 30, 2012), p. 28. In French.
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/LeSoir_2012-01-30.pdf
Web Christian Du Brulle. Le bruit pisté par les Bruxellois. Le Soir. Jan. 30, 2012.
In French.
url: http://lesoir.be/regions/bruxelles/2012-01-30/le-bruit-piste-par-les-bruxellois-893703.php
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/LeSoir_2012-01-30Web.pdf
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Radio Radio Contact. Le 16H - 20H. Jan. 30, 2012. Interview with Ellie D’Hondt. In French.
url: http://www.radiocontact.be/page/radio-contact-les-emissions-le-16h-20h/599.aspx
Radio Bel RTL. RTL Régions. Feb. 21, 2012. Interview with Matthias Stevens. In French.
url: http://www.rtl.be/videobelrtl/video/383958.aspx?CategoryID=2368
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/BelRTL_RTLRegions_2012-02-21.mp3
Web David Larousserie. Les profanes jouent avec les experts. Le Monde. Mar. 2, 2012.
In French.
url: http : / / lemonde . fr / sciences /article /2012 /03 /02 / les - profanes- jouent - avec - les - experts_
1650607_1650684.html
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/LeMonde.fr2012-03-02.pdf
Print David Larousserie. “Les sciences citoyennes. Les profanes jouent avec les experts”.
Innovation. In: Le Monde 68.20876 (Mar. 3, 2012): Science & Techno, pp. 4–5.
In French.
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/LeMonde2012-03-03.pdf
Web Gazet Van Antwerpen. Tuinwijk meet zelf lawaai snelweg. Borgerhout. Mar. 26,
2012. In Dutch.
url: http://www.gva.be/regio-antwerpen-stad/borgerhout/tuinwijk-meet-zelf-lawaai-snelweg.aspx
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/GVA.be2012-03-26.pdf
Print “Tuinwijk gaat zelf lawaai snelweg meten”. Borgerhout. In: Gazet Van Antwerpen.
Metropool Noord (Mar. 26, 2012), p. 59. In Dutch.
Archived: http://www.vub.ac.be/infoover/media/uab20120326.html#doc4
Print “Bewoners Tuinwijk gaan zelf lawaai van snelweg meten”. Borgerhout. In: Gazet
Van Antwerpen. Metropool Zuid (Mar. 26, 2012), p. 59. In Dutch.
Archived: http://www.vub.ac.be/infoover/media/uab20120326.html#doc5
Print Marion Orlans. “NoiseTube, de app die jacht maakt op lawaai”. In: My Sphere
(Apr. 1, 2012). Dutch edition, p. 10.
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/MySphere2012-04-01NL.pdf
Print Marion Orlans. “NoiseTube, l’appli qui traque les bruits”. In: My Sphere (Apr. 1,
2012). French edition, p. 10.
Archived: http://noisetube.net/publications/MySphere2012-04-01FR.pdf
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G.4 NoiseTube campaigns
Perhaps the most eﬀective dissemination eﬀorts are the participatory noise mapping cam-
paigns we have organised in collaboration with (mostly) volunteers. Here is an overview:
• Antwerp, Belgium:
– July & November 2010: campaigns at Linkeroever with volunteers of Adem-
loos (see chapter 7);
– March 2012: campaign at Tuinwijk with volunteers of the Notenkrakers;
• Brussels, Belgium:
– December 2010: on and around VUB campus Etterbeek, with 45 students;
– January 29, 2011: noise mapping walk during La Semaine du Son;
– January 1-29, 2012: noise mapping contest for La Semaine du Son;
– Spring 2012: BruSense project campaigns (see section 8.4);
• San Francisco, USA, June 2011: demonstration campaign for Pervasive 2011 [126].
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